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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s 2nd Letter to Timothy 
     (Issue: 28 Feb. 2010)     1st Rev. 08 Jan. 2014      2nd Rev. 09 Oct. 2015      3rd Rev. 23 Apr. 2021 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 25 “allegories” to the 26 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings) –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us –  there is no escape –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s 2nd letter to Timothy:       Issue date: 02 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 22 Feb. 2010)    2nd Rev: 08 Jan. 2014     3rd Rev. 09 Oct. 2015    4th Rev. 23 Apr. 2021 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to  “The Knowledge”). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles (= “appointed to tell” thus holy ) -  no  human is able appoint apostles! 
2nd Instruction – It is a requirement (when appointed [by Yahweh] to be an apostle)  is to  accurately  declare  “The Word 
of God”  that is correctly given to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  thereby operating in the same character and authority as God. 
3rd Instruction – JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  of which we are to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
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1st Reasoning – An apostle  accurately  gives  “The Word of God”  enabling  sane  minded people to truly recognise the 
virtues of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire so that ultimately,  compliant  members of the Human Species can have salvation. 
2nd Reasoning – Paul considers there to be  two Entities,  and  Both exist at the time of writing  – else why the separation? 
4th Instruction – All intrinsically  ideal/good  things are sourced through  The  Purpose/Will/Desire  of God  “Yahweh”. 
1st Good News – The TC has  “The Pledge”  of  guaranteed  life within JC as assured by Yahweh’s Purpose. 
1st Prophecy – “Life” is possible through JC – this means  “Imitate him”  over what is now our 2 part life. 
1st ‘Allegory’ – Life – means  guaranteed  everlasting life –  else if at some time later death ensues,  then it cannot be life! 
3rd Reasoning – “within JC” means just that.  A two-party acceptance endorsed by The Overseer “Yahweh”  to make that 
possible.  Thus, we must precisely imitate JC, and “The Word of God” becomes operational in us, a union with JC occurs! 
A deliberate break on our part means the union is severed, but as the prodigal son, it can be repaired if we desire to return 
2Tim.  1v1 og (The) Paul  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}  (of the) Jesus  
2Tim.  1v1 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  through (reason of)   (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire   
2Tim.  1v1 og (of the) God  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Tim.  1v1 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  (of the) life/existence   
2Tim.  1v1 og of the (one [life])  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}, 
2Tim.  1v1 = The Paul,  the  apostle/{appointed [by Yahweh and not The World]  to tell}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

through reason of the  purpose/will/desire  of the  God  (Yahweh)   
according to  the  pledge/promise  of the  (guaranteed)  life  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

Paul,  the apostle  (Paul is appointed by Yahweh to tell)  of the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal”  shown by JC,  as judged worthy by Yahweh) 
through reason of the  purpose/desire  of the God   (Yahweh determines  “The Righteous Route”  for  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
according to the promise   (as prophesied in The Tanakh [God’s Word part 1],  righteously answered  by JC [God’s Word part 2]) 
of the  (guaranteed)  life within the Anointed Jesus   (JC showed the route for  “the ideal goal”  -  for us to personally imitate  [John.14v5-15]), 
 

Paul is  “appointed  (by Yahweh  and not The World)  to tell”  The World about Paul’s  master/lord  being the Anointed Jesus,  noting the two level of 
“lord/master”.  (1) JC initially as God’s Word as the  lord/master  controls the mind of a  repentant/hearkening  Christian to ideally become a TC  and 
then  (2) Yahweh becomes The New Lord/Master of the TC for possible future “Sonship”  (as “The Ideal Goal” of “The Invitation”  to imitate JC). 
It is through the  desire/purpose  of God  (Yahweh)  for Paul to be teaching The World about what  “life  within the  Christ/Anointed”  means that 
ultimately becomes  “The Salvation of Mankind”. 

What does all this  really mean? 
Is it what  worldly Christian leaders preach to us? 

As usual – No!  -  Not quite,  in this instance. 
When apostles teach of  “Life”  it means  “guaranteed  everlasting  life”  because there is no point in teaching about  “life”  if at some time in the future 
(albeit 1000, 10000, 100000000+ years later)  the entity will  perish/lost/destroyed  (= be annihilated = “The 2nd Death”,  Gen.2v27, 20v6).  
Thus  “life”  does  not  mean  “death at some time in the future”! 

That is all logical! 
However,  this obvious inductive statement is  not  understood by our  worldly Christian leaders in their  exceedingly muddled  sermons! 

I will explain why later. 
Also,  more confusion is given by our  worldly Christian leaders as to what  “life  within  the  Christ/Anointed  Jesus”  means! 
The reason for the confusion in Christian circles,  especially of its leaders,  is because they choose  not  to precisely understand what  “life  within  the 
Anointed of Jesus”  really means –  either as taught,  but moreover what it means by deeds and Paul explains this later in this epistle.  We have the 
example of what this means at John.6v59-71 –  being one of my regular quotations –  because it digs deep into the diversity that occurs within the 
reasoning  between/within  JC and that of humans. 
This becomes  “The Standard”  of which I teach on this website being  “The Inclination/Motivation”  of  The Individual  to be  “within the Christ”  that 
unlocks The Scriptures being  “Yahweh’s Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Let me quickly link all this diversity of thinking together,  else it will spread into many pages through its exegesis. 
To be  “within Jesus Christ”  means,  we must emulate  (precisely imitate)  JC in what we do.  It does not mean we  just  come in the  name  of JC (as do 
virtually all people claiming to be  “Christians”) –  but rather we  also  must  “come in”  his  character  and  authority  (Mark.1v22),  else we are 
“hypocrites and liars”  to what we supposedly claim! 
To “come in” - 

1. Character  means we  precisely imitate  what JC did in our lifestyle  driven by a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is the  one/same  to that 
which operated within JC –  being driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  reformed/modified  by  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued within 
the individual to create  “Real  Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).  It also means we personally operate in  {charity 
love}/agape  being,  the giving of our time to imitate JC’s ministry  “simply” (= with absolutely  no  “strings”  attached to what is done).  
Payment/wage/hire  (being all the terms as used in The New Testament,  Matt.20v1-12)  is a resurrection to become a future  “Son of God”  
at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   Why?   Because quite simply we have purified our  “synapse construction mapping”  to become 
entirely Christlike and thus have purified our personal  “Heavenly Treasure”  that has been safely retained by Yahweh where moth and thief 
cannot harm  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33 –  please see my important local commentaries that fully explains this concept)! 

2. Authority  operates at two levels.    
2.1 We exhibit authority over our subject matter.  This means,  we thoroughly know and understand our subject matter thereby enabling 

lesser enlightened people of The World to come unto us to correctly learn how to become Christlike.  In this manner we become like 
temples (1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9) where people can learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (Ecc.12v13-14).  From this personal deportment 
expressing  “The Wisdom of God”,  then  “The Public”  shall recognise the qualities of learning,  understanding and capability  -  
precisely as they said of JC at  Mark.1v22  relative to their spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

2.2 Because of 2.1 above,  then Yahweh chooses to work with and through us  (by opening metaphoric doors around us)  to bring forth the 
next generation of TCs unto Yahweh.   Yahweh chooses to do this  because  we  have  “personally behaved precisely like JC and Paul”,  
(who themselves from childhood)  had/have  taken the time and effort to gather in  “The Word of God”  from The Scriptures of  “The 
Tanakh”  (Luke.2v46-50, Acts.22v3, 26v4-6)  and learnt  not  to negatively contest The Scriptures  (unlike most academic scholars). 
We have demonstrably repented,  then with  humility/contriteness  we thoroughly learn,  assay  (by positively contesting God’s Word)  
and practise with fidelity  “The Word of God”  to gain  “Real Faith”  demonstrating a penitent  heart/{seat of motivation}. 
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All the above gives us  “The Authority”  to use  “The Word of God”  like a Sword  (Eph.6v17)  in both defence and attack during our personal 
ministry  (as we read in 1 and 2 Timothy).  In this manner we become competent to  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry -  if we have The 
Motivation to  truly  “believe in Jesus”  by applying ourselves in the manner as did Peter  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27). 

We are now starting to  “get to grips”  with what The Bible means  (from Yahweh's point of view)  regarding  “life  within  the Anointed Jesus”. 
It is important to understand precisely what this phrase means because Yahweh  is  judging every Christian over some 2000 years of The Gospel Age in 
His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement of Christians”  (James.3v1)  against  “The Golden (for kingship) Standard”  as set by His Premier Son the 
Anointed Jesus.  It is very personal,  and  no  human can do this for another human –  we are only instructed to  “sow and water”  (1Cor.3v4-6) – it is  
“the specific god”  that makes  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  grow within  “The  Receptive/Hearkening  Individual” –  being those specific 
people who so choose to imbue this  Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning  within themselves.   
This leads us onto the point where  worldly Christian leaders do  not  come in The  Name/Character/Authority  of Jesus Christ.  They must  intimately 
emulate  JC and behave in the manner of copying Paul’s lifestyle as he copied JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1 and many others),  instructing other people to 
personally understand  why  and  how  they too should be copying Paul’s lifestyle as he copied JC’s ministry lifestyle – by  leading through example. 
It is in this precise area our  worldly Christian leaders fail,  rather than tripping over JC as  “the stumbling stone”  (as for normal Christians – of the  
“innocent congregations”,  Rom.16v17-18),  JC becomes the stone that crushes  (Matt.21v42-44, Luke.20v17-18)  the  worldly Christian leaders being 
that  “it is upon him”  they are being judged  (by Yahweh in His Special/Greater [1st] Judgement for Sonship,  James.3v1)  and  found to be wanting! 

This is hard teaching –  who can do it?  (John.6v60). 
Essentially  worldly Christian leaders  (like stage actors)  “play their actions”  (being The Methodology driving their life)  to The Worldly Audience,  
giving to The World what The World desires,  and then live on the back of what The World gives back by return for what has been initially given! 
Not  all Christian leaders are like this –  but  most  of them!   It is our duty  (if  we sincerely choose to  really  “believe in Jesus”)  to search out the 
genuine Christian leader who  is  precisely imitating JC as did Paul,  and then imitate him as he did to JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1).  These  good/ideal/virtuous  
Christian leaders will  not be  charismatic/endearing  in the populous sense –  they will be perhaps old fashioned,  very traditional,  and irritating 
(Gal.4v16) –  only because they are sincerely driving themselves,  and you personally,  towards  “The Absolute Truth”  and thus being critical to ensure 
“personal waywardness”  is removed.  Precisely as Paul behaved in his epistles; –  equally,  these good Christian leaders will be encouraging towards 
those people who are actively trying to become TCs in their own right –  just as Paul was in his epistles. 
By contrast,  those  charlatan Christian leaders indulging their congregations in  “glorious spectacle”  –  for the worldly return of both personal and 
congregation self-indulgence  are failing  Yahweh's Desire,  and most certainly do  not  come in The  Name/Character/Authority  of Jesus Christ,  
because most certainly,  JC did  not  behave like this!   

Please read The Bible to understand  The  Name/Character/Authority  of Jesus Christ and what this personally means for us! 
As I said at the beginning of this piece,  I am trying to keep this  very short  (but logically argued)  and now we come onto  “life within Jesus”.    
It is  guaranteed life  (else why state “life”)  within The Anointed  (being  “Our Ideal Goal” of  “Anointed Sonship”). 
We must recognise The Order given in The Verse  (because we  have firstly  “imitated Jesus”)  through  “The Word of God”  having modified the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be  pure/{separate from this world of sin}” (“HS”)  that is the  “one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of 
Yahweh” (“HS”)  being  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”). 

Can the reader understand what I am driving at here? 
It is  not  mythical waffle  (as given by our  spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”, Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
I am trying to explain what all this means so we  all  have knowledge on how we all may  personally  fulfil Yahweh's Desire within our  
present  (and ideally future)  life.  

As I stated,  Yahweh is conducting a  continuous  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of our  “synapse construction”  (1Sam.16v7-13 in context of future 
“kingship”)  to that as laid down by JC in his ministry/lifestyle  -  being The Foundation upon which to build  (by JC working as a  presence/parousia  
within our mind as  “The Word of God”). 
This  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  is  not  as we are errantly taught in  worldly Christian schisms being painful torture for  “supposed outsiders”  
–  or whatever  “unrighteous teaching”  supposedly sourced from The Most Righteous Yahweh.   This Judgment only made by Yahweh (Matt.20v23)  is 
actually for  “Sonship to Yahweh”  being the 144000 TCs  elected/chosen/selected  out from The Gospel Age having precisely imitated JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able during the 1st part of their physical life.   

Moreover,  it is firstly unto this specific Goal Yahweh desires us all to aim –  to become like His Perfect Son JC. 
This  is  “The Specific Invitation”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and instruction thereof  to attain this superlative goal. 

Yet worryingly,  this  most import goal  has  never  been taught in Christendom for the last some 1700+ years! 
It is by becoming  “awakened/roused” as a future “Son of God” as only decided by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  –  being the point  “we”,  as part of the 144000 TCs,  enter the 2nd physical part of our  “2 part life”  (see glossary)  within a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  incorruptible  (=  not  able to die)  body.   This new physical state is  commensurate  to the personally reformed perfected 
mindset  (“synapse construction mapping”  acquired by Yahweh at our death  [= The 1st Death = “asleep”  John.11v11-15]).  Once in an incorruptible  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as a future  “Son of God”  then  we have  guaranteed  “life in with Christ Jesus”  as his mate being  “as one”  
(metaphorically stated at Gen.2v24, recognised by John the Baptist John.3v28-30,  repeated by Paul explaining precisely this goal at Eph.5v30-32,  and 
by warning at  1Cor.6v16) –  his celestial bride  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).   In this manner  “we”  are then ready for the then 2nd 
instalment of  “our”  ministry work that is -  to teach  “The Resurrected World”   “Righteousness”  during The Millennium –  as this website goes on to 
thoroughly explain. 
Therefore,  unlike  the nonsense preached to us by our very  worldly Christian Leaders  (reneging upon The Truth of  “1st Century Christianity”) -  

This  is  “The (real) Word of God” (of The Real Gospel)  accurately explained! 
 
2nd Comment – Paul declares Timothy as still an immature Christian but recognises him to be quickly maturing to a TC! 
5th Instruction – Yahweh sourcing all  gifts/favour/benefit  is The  Forebear/Father  of JC,  and of the “adopting in” TCs. 
6th Instruction – Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The Gospel),  
(2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, (5) 
pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
4th Reasoning – Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment.  “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs!  
1st Warning – Gifts/favour/benefit  sourced by Yahweh to assist the TCs in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  to edify other 
people – it is  not  for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
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2nd ‘Allegory’ – gifts/favours/benefit = things assisting a person in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The Gospel),  
being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing persona,  
extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
7th Instruction – Yahweh is the source of ultimate  compassion/mercy  upon those people choosing to fulfil His Desire. 
2nd Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.   
Reasoning - repeat - Paul considers there to be two Entities and Both exist at the time of writing, else why the separation? 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
2Tim.  1v2 og (To the) Timothy (to the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved  (to the) child/daughter/son;   
2Tim.  1v2 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit,  (the) {having compassion}/{shown mercy},   
2Tim.  1v2 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  off/away/separated/from  (of the) God  (the) father/forebear  
2Tim.  1v2 og also  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
2Tim.  1v2 = To the  Timothy  the  beloved  (spiritual)  child:  

“The  Gifts/favours/benefit,  compassion/mercy,  peace/prosperity/rest  off/from  of the  God (Yahweh)  the Father 
also  of the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  our  lord/master.” 

 

To Timothy,  the beloved  (spiritual)  child   (“beloved”  by Paul having directly nurtured him,  and obviously by both Yahweh and JCg) 
The  gifts/favours/benefit   (what The Word of God gives to a hearkening mind to  [1] make us better [2] helps other people [3] Sonship to Yahweh) 
having  compassion/mercy   (being that Yahweh is prepared to forgive a future “Son of God”  [to forgive what are Timothy's genuine sideslips]) 
peace/prosperity/rest   (what “The Word of God” gives to a hearkening mind  [1] no reason to worry  [2] live in our means  [3] Sonship to Yahweh) 
from of the God   (Yahweh sourcing all intrinsically  good/ideal  things  through JCg our intercessor) 
the Father   (Yahweh  as  “The Head”  of  “The Family”,  ideally, we are to become part of His spiritual DNA, =  His Methodology drives our minds) 
also of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  exclusively controls our minds  [having entirely replaced the previous worldly methodology]) 
the Anointed Jesus.   (JC showed us  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh  is possible  provided  we imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Timothy is Paul’s understudy in  “The Real Faith”  of which he displays in absolute fidelity to what he knows – hence the term “child” (see glossary). 
Because Timothy is actively learning by hearkening unto Paul's teaching explaining  “1st Century Christianity ”  as did JC  (and is yet  never  done 
during the last some 1700+ years of  “worldly Christianity”  whose leaders have had some   “billions of man-hours to do so”  and thus culpable)! 
“Gifts/favours/benefit … from  of our God  also of the Lord JC.”  Means,  Yahweh offers guidance and protection by  His Word correctly imbued  and 
followed through with fidelity  by the  “truly hearkening person”,  Yahweh will also be expressing His HS to operate within The Environment to ensure 
those people  accurately  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  will be protected while they efficiently and effectively publicise  “The Word of God”. 
I have discussed in other epistles what  “peace/prosperity/rest”  means and thus just lifted-out what I wrote in Eph.2v14. 
I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   
“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 
individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  
clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  tribalisation’  within nations,  phishing, social media, 
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 
our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 
“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 
This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  
becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 
JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”,  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 
who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  
(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 
Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 
2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  
“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 
to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do 
– thus,  we are not judged upon The Law of Moses,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying 
to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 
“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 
vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 
we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 
However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 
Returning after my copy/paste of Eph.2v14. 
As I consistently state at these places  -  we have Paul acknowledging  Two  Entities in the  present  tense who have Reasoning in which to recognise his 
supplication and thus respond.  There is  no  reference to the HS anywhere here,  and logically  if  the HS was any sort of  “Reasoning Entity”  to 
recognise this supplication,  then  surely Paul would give due mention here.  “The Fact”  of there being  the lack  of the HS being mentioned in this verse 
(and of every other likewise place in The New Testament)  teaches us  “it”  is  not worthy  for Paul to mention the HS,   inasmuch  not  being a  
“reasoning entity”  to recognise any such request –  that logically infers precisely what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches throughout  –  

“The HS is Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest within The Environment using 
whatever Yahweh chooses to make become  who/what  He chooses to become!”. 
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All this is precisely as we are taught throughout The Bible –  I strongly encourage The World’s most ardent Trinitarian  scholars  to contact this website 
to defend “the indefensible”  and I shall use The Bible quoted throughout their  “erroneous reasoning”,  line by line,  to publicly demonstrate the error 
of their  “supposed exegesis” –  I just need a source of some  worldly  material with which to work!   Please note terms and conditions.   However I 
would much rather they  “wake-up”  out of their self-imposed stupor  (“agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50)  and come to their senses,  so they might imbue  “The 
New Wine”  being what The Bible teaches  (Luke.5v38-39),  correctly explained on this website –  and then to start personally teaching The World 
themselves.   I cannot do it all myself –  that is why Paul calls out for  “co-workers”  in his epistles!   Then Matt.24v14 shall occur,  -  sadly at present in 
their ignorance,  they are holding back this wonderful event from occurring! 
At these places I always state   The HS can become personalised within a hearkening recipient to  “The Word of God”  (hence JC, Rev.19v13,  came first 
as our intercessor Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  -  being The Goal for all of us if we choose to imitate JC over what is our 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part 
spiritual)  of which I carefully explain in my other commentaries. 
 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favour/benefit  is sourced by Yahweh to assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to edify 
other people – it is not for self-indulgence – else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
‘Allegory’ - repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist the person in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (to spread The 
Gospel),  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona, extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
5th Reasoning – “in with God”  means just that.  A two-party acceptance,  where the TC fulfils Yahweh’s Desire and 
Yahweh by return becomes “The Adopting Father”  and accepts the TC as an adopted Child in with “The Family”. 
8th Instruction – Paul (as a TC) will give menial service to fulfil his Master’s Desire. 
6th Reasoning – Paul almost has “Compulsive Disorder Syndrome”  -  his “raison d’etre”  for existing is to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire that is to gain the next generation of TCs,  that is continually repeated by successive generations of TCs 
until Yahweh has His validated/proven  144000 TCs.   Yahweh shall then have The Tools (Early Adopters)  to then draw 
out The Late Adopters from out of The Resurrected World in The Millennium  (hence Mark.2v27-28,  Rev20v6-7, etc.) 
Question:  How many people over the Gospel Age are like Paul?     144000 People  (hence Rev.14v1-4, etc.).  
2nd Warning – “Professional Leaders of Religion”  living for today - are certainly not like Paul living for The Millennium! 
9th Instruction – TCs will give menial service to fulfil their Master’s Desire with a clean moral conscience. 
7th Reasoning – Slaves not giving menial service to fulfil their Master’s Desire with a clean moral conscience  (in all 
matters) will not be “in with God” because God  will reject them,  irrespective of what  charlatan Christians might claim! 
3rd Warning – by implication,  not  being  “in with God”  means we are  “not with God”  and thus destined for death! 
3rd Comment – TCs will always have remembrance of those people seeking to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and assist wherever 
possible,  by writing epistles of encouragement and direction – as here.  It is not a hypocritical “remembrance” in prayer! 
2Tim.  1v3 og (The) Grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  to the [= in/with/by/on]  God,   
2Tim.  1v3 og {to whom/which}  (I [Paul]) {am the hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divinely serve}    
2Tim.  1v3 og off/away/separated/from  (of the [my]) ancestors/parents/forebears   
2Tim.  1v3 og in  (to the [= within]) clean/clear/pure (singular)   (to the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience,   
2Tim.  1v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) unintermitted/permanent/{without ceasing}/continuously   
2Tim.  1v3 og (I [Paul]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  the  concerning/about  (of the) thee/thy/thou/you   
2Tim.  1v3 og (the) recollection/recital/mention/remembrance  in  to the [= within]  wants/petitions/prayers/requests     
2Tim.  1v3 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Paul/TC]   (of the) night  also  (of the) day. 
2Tim.  1v3 = I have  the  grace/gift/favour  in/with  the  God  (Yahweh),   

{to Whom}  I am  the  {hired menial}/{giving Divine service}  of/from  of the  (= my)   ancestors   
within  the  clean/pure  {moral consciousness}/conscience,   
as  I have  the  recollection/remembrance  concerning/about  you  continuously  within my  wants/petitions  of the  night  also  the day, 

 

I have the  gift/favour  with the God  (Yahweh)    (Paul is thankful to Yahweh for rescuing his mind away from The World, being of its methodology), 
to Whom (Yahweh)  I am the hired menial of my ancestors   (Paul has  the same mind  as  Moses, Samuel, King David,  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
within a  clean/pure  moral consciousness   (Paul knows,  he is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to the very best he is able) 
as I continuously have the remembrance concerning you  (Timothy) 
within my  wants/requests  (that Timothy should become the next generation of proven TCs)  of the night  also of the day. 
 

A 4th revision addition  (a copy and paste of my 4th revision addition to 1Tim.1v12). 
Note   Virtually all worldly bible translations spin the translation from  “gifts/favours/benefit”  to  “gratitude/{give thanks}”  and if I remember 
correctly there are only two places in the New Testament where this is done.  I would rather keep the standard translation  (as used everywhere)  as I 
show within my translation,  namely,  “gifts/favours/benefit”  to then understand why he used that word. 
If we take what I consider to be the correct translation,  “gifts/favour/benefit”  here,  then Paul is telling us something much more in his writings  (lost in 
our standard  worldly bible translations  [as usual in most critical places]). 
Rather than just saying “Thanks”,  he is stating - 

I recognise I have learnt something from God’s Word  (JC, Rev.19v13)  being  “The Displayed Wisdom of God”  that becomes the resultant of 
God’s Word outputted within  (1) JC’s life and  (2) Paul’s life.   

Paul recognised this  “Godly Wisdom”  (as personally expressed)  as being “The Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  of which God’s Word wholly imbued to yield 
“Real Faith”  through its  required three  stages.  Without God’s Word personally yielding “Real Faith”  within us,  then we  cannot  personally 
recognise the  “gifts/favours/benefits”,  which is perhaps why our translators badly translate the word into the weak closed loop of just  “give thanks”.   
Therefore,  Paul goes onto state    

These  “Gifts/Favours/Benefits”  derived from JC  (as God’s Word)  are empowering him to live a life that befits a person who is actively 
aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  being that of our ideal personal goal. 

Then Paul moves on to exclaim,  JC is his master – being that JC as  “The Word of God”  wholly controls his mind to yield a faithful deportment in 
servicing the World with his missionary work. 

As the reader can see my correct translation has more in-depth meaning than just the simple “giving thanks”  -  being too simplistic. 
Finally, 

To validate my assertion,  I ask the reader to look at 1Tim.4v3-4 later in this epistle,  where Paul uses the Greek word  twice  to truly mean 
“Give thanks”  and thus clearly Paul  “knows  the difference between the two words” –  so why did he not use that word here? 
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This is  another case  of our  “worldly translators”  thinking they know better than the scribes and thus put in their own  “Copyist Additions”  
by surreptitiously pushing The Bible through Rev.22v18-19.   This is  NOT  an isolated event – but relatively common as my transparent 
translation of The New Testament clearly shows! 

Returning to my earlier revisions. 
Paul states, he recognises Yahweh works through him to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to The World. 
He claims as a TC,  he is a  “hired menial”  -  that means he  will be paid  for his services in The Master’s work. 
The Payment will  not  be worldly –  but in the form of  “The 1st Resurrection”  where those 144000 TCs participating within it shall be blessed with 
guaranteed everlasting life (Rev.20v6)  as future “Sons of God”  at JCg's 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55)  achieving this grade  (for payment)  
because they have personally perfected their Heavenly Treasure during the 1st part of their physical life purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 
Paul continues this Divine service in line with the prophets  (JCg’s other flock John.10v16,  please read my most important cited commentary that 
unlocks this verse)  through  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”.   
JC's ministry and subsequent resurrection commenced  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being  “The Christian Nation”  and from out of this pool of  “like-
minded”  individuals shall be  elected/selected/chosen  the 144000 TCs for Sonship  (being JCg’s  own/small  flock – John.10v3, Luke.12v32)  who both 
shall be joined together to feast  (= gain knowledge)  at The Father’s  (Yahweh's)  Table. 
Paul has a  “clean/pure  conscience”  because he has committed himself to  “The Real Faith”  through his accurate,  zealous teaching and not slacking 
in God’s task to bring-on  “The Fulfilment of His Desire” –  to gain 144000 TCs and thus  bring-on  The Millennium so that Satan might be restrained,  
and those humans having died shall become resurrected into The Millennium. 
Paul continues then with his  clean/pure  conscience to speak of Timothy being in his prayers to bring this understudy child to full maturity as a TC so 
that he too might become a future  “Son of God” –  just as will be Paul  (2Tim.4v6-8)  written while in prison believing he could be executed within a few 
days. 
 
4th Comment – Paul is genuine in his desire to see Timothy,  an aspiring TC, because they  do  have  so much in common! 
Moreover,  Paul is imprisoned facing possible execution,  hence the passion exuding in this letter to Timothy. 
8th Reasoning – Tears are the body’s method of releasing emotion which can come from an extreme of bad or good.  They 
could be  (1) many friends abandoning Paul to face his imprisonment,  (2) The Realisation of The Majesty of Yahweh and 
of His Master Plan,  (3) resultant of Timothy’s ministerial service,  being both the rebuffs and the emotional acceptances. 
10th Instruction – The ideal is for the child in any family to be accurately taught by the elder members within the family. 
It is advantageous if the women with their young children can competently teach  “The Word of God”  to their siblings. 
9th Reasoning – As I believe was stated by the Jesuits:  “Give ‘me’ a child to the age of 7 and ‘I’ will give you the man!” 
The point of this quotation is that even then,  so many years ago,  it was recognised the very early years of a child’s 
development are so important in the outcome of a person – therefore,  get it correct in the 1st part of our life and it shall 
make the 2nd part of our life’s spiritual growth so much easier! 
2Tim.  1v4 og (of the) yearning/{doting upon}/{intensely craving}/{greatly desiring/lusting}   
2Tim.  1v4 og thee/thy/thou [= singularly “you”]   (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   
2Tim.  1v4 og (the having) {fixed within the mind}/recollection/remembrance/{being mindful}   
2Tim.  1v4 og (of the) thee/thy/thou/you  of the  tears,   
2Tim.  1v4 og that  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   
2Tim.  1v4 og (I may be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled, 
2Tim.  1v4 = Yearning to see  you,  having the  remembrance of  your tears,  that  I may be  filled with  cheerfulness/joy, 
 

Yearning to see you  (Timothy)    (Paul is awaiting sentence in prison [Rome] and cannot be alongside Timothy to help in his ministry work) 
having remembrance of your tears   (knowing Paul is imprisoned and cannot be alongside with Timothy  [at the immediate worldly level]) 
that I may be filled with joy   (knowing that Timothy is actively growing the correct heart condition to become a future “Son of God”), 
 

Thus,  Paul has deep  affection/phileo  for Timothy and this overflows in Paul’s writings as he awaits in prison of what could be his death sentence 
passed and executed within the following days/weeks.  Therefore,  Paul writes with  {edifying love}/agapao  to build-up  Timothy as a real spiritual 
brother and thus Paul yearns to see Timothy (1) to be personally alongside Timothy actively/accurately  teaching in The Ministry  and from this to  (2) 
become part of The Future Spiritual Family of Yahweh  (as one of the 144000 TCs, sadly being so few people genuinely like that in The World then,  and 
today)  where all members fully understand  The Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasonings  of God and how it personally applies within our life.  
Remembering tears can be at the worldly level where two people  (Paul and Timothy)  having great friendship are forcibly to part company especially 
because of Paul’s second imprisonment now,  but also it will operate a spiritual level - 

1. In  “The Realisation  of Yahweh’s Master Plan”  is  “jaw dropping”  in The Magnificence of its overall operation –  and this knowledge does 
bring tears to the eyes of those people who fully understand how superlative it is in how it righteously operates for all humans. 
In which we can only submit ourselves into the servitude of utter humility before The Master. 
This inability for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to be humble means they cannot bring themselves into this position to recognise  “The 
Depth and Magnitude of Yahweh’s Righteous Master Plan for Human Salvation”  and thus they preach worthless  “Religion”  instead! 

2. In  “The Ministerial Service”  both in the rebuffs and joys of acceptance –  bring tears to one’s eyes.  
2.1  The rebuffs because it is with utter sadness,  humans reject Yahweh’s most wonderful  “on offer”  for Sonship –  a  once-only  superlative 
that can  never  be repeated in our whole existence  (of trillions upon trillions of years)  but refused by everyone,  except the 144000 who saw  
“The Vista of The Millennium”  sufficiently clearly to imbue  “The Word of God”  and imitate JC during the 1st part of their physical life. 
2.2  Then the tears of joy when recognising the odd  (to The World)  human who has  personally  removed the scales from  his/her  mind’s eye 
as The Vista becomes clear through The Gospel operating within  his/her  very  being/existence –  ready for the next stage of their life to be 
perfecting their mind ready for the 2nd part of their physical life.  The Physical Realisation occurring upon resurrection  (having proved The 
Spiritual earlier, Luke.17v21, 19v16-19),  they become future  “Sons of God”  ready for  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  being  “The 
Heirs” (of Abraham/Yahweh)  over  “The Inheritance of Israel”  (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  =  “The Resurrected World”).  

It through understanding all this,  being Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  which becomes  “The Motivation”  to continue 
through worldly induced persecution –  always knowing that Yahweh is assisting us in our ministry work –  especially knowing Satan’s time is short  
(Rev.12v12)  and  “The 2nd Advent of JCg”  (at  “The 1st Resurrection”   Rev.20v6)   is soon to occur to  bring/herald  in The Millennium. 
The  Joy/Cheerfulness  Paul has is when recognising how mature Timothy is becoming as he grows to adulthood in  “The Real Faith”  of ministry. 
2Tim.  1v5 og (the) reminding/recollection/remembrance  
2Tim.  1v5 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving/attaining  of the [faith] 
2Tim.  1v5 og in  {to [= within] thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (of the) sincere/{without dissimulation/hypocrisy}/unfeigned   
2Tim.  1v5 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
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2Tim.  1v5 og who/which  (it) indwelt/inhabited  (the) firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly   
2Tim.  1v5 og in  to the [= within]  grandmother  (of the) thee/thy/thou/you   Lois   
2Tim.  1v5 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {from mother}/womb  (of the) thee/thy/thou/you  Eunice,   
2Tim.  1v5 og (I am) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  and  because   
2Tim.  1v5 og also  in  {to [= within] thee}/thine/own/thou/thy. 
2Tim.  1v5 =  The  {getting hold of}/having  recollection/remembrance   

of the  sincere/unfeigned  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   within  you  (Timothy) 
which  indwelt/inhabited  firstly  within your grandmother Lois,  also within your mother Eunice,   
and because I am  persuaded/assured   (it =  “[The Commitment to]  The Real Faith”)  also within you. 

 

Having the remembrance of the  sincere/unfeigned  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  yielded by  “1st Century Christianity”)   
                   (= not  hypocritical to what Yahweh really desires,  unlike the type seen today –  pandemic within Christendom  [as a subset of “Religion”]) 
(truly operating)  within you  (Timothy)    
which it (the real faith)  inhabited firstly within your grandmother Lois,  also within your mother Eunice, 
and because I am assured  (it = “[The Commitment to]  The Real faith”,  is)   also within you  (Timothy). 
 

Several points covered here for us to carefully note  
1. Timothy was recognised by a TC (Paul)  as having a sincere  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  without hypocrisy in his deportment.   

Therefore,  Timothy clearly understood the deeper knowledge of  “The Real Faith”  to yield a genuine lifestyle to what he knew in  “The Real 
Faith”,   being how he might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that personally becomes  “The Solution to The Mystery”  as I carefully explain my 
commentary at 1Tim.3v9.  

2. Timothy was taught from a young age by the female members of his family  (demonstrating their allegiance to what Yahweh Desires for a 
wife),  so the child Timothy could understand the details of The Tanakh  (comprising of The Torah, The Prophets and The Writings = The 
Tanakh)  and what Yahweh desired of all those people to fulfil His Desire.   By consequence,  when Timothy  grasped/clutched  for  “The 
Word of God”  given by JC’s ministry that explains  “The Gospel”  (Luke.4v16-19)  as  “1st Century Christianity” – being  “The Extension”  
of what we are given in The Tanakh,  then like Paul,  Timothy was able  “hit the ground running”.  Timothy could understand the link within  
“The Knowledge”  given by Yahweh through His two sources  (= the prophets and  explained/lived  by JC to become  “The Solution”  for us 
to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”   [by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle]).  

3. We must recognise how crucial it was for women to be teaching what Timothy had clearly learnt from the female side of his family. Women 
have exceedingly important roles in administering The Family  both  for the physical and spiritual body.  They have no need to aim to become 
bishops to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in the manner Paul teaches in 1Tim.5v9-16,  but they would be  much more respected by Yahweh  if they did 
fulfil His Desire  (rather than undermining what is written  by causing disunity).  However, to demonstrate allegiance to The Scriptures firstly 
requires the  (1) reading and  (2) doing what Paul writes in his epistles.   This shows respect of  “Authority”  of which Yahweh expects from 
all humans throughout society.  
Consequently wives,  undermining their husbands’ position within  “The Christian Congregation”  are utterly rejected by Yahweh –  because 
they twist  “The Word of God”  to fulfil their self-indulgent desire!   However,  those wives sincerely fulfilling what Paul states  (as quoted 
earlier)  will  be placed  much higher  in Yahweh's future organisation  than  those wives presumptuously rebelling against Yahweh's 
Authority as stated in His epistles  (because The Author  is  Yahweh and  not  Paul –  who himself is only  “the faithful scribe”)!   

If this statement cannot be accepted –  then those people not accepting that statement have just undermined their own faith to make what little they have,  
merely a  “blind faith”  and thus become rejected by Yahweh –  because they demonstrably oppose  “The Word of God”  through His scribes! 
Thus,  Paul concludes   “And I am persuaded that it  (= [the commitment to] The Real Faith)  is also in you” –  because Paul can see how Timothy 
operates according to  “The Knowledge”  contained within  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  given as  “The Word of God”  (JC 
defined at Rev.19v13). 

I believe the Jesuits stated   “Give me a child to the age of seven,  and I will give you the man!” 
The point of this quotation is that even then,  so many years ago,  it was recognised the very early years of a child’s development are so important in the 
outcome of a human –  “get it correct in the 1st part of our life”,  and it shall  “make the 2nd part of our life’s spiritual growth so much easier”! 
 
11th Instruction – TCs continuously exhort The Brethren (Christians)  to replace themselves as “the next generation TCs”. 
12th Instruction – The Brethren are to personally aim to replace the TCs by sharpening their skills in  accurately  learning 
and applying The Word of God in reasoned debate to promote understanding within recipients  (to become new Brethren). 
10th Reasoning – By accurately  learning/understanding “The Word of God” gives us The Religious Qualification to teach 
4th Warning – By choosing  not  to accurately learn  “The Word of God”,  nor apply what we know in  accurate  ministry 
means:  We are  not  imitating Paul as he imitated JC,  and thus we  cannot  be deemed by Yahweh to be a TC! 
Furthermore,  most certainly not to be resurrected as a future  “Son of God”  (irrespective of what is contrary said today)! 
13th Instruction – Paul would have known Timothy  (and of his background)  for some time and would not  “apply hands”  
too early as stated in 1Tim.5v22 -  likewise TCs will not  “lay hands on”  too quickly in a one-off event similar to Baptism. 
11th Reasoning – Laying hands upon someone is a serious two-way undertaking and must be done with consideration. Too 
early for either party would reflect badly in the eyes of the on-lookers for both parties and equally on “The Word of God”. 
5th Warning – Beware  (as we are told later)  the laying on hands is to be a rarely performed action – only to be used in a 
public acknowledgement of  {future ministry}/{important assignment}.  It is  not  to be done lightly –  as we witness in the 
showy circus acts to create emotional hype for unreasoned  animalistic/carnal  minds by  charlatan Christian leaders! 
2Tim.  1v6 og Through (reason of)  whom/which/that  (the) cause/{as if asked for}/{the reason for}/accusation/case   
2Tim.  1v6 og (I) remind/recollect/remember  thee/thy/thou  (to) {liven up fire}/{stir up}/rekindle/{fan the flame}   
2Tim.  1v6 og the  {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}  of the  God  whom/which/that   
2Tim.  1v6 og (it) is  in  {to [= within] thee}/thine/own/thou/thy [= singularly “you”]  
2Tim.  1v6 og through (reason)  of the  {an imposition (of hands officially)}/{laying/putting on}   
2Tim.  1v6 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {of me}/I/me/mine/my. 
2Tim.  1v6 = Through reason of  that  cause/case  I remind  you  (Timothy): 

to  rekindle/{fan the flame}  of the  God’s  {divine gratuity}/{religious qualification}   
that  it is  within  {singularly you}  through reason  of the  {putting on}  of my  (Paul’s)   hands. 

 

Through reason of that cause,  I remind you   (to become a future TC and ideally a future  “Son of God” –  from your agapao delivering agape) 
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to liven up the fire   (being  “the burning fire within our belly”  =  our  “energy centre”  to output works by copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
of  God’s (Yahweh’s)  divine gratuity   (“The Opportunity”  that  “The Knowledge”  has bestowed upon Timothy  =  “to get up and use it”!) 
that is within singularly you   (Timothy, it becomes your  personal responsibility  to  “run with The Knowledge”, giving an output to your neighbour) 
through reason of the putting on of my (Paul’s)  hands   (“The Laying on of Hands”  sanctions  “The Commission  that should be fulfilled”) 
 

Paul  exhorts/urges  Timothy to go that bit extra  (just as he urged the Ephesians)  to become a fully committed TC to continue in The Ministry Work after 
Paul  “falls asleep”  (meaning, “dies” – see 4v6-8,  Paul knows his time is neigh, while in prison awaiting sentence).  Paul recognised  “The Religious 
Qualification” –  as sourced by Yahweh  (and not  a worthless paper doctorate sourced by The World to please The World,  noting John.7v15, Acts.4v13)  
that should be fully exercised by  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  to The World –  being  “The Whole Gospel”  accurately  taught  (and not 
passed through “The Mincer” of Rev.22v18-19)!   
In recognition of Timothy’s divine gratuity,  Paul laid his hands upon Timothy  (noting the very important criterion 1Tim.5v22)  as a visible recognition 
of the HS operating within Timothy,  after he was fully assured of Timothy’s potential,  based upon his background and strenuous effort in the ministry 
work as an understudy to Paul. 
Paul’s reasoning and driver for  “The Laying on of Hands”  is vastly different to those  charlatan Christian Leaders at the close of The Gospel Age,  
presently twisting God’s Word to manipulate the recipients’ mind for worldly self-indulgent gain on both on both sides of this abominable practice! 
 
3rd ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
12th Reasoning – The Specific God  (being relative to TCs who fulfil His Desire)  =  Yahweh,  The Adopting Father. 
4th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “Love by 
Principle”  where people are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle”  operating within The Mind  to edify our brother/neighbour  
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love our brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so,  aiming to be a TC,  we are to fully commit our very  existence/being/methodology  of the 
1st part of our life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  people,  
with no encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to 
be absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
13th Reasoning – The  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  (separated from The Sinful World” = HS)  comes from The Word 
of God imbued within a person that becomes the  one/same  with that of Yahweh = the HS  (a full virtuous circle). 
5th Comment – The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by “The Word of God” fully imbued does not lead to timidity. 
14th Instruction – Fully  knowing/understanding  “The Word of God” means with a metaphoric sharpened sword we can 
tackle any situation,  thus this new  spirit/personality/desires/traits (separate from this world of sin) = HS,  therefore 
becomes our  “Comforter” –  always knowing that our knowledge can tackle anything that the opposition can throw at us! 
15th Instruction – Fully  knowing/understanding  “The Word of God” becomes like a metaphoric sharpened sword to cut 
out the worldly  confusion/myth  within a recipient’s mind with its miraculous power to reform perhaps an ardent atheist.  
16th Instruction – Fully  knowing/understanding  “The Word of God” means with a metaphoric sharpened sword we have 
killed ourselves from all inducements of this sinful world as we become fully committed to freely give our time to teach. 
17th Instruction – Fully knowing/understanding  “The Word of God” means with a metaphoric sharpened sword we have 
cut ourselves from all worldly  inducement/myth/{self-indulgence}/deceit/defilement,  thus be purified as a TC for Sonship. 
6th Comment – That is why “The Word of God” is so miraculously powerful - to turn a human from The World to Yahweh. 
2Tim.  1v7 og not  For  (he/it) gave/bestowed/granted  {to us}  the  {specific god}   
2Tim.  1v7 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) timidity/fear/cowardice;   
2Tim.  1v7 og but  (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
2Tim.  1v7 og also  (of the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  
2Tim.  1v7 og also  (of the) {discipline of mind}/{self-control}/{sound mind}. 
2Tim.  1v7 = For  “the specific god”  not  he has  given/bestowed  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  timidity/fear;   

but  of the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work},   
also  of the  {charity love}/agape,   
also  of the  {disciplined mind}/{self-control}/{sound mind}, 

 

For  “the specific god”   (see commentary) 
has not given the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (God’s Word having  “readjusted our old self”  to be like JC)   of timidity; 
but of miraculous work   (God’s Word [JC] has reformed our mind, and it is our responsibility to give God’s Word to new people, so they do likewise) 
also of the  agape/charity   (the freely giving of our time to  [1] learn and then  [2] accurately teach God’s Word to  spiritually starving people) 
                 (Spiritually starving people are not only “atheists”  –  but always  “Religious People”  -  especially [worldly] Christians!) 
also of the disciplined mind   (a  sane/reasoning/sober  mind    hardly what we see at charismatic congregations,  by sub-defining of “charismatic”!) 
 

This website consistently states throughout   “The specific god”  (ho theos)  is a floating pointer based upon the context of the local verse.  
When it is based upon -  

1. Worldly humans  (virtually all people)   – “ho theos”  points to JCg as  “The Intercessor”  to  Yahweh  (The Almighty God). 
2. JCg and TCs  (or The Brethren who  are actively becoming TCs) –  then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”. 

Sadly,  all this detailed information is lost in our  near useless  English translated Bibles  (for analytical work,  the NIV being one of the worst)  as I very  
carefully explain with examples in my commentaries,  and thus  worldly based scholars  (who should know better)  just loose themselves in  “a mystery”  
of their own creation.  Other examples would be singular and plural  “heaven”  that if carried through into the English translations would easily teach 
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us of  “whom”  the text is pointing!   Fortunately,  all this low-level information is carried through in  “The Most Accurate Translation”  available to the 
English-speaking World as given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”.   Moreover,  if there are  proven errors –  then I cordially invite scholars to contact 
me citing reference and give their reasons –  so that we,  together,  might iterate to  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”! 
We learn here  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh through JC in his ministry,  delivers a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  not  timid nor 
fearful –  because  “The Absolute Truth”  is so solidly rooted within The Foundations of The Tanakh precisely fulfilled by JC,  that when carefully and 
correctly explained,  no worldly exegesis can shake any of its teaching –  it being impregnable. 
The  “miraculous work”  is  not  the  “self-indulgent hypocrisy”  as seen performed by the  charlatan Christian leaders causing all manner of showy  
“circus-like  acts”  to feed their audiences for  “the self-indulgent return”.   By contrast,  it is  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  to change the 
formally  “worldly reasoning person”  into a reformed  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
Yahweh –  being to edify one’s neighbour so they too might know  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

By example,  we know  “The Secular World”  might try to force a criminal to reform by physical means –  but  “the resultant”  is perhaps a 
more defiant and rebellious individual. 
But introduce that same individual to  “The Word of God”  correctly explained  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  (and  not  the 
unrighteous religious bunkum of  “worldly Christianity”  as pandemically taught today),   and if this person is receptive to  “The 
Knowledge”,  then the  “miraculous work”  of  “The Word of God”  will reform that specific individual  (as they personally reason through 
“1st Century Christianity”)  as we read in the next part of this commentary –  something  “The Secular World”  could never do! 

Thus  “The Word of God”  is  mighty and powerful –  quite capable to bring about  reform/readjustment  in the most ardent of individuals. 
Furthermore,  it operates in  {charity love}/agape  where time is given freely  (“simply” = “without strings attached”)  to edify one’s neighbour so they 
too know  why/how  to  personally  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  “The Word of God”  teaches us to be of  “{disciplined mind}/{self-control}/{sound mind}”  
so we understand and “can reason”  within The World, –  also able to spot  charlatan Christian leaders at work,  to avoid them  (Mark.13v21-23)!   
Particularly those  charlatan Christian leaders deliberately losing their  “willing/seduced unfortunates”  in hype and sensationalism in staged acts of  
mindless activity,  where the  “seduced unfortunates”  receive a  “cheap thrill”  by being  “pushed over”  apparently  “slain in the spirit”  of whatever 
the practitioner deems is required for their self-indulgent gratification from the audience!   There is absolutely  nothing  in context within The Bible to 
support such utterly deviant activity!   I invite the practitioners of such  deviant  activity  (counter to Yahweh’s Desire as written in The Bible)  to contact 
this website citing quotations from The Bible in support of this  worldly  self-indulgent activity!   

Any  Christian leader remaining silent on such activity is effectively endorsing it by being ashamed of  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, 
Luke.9v26  [and the next verse in context])  and are thus  equally culpable  in doing likewise (Rom.1v32).  

The crunch comes in the next verse to help us understand what  “miraculous work”  really means –  being to entirely support what I stated earlier! 
 
7th Comment – TCs are not ashamed of “The Word of God”  and what it means to be imbued within The Individual. 
8th Comment – TCs are not ashamed that “The Word of God”  will lead to conflict with those people preferring what The 
World delivers – that will lead to  conflict/affliction  and possible imprisonment initiated by people feeling threatened. 
9th Comment – TCs will serve their master JCg, and God (Yahweh)  captivated by “The Word of God” and not The World. 
14th Reasoning – JCg is “The Word of God” given to The World and thus becomes our master.  But all  ideal/good  things 
are sourced by Yahweh as The Almighty God given to us through JCg (Yahweh’s Son).  They are  not  the same Entity but 
work together for the common aim of human salvation –  that does not make Them any part of The One personage Trinity! 
18th Instruction – “The miraculous work of Yahweh”  is  “His word (JC, Rev.19v13)  working within our mind to ideally 
yield The New  (spiritual)  Creation/Creature”   (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  built upon “The Spiritual RNA” of God’s Word. 
5th ‘Allegory’ – The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
19th Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
6th Warning – TCs  will be  persecuted for teaching The Whole Gospel where Yahweh can reform certain members of 
society.  Why persecuted?   Because some Religious Leaders  (of whatever persuasion)  will be compromised in lifestyle! 
3rd Good News – Yahweh  selecting/assigning  the TCs has become their Saviour  (by His choosing)  for  guaranteed  life. 
15th Reasoning – JC as The Sacrifice enabled Yahweh to righteously give a resurrection unto Sonship of  guaranteed  life. 
Thus,  JC became The Enabler to allow Yahweh (with all-capability)  to righteously give a resurrection for each one of us. 
However,  the TCs become judged worthy (by Yahweh)  unto sonship which gives  guaranteed  everlasting life. 
That is why Paul,  as a TC, can look directly to Yahweh,  The Adopting Father as his Saviour now in the 1st part of his life. 
10th Comment – TCs are  judged on their lifestyle imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and  not  works. – Thus, how can a TC 
get away without doing works  (of imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) –  as we are told by our  (errant and “choosing to be 
ignorant”)  worldly Christian leaders?   Being people obviously  not “working”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as we witness! 
16th Reasoning – Yahweh’s purpose is to save all humans who ultimately choose to imitate JC over their 2 part life. 
Likewise,  the  one/same  spirit/.../traits  operates inside a TC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire/Purpose.  Thus, TCs are judged on 
this desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  However,  in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire that is the  one/same  as a TC,  drives a TC 
to the put in the  {occupational effort}/works  that imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to show Real faith  (see Hebrews ch. 11) 
Yahweh needs His 144000 Sons of God before the next stage,  and thus needs TCs to put the work in to achieve this goal! 
11th Comment – Yahweh discussed with JCg before JCg created Entities (reasoning as gods)  they were going to sin.  But 
Yahweh knew it would be possible through JCg’s redemption process that He could achieve 144000  new  “Sons of God” 
before human society imploded.  Consequently, Yahweh said to JCg:  “Do you wish to go ahead with this and the required 
redemption process – requiring your painful  sacrifice/murder!”   JCg obviously said: Yes!   He was prepared to do it!  
That is  why  we are here now,  explained as such in this last part of this verse and elsewhere in The Bible! 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
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Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment.  “The Word of 
God” teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our 
neighbour for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) 
means we have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good 
habits,  pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” 
to yield more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs!  
Warning – repeat - Gifts/favour/benefit  sourced by Yahweh assists the TCs in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  to edify other 
people – it is  not  for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things assisting a person in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
2Tim.  1v8 og not  Therefore/Then  (you [Timothy]  may/should  be) {feel/be  shamed/ashamed/guilty/disgraced}  [of]  
2Tim.  1v8 og the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}  of the  lord/master [Yahweh via JC]  {of us},   
2Tim.  1v8 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  I/me/myself  the  captive/{bound person}/prisoner/{in bonds}  (of the) him;   
2Tim.  1v8 og but  (you) {suffer hardship in company with}/{endure persecution with}/{be partaker of afflictions}   
2Tim.  1v8 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 
2Tim.  1v8 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) God [Yahweh], 
2Tim.  1v8 = Therefore/Then   

not  you (Timothy)  may/should  {feel/be ashamed}  of  {the evidence}/{to be testified}  of our  lord/master   (Yahweh via JC),   
           (Noting it is  “The Word of God”  [via JC, Rev.3v20, 19v13]  as the master controlling our mind yields Yahweh to be the TCs’ Master) 
and  (also)  not  of me,  his  (JC’s)   captive/{bound prisoner},   
but  you  {suffer hardship in company with}/{endure persecution with}  the  {good news}/gospel   
according to the  {miraculous work}  of the  God (Yahweh), 

 

Therefore,  not you (Timothy)  might be ashamed of The Evidence of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling  our mind), 
                 (We must  not  be ashamed of  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  being  “The Evidence”  JC specifically gave to The World) 
                 (This does  not  mean  “not ashamed of calling ourselves Christians”!    But if we do  not  “imitate JC”  then we  are  “hypocrites and liars”!) 
and  (moreover)  not  (you be ashamed)  of me (Paul)    (meaning,  do not be ashamed of  precisely copying me  -  that may  also put you in prison), 
his (JC’s)  bound prisoner   (= [1] spiritually “The Word of God” binds Paul’s mind,  [2] Paul’s ministry [copying JC]  physically  put him in prison) 
                 ([1] JC as God’s Word controls a TC’s Mind and by consequence,  [2] Yahweh becomes the accepted  Lord/Master  of all people copying JC) 
but you (Timothy)    (assiduously aiming to be a TC by imitating Paul as he imitated JC  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.])    
(as a certainty)   suffer hardship in company with the  (real) Gospel   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  in company with  “the driving of our mind”) 
according to the miraculous work of the God   (Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”  can  change  hearkening people’s minds for our salvation). 
 

Paul lays it down to Timothy! 
If  there is this wonderful message of  “1st Century Christianity”  which must be taught to The World,  having the miraculous power to change 
people from  “worldly people”  to  “godly people”  then  you go out into The World,  Timothy,  and  tell The World about it  (Matt.24v14)! 

Paul states   Timothy do not be ashamed of  “The Word of God”  being  “The Evidence”  given by JC in his ministry/lifestyle,  nor of me (Paul)  -  a 
prisoner in two aspects because of JC! 
Paul is a prisoner because - 

1. He has fully committed himself to precisely imitate  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by his master JC  (“The Word of God”, 
Rev.19v13,  wholly operating as a  presence/parousia  within Paul),  and thus considers himself  not  to be free to do anything else,  other 
than to  serve his master !   Consequently,  he  freely  chooses to be the  willing  prisoner to fulfil his master’s desire  (as given by  “The 
Golden/Kingly Standard”  for  “Sonship  as laid down by JC driving Paul's mind). 

2. Because Paul has fully imitated JC to glorify Yahweh’s position in The Universe before all other entities of  sane/reasoning  minds,  then The 
World following the self-indulgent methodology of its master (Satan) will physically imprison Paul to remove this irritant from its midst! 
Where, “The World”  actually means  “The Leaders”  with power to exercise over a TC,  and  “Leaders”  principally means   “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  because they are the  only  people sufficiently motivated to  “put in the time and effort”  to  hound/persecute  a TC who 
exposes their corrupt methodology  (and by consequence, would publicly expose their hypocrisy, terminating their worldly income)!    
This is principally what  John.15v19 and 17v14-18 means in the juxtaposition of John.14v20, 17v21-26. 

So then,  we  who  are  aiming to imitate Paul,  as he imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v15, Phil.3v17,  etc.),  must  promote The Real Gospel to The 
World and  not  be ashamed of what  “The Word of God”  can do  (noting Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  – but sadly many people will reject what God's Word 
states,  because they do not latch into it and make it truly  “part of them”  (to be  “within Christ Jesus”  see v1-2,  by  imitating JC)! 
It must be clearly understood,  with  “The Word of God”  fully imbued within a person  (who has shut The World’s methodology out of their mind –  by 
being  “blind to it”,  John.9v39-41  is a wonderful quote where JC just completely loses the opposition within  his logical inductive reasoning)  will 
attract all sorts of persecution from worldly religious authority  (John.16v1-4),  and thus the TC must be resilient to this form of worldly pressure.   

This is all part of  “The Refining”  of our  “synapse construction mapping” –  being how we can cleave  ever-closer  to Yahweh –  our  (as 
TCs)  adopting Father.    Yahweh is  not  “The Adopting Father to  worldly Christians”  but  only  to TCs  (being about 1 TC in 30,000 
Christians – I give the  valid calculation elsewhere).  However,  Yahweh can become “ The Adopting Grandfather”  to  all  reformed  
Christians  (and presently non-Christians today)  in The Millennium  as  “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 

All the above is  “naturally”  unintelligible  to our “Leaders of Christendom”  and to  all  other “Leaders of Religion”! 
“The Good News”  according to God’s miraculous work is  not  “writhing around on the ground”  in an intoxicated state  (having no  “sound mind”),  
but rather,  it is to  accurately  teach The World  (1) about The Millennium and  (2) how to be successful within it.  Where we can bring  
glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh in the minds of  sane/reasoning  people  for  “mapping out”  this most  “Righteous Plan”  throughout millennia!   
For it is the TCs having  sane/reasoning  minds  (as formally atheists/{new wine skins}, Luke.5v37-39)  to be the future kings/priests of The Millennium! 
It is by ideally having a mind that operates upon God’s Word so we might personally have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within us  (Luke.17v21,  so  
we become  “spiritually blind”  to this world),  and thus not forming a permanent home in this world,  but become like Abraham,  a sojourner within it –  
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having  “The Vista”  of  “The Promise of The Inheritance”.  Which by becoming a  “son of Abraham”  (the Loving Father – representing Yahweh)  
hence being spiritually of  “Abraham’s Loins”  means that we can become a future  “Son of God” –  as  chosen/elected  only  by Yahweh (Matt.20v23). 

Within which –  I reason like this - 
When we are in The Millennium –  then I would like to have my full facilities of  “sound mind”  so I might  fully appreciate Yahweh’s World  as led by 
JCg and his 144000 TCs!   I would  not  desire to be writhing on the ground in some stupor for my existence  (if this is what  “slain in the spirit”  means).  
Neither would I desire JCg and his 144000 TCs  “writhing on the ground in some senseless stupor” –  because they were supposedly  filled with the HS!   
It becomes perfectly clear who the  charlatan Christian leaders are today,  and their  fake  self-indulgent  message that brings much shame upon Yahweh 
within the atheist’s  sane/reasoning  mind! 
Thus,  we must do everything  in accord to God’s mighty capability,  to be expressing His HS to ensure that Yahweh’s Desire is fulfilled within The 
Environment.  We are told the HS assists us to  accurately  publicise/teach  The Real Gospel of “1st Century Christianity”  according to  God’s/Yahweh’s  
Desire/Purpose/Will. 
We  only  have the HS  if and only if  we have gone through the  one/same  route that JC went through,  (1) accurately learn The Tanakh,  then  (2) how 
JC and the apostles explained it within their life  (The New Testament) –  then  we are in the position to  (3) start imitating them to ensure we truly bring 
real  glory/honour/dignity  firstly to Yahweh and also to JCg as  “God’s Word”  to become  “The Master of our mind”.     

Do we see  anything  remotely like this occurring within our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (or of the deluded devotees)? 
Hardly –  but the very opposite  -  they bring much shame and dishonour to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  mind of an atheist. 

2Tim.  1v9 og of the (One [God/Yahweh])   (having) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
2Tim.  1v9 og {of/from us}  also  (of the having) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
2Tim.  1v9 og (to the) invitation/calling/appointment  
2Tim.  1v9 og (to the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},   
2Tim.  1v9 og not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 
2Tim.  1v9 og the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  {of/from us},   
2Tim.  1v9 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
2Tim.  1v9 og (the) {setting forth}/purpose/presentation/{proposal of intention}   
2Tim.  1v9 og also  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  the (one [gift/favours])   (having been) given/bestowed/granted   
2Tim.  1v9 og {to us}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  fore/{in front of}/prior/before   
2Tim.  1v9 og (of the) {unspecified space of times}/opportunities/delays/whiles/times  
2Tim.  1v9 og (of the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting, 
2Tim.  1v9 = of The  One  (Yahweh)   having  delivered/saved/{made whole}  us  (TCs),   

also  having  called/assigned  (us)  to the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  invitation/appointment,   
not  according to  our  {occupational efforts}/works,     (not to be working according to worldly methodology) 
but  accordingly to  His own  purposed/{proposal of intention},      (hence,  to be working according to Yahweh's Methodology) 
also  the  gift/favour/benefit  having been  given/bestowed  {to us}  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus 
prior/before  of the  perpetual/eternal  times/ages/epochs. 

 

Of  “The One” (Yahweh)  having  delivered/saved  us   (guaranteed  “salvation”  offered by Yahweh to  only  His future  “Sons of God”) 
also having  called/assigned   (us as TCs  [freely copying JC]  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  that can lead to future Sonship)   
                 (Note   “The Invitation” is for “Sonship”,  but only 144000 TCs fulfil their part of The Agreement [= “copy JC”],  hence Matt.20v16, 22v14) 
to the holy (pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin})   
invitation/calling   (to be a future  “Son of God” by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle/deportment), 
not according to our occupational efforts   (that were originally driven by worldly methodology  before  “The Word of God”  changed our minds) 
but according to His (Yahweh’s)  own  purpose/{proposal of intention}   (Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over a 2 part life) 
also the  gift/favour/benefit   ([1] “The Word of God”  gives release from worldly problems  if followed,  [2] possible future “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
having been given to us   (TCs,  who  are  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  
within the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal”  as laid down by JC as  The First/Chief/Only [at the time of writing]  Son of God for 144000 TCs to follow) 
before of the eternal ages   (Yahweh foreknew how to redeem Mankind through a 2 part process requiring  firstly  future  “Sons of God”  as leaders). 
 

Paul as a TC  (exhorting/urging  Timothy to become likewise)  is  able to call upon his Adopting Father  (as Abba – Rom.8v15)  with absolute certainty  
Yahweh has  saved/rescued  all those people deemed TCs unto an eternity as future  “Sons of God”  because as Paul states he  (and Timothy as “us”)  
are deemed by Yahweh as having been  “separated from this world of sin”  (because he imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle and is thus “holy”). 
It must be  made absolutely clear  non-TCs  (= worldly Christians and  all  non-Christians)  have absolutely  not  been adopted by  “The Loving Father” 
Yahweh,  but these people  (being about 99.99+% of The World)  are  still  being mediated upon by JCg and have  “only”  been  (1) atoned for the 1st 
part of their life  (fleshly/spiritual –  see “2 part life” in glossary)  and also  (2) covered over The Millennia Day of “The Great Sabbath” (Mark.2v27-
28).  This being their last opportunity to further their education when within the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium in a perfected society 
and living amongst all the inducements to become  “personally perfected”  as a  “Late Adopter”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 
I am utterly adamant to state that  any  Christian leader proclaiming  any  other message  is a liar  to  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   
and thus demand they contact this website with necessary exegesis to defend their most errant understanding.  Again,  as I state elsewhere,  I much rather 
they fully imbue the exegesis given on this website and start teaching  “The Real Gospel”  to The World so we together might hasten the end of this most 
evil system  (Rom.8v22, Matt.24v14) –  by bringing forth more TCs to  “The Glory of Yahweh”. 
A 3rd Revision interjection - 

Now to tackle the section where our  worldly Christian leaders just   “Do not get it!” 
They are completely confused!   They obviously either  (1) do not read The Bible or  (2) do not understand it –  else they would  not  be confused! 
They state and I quote    “You are not saved on works,  but faith!”   And then perhaps cite this verse  (or others  out of context)  to justify that statement! 

Bunkum! 
Rubbish! 
Nonsense! 

Have they read James 2v16-26,  or perhaps Hebrews chapter 11 noting specifically the verses 39-40? 
Or perhaps they ignore JC’s teaching by example at Luke.7v44-46,  or perhaps 10v30-37, 13v6-9, 14v17-21 (what are the servants doing?),  14v28-30, 
34-35, 15v4, 8, and I could go  on and on and on  with examples.  And even if I am thrown examples where JC has said   “Your faith has set you free”  
(from the  [1] physical problem ,  where he meant  [2] the spiritual aspect that drove them to JC in the first instance).  That truly means,  they had  (1) 
accurate knowledge about JC  (2) assayed/tested  this knowledge to gain the  assurance  that JC could do something to help them and most importantly 
they  (3) physically did works that outputted something that “faithfully” expressed what they had known and assayed with  fidelity  to put themselves in 
front of JC!    They did this because they expressed  “Real Faith”  in their output,  in that JC was able to  (1) physical heal and then  (2) the condition of 
their faith  (comprising of the THREE attributes)  had provided release from the world’s afflictions. 
Can our  “Professional Leaders of Religion/Christendom”  not grasp this before they state a mindless - 
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“Faith is all that is required” –  by implication    “Works expressing fidelity to The Knowledge”  is not required! 
Utter Humbug! 

The point is this - 
They do  not  want to!  –  They  “prefer to be ignorant”  (“agnoeo”)  because they want to blind The Masses to what Yahweh truly desires! 
They prefer to  {operate in}/{cast out}  “Darkness”  over The Proceedings so they can manipulate the environment for their personal gain! 

Why? 
Because they gain no worldly return from possible  educated  Christian congregations  (John.11v47-53)! 
Consequently,  they keep  worldly  Christian Congregations  ignorant  to what Yahweh truly desires,  and just teach them   “Religion”! 
Being precisely the same things  (customs, myths, icons, pilgrimages  etc.)  as would the leaders of  Islam, Sikhism, Hinduism, Buddhism, etc.  
preach/teach!   This is something that  “Man”  would dream-up  -  being practices that are an anathema to Yahweh  (Matt.23v23)! 
Obviously,  they all have a different “God” or sub-gods/angels  or  “The Earthly Representative”  launching The Religion  to divide and rule,  
but essentially  none  of them supply a righteous  (for every human)  coherent and sensible plan for  “human salvation”! 
They  all  just generate  “Unrighteous Nonsense”!   Alien to what Yahweh has produced and  is  producing  in parallel  to “Religion”! 
Now clearly if they are not deliberately casting “Darkness”  into The World –  but simply  “doing the best they can”  with limited ability,  
then by auditing their output,  demands they resign from their present position -  being  fraudsters  to  “The Almighty God”  of  The Universe! 

Can the Reader understand what I am saying? 
Yahweh Desires 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  of His Methodology to be elected from out of The Christian Nation to achieve His 
“Prophesied Trigger Threshold” (Rev.14v1-4),  and He is not going to attain this  “Threshold”  to trigger  “The 1st Resurrection”  from out 
of people  “choosing not know” (“agnoeo”)  how to fulfil His Desire!   Especially if they are doing everything other than what He Desires! 

Let me categorically state “For the Record”,  -  Yahweh Desires - 
1. Wholly responsible and completely  trustworthy/honest  people   (even when, possible examiners are nowhere near these TCs)! 
2. Completely  innocent/blameless/pure  of  any possible charge  that could be  “Laid at their door”  by  any  person on this planet! 
3. Who have a mind to be truly humble and contrite,  to take the  last/lowest  position within society! 
4. Have no desire to  “control people”  for any form of worldly gain  (hence  not  Leaders of Politics, Religion, or Commerce). 
5. Who are demonstrably not  hypocrites/liars  in both of what they say and do! 
6. Examiners intimately knowing these TCs,  wholly respect the Character and Authority of these TCs as being  “truly Christlike”! 
7. These TCs take absolutely  nothing  for their services to  “fulfil Yahweh's Desire in the utmost integrity”! 
8. Whose services are only to bring forth the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh  (this is their fruitage)!  

Is Yahweh going to achieve these types of people from The Services of  “Religion”  either - 
1. The leaders  (who should know better,  but choose not to,  hence  “truly hypocrites”  to what they purport to represent)? 
2. The Congregational members  (who have  absolutely no idea  how to  really  fulfil Yahweh's Desire)? 

The answer is obvious    
Yahweh absolutely cannot! 
That is exactly why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 individuals during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years who meet this  required standard! 

After that necessary interjection,  then please let me return to my earlier Revision commentaries - 
Paul states,  TCs are  not  saved by our works –  but we are motivated by His  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separated from this present world 
of sin to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”)  made like that by His Word through JC  truly  operating within our  
“synapse construction mapping”.  From this ground base,  we are internally,  spiritually driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  within our mind to exude  
agape/{charity love}  through physical works freely given to promote the glory of Yahweh through our ministry/lifestyle  that precisely imitates JC 
“Golden  (for Kingship)  Standard”  as laid down some 2000 years ago  (upon which “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  performed by Yahweh is 
being made upon all people calling themselves “Christians”).  For it is Yahweh’s  purpose/intention  that He  will  attain His new future Sons of God 
(James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  based upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC all mapped out aeons  before  the creation of Mankind by His 
Premier Son of God  (JCg)  being  “Mankind’s Creator”  and became  “The Means to Salvation”  for  his  “fallen creation”  (what supreme  
agapao/{edifying love}  he has showed towards all of us)! 
Yahweh has sourced His HS that yields  gifts/favours/benefits  upon TCs to further the progress of His Word within The World –  so He might gain His 
future  “Sons of God”  just before The World finally implodes through the self-indulgent activity of those people within Mankind having the power to 
exercise it during some 2000 years after JC’s completed rescue mission. 
We are told,  Yahweh had already  (as prophesied in garden of Eden – Gen 3v15)  provided a mechanism to save those individuals of the human species 
who ultimately,  freely choose to imitate JC over their 2 part single life and thus to call out for selection  “a people for His Name”  -  for an eternity. 
This HS is operating within specific people who are  “within JC”  (please see 2Tim.1v1 commentary)  being those very specific individuals who precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  publicise/teach  of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-19 – also see  “Acceptable Year”  and  “Harvest”  in 
glossary and my other commentaries).  Thus “Yahweh” expresses His HS that permeates throughout The Environment to  “make become who/what  He 
chooses to become”  that is to bring forth  new  “Sons of God”  ready for the next stage of His redemption Plan to occur within The Millennium.   

Yahweh's HS is  absolutely not  expressed in any form of  self-indulgent  activity that makes Him look ridiculous in the midst of the eyes of  
sane/reasoning  beholders  (as “atheists”,  1Cor.14v23).   

Thus clearly the shenanigans of  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  self-proclaiming  to be oozing with HS are mere  
quacks/pretenders/swindlers/{rogue traders}/{spiritual paedophiles}  manipulating God’s Word for self-indulgent activity which falls  outside  “The 
Reason for Yahweh’s Desire to be fulfilled”  –  being  “The Means”  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (which is absolutely  not  to titivate 
peoples’  “worldly fancies” –  that is merely fuelling self-indulgence of spoilt and self-indulgent children)!   
Therefore,  clearly this highly deviant form of  worldly  activity fulfils  “the desire of Satan”  being  adversarial to the fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  “in the 
last days/{periods of time}”  (Matt.24v23-24, Mark.13v21-23)  because it serves  no  useful purpose  but empty vanity  for both the leader and recipient. 

If you  absolutely knew  Yahweh’s Character and Authority,  then you would  absolutely know  He would  never  associate Himself in this 
activity  (James.1v6-8)  that completely permeates throughout  all  of  worthless  “Religion”  (for Mankind’s Salvation)! 

 
12th Comment – Paul  (as Yahweh’s emissary)  states that Sonship  is  possible through JC. 
20th Instruction – JC by taking upon himself the sin of the 1st part of our life enables us to be judged upon the 2nd part of 
our life,  which was only made possible by him sacrificing himself in the midst of Yahweh's Decree upon Sin. 
17th Reasoning - JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  translated into a fleshly body becomes JC (by Yahweh)  means,  
JC becomes The Saviour – inasmuch he becomes The Enabler allowing Yahweh to give a resurrection on a  one-to-one, 
like-for-like  basis to  “the sacrifice JC became”  based upon  “the methodology of Satan”.  Thus, JC’s methodology could 
be used to save all people operating upon  the  one/same  methodology as JC over their now “2 part life” (see glossary). 
21st Instruction – It is crucial to understand the previous  “Reasoning”  -  this is the only thing that gives us “Salvation”. 
4th Good News – Those people imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of their life,  judged worthy by Yahweh 
can be awakened (= resurrected)  into the same physical state as that given to JC –  to become a future “Son of God”. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
22nd Instruction – All this is made possible by fully imbuing The Gospel within ourselves – being the jump to Sonship! 
18th Reasoning –The jump to Sonship – can be made by any person who precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the 
very best  he/she  can during the 1st part of  his/her  life – by imitating JC’s methodology producing works,  therefore 
means  he/she  can have  “The Same Expectation”  as did JC resulting from his methodology practised within his life! 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
2Tim.  1v10 og (the having been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared  And   
2Tim.  1v10 og now/present/immediate  through (reason of)   
2Tim.  1v10 og of the  manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing/{glorious display}     
2Tim.  1v10 og of the  deliverer/saviour  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Tim.  1v10 og (the having) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified   truly/indeed   
2Tim.  1v10 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified,   
2Tim.  1v10 og (the having) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brightened/enlightened/illuminated  and  (the) life/existence   
2Tim.  1v10 og also  (the) incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality   
2Tim.  1v10 og through (reason of)  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}. 
2Tim.  1v10 = And  now  the having been  {rendered apparent}/declared   

through reason  of the  manifestation/advent/appearing  of our  deliverer/saviour  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
the having  indeed  {rendered useless}/abolished/nullified  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality   (“The 1st Death”),   
and  having  {cast rays}/illuminated  the  life/existence  also  incorruptibility/immortality  through reason of the  {good news}/Gospel. 

 

And now  (during The Gospel Age)   
having been rendered apparent   (as shown in The New Testament that precisely explains how Yahweh's Plan  [given in The Tanakh]  is fulfilled) 
through reason of the manifestation of our deliverer   (JC’s  [1] ministry to purify our mind,  [2] ransom sacrifice to give us  all  a resurrection)   
the Anointed Jesus   (JC is “The Goal” unto which we are to  specifically aim  to ideally achieve “Sonship”  of which only 144000 people attain) 
having indeed rendered useless the deadly result   (now “The 1st Death”,  from a  failed decision  made for us by our ancestors  [Adam and Eve]) 
               (JC’s ransom sacrifice has enabled  all  humans [1John.2v2] a 2 part physical life within which to learn how to exactly imitate JC) 
and having illuminated   (shown to all  truly  hearkening people a path towards which we all may walk [John.14v5-15] to achieve The Goal) 
the  life/existence   (being something that is possible for the 2nd part of our physical life after awakening from “The 1st Death”  [John.11v11-15]) 
               (For the 144000 TCs as “The Early Adopters”  this is guaranteed;  for all other humans – this must be worked for -  by learning to imitate JC) 
also the incorruptibility   ([1] a synapse construction that cleaves to God's Word,  [2] a physical body that does not fail in its operation) 
through reason of the (real) Gospel   (what “1st Century Christianity” teaches us,  being far away from what  “worldly Christianity” preaches to us). 

               (It is essential to  “Get the Mind Correct”,  ultimately  “The Judgment is upon The Mind” being “The Mind leads The Body”  outputting works) 
               (The works is the physical output of what occurs in The Mind – this logic is  unintelligible  to most Leaders of Christendom, regarding “faith”!) 
 

This is one of those verses showing us the dual nature of what JC gave to us  
1. His physical sacrifice of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to enable Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life. 
2. His spiritual sacrifice of his  “Ministry”  (being  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin})  by both word and deportment so we 

might  personally  purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”,  thereby enabling us to become  “The Wisdom of God” 
within our deportment.    Noting  “Deportment is the output of our mind”   -  thus positive works demonstrate a positive mind, and vice versa! 

Again,  we understand the apostles were taught much by word of mouth,  and the epistles were written in just  “Note-Form”  that  “tack on the outside”  
of  “The Core Gospel Message”.  It is for that reason we must read  more deeply  into what is written to draw out the  inner depth  of what is within  
“The Core Gospel Message”  being that taught by word of mouth  (and thus not written down for us to read today).  I have separately written a detailed 
dissertation on this,  explaining  “What JC really taught to us”. 

This is also such a verse! 
The Gospel  as taught by word of mouth  is that JCg would be coming again to collect his future Bride,  being those specific people  “deemed entirely 
worthy”  of Sonship to Yahweh.  This would be  “The 1st 2nd C of JCg”  just prior to the onset of The Millennium  (being what The Bible teaches is  “The 
Great Sabbath Day”  covered by JC  [Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, John.19v31, 20v1]  within which  “The General Resurrection”  would then commence).  
This is  “The Ideal Goal”  that was taught  to become part of JC's Bride  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.) –  but if we cannot make that 
ideal goal,  then there was  “The Safety Net”  for all those people who could not achieve  “The Distinction of Sonship”.   
Thus  “The Real Gospel Message”  comprises of  two  parts - 

1. To set  “The Ideal Goal”  for Yahweh to achieve His future  proven trustworthy  (in the 1st part of their life)  Administrators  (as “The Early 
Adopters”)  for the 2nd part of people's life  (those people of [2] below). 

2. To give peace of mind to The World generally that Yahweh has a Righteous Plan to  save all hearkening people over their 2 part life,  that 
requires The Millennium to ideally yield  “The Late Adopters”  freely choosing to precisely imitate JC,  together with the warning,  those 
rebellious people refusing to imitate JC shall be annihilated at the end of  (or during)  The Millennium. 

Thus ideally,  we are to accurately aim for The Target to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire being The Mystery of which  “the prophets of old searched,  but could 
not find it”  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)  because while they knew of  “The Millennial Expectation”  (for example Isa. 65+) –  they could not 
comprehend how it was righteously possible for - 

A member of  The Creation (World/Life/Adornment)  of  “the specific god” (JCg)  could become like its creator  (JCg). 
Clearly this is  only  righteously possible if - 

1. The Standard  (JC's ministry/lifestyle)  for this to occur  is made known by example  (hence John.14v5-15). 
2. A  higher  Authority  (The 3rd Party Assessor = Yahweh)  to both parties  (of The Creator and The Created)  is able to intervene  (to “make 

become who/what He chooses to become” = “Yahweh”)  to yield 144000  new future “Sons of God”  alongside  JC  (Matt.20v23, Rom.8v23). 
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This is precisely what we have between Yahweh,  Jesus Christ,  and Mankind.  This is all  part  of  “The Whole Gospel Message”  never  taught by our 
worldly Christian leaders –  because quite simply they do  not  believe nor understand it –  else surely,  they would teach it! 
We therefore understand,  because they are  not  personally motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to make this  “Mystery”  a reality within themselves  
(because it  is  still a mystery to them) –  then they  cannot  represent Him as faithful TCs!    By consequence,  they are  not  accepted by Yahweh as TCs 
to then be future  “Sons of God”.    That is why there are  (and have been)  millions of  “worldly Christians Leaders”  and yet only  “144000 TCs”  
“make the grade”   precisely as JC told us at Matt.20v16, 22v14,  together with most of his other parables telling us of their rejection (Luke.20v16). 
Thus  “The Real Gospel Message”  carefully explains Yahweh’s  “Whole Plan”  being  “The Methodology and Resultant for Human Salvation”. 
It teaches us how - 

1. The Greatest Prize available – is for  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  and how to achieve this prize  (by precisely imitating JC).   
The  “by-product”  of this prize is  “guaranteed  everlasting life”  as a future  “Son of God”  resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
body  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Thes.4v14-18, Rev.13v11-13, etc.,)  and  not  within a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given  in trust  to 
all the other resurrected people,  being about  99.99+ % of  The World). 

2. These 144000 future  “Sons of God”  are to teach  “The Resurrected World”   “Righteousness”  within a perfected society. 
3. “The Resurrected World”  over the 1000 years Millennium  (Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v7)  shall be judged by the JCg and his 

assistants of a further 144000  “Sons of God” assistants  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.). 
4. It teaches how Satan shall be released for a short while  (3.5 years, Rev.20v7 being period righteously replicating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to 

prove that we  have  “become like JC”  [= truly “believe in JC”]  –  over the  same  testing period for true righteousness).    Therefore, The 
World will be allowed to rule itself for this 3.5 year assay period,  during which  “The Main Harvest”  shall be made upon those people  
(Matt.13v29-30, Rev.20v12-15)  who freely choose to either revert back to The Methodology ruling during the 1st part of their physical life  
(and hence be annihilated in  “The 2nd Death”).  OR  The other people successfully choosing to remain faithful to the new society’s 
methodology under the rule of JCg and his 144000 TCs  (as Sons of God)  to live for ever in Yahweh’s Granary.   
These successful people demonstrably show they  truly  “believe in JC”  in their actions over their 2 part  single  life! 
These two grouping are identified at Rev.22v14-15.   Please read all my cited commentaries throughout this whole commentary,  2Tim.1v10. 

Let me present this another way. 
Consider two prevailing Methodologies  (in a manner  never  done within any form of printed  worldly Christian doctrine). 

JCg operating in  “The Methodology of Yahweh”  being  “to edify our neighbour”  offered himself as a sacrifice within  “The World’s 
Methodology”  of Satan that is expressed  “to indulge The Self”  (invariably to our neighbour's hurt). 
It was Adam and Eve who freely chose  “to indulge The Self”  by imitating Satan’s Methodology in The Garden of Eden (Gen.3v1-5).   
This set the pattern for The World to follow –  and thus all humans  (including atheists)  make Satan their god because they  all  imitate his 
methodology  (Rom.3v23)  and are thus automatically subjected to  “death” –  that would be  “annihilation”  had it not been for JC’s 
subsequent intervention  (some 2000 years ago)!  
JCg,  operating as JC in a known corruptible  (= subject to death)  body freely choose to set  “The New Standard”  of Yahweh's Methodology 
within this worldly methodology originating from Satan. 
Thus,  all people choosing to operate on this new methodology given by JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  displayed in  works/lifestyle  
as  “The Wisdom of God”  can be  “judged as being righteous”  and  “deserve to live forever”.   
This can be now over a “2 part life” (see glossary). 

Why? 
It is crucial to understand - 

Because JC operating under  “The Methodology of Yahweh”  subjected himself to The World that imitated Satan’s methodology.   
Thus  “The Religious Authorities”  operating under The World’s methodology  (that emulated Satan’s methodology)  could not 
help themselves other than to operate under what they knew,  and thus  “they operating under Satan’s self-indulgent methodology”  
to kill  “JC personally operating under Yahweh’s Methodology”  (John.11v47-53). 

Satan’s methodology backfired on Satan himself,  because he could  not  stop the  worldly  religious leaders  freely operating only upon what 
they knew –  “to be self-indulgent” –  being Satan’s  own methodology!   Thus,  Satan’s methodology now becomes Satan’s “ball and chain” 
– because it opened up  the righteous route  for Yahweh to use  (as prophesied 4000 years earlier, Gen.3v15),  enabling Him to prescribe 
144000 TCs before they knew themselves  (Rom.8v29).   These special people could imitate the precise standard as set by JC during the 1st 
part of their physical lives set by  “The Pattern/Mould/Model”  as given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that operated upon  agapao/{edifying love}  
being Yahweh's Methodology to edify one’s neighbour.    

That is why they are  one/same  within the mind as JCg and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-16). 
Thus these 144000 humans  (TCs)  precisely imitating The Methodology as given to us by JC as  “The Word of God”  can be assured of  
guaranteed  everlasting life.  Why?   Because that prize was given to JC  (because of John.17v1-2 while living in a world of Satan’s 
Methodology)  by Yahweh  (as the 3rd Party Assessor)  when JC was resurrected back into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (returning to 
be  JCg),  which is precisely  “The  One/Same Expectation”  as have the 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4) by operating under this  one/same  
methodology of genuine  self-sacrifice  as originally expressed by JC in his ministry/lifestyle. 
Noting  “The Late Adopters”  cannot have this because they  only  achieve their Salvation under Yahweh’s Methodology in The Millennium. 
That is  why  Paul  can  state with certainty,  all TCs have  (guaranteed)  life given by Yahweh through what JC did for us while within the 
local world operating under Satan’s Methodology. 
That is also  why  TCs as  “The Proven Early Adopters”  (while within the local world of Satan’s Methodology)  can be resurrected into the 
2nd part of their physical life within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies at  “The 1st Resurrection”    upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has no 
power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).   The Same Righteous Laws Prevail. 
The Recipients of  “The 2nd Resurrection”  coming later  (in The Millennium)   are  subject to  “The 2nd Death”  (as inferred from the previous 
sentence)  but these people are now entering the 2nd part of their physical life that is a perfected DNA fleshly body  given  in trust  (for people 
to then “perfect”  the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  of which  “the soul” (= “body + mind”)  is subject to  (The 2nd) Death  (as was Adam’s 
and Eve’s  original  perfected bodies). 
These people of  “The 2nd (Main) Resurrection”  are all operating under various states of methodology -  from people who just missed 
Sonship  (Yahweh’s Methodology)  at one extreme,  to people at the other end who are fully entangled within Satan’s methodology.  All these 
people are resurrected to have  “The Last Opportunity”  to  readjust/reform  their present methodology  (starting from where they left the 1st 
part of their physical life at  “The 1st Death”)  to become like that as demonstrated by JC as  “The Word of God”.  They have this final 
opportunity to learn how to  truly  “believe in JC”  for everlasting life in  (perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  in the 2nd part of their life  that 
could last forever  while imitating JC through  real  “belief in JC”  (by demonstration)  within a perfected environment of The Millennium 
under The Rule of JCg and 144000 TCs. 
Thus,  during The Millennium these people of  “The 2nd (Main) Resurrection”  are to be judged on this  personal reform –  precisely as The 
Bible teaches us  “for a resurrection to life  (for those people who make the  correct decision  over the 1000 years)  or to death  (for those 
people who  refuse to reform  over the next 1000 years)”.  It should be noted within The Context of the cited quote,  no  time domain  is stated,  
and thus we must  not  mindlessly invent  “immediately”  when we are told elsewhere it will be 1000 years  (else Rev.22v18-19)! 
Thus,  it can be seen,  we  “humans”  have a  “misadventure”  over 6000 years spilt between two methodologies,  but ultimately  “The 
Correct Methodology”   “righteously wins out”.  Why?  Because Yahweh can redeem those people of  “The Human Species”  who freely 
choose “The Correct Methodology”  to drive their physical output,   and  in  “The Process of Universal Human Salvation”  Yahweh can 
“Righteously”  extract another 144000  “Sons of God”  from  “The Creation”  of  “the premier Son of God” =  JCg. 
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What a  stupendous and glorious  scenario –  never  taught by religious leaders who  fraudulently  “claim to know”! 
I wonder under what methodology they operate.   Is it the same as throughout all the ages of Mankind? 

As I stated earlier –  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they just do  not  believe what The Bible  distinctly tells us  as 
being  “The Real Gospel”  of   “1st Century Christianity”   that teaches of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v16-19)! 
The just cannot recognise  “This Righteous Logic”  that fundamentally underwrites Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Let us now reason as a  worldly Christian leader lost within their  unrighteous  doctrinal mystery to see where it takes us. 
We understand these people  not  having  “The Real Gospel”  cannot  have eternal life –  because  “eternal life”  is  only  possible through  “The Real 
Gospel”.  This is what The Bible has just told us here!   But what about those people who for some reason or other do not have access to  “The Real 
Gospel”  upon which to make a  life/death  decision?   It is hardly righteous to be denied access to  “The Real Gospel”  that yields Salvation! 
Thus,  worldly Christian doctrine is an utter nonsense and farce –  to be implicitly suggesting Yahweh is an  unrighteous Entity! 

Yahweh is  “The Epitome”  of  “The Most Righteous” –  of  “The Most Perfect”  in all His pronouncements. 
Therefore, let us introduce  “The 2 Part Life” (see glossary)  with The Millennium,  and then  “righteousness exegesis”  returns! 

Most importantly,  we must understand  “The Real Gospel”  is  not  really about JC’s death,  because for some 3 years JC spoke of everything about  
“The Real Gospel”  (being  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”)  but  never  of his sacrificial murder!   Because we 
read of the disciple’s shock when he told them during his last journey to Jerusalem,  he was to be murdered (Matt.16v21-23).  Clearly that was the  first  
time JC mentioned the subject of his murder –  else it would  not  have been a shock for them!     

JC’s  death/murder  was only  “The Righteous Mechanism”,  being  “The Means”  to make possible what JC had been teaching for the 
previous 3.5 years  (Mark.1v38, Luke.4v16-19, etc.,) ,  being of The Millennium and how society was to operate! 
JC was explaining The Tanakh,  being how the prophecies of The Prophets were to unfold to yield an entirely new society. 
It was JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice  (yielding God’s Word part 2)  that  righteously answered  The Tanakh  (of God’s Word part 1). 

Now we can understand the utter  malaise/shambles  within which  worldly Christian Doctrine resides –  and those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
professing to represent Yahweh,  clearly have  zero  “real time”  for Yahweh –  else they would  not  be reproducing the humbug spoken in His Name  
(but certainly  not  His Character nor His Authority).  It would be far better if they just kept their mouth shut so they should not mislead their flock of 
spiritual children –  I am not being intentionally rude –  because I could go one stage further and quote JC  -  they should put a millstone around their 
neck and be thrown into the deep sea  (Matt.21v20-21, Mark.9v41-42, Luke.17v1-2)! 
I simply implore  worldly Christian leaders to see the present errors of their ways and start teaching  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   
with  “The Fidelity”  it deserves,  so we all might have the opportunity of imbuing  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to turn around our 
worldly lifestyles away from inevitable destruction (Matt.24v22),  ready for our future gain  (Matt.7v12-14). 
We are told,   “The Real Gospel”  when correctly taught will illuminate our life showing how we might each personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to 
personally bring  glory/honour/dignity  to His Name by our deportment  (as  witnessed/judged  by Mankind) –  because we  agapao/{edifying  love}  Him 
sufficiently to understand  why and how  we are able to please Him –  being  real  worship! 

As we now read in the next verse - 
 
13th Comment - TCs recognise they must fulfil Yahweh's Desire to the very best they can,  even if during the in-between 
times they did not fully understand what this Website now fully explains to The World  (at The Close of The Gospel Age). 
23rd Instruction – TCs are motivated by the  one/same  selfless methodology displayed by JC to edify their neighbour so 
that they too might know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  This becomes The Gospel to be imbued within each of us. 
19th Reasoning – Only those people whom Yahweh knew beforehand and thus JCg reaches out to through  “The Word of 
God”  knocking on the door  (Rev.3v20)  proven entirely worthy,  are elected out of The Christian Nation ready for the 
greater responsibility of Sonship when teaching  “The Whole Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
Warning – repeat – TCs will be  persecuted for teaching The Whole Gospel where Yahweh can reform certain members of 
society.  Why persecuted?   Because some Religious Leaders  (of whatever persuasion)  will be compromised in lifestyle)! 
20th Reasoning – TCs are not ashamed to accurately teach “The (Real) Gospel”  knowing that being correctly taught will 
then ultimately become a physical reality when Yahweh has His full quota of 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age. 
6th Allegory – deposit unto trust = “synapse construction mapping” stored safely as  “Heavenly Treasure”  (see glossary) 
7th Allegory – That specific Day = (1) 1st Resurrection to yield 144000 TCs (Isa.66v8)  as Sons of God at 1st 2nd C of JCg. 
(2) Where (1) then makes possible The Sabbath Day of The Millennium to then yield The Late Adopters (Mark.2v27-28). 
21st Reasoning – TCs desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  not  for the promise of Sonship  (else they would  not  receive it), 
but rather they inherently want to do what is correct  (to aid their neighbour),  which  then  deserves Sonship.  Thus, it is 
the genuine motivation leading to qualified works that leads to “The Resultant of Sonship” –  not the other way around! 
5th Good News – The All-Powerful Yahweh will ensure the  “synapse construction mapping”  of TCs will be safely 
retained,  ready to be used in their Awakening to Sonship at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (that is relative to 2021 CE, soon to occur)! 
2nd Prophecy – Yahweh shall resurrect TCs unto guaranteed life ready for The Great Day  (1) The 1st Resurrection for 3.5 
year training period and  (2) The Millennium for the 144000 TCs to then teach The Resurrected World  “Righteousness”. 
2Tim.  1v11 og into/unto  whom/which/that  (I [Paul] was) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed   
2Tim.  1v11 og (emphatic) I/me [Paul]   (the) {herald (of divine truth)}/{preacher (of The Gospel)}   
2Tim.  1v11 og also  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}   
2Tim.  1v11 og also  (the) instructor/doctor/master/teacher  (of the) gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples. 
2Tim.  1v11 = Unto  which  emphatic I  (Paul as a TC)   

was  placed/{laid down}/purposed  (as)  the  {herald of divine truth}/{preacher of The Gospel},   
also  the  apostle/{appointed [by Yahweh and not by The World] to tell}/TC,   
also  the  instructor/teacher  of the  gentiles/nations. 

 

Unto which  emphatic I (Paul as a TC)   
was  placed/purposed  (to be)  the herald of divine truth   (to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World), 
also the  apostle/TC   (“appointed by Yahweh  [and not by The World]  to tell”  [only  precisely what Yahweh  desired/s to hear taught])  , 
also the instructor of the nations   (Paul was to teach the Gentiles about  “1st Century Christianity”  before it morphed to  “worldly Christianity”). 
 

Thus,  Yahweh  appointed/purposed  Paul to be a - 
1. {Herald of divine truth}/{teacher of The Gospel}. 
2. Apostle/{appointed (by Yahweh and not The World) to tell}. 
3. Instructor/teacher  to the  gentiles/nations. 
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Paul made himself a suitable candidate for this position to be used by Yahweh –  why/how? 
Because - 

1. He had extensive  accurate  knowledge of God’s Word,  being The Tanakh of which he had  studied for many years. 
2. He had the  zeal/drive  to ensure that what he knew about Yahweh should be  accurately told  to The World. 
3. He had the  zeal/drive  to ensure that what he knew about Yahweh should be  accurately practised  to The World. 
4. He was not supported by what he taught – he had secular occupational work to support his fleshly body. 
5. He was entirely objective about what he taught,  his spiritual faith was not compromised by fleshly requirement, 
6. He was utterly sincere in what he did to ensure that his whole life fulfilled Yahweh's Desire – simply  (= without strings attached). 
7. Like JC,  Paul ensured that he was blind to the self-indulgences of which The World could offer. 

How many boxes can we  personally  tick in that listing? 
Because quite simply if it is not a  “full house”,  then Yahweh is  presently  not interested  -  unless personal reform occurs enabling us as 
individuals to  “tick  all  the boxes”  in the above listing! 

This is contrary to just about everything we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders!   That is not surprising when much of what they state  is  in utter 
error to  “The Core”  of what The Bible teaches us –  if we are to achieve  “The Goal”  (see glossary)  to completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Thus,  we must imitate Paul,  equally as we imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Thes.1v6, etc.,)  so we personally become worthy vessels for Yahweh to 
effectively use during The Gospel Age as the present part of His  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  requiring the  validating/gathering  of His 
future 144000 “Sons of God”.  

Clearly Paul was a 5+ talent  (being The Weight of Responsibility)  man  but let us try to become at least 2 talent persons. 
We must  not  remain as the 1 talent person (Matt.25v14-24, Luke.19v16-22) –  sadly,  an attitude fostered by  worldly Christian leaders! 

2Tim.  1v12 og Through (reason of)  whom/which/that  (the) cause/{as if asked for}/{reason for}/accusation/case/fault   
2Tim.  1v12 og also  these (things)   (I [Paul]) {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffer,   
2Tim.  1v12 og but  no/not/none  (I [Paul] am) shamed/ashamed/guilty/disgraced. 
2Tim.  1v12 og (I [Paul]) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  for  {to whom/which}   
2Tim.  1v12 og (I [Paul] have) committed/believe/entrusted,   
2Tim.  1v12 og also  (I [Paul] am) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured/convinced  because 
2Tim.  1v12 og (the) powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty  (he) is  the  {deposit unto trust}/{committed unto}   
2Tim.  1v12 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my   (to) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep   
2Tim.  1v12 og into/unto  {that one}  The  Day/{period of time}. 
2Tim.  1v12 = Through reason of  that  cause/case/{the reason for},   

also  I  {feel pain}/suffer  these things,   
but  I am  not  shame/ashamed.   
For  I  know/understand  to Whom  (Yahweh)   I have  committed/entrusted   (by physically imitating JC),   
because  also  I am  persuaded/assured/convinced  He  (Yahweh)   is  powerful/capable/mighty   
to  watch/guard/preserve  my  {deposit unto trust}/{committed unto}  into/unto  that one  (specific)  Day. 

 

Through reason of that cause   (to  accurately  publicise  “1st Century Christianity”  throughout The World,  Matt.24v14) 
also I (Paul)  suffer these things   (feel pain from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  persecuting me,  as they will do to  all  TCs of The Gospel Age) 
                 (Why?  -  Quite simply the  accurate  teaching of TCs exposes the hypocrisy of the  “Leaders of Religion”  and they retaliate  to silence a TC)  
but I (Paul as a TC)  am not ashamed   (to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  [Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26]   by both word and deed) 
for I (Paul and all TCs)  know/understand  to Whom  (Yahweh)   
I (Paul and all TCs)  have  committed/entrusted   (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
because I am  also  persuaded/assured/convinced  He (“Yahweh”)  is  powerful/capable   (“I make become  who/what  I choose to become”) 
to  watch/guard/preserve  my deposit it trust   (“the heavenly treasure”  = the “synapse construction mapping” [Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33]) 
unto that specific Day   (“The 1st Resurrection”  for 144000 future  “Sons of God”,  that  heralds-in  The Millennium,  3.5 years later). 
 

Paul states it is for  “The Ministry Work”  to  accurately  teach The World about  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to firstly yield the 
144000 TCs being the reason why he must face pain,  suffering,  affliction,  persecution from those people in The World feeling personally threatened by  
“The Real Gospel”  (else why  [1] the negative response and  [2] people feel sufficiently motivated to relentlessly pursue TCs?).  
It is obvious why the  worldly religious leaders  (of whatever religion)  retaliate when feeling their public position is personally threatened,  because of 
the opening-up contrast of hypocrisy between the  “TCs”  and  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   The Former are only interested in furthering 
Yahweh’s Desire (Ecc.12v13-14)  to gain more,  new TCs,  while the latter are only interested in what they can  “physically gain from out of The World”.  
Consequently,  this public contrast means  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are driven  (by worldly methodology)  to initiate and sustain the  TC's 
demise,  to silence  him/her  (John.11v47-53),  naturally all this is done  “behind the scenes”  as I explain at  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34).  . 
However,  Paul is not ashamed of  publicising/teaching   “The Word of God” –  being  “The Whole Gospel”,  because as he tells us  “he  
knows/understands  to Whom he has become   committed/entrusted”,  Yahweh is  not  a mystery to Paul,  neither to this website as clearly demonstrated 
by the exegesis explaining away all man-originating mysteries regarding The Real Gospel!   Likewise,  JCg  (as  “The Word of God” –  Rev.19v13)  will 
not be ashamed to recommend these specific individuals to become future  “Sons of God”  to Yahweh  (Matt.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
Paul is absolutely convinced  “The Almighty God”  “Yahweh”  has the capability to guard his  “synapse construction mapping”  (The Heavenly 
Treasure, Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  that was the mechanical and physical representation of his  spirit/personality/desires/traits.  Yahweh will use this 
to become the basis to form a  “reasoning clone”  of Paul within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon his  “awakening/rousing”  at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”   being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  that shall yield  “The Prize”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  as Paul becomes a  king/priest  of The Millennium 
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6).   This is when the “peculiar/Special Nation”  (1Pet.2v9)  of 144000 TCs becomes  resuscitated/translated  in one day  
(Isa.66v8)  at 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55. 

When is this 1st 2nd C to occur? 
Just as The Bible tells us –  it is to occur as a thief in the night,  so that in the  time domain,  no human knows exactly  when  JCg comes to collect his 
144000 proven spiritual virgins  (Matt.12v1-12) –  because  only  Yahweh chooses (Matt.20v23)  and hence  only  Yahweh knows  (Matt.24v36),  yet 
please see my 4th revision addition at the end of this commentary. 
Then afterwards,  in 3.5 years plus 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  before the onset of The Millennium –  when  “The General Resurrection”  shall occur over 
perhaps a staggered period during the 1000 years  – for example at every 100 years (Isa.65v20)  so that all the members of  “The Resurrected World”  
might be taught  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their physical life. 
Thus,  as Paul tells us metaphorically,  it is his  “synapse construction mapping”  that is to be safely retained by Yahweh,  until Yahweh chooses to use 
this stored data again,  as shown by allegory in Eze.37v1-14, –  being actually a prophecy for  two  distinct groups  of  “Israel”  awakening/rousing.   

The members of  1st grouping are  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's Methodology that wholly controls their mind.   
These people have precisely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire to the very best of their ability (Matt.25v15)  in the 1st part of their physical life  (= The Firstfruit  
“Wheat”),  and the 2nd grouping being  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (out of which shall come The Main Harvest of “Wheat”  in the 
form of “The Late Adopters”). 
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Noting,  JC was The Firstfruit  “Barley”  (by allegoric prophecy, Lev.23v15-23)  who was as  “The Head to his body”  comprising of 144000 
body parts  (1Cor.12v12-22, Rev.14v1-4)  to  “lead the wheat”  starting by 50 days and last for 2000 years,  Acts.2v1+). 
JC’s body parts as “The Firstfruits “Wheat”  (again by allegoric prophecy, Le.23v5-25)  began at  “Pentecost”,  being  “The Feast of The 
Ingathering”  for the next 2000 years as Paul intimated in Hebrews chapter 4 and specifically at verse 4 to overlay what JC taught at 
Mark.2v27-28 – of  “The Great Sabbath Day” (to gain The Main Harvest of Wheat)  – of which he covered in death  John.19v31, 20v1. 

Where,  as we are told,  “The Day of The Lord”  is as a 1000 years,  told  twice  in the  same  verse so that  “we might not be ignorant” (2Pet.3v8),  
where The Millennium becomes  “The 7th Day of The Sabbath”,  where JCg becomes “The Lord of The Sabbath”  (Mark.2v27-28, Luke.6v5)  being  
“The 7th Day of  completeness/perfection”  (Hebrew shaba/sheba, StrongsTM = 7650/1).  This occurs  after  the 6 days of painful working under Satan’s 
rule of 6000 years,  that is why we need Yahweh's Rest (Heb.4v4, etc.),  where JC tarries for two days before coming to yield resurrection to a “beloved” 
(John.11v6).  Please see all my local commentaries.  It is this type of allegory  (within  many thousands  of similar examples)  that gives me complete 
confidence in knowing that  only  The Omnipotence of The Almighty God  (as given in The Bible)  could make the many 1000’s  of  “supposed 
coincidences”  come together throughout the 6000 years of Man  (being  as a god, Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35,  rather than an  “animal humanoid”  
previously)  on this planet –  to demonstrate Yahweh's total control outside the immediacy of the present worldly picture! 
A 4th revision addition. 
I do not decry what The Bible states –  “No man knows when Yahweh closes The Gospel Age”  is a perfectly accurate statement. 
However,  as The Gospel Age nears its closure then the signs become ever-more evident as to when it shall close,  just as road signposts become more 
numerous when we near our destination!   Based upon Yahweh’s  demonstrable  omnificence/omnipotence  to magnify His capability  to fulfil allegoric 
prophecy  (as the many thousands already show in The Bible)  then I propose  “The New Jerusalem”  (the 144000 TCs and Prophets)  of Rev.21v1-4,  
will be installed in 2067 CE being the next Jewish Jubilee Year  (a Time of complete restitution, Lev.25v10-15, 28-54, 27v17-24).   Especially when we 
notice what occurred on the previous three Jubilee Years, 1917, 1967, 2017 regarding  “the steady imposition of  “Jerusalem” within Israel over the last 
100 years”  ready for Yahweh’s New Jerusalem in 2067 CE over “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (as The Resurrected World of The Millennium).    
This is simply my supposition  -  based upon what I know of  “The Omnipotent Yahweh”  and of His Word as revealed in The Bible. 

I propose this question  
Why else was The Jubilee Year introduced  (when we read so little of it in The Old and New Testament),  except to be perhaps  “The Ticking 
clock”  to close The Gospel Age  (noting the various allegoric prophecies in Revelations,  all of which I explain in my 770,000 words of 
translation and commentary)? 

 
24th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to grasp the pattern as given by Paul’s teaching  (and of his deportment). 
25th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to grasp the  words/sayings/reasoning  as given by Paul. 
26th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to imbue this knowledge given by Paul within them and not to reject it. 
27th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to gain Real Faith = accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
22nd Reasoning – “The Word of God”  wholly imbued to yield  “Real Faith” of “The New Creature/Creation”  within us 
gives both a sound mind and protects us from the fallout of practised “worldly methodology” that hurts society today. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “Love by 
Principle”  where people are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle”  operating within The Mind  to edify our brother/neighbour  
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of  (1) and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By Principle”  to Love our brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so,  aiming to be a TC,  we are to fully commit our very  existence/being/methodology  of the 
1st part of our life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  people,  
with no encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to 
be absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
28th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to operate under  agape/{edifying love}  where their time is freely given 
(without any strings attached)  to  accurately  teach  The Whole Gospel to The World – being what it really means! 
23rd Reasoning – The Brethren (Christians)  by following the above instructions will then be working  with  JC. 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
Allegory – repeat - deposit unto trust = “synapse construction mapping”  stored as  “Heavenly Treasure”  (see glossary). 
24th Reasoning – It is the modified  spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon “The Word of God”  that  creates/rewires 
our “Synapse Construction”,  the mapping of which Yahweh retains to clone us upon our resurrection – just as He did 
with JC both ways from JCg to JC and then from JC to JCg upon his  awakening/rousing (= resurrection). 
25th Reasoning – It is the specific “synapse construction mapping”  indwelling in us that has become virtuous through its 
modification by “The Word of God”  being imbued in us that is safely retained by Yahweh as a “deposit in sacred trust”. 
2Tim.  1v13 og (the) {typification under}/{for imitation}/pattern/form  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  
2Tim.  1v13 og (of the) {have sound health}/{be well (in body)}/{not corrupted}/{true in doctrine}/wholesome   
2Tim.  1v13 og (of the) words/sayings/topics/reasonings  {of whom/which}  near/beside/with/against/alongside   
2Tim.  1v13 og {of me}/mine  (you) heard/listened/understood/responded,   
2Tim.  1v13 og in  (to the [= within]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also   
2Tim.  1v13 og (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  to the  in [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
2Tim.  1v13 = You  take/hold/possess  the  pattern/form/type  of  {sound health}/{not corrupted}/{true in doctrine} 

of the  words/sayings/reasoning  {of which}  you  listened/responded/understood  alongside/with  me  (Paul = a TC),   
within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  the  {charity love}/agape  in the  Christ/Anointed  of the Jesus. 
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You (Timothy,  actively aiming to be a TC)  take/hold  the  pattern/form  of sound health   (that God's Word  wholly inculcated  yields) 
of the words  (instruction/teaching/training)  of which you (Timothy)  listened/understood  alongside/with  me  (Paul, a TC), 
within the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  that  only  “1st Century Christianity”  can deliver to a  hearkening  mind) 
also the  agape/charity   (works freely given =  “simple works”  =  works without  “strings attached”  that might be  “pulled later”  by  “the giver”) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (we precisely imitate  “The Goal”  for  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh,  as laid down by JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Paul’s instruction to all those people assiduously aiming to become TCs - 
We must personally  Take+Hold+Possess  what is to become the  pattern/form/type  of  {sound health}/{not corrupted}/{true in doctrine}  
based entirely upon  “The Word of God”  as given to us  (1) firstly by The Prophets,  (2) then  JC,  and  (3) then The Apostles of which Paul 
was a premier apostle.  Sadly,  most Christian leaders preach that we should ignore some of the things of which Paul teaches us! 

Why? 
Because  worldly Christian leaders presumptuously think they know better than Paul –  where,  Paul  was one of Yahweh’s  premier  apostles! 

I know to whom I would prefer to listen and take note –  and I know as to whom Yahweh deems to be a worthy apostle!    
As we are told,  we  must ignore  and  get away  from those people giving such false teaching to be  adversarial/satanic  to that of Paul's teaching –  
because they absolutely do  not  represent Yahweh nor His Methodology  -  but rather they represent The Methodology of this World  sourced by Satan! 
However,  those few people truly respecting  all  of what Paul states  will  “listen/respond/understand”  and in doing so,  they  will  obviously have the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with that of JC and thus operate in true  {charity love}/agape  to edify their neighbour for  no  worldly return. 
2Tim.  1v14 og The  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  
2Tim.  1v14 og (the) {(something) put down alongside}/{deposit (sacred) trust}   
2Tim.  1v14 og (the) {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep  through (reason of)   
2Tim.  1v14 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  
2Tim.  1v14 og (of the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  
2Tim.  1v14 og of the (one [spirit])  indwelling/inhabiting  in  {to [= within] us}. 
2Tim.  1v14 = The  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  (thing = our “heavenly treasure”)  {put down  alongside}/deposit  in  sacred trust},   

{watch separately}/{closely guard}/preserve  through reason  
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  indwelling/inhabiting  within us. 

 

The  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  (thing =  perfected “Heavenly Treasure” =  our ideally  perfected “synapse construction mapping”  on God's Word) 
deposit  (in sacred)  trust   (= our heavenly treasure stored by Yahweh that uniquely describes us as individuals –  and hence most precious to  me/you) 
(you are to personally)  watch/guard/preserve   (therefore hone our  “synapse construction mapping”  to be precisely like that of JC) 
through reason of the  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits    (the HS) 
indwelling within us   (the TCs who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  being a deportment of “Godly Wisdom”  to freely edify our neighbour). 
           (“The Word of God” makes “The Transformation” within  hearkening/penitent  mind for the HS to become  personalised within us as individuals) 
 

The  “thing”  to be treasured is our  “Heavenly Treasure”  (please read my commentaries at Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33  also see my glossary),  which,  
as this website “FutureLife.Org” consistently teaches,  is our  “synapse construction mapping”  readjusted/reformed  by  “The Word of God”. 
That is why we firstly  “repent”  (as John the Baptist  “made our ways straight” ready for JC, Matt.3v3, Mark.1v3, Luke.3v4-5)  seeing the errors of our 
ways,  thereby enabling us to  grasp  “The Word of God”  to readjust our mind  (called  “learning”)   to purify our mind to become Christlike and in this 
manner the HS becomes personalised within us.  God’s Word  (as JC, Rev.19v13)  becomes the mechanism to create  “The New Creature/Creation”  
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)   within us that enables JC as The Intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  to bring a perfected Mind (a new “us”) unto Yahweh. 
Ideally,  we do this purification of the 2nd part of our spiritual life in the 1st part of our physical life so that we become an  “Early Adopter”  ready to 
receive  a commensurate  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body upon our resurrection as a future  “Son of God”  and metaphoric “Wife of JCg” 
(John.3v28-30, Matt.25,1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).   
Else, we leave this  required  transformation  (for Salvation)  unto the 2nd part of our physical life  (in The Millennium)  in a perfected fleshly DNA based 
body  “given in trust”  for us to then purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life within a perfected society of The Millennium and thus become a  “Late 
Adopter”  and a  “Grandchild of God”! 

When  we become either an Early or Late Adopter,  then and only then  do we have The HS operating  (hence personalised)  within us. 
As I state  (and sadly must keep repeating it)    
The HS  only  means  (contrary to the nonsense  we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders)  as given in the composite definition of - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

Therefore,  our purified thought process  (made possible by growing our new self upon “The Word of God”)  that carries out the reform of our  “synapse 
construction”  through a process called  “learning” becomes this treasure that specifically and uniquely  defines/makes  us to be what we are,  and that 
is precisely  why  it is so valuable to us. 

We are to personally guard over its iteration unto  “perfection”  -  where we personally grow upon  “The Spiritual RNA”  of  “The Word of 
God”  so we personally become precisely like JC.  And when ideally “perfected”,  Yahweh shall use our  “treasure”  for our resurrection as 
a future  “Son of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)   just before The Millennium starts. 

I have just stated this  “synapse construction mapping”  is  reformed/readjusted  away from  The World’s Methodology  “through reason of the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  indwelling/inhabiting  in with us” –  where this has only occurred because of two reasons - 

1. The person had a propensity to be  humble/contrite,  hence positioned to  “hearken”  (= learn and then do). 
2. The person had access to  “The Word of God”  upon which to grow  his/her  mind to become entirely like JC to then gain the HS. 

In this manner Yahweh’s HS is fulfilled  (= made manifest in The Environment)  within us,  because we have accurately imbued  “The Word of God” 
within us,  and have thus become  “The RNA Template”  (see previous verse)  upon which we are to personally build that new Creation  (2Cor.5v17, 
Gal.6v15)  within us –  so ideally we as  “The Proven Early Adopters”  can become  “Born Again”  (see glossary)  as the future  “Sons of God”  at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  ready for our next task that is to  accurate  teach  “The Resurrected World”  righteousness  in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19). 
As the reader can appreciate –  this explanation is  not  worldly waffle given in mystery  (as do our  worldly  and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders),  
but rather wholesome exegesis to explain  what and how  we are to behave,  and thus be  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater 
(1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  being carried out upon  all  Christians of the last some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Thus ideally,  we have become accepted by Yahweh as being TCs,  where each TC becomes that little mobile temple of God  (1Cor.3v16),  learning to 
become one of the main 144000  white (= purified)  stones (= everlasting)  of God’s final temple  (1Pet.2v4-10)  inside Yahweh’s Organisation to bring 
Peace on this Earth   (see “New Jerusalem”, “Temple”, “Stone”, “144000” in glossary to see how all this righteously links together).  By becoming a 
temple of God,  then we become  “The Publicly Known Place”  whereupon people might come to learn how they too might understand  why and how  to 
personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within The Environment. 

All this is  NOT  the unrighteous waffle of  “Religion”  that pollutes the planet and kills off its  recipients/victims  like a virus! 
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14th Comment – Sadly  “the pull of The World”  can break the desire to reason upon “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century 
Christianity” and what it personally means, being The Responsibility to be carried by sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
7th Warning – Guard against “the pull of The World”,  of its methodology to self-indulge at the expense of edifying our 
neighbour.  People will become pulled away – invariably by being apostates to indulge on The Worldly Return this brings. 
26th Reasoning – Yahweh’s Desire now, during The Gospel Age, is for His 144000 Sons of God before He can move to the 
next stage of His Plan.  Satan’s desire is for this  not  to occur,  else he becomes constrained when The Millennium occurs. 
Consequently,  Satan’s desire is for The World’s methodology to pull its inhabitants’ desire to fulfil their  own  desires of 
self-indulgence rather than sacrificing themselves away from this world’s methodology to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
2Tim.  1v15 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  that/this/there/here,   because   
2Tim.  1v15 og (they) {turned away/back}/{brought again}/{restored (to former position)}  I/me/my  (the) all   
2Tim.  1v15 og the (persons)  in  to the [= within]  Asia  {of whom/which} [plural]   
2Tim.  1v15 og are  (the) Phygellus  also  (the) Hermogenes. 
2Tim.  1v15 = You  know/understand  this,   

because  all  the people  within  Asia  {turned away/back}/{restored (to their previous condition)},   
of whom  are  the  Phygellus  also  the Herogenes. 

 

You (Timothy)  know/understand  this   (warning  [equally to us,  aiming to be TCs as a warning pandemic throughout Christendom today]) 
because all the people within Asia   (now read  “The World”  under  “worldly Christianity”  being a subset of  unrighteous  “Religion”) 
{turned away/back}/reverted/{restored to previous condition}   (turned away from  “1st Century Christianity”  back to  “Religion”) 
                (As having read in Rev. chapters 2 and 3 in most of the  of the seven ecclesiae at the  beginning  of the Gospel Age) 
                (being then replicated in Rev. chapter 12 as  “the third of the World/Life”  being  “The Christian Nation”  to  close  the Gospel Age) 
of whom are Phygellus  also Herogenes. 
 

Paul is speaking of those specific people,  of whom he knows,  and feels personally responsible for their care and protection from fraudsters.   
He feels despondent about the new ecclesia that has fallen apart under misguided preaching  (new sects then, 1John.2v18-19 teaching of a “New Jesus”, 
2Cor.11v4,  and then later Gnostic teaching, –  but it would be  “worldly Christianity”  today).  Paul naming two specific individuals would suggest 
these are the leaders driving the  break-up  for self-indulgent gain,  using worldly teaching loosely based upon the originally given  “1st Century 
Christianity”  taught by Paul  (just like the  fall-off  in  “1st Century Christianity”  witnessed ever since with the new schisms created –  2Thes.2v3).   
 
15th Comment – TCs are genuinely appreciative of all that is done for them by other people and will petition Yahweh to 
have  compassion/mercy  in His judgements upon them  (providing external aid as required to make them more effective). 
16th Comment – “The Word of God”  is so miraculously powerful in its operation within individuals to personally drive 
them to help other people in their times of trouble –  to whatever limit they are personally capable of doing. 
27th Reasoning – The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs wholly respect  “The Hardworking TC”  and by 
consequence will go out of their way to actively help  (prayer with a vow)  TCs in their times of difficultly. 
6th Good News – Yahweh in His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  will carefully consider all the stored synapse data that 
precisely describes The Individual  uniquely –  Yahweh will not ignore anything.  That is so comforting for a TC,  and yet 
by counter,  should be so worrying for millions of  worldly and worse, charlatan  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age! 
Allegory - repeat - Specific Day = (1) 1st Resurrection to yield 144000 TCs (Isa.66v8)  as Sons of God at 1st 2nd C of JCg. 
(2) Where (1) then makes possible The Sabbath Day of The Millennium to then yield The Late Adopters (Mark.2v27-28). 
8th Allegory – “near the lord” = being one of the 144000 ruling TCs alongside JCg as part of his bride. 
2Tim.  1v16 og (He [Lord] may/should) give/bestow/grant  (the) {having compassion}/{show mercy}  the  lord/master   
2Tim.  1v16 og to the  (of the) Onesiphorus  (to the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family;   
2Tim.  1v16 og because  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}  I/me/my   
2Tim.  1v16 og (he [Onesiphorus]) {repeatedly nourished}/refreshed/relieved  also  the  {fetter/manacle}/bond/chain   
2Tim.  1v16 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  no/not/none  (he) {felt/was shamed/ashamed/guilty/disgraced}, 
2Tim.  1v16 = May/Should  the  lord/master  give/bestow  compassion/{show mercy}  to the  family/household  of the  Onesiphorus,   

because  {many times}/frequently  he  {repeatedly nourished}/refreshed  me,   
also  not  he  {was/felt ashamed}  of my  fetter/bond/chain. 

 

Might the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  that is to ultimately rule our mind  [meaning,  “precisely imitate JC”]) 
                (To which end,  by reciprocation,  Yahweh shall support those people who are assiduously  “aiming to imitate JC”) 
give compassion to the family of Onesiphorus   (“The Word of God”  yields people like JC,  then Yahweh can operate through the family) 
               (JC as  “The Word of God” becomes  “The Intercessor”  [to both  teach/forgive, Matt.9v2-4]  between “The Family”  and  “Yahweh”) 
because frequently he (Onesiphorus)  repeatedly nourished me   (Onesiphorus freely assisted a TC) 
also he was not ashamed of my bondage   (Onesiphorus repeatedly came to help Paul while he was in prison). 
 

Paul informs Timothy  (of a person upon whom Timothy can rely – after Paul’s possible execution),  of the help and assistance given by Onesiphorus  
(4v19)  who perhaps is not a strong  front-line  Christian minister because he is only mentioned twice in the Bible  (only in this epistle),  but he does what 
he can to physically help Paul as often as possible.    He does this,  because he recognises the authenticity of Paul’s Apostleship,  inasmuch,  Paul truly 
represents Yahweh and  not  The World. 
For this reason,  Paul asks The Lord to be compassionate upon Onesiphorus when assessing within the 1st part of his physical life. 

We must ask ourselves   Why was Paul a physical prisoner  “on the end of a chain”? 
Because his accurate ministry work,  disturbed  “The Religious Authorities”,  who then pursued him around his missionary travels –  very much like  
“The Religious Authorities”  did to William Tyndale –  and likewise any person who causes  “The Populace”  to open their  eyes/mind  to  “The Real 
Gospel”  being what it personally means to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   This  “eye opening”  creates a gulf between what is taught and practised by  “The 
Established Religious Authorities”  (metaphorically stated at Luke.16v26 –  being the context of JC’s illustration). 
Paul uses  “compassion”  twice,  once here for Onesiphorus’ family and once for Onesiphorus in v19. 

Why the difference? –  Because there  is  a difference! 
Explaining Onesiphorus’ family here.  Paul’s concern goes out to the family because they did not have Onesiphorus looking after them  (because he was 
with Paul)  and thus Paul asks for Yahweh to express His HS within The Environment around Onesiphorus’ family to make it easier for them to survive 
from day to day with Onesiphorus being away from them. 
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Onesiphorus position is explained in v18,  being different from his family. 
2Tim.  1v17 og but  (having) {become to be}  in  Rome  (the) {more  promptly/energetically/earnestly/diligently}   
2Tim.  1v17 og (he) sought/searched/endeavoured/inquired  I/me/my  also  (he) found/obtained/seen/perceived. 
2Tim.  1v17 = but  (Onesiphorus hearing of Paul’s imprisonment)  having {become to be}  in Rome  

the  {more promptly/urgently/diligently},  he  searched/inquired  also  he  found/obtained  me. 
 

But  (Onesiphoirus hearing of Paul's imprisonment)  having become to be in Rome 
(the)  more  promptly/diligently,  he  searched/inquired  (to find me)  also he found me (Paul). 
 

Onesiphorus provided here the  “behind the scenes”  comfort/support  for the front line TCs to aid their physical welfare –  of which Yahweh considers 
just as important service for those people not gifted in the  front-line  ministry work.  Notice,  Onesiphorus seriously  “put himself out”  when in Rome to 
actively search  for Paul –  to bring aid and support to this imprisoned TC.  However,  we also read in the next verse that Onesiphorus served much in 
Ephesus and thus perhaps participated in front line ministry work.  Onesiphorus was  not  a passive observer  (just saying  “nice”  prayers about people 
and  “praising”  God in songs) –  but  (he prayed with a vow)  to become most active in what he was capable,  to support The Ministry Work.   
Thus,  worldly Christian leaders advocating passivity to The Ministry work to their  innocent  congregations (Rom.16v17-18)  will need to answer for 
their actions to JCg in The Millennium  (if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected)! 
2Tim.  1v18 og (He may/should) give/bestow/grant  (to the) him [Onesiphorus]  the  lord/master   (to) find/obtain/see/perceive   
2Tim.  1v18 og (the) {have compassion}/{shown mercy}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (of the) lord/master   
2Tim.  1v18 og in  (to the [= within]) {that one}  to The  Day/{period of time};   
2Tim.  1v18 og also  {as/how much/great/many/long}/whatsoever (things)  in  (to the [= within]) Ephesus   
2Tim.  1v18 og (he) {waited upon menially}/{servant assisted}/ministered   
2Tim.  1v18 og (the) {throwing goodness/benefit}/better/{very well}  thou/you [Timothy]    
2Tim.  1v18 og (you) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}. 
2Tim.  1v18 = May  the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh)   see/perceive  he  (Onesiphorus)   

is  given/bestowed  compassion/{shown mercy}  near/alongside  the  lord/master  (JCg)  within  {that one}  Day  (The Millennium);   
also  {very well}  you  {with certainty}/{absolutely know}  
{how much}  he  (Onesiphorus)   {waited upon menially}/{servant assisted}/ministered  within  Ephesus. 

 

May the  Lord/Master  (“Yahweh”  because Paul is stating that Onesiphorus is almost a TC,  and thus he looks to Yahweh as The Adopting Father) 
see/perceive  he   (Onesiphorus,  demonstrably aiming to become a TC) 
is given compassion  (to be part of The Bride)  near/alongside  the  lord/master   (JCg as The King of kings,  The Lord of lords,  Rev.19v16) 
within that one  (specific)  Day   (The Millennium as a future  “Son of God”) 
                 (Only Yahweh makes  “The Decision”  to decide if Onesisphorus is a worthy person for  “The Position of Sonship”,  Matt.20v23) 
 

Thus,  we read of these shining examples and how Paul states,  Yahweh might consider Onesiphorus  (and those people likewise)  worthy  (by Yahweh 
showing  compassion/mercy  upon  “side-slips”  done during  “The Special/Greater [1st] Assessment/Judgement”)  for a place alongside JCg in The 
Millennium to rule as  kings/priests  to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 
Now check the translation as given by our standard  worldly  translated English bibles,  whose translators have completely  lost the sense  of what Paul 
is teaching us  (being  “The Thrust”  of  “1st Century Christianity”)  and thus  “spin the translation”  into something tame and pretty much  useless  as 
regard to  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”!     Check it out,  and I need say no more –  except - 

Whose translation is  “The Most Faithful”  and  “The Most Commutative Translation”?! 
This is a persistent and systemic problem within our worldly translated Bibles – translators while  (maybe)  understanding The Original Greek,  they do 
not have The Mind of Yahweh to understand His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  and thus dumb everything down into  “Religion”  that is 
entirely parasitic to Mankind – made precisely so – by its leading advocates! 
 
 
17th Comment – The Brethren (Christians) can be empowered with  gifts/favours/benefits  dispensed through JC as The 
Word of God guiding our mind  to operate correctly within our life –  Yahweh responds by assisting us externally. 
29th Instruction – To become “empowered”  means to imbue  “The Word of God” (JC)  within us,  then gain assurance 
ready to passionately drive ourselves with fidelity to what we know = Real Faith.  In this manner we become a metaphoric 
“war machine” (Eph.6v13-18,  2Tim.2v3-4)  to face and defeat Satan’s methodology within this world when 144000 TCs 
are achieved,  because Yahweh can then righteously (to His Prophecy) close The Gospel Age to bring in The Millennium. 
18th Comment – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will carefully listen to TCs and imbue within them what is taught. 
19th Comment – TCs recognise they become part of  “The Pillars”  that support Yahweh’s Plan as it unfolds throughout 
The Ages.  Firstly with “The Ancient Worthies”,  then “The Prophets”,  and then “the TCs”  who sacrificed themselves 
away from what The World could deliver so that they might truly and selflessly fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
30th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will pick-up and firmly grasp The Baton delivered to them from 
previous generation  prophets/TCs  and run with it so that Yahweh’s Desire might be ultimately fulfilled within The World. 
28th Reasoning – All these faithful people  burn with an inner desire  because they fully understand  “The Commitment”  
taken upon themselves – it has meaning, and thus passionately desire to give this knowledge to all likewise interested 
people to become the next generation of “faithful people”,  until Yahweh decides The Time has come to step onto The Next 
Era as according to His preceding prophecies that show His true Omnipotence to The World in  “The Fullness of Time”. 
29th Reasoning – It is a generation after generation of  “The Early Adopters”  being of  “The Prophets”  whose 
prophecies yielded JC’s 1st advent and then it is “The 144000 TCs” personally fulfilling prophecy to yield JC’s 2nd Advent. 
7th Good News – There are always new people desiring to become TCs if only they had The Knowledge given to them  
(and it is not given to us to be partial in what we sow or what we water, 1Cor.3v6,  we are instructed to give all Yahweh’s 
Knowledge pertinent to Mankind, as contained in The Bible). 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
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(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment.  “The Word of 
God” teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our 
neighbour for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) 
means we have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good 
habits,  pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” 
to yield more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs!  
Warning – repeat - Gifts/favour/benefit  sourced by Yahweh assists the TCs in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  to edify other 
people – it is  not  for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things assisting a person in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
2Tim.  2v1 og thou/you  Therefore/Then  (the) child/daughter/son  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,   
2Tim.  2v1 og (you be) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (making) strong}   
2Tim.  2v1 og in  to the [= within]  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  to the  in [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus, 
2Tim.  2v1 = Therefore/Then  you  (Timothy)   my   (Paul’s spiritual)   child,   

you be  empowered/strengthened  within the  gift/favour/benefit  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 
 

Therefore you (Timothy)  my  (Paul’s spiritual)  child   (growing upon  “The Word of God”  to yield a new creature within) 
you be  empowered/strengthen   (to gain  The Character and Authority  to faithfully represent  Yahweh's Character and Authority) 
within the  gift/favour/benefit   (what  “The Word of God”  yields to a hearkening mind that  avoids  “The Fallout”  from worldly methodology) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (JC is  “The Goal”  towards which we are to aim,  so we too  may/perhaps  be anointed by Yahweh unto Sonship). 
 

This is another exhortation from Paul to Timothy yet as an immature Christian –  but rapidly maturing to become a full TC,  Timothy is to become 
empowered/strengthened  with  gift/favour/benefit  that comes through JCg as  “The Intercessor”  between humans and Yahweh.  It is most important to 
clearly understand,  being  empowered/strengthened  comes from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to the very best we are able –  else it is pointless for Yahweh 
to be empowering us to fulfil some other entity’s desire!   I realise this is  “stating the obvious” –  but sadly  worldly Christian leaders and  charlatans,   
for worldly reasons of self-indulgence,  choose not to  “state the obvious”,  but  they present  “the seductive message”  that does  not  include Paul’s  
affliction/suffering/persecution  in the ministry work of  accurately  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (for Yahweh to achieve His 144000 future Sons of God)! 
The reason as I state,  is obvious –  because their income  (of whatever  money/glory/prestige/leverage/sex/pension/power/etc.)  would leave through the 
doors with the congregations walking out  (John.6v66)  to another false leader  (Mark.13v21-23, Matt.24v23-26)  offering worldly inducements for self-
indulgence  1Thes.2v5-6)!   
Consequently,  as I state elsewhere, –  it is a cartel of  “self-indulgence”  where  “fulfilling Yahweh’s Real Desire”  is  nowhere to be seen  on  “the 
radar screen”  -  though there is  “The Pretence”  that much  “supposed worshipping” (2Tim.3v5, 4v3)  is occurring,  being merely  (cheap)  words and  
not  the  (valuable)  accurate  ministry work of which Paul constantly advocates within his epistles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.)! 
I know this hurts  (and is difficult,  John.6v60-61 leading to v66) –  but I can only teach  “The Real Gospel” of  “1st Century Christianity”   as did Paul 
teach,  else I become accused as giving  “The Teaching”  of  “Religion”  (to include  worldly Christianity)   to suit  “The Ears of The World”  
(2Tim.4v3-4)  and not to grow into  “The Ears of wheat”  in 40, 60 or 100 fold of  “the next generation of TCs” (Matt.13v23). 
This is what Paul faced as he stated in exasperation at Gal.1v10-12. 
2Tim.  2v2 og also  who/what/that (things)   (you) heard/listened/understood/responded   
2Tim.  2v2 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of me}/mine [Paul]  through (reason of)  
2Tim.  2v2 og (of the) many/much/plenteous  (of the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause},   
2Tim.  2v2 og these (things)   (you) {placed alongside}/{presented things}/{put forth}/{set before} [middle voice] 
2Tim.  2v2 og (to the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  (to the) countenances/{human beings}/men  who/which   
2Tim.  2v2 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient/competent/reach [plural]   
2Tim.  2v2 og (they) {shall be}/{come to pass}  also  other/different/altered (persons)   (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train. 
2Tim.  2v2 = also  what things  you  heard/understood  alongside/with  {of me}  through reason of  the many  {martyrs for the record},   

these things  (taught)  you  personally {placed alongside}/{put forth}/{set before}  to  trustful/faithful/true  men   (you as the initiator) 
who  {coming into season}/{maturing in competency}  {shall be}  {causing to learn}/teach  also other people. 

 

also what things you (Timothy)  heard/understood  alongside/with  of me (Paul)    (Paul only taught  “1st Century Christianity”) 
through reason of the many martyrs for the record   (being  “The Contents of The Tanakh”  as  “The Foundation” –  but  never  taught today) 
these things   (I taught to you),   
you personally  {placed alongside}/{set forth}  to  trustworthy/faithful  men   (you likewise have taught The Brethren,  what I taught to you) 
who  (these brethren)   maturing in competence   (growing upon Timothy's teaching  [of what Paul taught to him]) 
they  (these brethren)  shall be causing to learn  also other people   (being The Heart of  “1st Century Christianity”  of a geometric progression). 
 

If we carefully read the original Greek,  and then compare my rendering to that given in standard worldly bible translations –  we will notice a subtle 
difference –  being the typical  “dumbing down”  of what Paul teaches within his original writing. 
It is the reference to  “The Martyrs for  The  Record/Cause”  and the reason for Paul’s inclusion.   
Paul is effectively stating to Timothy -   

I am continuing The Cause  (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  by promulgating  “The Absolute Truth of 1st Century Christianity”  fulfilled by JC  to 
The World as did those prophets before me who equally worked hard as  “Martyrs for The Cause”  to prophesy of JC and The Millennium.   
That is why I am teaching you Timothy this knowledge of which The Prophets gave to me in the Tanakh  (completely fulfilled in JC's ministry 
and lifestyle to yield  “1st Century Christianity”).   

And further - 
Likewise,  Timothy,  the responsibility now passes unto you so that you too might continue the good work and teach  “The Knowledge”  to the 
next generation,  so they too might become equally competent to replace you Timothy –  to become that required geometric progression to 
ultimately yield the 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age,  thereby enabling Yahweh to close The Gospel Age. 

Through the Gospel Age there are to be progressive generations of TCs who shine as luminaries  exhorting/urging  next generation of people to replace 
the old mature TCs by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World by both word and deed  (feely ad simply) and to live their lives that befits 
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a person imitating JC by practising The Methodology of The Millennium (Luke.17v21).  This means  no  lying, cheating, deceiving, defrauding, or no 
hurtful thing said or done to any person, institution, company, authority  -  so that we might be truly  innocent/blameless/holy  of any possible charge. 

Now we know  what  Paul is teaching us in this verse, –  then we can understand  why  bibles of today  “dumb-down”  this knowledge.   
Because it is  “the methodology”  of The World to promote self-indulgence  and to curtail the idea that Yahweh’s Word is consistently carried throughout 
The Ages by faithful people through  affliction/hardship/persecution  (Matt.23v37 in  “The 1st Epoch Israel” [Jews]  prior to JC’s ministry,  and 
John.16v1-4, 17v14 in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” [Christians]  during The Gospel Age)  as Paul then moves to confirm in the next verse –  all in context.   

By contrast,  today we are taught,  The Bible is of another era,  insinuating we can replace it with  “something else”.   
Our  worldly Christian leaders  do  replace it with something else –  they replace The Bible with  “their version of the bible”  after it has passed through  
“The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19)  and deliver  “their version”  to The World in their sermons!   Quite simply our  worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  
Christian leaders will not teach us this –  they do  not  promote  “The Geometric Progression” –  because quite simply    They want to be at the top of  
“The Pyramid”  supported by all the tithes and donations from those people underneath  (noting Luke.16v3),  sequestrated off those people in direct 
contrast  “to the reason”  why  “God’s Word”  was originally given! 
Because of this,  they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by being  adversarial/satanic  to  The Thrust of What Yahweh Desires,  and are thus personally  
rejected  from  “Sonship”  (Luke.20v16, etc.,)  because they are  not  imitating JC and the apostles! 

Hence the painful  “meeting of minds”  will occur by reverting back to  “The Original Word”  correctly translated and explained. 
 
20th Comment – It must be accepted by The Brethren (Christians),  we are in warfare with Worldly influences. 
Not to be physically warring against people –  but rather,  warring with  ideas/concepts/methodologies  within people. 
It is the people who are  to be rescued  from the  ideas/concepts/methodologies  and are  not  to be alienated by works! 
Warning – repeat - TCs will be  persecuted for teaching The Whole Gospel where Yahweh can reform certain members of 
society.  Why persecuted?   Because some Religious Leaders  (of whatever persuasion)  will be compromised in lifestyle! 
Instruction – repeat - JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  for us to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 
Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  
“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  
“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 
TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 
31st Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must become  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers,  which means the 
“synapse construction mapping” (as virgins)  must not be blemished  by worldly  ideas/concepts/methodologies/myths. 
30th Reasoning – The Brethren aiming to become TCs operating as  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers will fulfil The Duty 
assigned to them by The General  (Yahweh through JC,  then “Officer”)  and avoid  all  worldly politics  like the plague. 
32nd Instruction – Thus the Brethren aiming to become TCs operating as  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers will imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best of their ability because this is The Duty required by The Enlisting Officer (JC). 
9th Allegory – Soldier = The Brethren (Christian)  committed to serving the aims of The Army of which they form part, 
which is  “The Army/Hosts of Yahweh”  and thus we imitate His premier Son JCg our Commander who was an officer (as 
JC)  then proved himself perfect to then become The Commander (now as JCg)  of Yahweh’s Army  (144000 TCs). 
10th Allegory – Enlisting Officer = JCg who knocked at our door (Rev.3v20)  to see if we were interested to become under 
his management  (as “The Word of God”)  to fight  for his Father (Yahweh)  against Satan’s methodology in this world. 
2Tim.  2v3 og thou/you  Therefore/Then  (you) {undergo hardship}/{be afflicted}/{endure afflictions}/{suffer trouble}   
2Tim.  2v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
2Tim.  2v3 og (of the) {a camper out}/{a (common) warrior}/soldier  of the  Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
2Tim.  2v3 = Therefore/Then  you  (Timothy and future TCs)  {undergo hardship}/{endure afflictions}/{suffer trouble}   

{in that manner}/as  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  warrior/soldier  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

Therefore you (Timothy)  {undergo hardship}/{be afflicted}   (sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”,  for TCs  only  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
in that manner as the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  warrior/soldier   (TCs must vanquish “Religion” out of deluded minds by  strength of argument) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (JC established  “The Goal”  for a further 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to be elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”). 

  
Paul warns Timothy and all future aspiring TCs there  will  be  trouble/affliction  for  only  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  because those people around 
us,  desire self-indulgence of whatever,  rather than the TC to be edifying their neighbour to understand  why/how  they too are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
The Important Note for the last 2000 years  

Persecution for  “Only imitating JC’s Ministry/Lifestyle/Deportment”. 
This specifically means  “Do  not  be like a pious religious person”!  
Only 144000 people imitate JC,  while some 5+ billion people  (all non-atheists)  behave like  “pious religious people”! 
There is a huge difference between the two groupings! 

144000 people  Fully  obey  secular law,  never  “lie, deceive, defraud, any person, institution, company, authority”. 
  Also are kind and help whoever they are able,  freely simply to the givers own hurt and never return hurt to a wrongdoer. 
  Never are gossips, nor maliciously say bad things about people – will always calm a situation between people. 
  Furthermore,  they thoroughly understand The Almighty God’s Mind (regarding humans)  and behave with  Godly Wisdom. 
About 5+ billion people (as non-atheists)  are  “the opposite to most of the above”!   Thereby, receiving The Fallout from their actions! 
Thus - 

144000 TCs  unjustly  receive persecution from  “Professional Religious Leaders”  (being amongst the second grouping below). 
About 5+ billion people (as non-atheists)  justifiably  receive persecution from their own kind! 

It will be a constant battle for the TC to operate within The World,  even within the family,  as JC stated that problems in the family will occur 
(Luke.12v53)  but obviously it is only those very specific individuals fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  who become accepted by Yahweh (Luke.8v19-21).   
Sadly,  worldly thinking people  (as taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  cannot see  “The Vista of The Millennium”  within their mind’s eye –  
because it does not seem a possible reality,  and thus consider it not worthwhile to put in the effort now  (as a faithful slave to “The Almighty God”),  to 
be a person  making  The Future Millennium occur. 
Thus it  is  a constant battle for those TCs who  can see   “The Vista”  being  “The Promise”  fulfilled  (and thus have  “The Kingdom of God”  firstly 
operating within them –  Luke.17v21)  and giving this knowledge to The World being contested by those leaders who prefer what The World delivers 
today  (because unlike the TC,  the worldly person by definition,  has made their home within the present world by participation within its methodology). 

Clearly the term  “soldier”  does not mean participate within worldly crusades –  this practice is an anathema to Yahweh.   
However,  it means - 
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1. Internally the warring within the self  (Rom.7v23)  being the  fleshly-self  yearning for self-indulgence The World can deliver,  which is 
warring against the spiritual mind trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  

2. Externally fending off persecution and affliction from people feeling offended by the TC  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The 
World –  being  only  what JC taught –  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  that is contained as  “The Real Gospel of 1st Century Christianity”.  
But up to 2007 CE the year when this website became live on the internet for The World to view,  then from the lack of contrary evidence,   
worldly Christian leaders have  never  understood this term  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-19). 

3. The Solder must  (1) gain The Equipment  (Eph.6v13-19)  and  (2) learn how to use The Equipment –  else if inexperienced in warfare,  then 
we shall be defeated by a more experienced foe  (for example a  charlatan Christian leader).  Notice  “The Word of God”  is a spiritual sword 
to be used in both attack and defence,  hence JC's allegory at Luke.22v36,  and Peter's complete lack of understanding at John.18v10,  please 
see my important local commentaries. 

However,  Paul then goes on in the next verses to explain that becoming a soldier for Yahweh’s Principles is no light ordeal –  but must be backed up 
with sustained commitment to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  (as similarly would an Olympian Athlete train for many years before The Game). 
Some useful considerations - 

The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs must become  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers that means the  “synapse construction mapping”  (of 
a spiritual virgin made so by  “The Word of God”,  as a “new creature”, 2Cor.5v17. Gal.6v15)  must  not  be  blemished/stained  by worldly  
ideas/concepts/methodologies/myths  (= “Religion”,  and its subset   “Worldly Christianity”, as warned at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26). 
The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs operating as  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers will fulfil  “The Duty”  assigned to us by the 
enlisting officer  (JC)  and now as The Commander (JCg) of the TCs speaking on behalf of  “The General” (Yahweh)  and we are to avoid  all  
worldly politics  like the plague. 
Thus,  The Brethren aiming to become TCs operating as  virtuous/valuable/worthy  soldiers will imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best 
of their ability because this is  “The Duty”  required by  “The Enlisting Officer” (JC –  noting Rev.3v20)  during The Gospel Age. 
Soldier = The Brethren (Christian)  committed to serving the aims of  “The Army”  of which they form part,  which is  “The  Army/Host  of 
Yahweh”  (noting of the TCs return at Rev.19v14)  and thus we imitate His premier Son JCg as our General  (1) of  “The Early Adopters”  
and then  (2) when given  “all-power to close The Gospel Age”  by Yahweh and bring-in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
Noting that JC was The Vanguard Officer leading The Way proving himself perfect to be Anointed   “The Commander of Yahweh’s Army”. 
Enlisting Officer = JC who knocked at our door (Rev.3v20)  to see if we were interested to become under his management  (as  “The Word of 
God”  controlling our mind)  to fight for his Father (Yahweh)  against Satan’s  methodology/propaganda  in this present world. 

2Tim.  2v4 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
2Tim.  2v4 og (the) {serving in a military campaign}/soldiering/{arduous apostleship}/{waging war} [middle voice]   
2Tim.  2v4 og (he/she) entwines/{involves with}/{entangles (in/self/with)}  to the (things [affairs])   [= in/with/by/on] 
2Tim.  2v4 og of the  {present state of existence}/livelihood/{good life}  (to the) transactions/negotiations/affairs,   
2Tim.  2v4 og that  to the (one)   
2Tim.  2v4 og (having) {stated in army}/{gathered warriors}/{enlisted (in the army)}/{chosen to be a soldier}   
2Tim.  2v4 og (he/she  may/should) {excite emotion}/{be agreeable}/please. 
2Tim.  2v4 = {No one}  person  personally  {serving in a military campaign}/{arduous apostleship}   

he/she  {involves/entangles}  in/with  the  transactions/affairs  of the  {present state of existence}/livelihood,   
(but)  that  he/she  may/should  please/{be agreeable}  to the  One  (Yahweh)   enlisting/{gathering warriors}/{choosing to be a soldier}. 

 

No one person personally  soldering/{arduous apostleship}   (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to forward Yahweh's Campaign)   
(does)  he/she  entwine/{involve with}  the  transactions/affairs  of the present state of existence   (note my commentary at Matt.6v24) 
(but)  that  he/she (TC)  might please the One   (Yahweh [via JC],  noting always the two levels  [1] JC first for humans,  then  [2] Yahweh for TCs) 
gathering warriors   (through JC  as  “The Word of God”  -  where JC is “The Intercessor”  for  “The World”  [as originally were the TCs]). 
                 (During the Gospel Age,  Yahweh is  “The General”,   operating through  “The Enlisting Officer”  JC  [as God’s Word, Rev.3v20, 19v13]) 

                 (JCg then becomes The Commander within our mind  controlling our thoughts  when we become TCs  [as  only determined by Yahweh]) 
 

All those people calling themselves as being part of  “The Army of Yahweh”  through  “The Anointed Jesus”  are to fulfil the desires of The One  
(Yahweh)  ruling as General over them.  Equally,  the soldier is not to involve himself in his personal affairs when given the duty to be at the front line in 
“The Spiritual Warfare”.  We, likewise,  assiduously aiming to become TCs,  must  not  involve ourselves with the personal affairs of The World,  but 
involve ourselves in spiritual warfare –  that is to be guiding  “presently worldly/human minds”  to understand  why/how  they must fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire for their ultimate salvation.  This requirement is to  accurately  partake in the ministry work  demanded  by Yahweh of people claiming to be  
“Christians”;  else they shall be rejected during Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  occurring  now  for Sonship  in/over  The Millennium.    
These individuals will be the very people exclaiming   

Did we not do these things in your name?   
But JCg will say   Get away from me  (to not become his bride, Matt.25v1-12, Rev.21v2,9).  you workers of lawlessness  (Matt.7v21-23). 

We understand from this verse,  JC enlists The Brethren  (Christians)  who then become  (spiritual –  from their intimate knowledge of The Bible)  mature 
solders working for Yahweh  after  “much training in the skills of fighting”  to become an effective soldier.   The TCs’ mission is to fight against the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of this world  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  that  pervades throughout everything  (especially in Religion and 
Politics)  –  just like the air that we breathe into us  (hence Paul’s analogy). 
Very sadly,  as I carefully explain elsewhere,  the  vast majority  of  “Christians”  are lazy and apathetic to  “The Spiritual  War” –  not  being their fault 
–  because they are only  taught this  by their  “self-appointed”  local commanders.  These lazy soldiers prefer not to practice with  “The Word of God”  
(being The Sword – Eph.6v17) –  they do not know how to use it in both attack and defence.  They just do  not  accurately know nor understand The Bible 
and thus they become vulnerable to attack from both within and from outside! 
The very worst are the  worldly  Christian leaders nurturing this attitude of  unrealistic  self-competence amongst  “The Regulars”  of  “The Army”  
claiming to represent Yahweh –  whose weakness becomes evident when an atheist or those people of another worldly religion  query/question  certain 
aspects of God’s Plan,  then the  worldly  “Christian”  is  instantly defeated  (who then resorts to stating  “it is a mystery”  as a bolthole)!   

This is appalling! 
While we realise  “The Innocent Regulars”  have little blame,  it becomes obvious  “The Commanders”  have much blame  (Luke.12v46-48)! 

Important note:  It must be accepted by  “The Brethren (Christians)”,  we are in warfare with Worldly influences  (“worldly methodology”). 
We must  not  be physically warring against people –  but rather warring with  ideas/concepts/methodologies/deeds/works  within  people. 
And if people are  not  desirous to accept our  quietly given  “Strength of Argument”   then we are to  “walk away” (Matt.10v14, Acts.13v51). 
We are  not  to contest them by any other means or by demonstrations,  as is done by  “Pious Religious People”! 
These people are  to be rescued  from the  ideas/concepts/methodologies/deeds/works  and are  not  to be alienated beforehand! 

The problem is this     The leaders making a living from false ideas (“Religion”)  “make it personal”  against the TCs –  hence the persecution! 
This is what JC told us at John.16v1-4,  because of 11v47-53,  having practised Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26,  yielding Matt.15v15-19, Mark.7v17-19. 
Sadly the congregations know nothing of these warning citations and of so many more, – because of the uselessness of our  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  proving themselves to be the main antagonists against Yahweh  (2Cor.11v13-15, hence Matt.8v12, Luke.20v16)! 
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21st Comment – A competitor in The Games  will abide  by  “The Rules”  to achieve  “The Prize”. 
33rd Instruction – Likewise,  the Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become “TCs”  (as “The Winners of their race 
heat”)  will abide by  “Yahweh’s rules”  being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by His Son,  JC. 
11th Allegory – A competitor = A Christian at some specific personal point in time during The Gospel Age. 
12th Allegory – Competitive Games = The Christian Nation throughout The Gospel Age. 
13th Allegory – Individual Race = Group of Christians of perhaps 20,000 per race,  where  only one  shall be The Winner. 
Where a specific race could be likened to perhaps The Christians living in a city during any generation,  to yield one TC! 
14th Allegory – The Winner to be adorned with The Crown = A TC deemed as such by Yahweh as having won The Race to 
become a Personal Son of God and thus crowned as a  king/priest  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg ready to rule in The Millennium. 
15th Allegory – The Rules = “The Word of God”  creating  “The New Creature”  within us  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  
yielding  agapao/{edifying love}  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we can to our neighbour. 
31st Reasoning – A TC has the desire  (1) to abide by The Rules,  (2) to be acclaimed as The Winner by Yahweh. 
As such,  he/she will be driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to edify the neighbour by  agape/{charity love}  for  no  worldly 
gain whatsoever  (thus “simply” = “no strings attached”).  If the Runner considered  he/she  had won,  but had not abided 
by The Rules,  then they would be disqualified (Matt.22v13).  The predominate rule is  “agapao/{edifying love}”,  which is  
not  “simply”:  if our  only  desire is  Sonship being the  glory/honour/{people control},  then  this will be our disqualifier! 
2Tim.  2v5 og if/whenever  And  also   
2Tim.  2v5 og (he/she may/should) {contest (in the public lists)}/{to contend (in the competitive games)}/ 

/{competes (for mastery)}/strives   
2Tim.  2v5 og {some/any/certain person}  not  (he/she is) {adorned with (an honorary) wreath}/crowned   
2Tim.  2v5 og if/whether  not  (the) legitimately/{agreeable to the rules listed}/lawfully/rightfully   
2Tim.  2v5 og (he/she) {contests (in the public lists)}/{to contend (in the competitive games)}/{competes (for mastery)}/strives. 
2Tim.  2v5 = And  whenever  also  {some/any person}  he/she  may/should  {contends in competitive games}/{competes for mastery}   

he/she  is  not  {adorned with an honorary wreath}/crown   
if  he/she  {contended in competitive games}/{competed for mastery}  not  the  legitimately/{abided by the rules}/lawfully. 

 

And whenever some person also contends in competitive games  (then … … ) 
  he/she  is not  {adorned with honorary wreath}/crowned   (to become a future  “Son of God”) 
  if  he/she  has not  legitimately/{according to The Rules}  contended in the competitive games   (to  precisely copy  JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
                  (We are to precisely imitate JC if we are to work at achieving The Goal of Sonship during  “The Competitive Struggle”  in The Gospel Age) 

 

A competitor in a race will - 
1. Abide by the rules of The Race  (given by the officiator). 
2. Contests/Strives  so that  he/she  might achieve The Crown  (from the officiator). 
3. Not concentrate on  personal/worldly  affairs during The Race,  else this will distract the runner from achieving The Prize at the end. 

Likewise,  with The Brethren (Christians)  entering  “The Race of their Life”.   
If Christians forget the three rules given above,  then they will  not  win the  Prize/Crown  given by Yahweh at the end of the 1st part of our physical life,  
based upon the judgement made of the 2nd part of our spiritual life driving ourselves during The Race in the 1st part of our physical life.  If we 
presuppose,  we have won,  to be at The Wedding for Sonship to JCg,  but we have  not  abided by The Rules  (having cheated in our deportment to The 
World)  then Yahweh shall reject us,  as we are taught at Matt.22v10-13.  Importantly noting  in context,  the following verse Matt.22v14 -  applicable to 
the  millions  of  worldly Christian leaders rejected to be administers over The Vineyard in The Millennium,  Luke.20v16, etc. 

Can the reader see how all this righteously links together? 
The Prize is  not  just “eternal life” –  as  erroneously taught  by  worldly Christian leaders –  to their shame  (because they should be aiming for The 
Prize)!   But they  cannot  achieve The Prize because they cannot  personally solve  The Mystery that is quite simply stated - 

“Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle/deportment  to the  very best  we are able.” 
Sadly,  because they are  not  striving for The Prize,  then in their wake,  they stop everyone else around them from achieving The Prize (Matt.23v13)! 
The Prize is  “personal Sonship to Yahweh”,  which has the wonderful prospect of  guaranteed  everlasting life very much as a  secondary  issue. 
The reader must understand,  “everlasting life”  is very possible even to the most ardent criminal while still presently operating in the 1st part of their 
physical life in Satan’s present system  while ignorant   (made just so by our “Professional Leaders of Religion”).   However,  when resurrected into the 
2nd part of their physical life and then accurately given  “The Knowledge”  (by the 144000 TCs)  to gain “Understanding”,  so they  can  reform during 
the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium by imitating JC’s lifestyle.   Truly then,  they  “believe in JC”  by imitating his deportment  –  when they have 
experienced a righteous society operating around them,  and thus  “personally achieve Salvation”  as  “Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 

None  of this is accurately taught by  worldly Christian leaders  (but  unrighteous and nonsense waffle of Religion)  because they do  not  
understand  “The Righteous Exegesis”  behind what  “1st Century Christianity”  truly teaches. 

By contrast,  they prefer to condemn the future of humans based upon what they know now, –  and prejudging themselves to be  “in heaven”  upon their 
death.  Those people operating within their  self-generated illusion  are in for a very rude awakening (Matt.8v12 etc.)!   (See “delusion” in glossary). 
 
22nd Comment – The farmer working hard in  The Field/Vineyard  is  (the first person)  able to take of  (the first)  fruitage. 
34th Instruction – Likewise the Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs = The working farmers are the closest to their 
crop and able to be the first to take of the first fruitage. 
16th Allegory – Farmer = A Christian at some point in time during The Gospel Age  (but one who  works hard = TC). 
17th Allegory – Working hard = a farmer who is  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (and being  persecuted  for it). 
18th Allegory – Fruitage = Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  being  the next generation  of TCs,  that keeps rolling through 
The Gospel Age until Yahweh has His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold” of 144000 TCs ready to bring in The Millennium. 
19th Allegory – taking = obtaining  (The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 
20th Allegory – Firstfruits = By extension,  Paul is teaching about  personally  becoming  The Firstfruits  in Yahweh’s 
“Salvation of Mankind”  that  can be grasped first  by The Farmer  (initially being JC showing The Way [John.14v5-15]) 
faithfully  operating in The Vineyard to (to gain his Bride of 144000 TCs at The Gospel Age close). 
32nd Reasoning – A Christian deemed entirely worthy by Yahweh as a TC shall be the first to obtain His Desire of Sonship 
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8th Warning – Worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders for the self-indulgent worldly return this personally brings,  
will be after “Quantity”  (to be corralled/farmed)  and  not  “Quality”.  Yahweh is only after “Quality” – and thus rejects 
these self-seeking individuals for any place in the teaching program over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 
2Tim.  2v6 og The (farmer)  {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling/labouring 
2Tim.  2v6 og (the) {land worker}/farmer/husbandman   {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  
2Tim.  2v6 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  of the  fruits   
2Tim.  2v6 og (to) {get hold of together}/participate/{accept and use}/{be a partaker}! 
2Tim.  2v6 = The  {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/labouring  the  {land worker}/farmer  (TC),    

ought/should  to  {get hold of together}/partake  first/before/chiefly  of the  fruits! 
 

The hard-working farmer   ([1] firstly JC gaining his bride  [2] the TCs working together  [in the vineyard, Matt.20v1-12] for next generation of TCs) 
ought first to get hold of together of the fruits!   (Where the fruitage is an entity fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  [it is  not  a  “worldly return”]) 
                (JC lays The Seed to progressively gain his bride,  the TCs imitate their master to  gain together  the next generation of TCs  [as co-rulers])  
 

Sadly, our  worldly Christian leaders assume for worldly self-justification,  this verse aligns with the  “threshing ox”  (please see the caveats in my 
commentary at 1Tim.5v18),  however they are very much mistaken!   The Original Greek wording  (not correctly translated in our worldly English 
bibles),  together with the context of what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us –  being uppermost in Paul’s Mind to broadcast,  is very much different  
to what we are taught today in  “worldly Christianity”  (as a subset of the appallingly deceptive “Religion”). 
Paul is teaching us  

It is correct for the farmer working hard to achieve The Harvest  Goal/Expectation,  should be the first person to receive the fruits! 
“The Fruitage”  is  always  “an entity fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire” (Ecc.12v13-14),  where,  on this planet,  it is  “The Word of God”  imbued within a 
person yielding a deportment acceptable to Yahweh  (that is to ultimately yield a  “perfected society”  –  in harmony  with Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human 
Salvation”). 
Thus,  we have the TCs working hard within The Vineyard  (The World)  in the first part of their physical life who,  as we are told   They shall be the 
first/before/chief  to attain the fruits  (or  “to take hold of The Firstfruits”  –  depending upon the reading). 

In both readings the conclusion is the same    
The hard-working farmer has the privilege to take The Fruitage  first,  before  other people. 

“The Fruitage”  as we know is always   “The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”  (in/as  whatever is possible for the TCs to do in their life).   
Thus,  we can reason,  it is The TC who can be  (first)  to take the  (first)  fruit –  that is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   

As we know,  this website constantly and consistently teaches –  Yahweh is presently (first)  electing/selecting/choosing  His future-to-be  “Sons of God”  
from out of The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14,  25v14-22, Luke.19v16-19, etc.).  Thus,  we now inductively reason from this verse,  the  TCs are  the 
first  to achieve the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire of  “Sonship” –  being the solution to  “The Mystery of God”  (being likewise  “The Mystery of The 
Bible”)  personally solved.   
We also know  “The Firstfruits”  (as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology)  are the subject of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  being 
supremely blessed  (as being  “The First Harvest”,  where,  as any Farmer knows,  the  “Firstfruits”  are always the  lushest/best)  and will not be 
subject to  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v27, 20v6,  thus speaking of the 144000 Sons of God).  This  “1st Resurrection”  is equally a 100% successfully 
yielding Harvest occurring at the  one/same  time  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55, etc.) –  because they  are  the  chosen  (by Yahweh)  Firstfruits. 

It is utterly crucial to understand this following subtlety  (please see “harvest” in glossary).  
“The 2nd Resurrection”  (= “The Main Resurrection”)  is absolutely  not  yet  “a harvest”  because those people subject to it are  not  yet deemed to 
have sufficiently reformed  (noting Righteous Yahweh, Eze.33v1, 2Pet.3v9)  –  they are still Darnel and Wheat  (indistinguishable  until fully grown)  
growing together in The Millennium  (Matt.13v28-30)  when they learn  “Righteousness”  together in the full Sun of Yahweh’s Word under JCg and the 
144000 TCs to be then the  kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6).   
“The final (Main) harvest”  (= 2nd harvest for  “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology)  is  “the harvest”  that sorts out the Darnel and Wheat 
at  The End  of The Millennium when Satan is released for a short while – Rev.20v7-15,  (= 3.5 years to  righteously  balance JC’s ministry when he was 
subject to Satan and proved himself worthy of Sonship).  It then becomes  “Righteous”  in The Culmination  (= “the eternity”)  because those surviving 
people having passed this final assay –  have demonstrably imitated JC 's  assay/testing  of 3.5 years  (during JC’s 1st Advent)  and are thus  righteously  
deemed worthy as having been fully balanced by a  precise  “like for like”  equivalence! 

Can the reader understand the inductive righteous logic behind this reasoning? 
Worryingly,  this righteous logic is unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders – they are just  not  interested,  and they  rather teach worldly things! 
That is why they,  as  “The 1 Talent Steward”  (Matt.25v15-24. Luke.19v13-22),  are wholesale rejected for The Millennium Responsibility (Luke.20v16)! 
They obtain their living  now  based upon  the worldly teaching of the  “here and now”  (by always quoting “man’s” output in their sermons as my 
copies of their transcripts show)!   Their vista is demonstrably  not  The Millennium,  which is why they  never  righteously teach anything about it –  
being  “The Core Teaching”  of  “1st Century Christianity” –  as given by JC and the Apostles often for three days to  the same audience  (Mark.8v2-3)! 
By contrast,  our worldly Christian leaders could not muster three minutes of anything righteously sensible about Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation! 

How appalling! 
 
35th Instruction – We are instructed to consider what Paul states in his ministry throughout his epistles –  we are   not  
instructed to selectively ignore or oppose what he states  -  as instructed by some  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders! 
33rd Reasoning – As a continuation of  “The Instruction” above,  if we consider what Paul states,  then we will be given to 
understand by Yahweh in due time as appropriate for “The Season”.  Now we know virtually all,  as stated on this website, 
because we  are  at “The End of The Gospel Age” – where Yahweh has disclosed almost everything pertaining to this Age,  
ready for its closure and start of The Millennium  (after “The 1st Resurrection”,  which at 2021 CE has  not  yet occurred). 
2Tim.  2v7 og (You) {exercise the mind (through observation)}/comprehend/heed/consider/perceive/think/understand   
2Tim.  2v7 og who/which/that/what  (I) state/exclaim;   
2Tim.  2v7 og (he may/shall) give/bestow/grant  for  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  the  lord/master   
2Tim.  2v7 og (the) {assembling mentally}/intelligence/knowledge/understanding  in  (to the [= within]) all (things). 
2Tim.  2v7 = You  (Timothy)   comprehend/consider  what  I  (Paul)   state,   

for  the  lord/master    (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13]) 
He  will  give/bestow  to you  (Timothy, aiming to be a TC)   intelligence/knowledge/understanding  within  all  things. 

 

You  comprehend/consider  what I state   (as contained within the next few verses), 
for the  lord/master   (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”  absolutely controlling  our minds  [being our “thoughts”])    
                 ([1] JC[g] with The Invitation for Sonship and when we allow him as  “God’s Word”   to wholly control our mind,  then … … ) 
                 ([2] Yahweh becomes our Adopting Father and we  “The Wisdom of God”  as we fulfil His Desire,  He is,  “The Head of The Household”) 
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will give to you   (Timothy,  actively aiming to become a TC)    
intelligence/knowledge/understanding   (being a 6th sense to spiritually peer through  “deception and seduction”  sourced by  all  “Religion”) 
within all things   (that pertain to  “worldly methodology”  wholly operating within  “politics, religion and commerce”  of The World today). 
 

Hopefully,  this is precisely what this website does for the reader –  as The Lord freely gave to me,  then I  am duty bound  (Eze.33v1-20)  to  freely  pass 
the understanding of this Knowledge  (for absolutely no worldly return, Matt.10v8)  onto those people who are interested in  “The Vista of The Promise”   
(as originally given to Abraham and only partially fulfilled for symbolism pre-Christ’s ministry).   The complete fulfilment was explained and shown by 
JC to yield  “The Firstfruits”  of 144000 TCs to become  “The Tools”  for Yahweh to use as proven faithful slaves  (elevated as  kings/priests  but  still as 
Yahweh’s Slaves)  in The Millennium. 
These 144000 TCs shall become  “The Kings/Priests”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  to Rule alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23, Rom.8v22)  teaching  
“Righteousness”,  to bring forth as many reformed humans as possible in The Millennium  (as  “The [3rd] Remnant of  [the 3rd Epoch]  Israel that 
returns to The Lord”  [Isa,10v20-22]).  This can only be made possible under  “The New Regime”  change Jer.30v31-34,  headed up as  “The 3rd 
Heaven/Authority”  by the 144000 TCs as communicated to Paul by JCg  (2Cor.12v1-3). 
 
36th Instruction – We are to personally remember JC – so we know how to precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle. 
Not to remember him every week when we “turn up at church”  but  every minute of our life  in  how we behave to people,  
by both word and deportment to ideally,  by reform,  bring another TC unto Yahweh. 
9th Warning – The validated  “Early Adopters”  will be bound both spiritually  (as a slave to “The Word of God”)  and 
often physically  (incarcerated away from public attention,  orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  on 
wholly unjustified  “trumped-up charges”  in that manner as would be a criminal. 
37th Instruction – We are to remember that JC  aroused/awakened  from the dead persons  and was in the lineage of King 
David – as the many prophecies of The Old Testament previously stated – all according to Paul’s (TC’s) ministry. 
Sadly,  most worldly Christian scholars/theologians  do not believe The Basics!   And they are supposed to be teaching us! 
34th Reasoning – It is for these basics,  Paul and TCs avidly and  accurately  publicised/taught  The Real Gospel to The 
World,  and as a worldly return,  they “self-indulge”  in  persecution/affliction/hardship  and may become bound-over. 
8th Good News – Nothing on this planet can suppress The Gospel being accurately taught throughout The Generations. 
Over 2000 years,  Yahweh shall gain His 144000  “proven in adversity”  “Early Adopters”  ready for The Millennium.  
Good News – repeat - There are always new people desiring to become TCs if only they had The Knowledge given to them  
(and it is not given to us to be partial in what we sow or what we water, 1Cor.3v6,  we are instructed to give all Yahweh’s 
Knowledge pertinent to Mankind, as contained in The Bible). 
35th Reasoning – There is always some person in the next generation somewhere on this planet eager to push forward with  
“The Word of God”  because of its miraculous power to  reform/readjust  human  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a  
receptive  individual who Yahweh knew beforehand would fulfil His Desire – when having been given the option. 
9th Good News – There are TCs desirous to  bring-on  new TCs by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  and remain 
faithful and stoic while being  hindered,  then slandered,  then persecuted  by “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
10th Good News – The Brethren aiming to become TCs might just succeed to become accepted by Yahweh as TCs for an 
awakening/rousing  like JC as a future Son of God to be alongside JCg as his bride –  as metaphorically  “one flesh”. 
21st ‘Allegory’ – selected/chosen = Yahweh makes a Judgement upon a pool of supposedly like-minded people (Christians) 
and “The Favourites” (all 144000 elected out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”, The Christian Nation)  to be future Sons of God. 
Precisely as Matt.20v16, 22v14 tell us  “Many  (3 billion Christians) are invited,  but few (144000 TCs)  are elected”. 
3rd Prophecy – Those people accepted as TCs by Yahweh to be future Sons of God shall be given  guaranteed  everlasting 
life to operate alongside JCg to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  (as  kings/priests). 
2Tim.  2v8 og (You) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}/remember  (the) Jesus   
2Tim.  2v8 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the having been) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
2Tim.  2v8 og {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers;   
2Tim.  2v8 og {from/out of}  (of the) seed/offspring/issue  (of the) [King] David,   
2Tim.  2v8 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my; 
2Tim.  2v8 = You  remember/recollect  the  Jesus  the  Anointed/Christ,   

the  (entity/JCg)  having been  awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from out of}  the  {dead people}/corpses;   
{from out of}  of  (king)  David’s  seed/offspring/issue   (all as prophesied by the Prophets of The Old Testament),   
according to  my  {good news}/gospel. 

 

You (Timothy)  remember the Anointed Jesus   (always have  “The Requirements”  for  “The Goal of Sonship”  infused in your mind) 
the one (JC as “The Word of God”)  having been  awakened/roused/resuscitated  (as JCg)  from out of the dead people; 
from out of  (King) David’s  seed/offspring   (being of like-mind –  they both had great  awe/respect  for Yahweh’s position in The Universe), 
according to my gospel   (Paul explained all the allegories and links between King David and JC –  see  “David (king)”  in my glossary) 
               (This does  not  merely mean the  “limp and insipid”  understanding that   “David was the ancestor to JC”  as insinuated by our scholars!) 
 

Paul starts his next line of reasoning to further  endorse/support  what he stated earlier in the previous verses. 
Paul begins - 

Remember JC, – it was he who has been  awakened/roused  from out of the dead people  (being the rotted away corpses  {in the ground}/hell). 
He was in the line of King David  (as his seed) –  being the fulfilment of all the hundreds of prophesies made in The Tanakh by the prophets. 
This is the beginning of The Good News that Paul proclaims at the start of his teachings  (especially to those people who are Jews). 

Paul then speaks personally to Timothy,  his understudy – to explain   This is what will occur to TCs who choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for that Goal. 
2Tim.  2v9 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
2Tim.  2v9 og (I) {undergo hardship}/{be afflicted}/{endure afflictions}/{suffer trouble}   
2Tim.  2v9 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (of the) bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bands/bonds/chains/strings   
2Tim.  2v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {wrong doer}/{evil worker}/criminal/malefactor;   
2Tim.  2v9 og but  the  word/saying/topic/reasoning  of the  God   not  (it is) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied. 
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2Tim.  2v9 = within which   (to publicise and then  personally living  “The Real Gospel”  to become  “The Wisdom of God”)   
I  (Paul a TC)   {undergo hardship}/{endure afflictions}/{suffer trouble}  ending up   (in)   of the  shackles/bonds/chains     
{in that manner}/as  the  {wrong doer}/{evil worker}/criminal;   
but  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh)   is  not  bound/{in bonds}. 

 

Within which   (publicising and living  [as Godly Wisdom]  what  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  personally means within society) 
I (Paul)  {undergo hardship}/{endure afflictions}   (orchestrated by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detesting  “The Standard of a TC”)   
ending/resulting  in the shackles   (bound within prison), 
in that manner as the  {wrong doer}/{evil worker}   (“Leaders of Religion”  have much leverage in society  “to pull strings”  behind the scenes); 
                 (Worldly reasoning Religious Leaders ensure  “The Counter Example of a TC”  is hidden away from public scrutiny – by whatever means!) 
but the  word/sayings/reasoning  of God   (Yahweh speaking to us humans through JC as The Exemplar  [of whom we are to  exactly copy]) 
is not bound   (there are other martyrs who stridently publicise  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  within words and deportment). 
 

This is quite an emotional verse by Paul –  reflecting upon his situation and then comparing with  “The Word of God”  during The Gospel Age. 
Satan’s henchmen  (2Cor.11v13-15,  1John.2v18-19, 3John v9-10,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fulfilling their self-indulgent desires by 
practising The Methodology sourced by Satan)  being of  “The Worldly Established Religious Authority”  (of whatever)  operating within The World  (by 
definition)  delivers to The World  what The World desires,  and by return,  these members receive The Worldly return  (of whatever).   

This comfortable symbiotic relationship is rejected by  “The Real People of Yahweh”  (prophets and TCs)  –  because the vista of these  
“Early Adopters”  (elected from out of  “The 2 Epochs of “Israel”)  is for  “The Future Expectation”  of what Yahweh  is  able to deliver to  
“The Resurrected World”  being of  “The Millennium”  to then yield  “The Reformed Late Adopters”  (hence Mark.2v27-28).   

There will  not  be  “the cosy relationship”  with The World of supposed expediency practised by present religious leaders  (as we read in Rev. chapter 
18 –  where Yahweh uses The World to destroy  “her”  as He did at 70 CE to The Jews  to bring in the new  “epoch of Israel”).  This worldly religious 
sentiment is captured by the incredible statement expressing the complete mix of  poignancy/expedience/prophecy  by the worldly high priest  Caiaphas,  
speaking about Yahweh’s  “Accepted High Priest” (JC, Hebrews Chapter 8 to 10 inclusive)  located at John.11v50. 
By contrast to “ The Self-Indulgent Worldly Machinations”  of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating today;  Yahweh’s Organisation here 
upon The Earth in The Millennium,  is represented by  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  filled by former  (1st part of their physical life)  people who 
100% voluntarily desired to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as  “The Early Adopters”.  They have  no  desire to self-indulge with any former worldly 
methodology  (to make a  worldly living  from  “The Word of God”)  – because they have already through pain and suffering rejected that old 
methodology  (rejected by martyrdom)  during the 1st part of their physical life while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life.   These Early Adopters 
have demonstrated their cleaving towards their adopting Father “Yahweh” –  whom they justifiably call  “Abba” –  and  accepted as such by Yahweh – 
Who resurrects them to be His Sons at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
This is what drives Paul,  and the TCs who  follow/imitate  Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1) –  they have  absolutely no home  in this present worldly system  
(Matt.19v27, hence firstly “spiritual martyrs”)  as this website states  “they are mere sojourners in this world” -  like Abraham fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire,  as He so directs their lifestyle  until Yahweh deems it is time for them to “sleep” (“death” often by murder).  After which,  in the next conscious 
state  (at “The 1st Resurrection”),  they might then be part of that future organisation  (upon their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation) –  when there is no 
pain and suffering for them  (or for those people of  “The Resurrected World”  (at “The 2nd Resurrection”)  as spiritual children  to learn  
“Righteousness”  for personal salvation  by imitating JC. 
Thus,  Paul states    

Yahweh’s Word will increase throughout The World,  just as JC stated  (Matt.24v14, 28v19-20, Rev.6v2, Dan.2v35, 45)  and then The End  (of 
Satan’s Methodology operating within The World)  will come,  heralding-in  The Millennium. 

Therefore,  it is for  “This Cause”  that Paul will keep working to fulfil.  -  Hence the next verse explaining  “The Goal”  for those people of The Gospel 
Age sojourning in this present world,  but they are living under Yahweh’s Methodology  (being of His kingdom operating within us  [Luke.17v21]  aiming 
to become  “The Early Adopters”  of  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  [= “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  to understand and personally fulfil  
“Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”]). 
2Tim.  2v10 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (the) all (things)   
2Tim.  2v10 og (I) remain/undergo/resilient/bear/{have fortitude/patience}/endure/stoic  through (reason of)   
2Tim.  2v10 og the (people)  selected/favourites/elect/chosen,   
2Tim.  2v10 og that  also  they  (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety   
2Tim.  2v10 og (they may/should) {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur   
2Tim.  2v10 og of the  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus,   {amid/together/with (meta)} 
2Tim.  2v10 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the)  perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 
2Tim.  2v10 = Through reason of  this   (cause to actively publicise  “The Real Gospel”  by both words and deeds)   

I  (Paul as a TC)  remain/resilient/{have fortitude}/endure  all things,    (unjustified persecution made only upon TCs  [by definition]) 
through reason of the  select/favourites/elect/chosen,    (TCs,  so that Yahweh might achieve His 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age)   
that  also they (144000 TCs)  may/should  {make ready}/attain/perchance  the  rescue/deliverance/salvation  (guaranteed everlasting life) 
amid/together/with  the  perpetual/everlasting  glory/honour/dignity/worship    (as The Millennial future 144000 Sons of God with JCg) 
within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus.     (Having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  appropriate for  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointed”) 

 

Through reason of  this   (Cause to publicise  “1st Century Christianity”  to the  spiritually starving  people of The World,  deceived by  “Religion”) 
I (Paul as a TC)  remain/resilient/{have fortitude}  (to)  all things   (being the persecution metered out by  “Leaders of Religion”  censoring TCs), 
through reason of the  select/favourites/elect/chosen   (to be gathered out of The Gospel Age as “The Early Adopters”  Matt.9v38, Luke.10v2) 
that  also they (the 144000 TCs)  might  {make ready}/attain/perchance  (guaranteed)  rescue/salvation   (as future “Sons of God”) 
together/with  the everlasting  glory/honour/dignity   (as 144000 future  new  “Sons of God”  elected out of  The Christian Nation within Mankind) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (The 144000 TCs are “Anointed” to be “The Bride of Christ” as “one body” Gen.2v24 being “two complements of one”) 
                (The Goal for Paul is to validate Yahweh’s foreknown 144000 TCs for Yahweh’s future pleasure  [see my ending commentary of 1Thes.4v14]) 
 

So, we must ask  
“What does this mean?” 
“Is it what  worldly Christian leaders preach to us?” 

Yes and No! 
Actually,  much more of the  “No”,  rather than of the  “Yes”! 

Paul throughout his epistles voices what Yahweh desires to operate within  (the internal mind)  and outwardly expressed  (the external deeds) -  being 
agapao driving the agape that proves Yahweh’s future  “Sons of God”  to  “The Watching/Judging World”.   
“The New Testament”  becomes  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  on how we are to behave for  “The Future Expectation”  of  “Sonship”  to personally 
make it happen by personally solving  “The Mystery of God”,  which is  why  Yahweh’s Methodology must first operate inside us –  to readjust our 
synapse construction to form  “That Required Vista of The Expectation”  so we might become future  “Sons of God”. 
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Sadly,  in  worldly Christian Sermons  virtually all  The New Testament  is ignored  -  and what is pronounced  (being worldly  platitudes/soundbites  and  
“nice stories”)  is spun out of all recognition to what Yahweh is  really  teaching us  (hence Rev.22v18-19 is practised by our religious leaders).   
As I state elsewhere,  this is done for three reasons - 

1. The leaders would be embarrassed –  their  “hypocrisy”  would be made plan for The World to see. 
2. The leaders’  “bread and butter”  would  “walk straight out of the door”  in protest  (John.6v66)  and go somewhere more palatable! 
3. And those members of The Congregation who remained  (now educated in The New Testament)  would start asking  “awkward questions”! 

As I profusely state elsewhere,  -  “The Gospel”  is  “dumbed-down”  into acceptable platitudes both for the leaders and for those people turning up at 
the door each week,  to symbiotically feed both what The Leaders and “The Punters”  (I sadly use this term)  desire,  being different for each grouping!   
The leaders require their weekly  material/prestigious  indulgence,  while the  “innocent congregational members”  (Rom.16v17-18)  as deceived  
victims/prey  require their spiritual indulgence to make them feel  comfortable/secure  (in what their leaders tell them,  to flatter their ears, 2Tim.4v3-4). 

But it should  not  be like this –  this is  not  what  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  should mean within us! 
Yahweh is  calling out  by  “election,  to be  choosing  His  favourites  through a  selection  process”  out of a  “common pool”  of people claiming to be 
part of  “The Christian Nation”.  It is  only  those very specific people of The Gospel Age who  are  like Paul and Timothy demonstrating their proven 
credentials required by Yahweh to become  Part of The Next Stage  of His  “Salvation Plan”  that is required to occur in The Millennium. 
This is when humans are resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life –  like the seed  then  sprouting  above  the soil  (out of the darkness of the 1st 
part of their life)  into the  sunlight  of Yahweh’s Word to then fully grow either as the Darnel weed  or  the useful Wheat plant for  “The Main Harvest”  
at the end of The Millennium –  Matt.13v24-30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15. 
Because our  worldly  and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders are absolutely  not  imitating JC  (noting,  Paul imitated JC, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  then 
they  cannot  be  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh to be TCs,  and thus Yahweh  is still waiting  for His full quota of 144000 TCs ready for the next 
stage of His Plan to be exercised.  Thus we  (who are aiming to become TCs)  are waiting for this to occur –  there are a  few  places  still to be validated 
(because  “The 1st Resurrection”  of the 144000 TCs  occurring at JCg’s  1st 2nd C  is  relatively soon to occur  (absolutely certainly by the middle of  
“The 21st Century” CE)!   
Thus,  we must endeavour to validate ourselves worthy of being ideally placed on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2-9)  as a TC by personally 
imitating JC as Paul tried so hard to do,  to the very best of his ability to receive  “The Prize of Sonship”  (2Tim.4v6-8 and Peter at 1Pet.5v4).  Not that 
we fulfil our  (worldly)  desire  (Matt.26v39),  but Yahweh's Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14)  to achieve that  “144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold” (Rev.4v1-
4)   thereby enabling Yahweh to move unto the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  requiring The Millennium to yield  “The 
Late Adopters”. 

This  is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  never  taught –  but it is  The Prime Requirement  of The Gospel Age. 
That is  why  JCg  is  patiently waiting outside this present worldly system  (as The Bible  so very clearly tells us)  because he is waiting for Yahweh to 
decide when  (Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36)  He has His full quota of TCs having personal validated all those 144000 places as JCg foretold in three 
places in the book of Revelations (see glossary and dissertations).  It will occur –  because Yahweh foreknew before The Ages who would personally fill 
this number,  and precisely when they would fill this number  (throughout The Gospel Age),  which is to occur just before The World implodes in upon 
itself  (being the culmination of Mankind’s self-indulgence entirely expressed)  as JC warned in several places  (Matt.24v21, Mark.13v20, Luke.21v26 –  
please see all my local commentaries explaining this). 

With that background,  then let us understand what Paul is teaching us in this verse. 
Paul,  as a TC,  is enduring the persecution because of what he taught as  “The Real Gospel”  conflicted with the cosy relationship  “The Worldly 
Established Religious Authorities”  had with  “their clientele”  (deluded devotees). 

It was  “The Jewish Nation”  as  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  then. 
So,  we might ask -  

What has been different through The Gospel Age with  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  =  “The Christian Nation”? 
JC was  not  speaking about The Jews  (by “shutting the gate after the horse has bolted”) -  but rather he was speaking by  prophetic warning  
of what the  “Leaders of Christianity”  must  not  be doing  (by imitating what The Jewish Leaders did within “The 1st Epoch of Israel”)! 

The Whole Gospel is Yahweh’s Method to righteously yield “Human Salvation”  (being those individuals who ultimately choose to imitate JC’s lifestyle). 
However,  to fully achieve this,  Yahweh requires TCs who  precisely emulate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of their physical life so they can 
be wholly trusted with the full use of Yahweh’s infinite capability,  expressed as the HS  (see the  correct  definition given later)  in The Millennium for 
the greater  role/responsibility  (Luke.19v16-19)  to bring forth  “The Fruitage”  from out of  “The Resurrected World” (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”). 

All this is explained  “to infinitum”  in so many places on this website. 
Note for The Record   To counter the nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  being the real reason why they do  not  have any HS, 
then I give the composite definition of the HS -  

(1)  Spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
(2)  Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

However,  these people  elected/selected  (as equally explained elsewhere)  as TCs by Yahweh,  as  “Sons of God”,  shall be resurrected within  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies that can never perish,  they have what this website calls  “Guaranteed Everlasting Life”.  It was Yahweh Who made 
this possible because it was,  He Who made  “The Selection”  in the first instance –  knowing they  were/are  entirely worthy of Sonship –  because of 
their completely reformed  “synapse construction mapping”  (by having  “The Kingdom of Heaven”  operating within them  [Luke.17v21] –  as JC 
stated for  “The Goal”).   These very specific individuals had demonstrably purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  
correctly imbued when  tested/proved  (1Cor.3v13-16)  to have personally become a  spiritual martyr  (by ejecting worldly methodology from out of our 
mind)  and in many instances becoming a  physical martyr  (by “Professional Leaders of Religion,  John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.). 
These  “Early Adopters”  demonstrably precisely imitated JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating as a  presence/parousia  (kingdom of God 
operating within)  so they too,  might become  proven leaders  for the  physical real thing  in The Millennium! 
That is why it is stated here to be the  guaranteed  rescued/saved  as a certainty  when  awakened/roused  as a  “Son of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
being precisely as Rev.20v6 so very clearly tells us. 

However,  this is  only  a  “possibility”! 
What do I mean,  –  I just stated it was a  “certainty”? 

There are two parts to this verse. 
It is  a certainty  once an  awakening/rousing  to Sonship occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  being the 1st 2nd C of JCg. 
But it is only  a possibility  that we can become a  “Son of God”  upon our resurrection. 

It depends upon what we have sown  (1Cor.15v35-55, Gal.6v7),  and if we were one of the five wise virgins (Matt.25v1-12), or the 5 or 2 talent steward 
(Matt.25v14v22)  all as determined by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement “ of  “Christians”, James.3v1).   
The choice is purely  personal –  but it is only Yahweh Who decides  Who reads our synapse construction mapping  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship). 
No human  (whoever they might be)  is in the position to make saints of any person,  not even JCg but  only  The Father Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  and  only  
Yahweh knows when He has His full quota of  TCs/saints (and hence  Matt.24v36). 
Clearly the 144000 TCs having demonstrated a synapse construction like that of JC who become resurrected like JCg as a future Son of God,  they shall 
be given  glory/honour/dignity/worship  by  “The Resurrected World”  whose members when having realise what these 144000 TCs went through in the 
1st part of their physical life  (Luke.12v3).  It will also be JCg and the 144000 who shall become judges  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v2-5 see my 
local commentaries)  over  “The Resurrected World”  after they have been taught  “Righteousness”  for 1000 years (Rev.20v3-6).  This is specifically  
why  The Bible speaks of  Yahweh only  judging, and elsewhere  JCg only judging  (see all my commentaries in John chapter 5) –  being what appears a 
contradiction until we realise The Bible is telling us that there are  two  DIFFERENT judgements being made at DIFFERENT times by  two  
DIFFERENT Entities. 
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None  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders because it is  not  even on their radar screens  (having turned them off)! –   Because they have 
not  personally solved The Mystery  (see glossary)  and just lose themselves in the Trinity myth – being a creation of The World and not being in The 
Bible as the many hundreds of Bible passages tell us  (all of which I amplify in my local commentaries)! 

Hence Paul’s lead into the next verse –  all in context. 
 
23rd Comment – True is the saying:-  “If we die in company with,  then we live in company with.” 
22nd Allegory – die in company = become blind to,  and thus do not participate within the self-indulgences this world 
offers.  By imitating JC and his apostles’ lifestyle we operate as TCs with their methodology –  thus grouped together. 
23rd Allegory – live in company = by imitating JC’s lifestyle as did the TCs before us,  then we live with their methodology 
now –  but will be resurrected unto  guaranteed life  (hence live)  with each other as rulers in The Millennium with JCg. 
4th Prophecy – By precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of our physical life,  then upon our 
awakening/rousing  into the 2nd part of our physical life,  we shall have  guaranteed life  as future “co-Sons of God”. 
5th Prophecy – By precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of our physical life,  then upon our 
awakening/rousing  into the 2nd part of our physical life,  we shall become rulers  (kings/priests)  over The World. 
6th Prophecy – By abnegating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of our physical life,  then upon our 
awakening/rousing  into the 2nd part of our physical life,  we shall be abnegated by Yahweh to rule alongside JCg. 
7th Prophecy – (1) Yahweh is true  (stands by)  what He states in the prophecies given above. 
8th Prophecy – (2) Yahweh being true will hold open this offer for Sonship for those “lost sheep”,  “prodigal sons”  who 
choose to reform and return to the  fold/family  during  the 1st part of their physical life  (while having a “soul”). 
38th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs  must  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by 
agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver  agape/{charity love}  with  no  strings attached to receive  guaranteed  eternal life. 
39th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao/ 
{edifying love}  to deliver  agape/{charity love}  with  no  strings attached become  kings/priests  to rule alongside JCg. 
10th Warning – If we refuse to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now during the 1st part of our physical life,  then we 
shall be refused  (by Yahweh)  a place of rulership alongside JCg in The Millennium in the 2nd part of our physical life! 
36th Reasoning - Stating the obvious:   If we cannot imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the 1st part of our life, then we have 
not the mindset  (spirit/…/traits)  to imitate JCg in the 2nd part of our life!   Thus,  we cannot be trusted for “Sonship”! 
2Tim.  2v11 og (The) Trustful/Believable/Faithful/Sure/True  the  word/saying/topic/reasoning,   
2Tim.  2v11 og if  For  (we) {be deceased/died  in company with}/{be dead with},   
2Tim.  2v11 og also  (we shall) {co-survive}/{live with}, 
2Tim.  2v11 = The  trustful/faithful/sure/true  (is)  the  word/saying/reasoning:- 

For  if  we  {die in company together}/{be dead with},   also  we shall  {co-survive}/{live together}. 
 

The  trustworthy/sure  (is)  the  word/saying/reasoning:- 
  For if we die in company,  also we shall co-survive   (provided we  precisely imitate  JC –  else we are wasting our time,  and our future)! 
 

This sounds like that religious mystic waffle that is thrown to us by religious charlatan leaders  “appearing to be wise”! 
No,  this is  not  mystic waffle when placed in context with what Paul is teaching us for “The Goal” to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is supported 
by thousands of prophetic allegories contained in The Bible to fully endorse Yahweh's “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

It must be understood in context with JC’s teaching concerning people being blind to The World at this lovely piece where JC just spins the argument 
back upon the Pharisees,  so they do not know how argue –  being totally flummoxed  (John.9v39-41). 
The mindset built during the 1st part of our spiritual life is beholden to The World –  being of its methodology to succeed within its norms  (to self-indulge 
to our neighbour's hurt),  being the way people behave to self-indulge themselves from The Environment  (of whatever – people/things/actions/etc.).   
Noting this accusation is principally aimed to  “The Leaders of The World”  personally setting  “The  (Bad) Example”  on how to behave. 

However,  this is  not  the way for a society to exist forever –  it will eventually lead to society’s demise –  being of an implosion (Matt.24v22). 
That is what we  (as most of The World)  sadly need to prove to ourselves in the 1st part of our physical life! 

Thus,  Yahweh is searching out individuals  (The Early Adopters)  who personally imbue within themselves  “The Kingdom of God”  within their minds 
who are then to be useful pillars  (Gal.2v9, dependable assayed leaders)  for  “The New Society”  that is to occur in the 2nd part of people’s physical lives  
(please see  “2 part life”  in my glossary). 

Thus,  there is a transition to be made from the 1st part of our life to the 2nd part of our life  both  physical and spiritual  (as explained in 
glossary).  Where JC made this possible by  both  (1) his ministry and  (2) his ransom sacrifice. 

Here Paul  (as was JC)  is speaking of the spiritual part of our life as we die away from  “the old self”  and thus become  “the new self”  where  “the 
new self”  (as the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  is metaphorically dead  (or metaphorically blind)  to the  self-indulgence  of the 1st part of our life 
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).   This is exactly what JC taught us at  
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.   
The 2nd part of our life  (both spiritual and physical)  is not to fulfil  “the methodology of Satan”  (self-indulgence to our neighbour's hurt)  but rather to 
fulfil  The Methodology of Yahweh  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt).  Thus rather than the 1st part of our spiritual life yielding a destroyed 
society  (as we are yet to fully witness),  it is the 2nd part of our spiritual life which will yield a righteous society  (that becomes  “The Reality”  in the 2nd 
part of our physical life given unto  all  people  [1John.2v2, 4v14,  having  no  caveats stated –  so why invent caveats as given by our  worldly Christian 
leaders,  noting the warning given at Rev.22v18-19]). 
Thus Paul  (merely paraphrasing what JC taught by word and dead)  is that by dying together  (to be precisely imitating JC who was edifying us  [as a 
neighbour])  then we shall have the prospect of living together in a future society –  where  self-indulgence  is a thing of the past. 

As the reader can appreciate –  this is  not  mystic waffle  but part of  “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity”  succinctly explained. 
2Tim.  2v12 og if  (we) remain/undergo/{be resilient}/bear/{have fortitude/patience}/endure/stoic,   
2Tim.  2v12 og also  (we will) {be co-regent}/{reign together}; 
2Tim.  2v12 og if  (we) contradict/disavow/reject/abnegate/deny/refuse [middle voice],   
2Tim.  2v12 og {likewise that one}/{even he also}   
2Tim.  2v12 og (he will) contradict/disavow/reject/abnegate/deny/refuse [middle voice]  us/our/we; 
2Tim.  2v12 = If  we  (TCs)   remain/resilient/{have fortitude}/endure/stoic,     (to “The Word of God” operating within our mind) 

also  we  (TCs)   shall  {be co-regent}/{reign together};     (Paul repeats this in Romans – hence part of  the core doctrine  being of The Goal) 
if  we  (aiming to be TCs)   personally  contradict/abnegate/refuse,     (we reject to precisely imitate JC's ministry/.lifestyle) 
{likewise that One}/{even He also}  He  (Yahweh)   will  personally  contradict/abnegate/refuse  us.      (reject us for Sonship) 

 

If we (actively aiming to be TCs)  remain/resilient/stoic   (to  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  to avoid  worldly methodology) 
also we  (assiduously aiming to be TCs)   
shall  {be co-regent}/{reign together}   (over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  see Rom.8v17,23,  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.) 
        (by counter/warning … … ) 
if we (aiming to be TCs)  personally  contradict/abnegate/reject  (God's Word)    (if we do  not  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
                  (as do about 3 billion Christians [the worst being The Leaders],  because only 144000 TCs achieve  “Sonship”  Matt.20v16, 22v14) 
likewise,  That One (Yahweh)  He will personally  contradict/abnegate/reject  us   (from a future position alongside JCg as his Bride). 
 

This is an exhortation upon which we should carefully reason. 
1. There is the qualifier  “if”  that means  two  options are available.  We are to  remain/resilient/endure  in  The Race  to achieve  The Prize.   

This means it is also possible to stop enduring and drop out of The Race so as  not  to  “Grasp for The Prize”  of which Yahweh as The 
Officiator is prepared to offer –  provided we abide by The Rules  (2Tim.2v5).   The Rules are  “To imitate JC’s ministry/deportment”. 

2. From (1) provided the  “if”  conditioner is satisfied,  then this possibility about what Paul speaks  is  possible. 
3. From (2) The Resultant  is  to be  “co-regent as future  kings/priests”  (2Tim.4v6-8)  as future Sons of God alongside JCg as his  (metaphoric) 

bride  (assayed by Yahweh as being demonstrably  “chaste virgin”  in mind –  having died away from the sin of this world –  see v10). 
4. From (3) to be  “co-regent”  (reigning)  means logically we must be ruling over something,  being of what this website publicises.  It is  “The 

Resurrected World”  entering  “The Safety Net”  that occurs in The Millennium as we are told in the correct translation of Rev.20v5.  It must 
be noted that the first sentence  (Rev.20v5)  is demonstrably a copyist addition that is  not  in the earlier manuscripts –  also the whole context 
with that errant sentence removed makes complete sense as holistically taught by The Bible.  Please see my local commentary of some 17,000 
words thoroughly explaining what is wrong and what is correct within that verse. 

5. The other option to the  “if”  conditioner is that we consider  “The Race”  is too hard,  and thus slow down because our present worldly 
circumstances  (Matt.13v20-22)  outweigh our desire for the future circumstances being  “The Prize waiting for us to Grasp”.  

6. If we follow  (5)  then likewise as we are told in Matt.25v1-46  (the whole chapter describes the same event in three different parables –  from 
different angles)  we shall be like the rejected person in each of the three parables,  having been rejected from Sonship to Yahweh –  and thus  
not  to co-reign alongside JCg in The Millennium.  Just as Paul tells us here,  Yahweh will personally  contradict/abnegate/refuse  us to reign 
alongside JCg as his  other-half  complementary mate. 

Those Brethren  (Christians)  presently aspiring to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire have the latter part of the verse as the warning of what is possible should they 
be  giving up  their daily struggle to live like JC  by dropping back to become defined by Yahweh as being  “worldly Christians”.   
That is  why  Paul uses “The Race”  analogy in  “The Games”  where there are many races  (through the 2000 year Gospel Age),  and each race has 
many entrants  (Christians at any given point in time) –  but each race only has  one  winner!   Thus,  if we choose to become deflected from achieving  
“The Prize”  (and most entrants will)  then JCg will disown us  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  by making the announcement on behalf of Yahweh.  It is Yahweh 
Who makes the selection of TCs for The Priesthood,  to be  “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v23). 
As usual with many things in The Bible,  worldly Christian leaders have  completely the  wrong  idea over most things  and equally this event described 
here.  It is absolutely  not  an  unrighteous  resurrection to an immediate decision of  “life or death”  based upon our present existence  (with the 
exclusion discussed elsewhere Rev.20v12-15 please see my local commentaries and  “Readers Correspondence”  – where I answer all this),  but rather it 
is  “The Resultant”  of  Yahweh's  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made  only  upon  “Christians”  for  “Sonship”  -  or not.   
“The General Resurrection”  for worldly people  (including  worldly Christians)  shall occur later –  and their  “Harvest”  follows for up to some 1000 
years after that! 
It should be noted that the -  

144000 TCs are  successfully  judged first  (during the 1st part of their physical life)  by Yahweh and Harvested second at  “The Beginning”  
of The Millennium at  “The 1st Resurrection”  into incorruptible  heavenly/celestial/spiritual  bodies that cannot die. 

By contrast - 
All other humans are resurrected first into perfected DNA  (but still corruptible)  bodies  given  in trust  at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  and then 
judged second for Harvest at the end of The Millennium  (whether they are worthy after their education period to continue into The Eternity). 

All this demonstrates true righteousness for every individual who has lived on this planet!   Being a Plan devised by Yahweh demonstrating Him to be 
“The Pinnace of True Righteousness”  in The Universe  (unassailable by any other entity  “pointing the finger”  and claiming  “Foul”)! 
2Tim.  2v13 og if  (we are) unbelieving/disobeying/{believing not},   
2Tim.  2v13 og {that one}  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  (he) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands,   
2Tim.  2v13 og (to) contradict/disavow/reject/abnegate/deny/refuse [middle voice]  for     
2Tim.  2v13 og (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   not  (he is) able/possible/capable. 
2Tim.  2v13 = If  we  (aiming to be TCs)  are  disobeying/{not committing/entrusting},   

{that one}  (Yahweh)   He  stays/remains/stands  the  trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   
for  He  (Yahweh)   is  not  capable/possible  to   (personally)  contradict/abnegate/deny  Himself  (Yahweh).  

 

If we  (“Christians”)  are  disobeying/{not committing}   (by  not  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  hence we have reneged) 
That One,  He (Yahweh)  also  stays/remains  trustworthy/sure   (to  “The Agreement”  upon which  worldly Christians have reneged)   
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for He (Yahweh)  is not  capable/possible  to personally  contradict/abnegate/deny  Himself   (to  “The Agreement” of  “The Promise”). 
                (If we fail to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle and reneged on “The Agreement”,  then  Yahweh cannot give us a place of  “Sonship”)  
 

This verse leads to so much confusion when plucked out of context –  moreover,  it seems to counter the preceding verse! 
Again,  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  completely  mess-up  the exegesis in this verse as I discuss later. 
However,  let me first explain what the verse really means in  “The Context”  of which this verse is placed. 
Perhaps this is best explained with these words added within the verse. 

If we  (Paul speaking as a TC)  are unbelieving  (a TC who  stops believing –  thus cannot be written for  initial non-believers),  He (Yahweh) 
remains faithful  (to his word through JC,  that it is only a TC who successfully finishes The Race at their death = makes The Grade of 
Sonship)   (conversely if a TC does  not finish to the race rules,  but drops out before the end,  then they will  not  have the priesthood prize)!   
He  (Yahweh)  cannot  deny/reject/contradict  Himself  (as above, thus, once in the race then stay in The Race until we reach The End as The 
Winner,  meaning,  keep fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire until the TC falls “asleep”). 

This must be understood in the same light as the two parables JC gave in his ministry regarding The Lost Sheep and The Prodigal Son  (Luke.15v1-32). 
In both instances  (conveniently lost within The Mind of  worldly Christian theologians)  is that JC is  only  speaking of those Christians who have made 
“The Mental Jump”  to push forward beyond  “The Wall”  (at about 2/3 in the journey)  in The Race to become acclaimed leaders –  JC is  absolutely 
not  speaking about  apathetic runners  (most Christians to varying degrees). 

Note the context of those quoted parables being “sinners” - missing  “The Mark”  of  “The Required Perfection”. 
People may argue, –  these parables could have been those people completely outside  “The Religious System”  (that itself had rejected Yahweh),  and 
thus these specific people  (deemed “sinners” by The Pharisees  [atheists having reasoned upon Pharisee “hypocrisy”])  would be suitable candidates 
making  thoughtful/reasoning  TCs  (being  “The New Wine”  in  New Wineskins), –  which is precisely  why  JC went to them to give his ministry. 
That explains what The Verse means, –  now as usual, I need to repair  the spiritual damage  created by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Now let us consider what our  worldly Christian leaders think this verse means  (to fulfil their own  self-indulgent  desires). 
Inasmuch  (1) supposedly they have no need to personally reform,  and  (2) the congregation believing likewise  [favouring what they  want to 
hear –  2Tim.4v3-4]  become huge in numbers  [some 3 billion over The Gospel Age]  and thus yields  more worldly income for the leaders! 

Errant Christian leaders promote the falsehood that once a baptised Christian,  then the  “HS”  becomes within you,  and you can  “never lose it”. 
They then quote this verse  out of context  to  “falsely justify”  their errant understanding  (for the lucrative  worldly  resultant  for the here and now)! 

However,  let us see what this verse means  when  this verse is  put back into context - 
Verse 12 tells us of the future for those TCs correctly enduring to the end of the 1st part of their physical life  (yielding a perfected 2nd part of their 
spiritual life)  to become  “The Early Adopters”. 

They receive the priesthood and become  “Sons of God”. 
Verse 13 now gives a warning to those people disbelieving  “The Real Faith”  (by  “growing cold”  as forewarned to the churches in Rev. chapt. 2 and 3  
(also see what was written about them)! 

The warning is that  “God (Yahweh)  is  faithful  (unchanging  to what he has declared)”. 
This means,  these people  “supposedly striving to become TCs”  will  not  receive “The Priesthood”  to become  “Sons of God”. 

“He (Yahweh)  cannot contradict himself”;  because I ask the reader this simple question  
Is God contradicting Himself?   If in these two opposite scenarios He says - 

1. If you are faithful,  you become a  “Son of God”. 
2. If you are  unfaithful,  you become a  “Son of God”. 

Clearly God is contradicting Himself because the opposite actions would lead to the same result!  
We are told  God does not contradict himself  and that He is  “not The Author of Confusion” (1Cor14v33)  .so we now reason this means - 

1. If you are faithful,  you become a  “Son of God”. 
2. If you are  not  faithful,  you do  not  become a  “Son of God”. 

So we might well ask - 
Would the reader agree with me  (also to what is quoted from The Bible),  or  what errant  worldly Christian leaders “fraudulently preach”? 

The reader needs to be so careful at what is preached,  because these errant  worldly Christian leaders promote “confusion”  (and thus are  not  of 
Yahweh,  but they pretend to be,  2Cor.11v13-15) –  because up to 2007 CE  (being the time this website went live onto the internet)  they choose  not  to 
understand God’s Word as contained within The Bible  -  but they spin God’s Word around to suit their own deviant purposes! 

I urge The Readers  to read  The New Testament and then  thoroughly question  what our delinquent  “Leaders of Religion”  preach to us!    
Audit  them against specifically what The Scriptures tell us  (in context)  as I have shown here! 

A 4th revision addition. 
I have just heard today 29th Mar. 2021 on “Prayer for the day”  (Radio 4)  an obviously eminent worldly Christian leader with a Doctorate  (I supposed 
in “Divinity”)  being a Reverent of this, that, or the other,  categorically state   “God’s ways are crooked”! 
Quite an astounding and most fraudulent claim!   

Yahweh’s ways are supremely straight – it is just that our ways are like this “Professional leader of Religion”  -  “crooked”!    
Our presently bent worldly mind built upon worldly methodology cannot recognise  “The Perfectly Straight Ways of Yahweh!” 

This is an example of what we are forced to contend – nonsense statements given by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  clearly not understanding their 
subject matter!    Moreover,  they (fraudulently) claim to represent Yahweh!    Utter hogwash/balderdash! 
They just cannot help themselves,  to be stating utter nonsense!   As I persistently state elsewhere,   whenever they move away from discussing worldly 
things to us and onto something pertinent to The Bible,  then about every second or third sentence has a scriptural error within it when it comes to 
anything close to “1st Century Christianity”!   This accurate statement applies to almost every Christian Leader on this planet,  and I would be pleased to 
take  any of them  to task over the correctness of this assertion  -  I suggest they personally read  “FutureLife.Org”  first – so they know with what they 
shall face upon such an encounter! 

However,  everything shall be brought out into The Open within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3).   
Nothing will be hidden from The Public!   Amen! 

Therefore,  leaders of Politics, Religion and Commerce  cannot  be leaders of The Millennium – because their mind is wholly wrong!   Their mind desires 
to hide things for personal  power/control  over those people  (being “of their minions”)  kept ignorant  (in  “Darkness”  of which The Bible warns)! 
 
40th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must be seen by Yahweh as  not  being disputatious 
with other people in  “The Ministry Work”  because it serves no useful purpose,  but  “turns people off the subject”. 
37th Reasoning – Virtually all people have closed minds – because by having a  “closed mind”  makes people feel secure! 
We are told in  (1Cor.3v6),  to only sow  The Seed (= The Word of God)  and then back-off if the person shows no interest 
– because once  “the door is closed”  then,  however much pushing will not force that door open in a  receptive  manner – 
the person on the other side will push  all-the-harder  to keep the door firmly shut for their own “supposed protection”. 
2Tim.  2v14 og These (things)   
2Tim.  2v14 og (you) {to remind quietly}/{suggest to the (middle voice, one’s own) memory}/{bring to (put in) remembrance},   
2Tim.  2v14 og (the) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmation/charging}/{protesting earnestly}/hortatively   
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2Tim.  2v14 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  lord/master [Yahweh]  
2Tim.  2v14 og not  (to) {be disputatious}/{strive about words}  into/unto  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
2Tim.  2v14 og (the) serviceable/useful/profitable,   
2Tim.  2v14 og over/upon/concerning  (the) overturning/”catastrophe”/demolition/apostasy/overthrow/subverting   
2Tim.  2v14 og of the (persons)   (of the) hearing/listening/understanding/responding. 
2Tim.  2v14 = You personally place these things within your mind,   

{through witnessing}/{protest earnestly}/insisting   (to the brethren)   {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  lord/master,   
(TCs/Brethren are)  not  {to be disputatious}/{strive about words}  (because this is)  unto  nothing  useful/profitable,   
(yielding)  the  overturning/upsetting/subverting  (principle/faith, thus become perverted)   concerning  the people  hearing/listening. 

 

You (Timothy)  personally place these things within your mind   (being the basis of  “1st Century Christianity”,   of which I have taught you) 
{through witnessing}/{protest earnestly}   (to The Brethren)   in the midst of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh's Special/Greater [1st] Judgement) 
(TCs/Brethren  are)  not to be disputatious   (in trying to force  “The Word of God”  onto  non-hearkening  ears –  just leave these people alone) 
(because this is)  unto nothing useful/profitable   (it just wastes a TC's time,  when there may be other people elsewhere who are  truly interested), 
(yielding)  the  overturning/upsetting   (“The Real Faith”  from correctly growing within The Environment  -  and be making it just like “Religion”) 
concerning the people  hearing/listening   (to this unedifying process,  where no learning,  but only rebuff occurs). 
               (Why?   Because we all have a 2 part life,  and Yahweh is presently  only interested  in achieving His  “Early Adopters”  =  the 144000 TCs) 
 

More important instruction from Paul –  given to Timothy as guidance on how to become  (successful in Yahweh’s Judgement)  as a future TC!   
While  publicising/teaching  profusely in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgement  (of the 1st part of a “Christian's Life”),  the TC must  never  enter into 
discussions of  empty/useless  words.  A typical example of which  not  to become involved,  would be the media debates that are so commonplace now  -  
because it is such  “cheap airtime”  and the volunteers are only too pleased to get themselves in front of The Public and spout out opinions that very 
often bear no resemblance to what is stated within The Bible!   Moreover,  because it is all on  “the fly”  then nothing can be substantiated or  cross-
checked  upon  “fact”  as that given in The Bible,  or elsewhere –  just merely unsubstantiated  “hot air”  given by people self-indulging their ego in the 
public face!   For example,  there are still  “Flat Earth believers”  or that  “Men have not walked on The Moon”  and yet they ignore reality! 

I cannot understand why people do not go back to The Bible and just do what it states?   
They seem to find all forms of excuses to just go and  “do their own thing” –  but always be claiming they are fervent  “Christians”! 

I just find it utterly amazing!  -  This is precisely  why  we need The Millennium  (being the 2nd part of our physical life)  thereby allowing all this to be 
played-back  to the individuals involved during their future teaching and training program  (Luke.12v2-3)  -  so they might then learn  “the errors of 
their ways”! 
It is important to understand,  information can only flow between  receptive  parties. 

If a person shows a counter opinion  with a closed mind  to new  ideas/concepts,  then the door  “to reason”  in their mind is firmly shut!   
The harder someone outside  “pushes at a closed door”  then the harder the confined person opposing reform shall shore-up  the door on the other side 
for their  “falsely perceived protection”!   

Furthermore,  neither will those people watching roundabout be impressed!   
We must understand,   

Yahweh is presently  only  interested in people who voluntarily come to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
He has absolutely  no  interested in pressganged people being internally rebellious to  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”! 

Quite simply - 
They will certainly  not  be effective under the inevitable persecution when imitating JC with small amounts of responsibility,  and thus 
demonstrably they cannot be faithful with great amounts of responsibility as  “The Leaders of The Millennium”  (Luke.19v16-19). 

We are only instructed to faithfully  (= with knowledge, assurance, competence, authority, and  fidelity)  sow  “The Word of God”  in that manner as 
seed  (1Cor.3v6)  and occasionally water  (with additional explanation),  and when the time is correct,  then those people  genuinely  interested will jump  
on-board  “The Ship of Salvation”.   
These wholly  repentant/receptive  people will then become  “The Active  Members”  (internally driven)  of which Yahweh is seeking the  “validation of 
worthiness in responsibility”  for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  that is to occur in The Millennium. 
These people truly have  “The Vista”  in their mind’s eye of  “The Kingdom of God”  working within them  (Luke.17v21)  to personally make  “The 
Reality”  occur within society during The Millennium while in the 2nd part of their physical life as future  “Sons of God”  (by having perfected the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life in the 1st part of their physical life  [upon “The Ministry”  that JC gave as  “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13]). 
Clearly those people refusing now to imitate JC  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  will have  “The Reality of The Millennium”  in the 2nd part of 
their physical life to then either make a commitment of that new reality  (being a society operating under  “The Methodology of Yahweh”  administrated 
by JCg and his demonstrably faithful bride of 144000 TCs)  or reject it for  “ultimate personal annihilation”  (“The 2nd Death”).   
That is true righteousness by allowing  all  humans to make a  personal and educated  decision when they have all the facts as presented and personally 
experienced as both sides of  “life”  in a  bad  environment  (of the 1st part of our physical life)  and then,  of a  good  environment  (in the 2nd part of our 
physical life)!    
Note    This process is  only  available for a 2 part life,  not  a 3 part life –  because JC only died  “The Once”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22),  it 
is not opened ended through numerous repeated cycles as imagined within the unsubstantiated Hindu religion built upon innumerable myths. 
Moreover,  the 2 part life cover  (for our training to imitate JC’s deportment)  ends at the end of The Millennium  (JC only covered  “The Great Sabbath 
Day”  in his death)  after which we stand (able to live)  or fall (become annihilated)  on our take-up of Yahweh’s Methodology  (we edify our neighbour 
[that can be] to our hurt)  to imitate JC. 

It is as  “Simple as that!” 
 
41st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs will earnestly labour to  exhibit/present  themselves as 
being assayed worthy as blameless workers correctly explaining  “The Word of Truth”  without equivocation. 
38th Reasoning – TCs carry the responsibility of their ministry work.  Thus,  the ministry must be given accurately,  else in 
The Millennium misled people could  (and  will do  against  worldly Christian leaders – Luke.16v1-10)  shall state  (by 
excuse):  “I was not given the chance to become a “Son of God” because you did not teach The Word correctly!’ 
Obviously,  this  could/shall  never  be used against the 144000 TCs – hence  the few in number  achieving  “The Goal”. 
11th Warning – By implication,  those  worldly Christian leaders will be brought to account  (in The Millennium)  for their 
deviant teaching  not  correctly dividing The Truth and The Lie,  and thus an equivocal gospel given  (now pandemic). 
39th Reasoning – If a  worldly Christian leader is equivocal now for self-indulgent reasons – then  he/she  has the same 
mindset upon resurrection to behave in an equivocal manner for self-indulgent reasons in The Millennium –  and thus is  
not acceptable material to teach righteousness in “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium,  the last opportunity for all people 
to get their mind correct.  Thus, we want “The Absolute Truth”  taught and not bent to suit self-indulgence on either party. 
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2Tim.  2v15 og (You) {use speed}/{make effort}/{be earnest/diligent}/endeavour/labour/study   
2Tim.  2v15 og (the) {of thyself}/{of your own self}  (the) acceptable/approved/tried (after assay/proof)   
2Tim.  2v15 og (to) {stand beside}/exhibit/proffer/substantiate/provide/yield/commend/show/validate   
2Tim.  2v15 og to the  God [Yahweh],   (the) toiler/teacher/labourer/worker   
2Tim.  2v15 og (the) {without cause of shame}/irreprehensible/{that of which needs not to be ashamed},   
2Tim.  2v15 og (the) {making a straight cut}/{dissecting (expound) correctly (the divine message)}/{correctly dividing}   
2Tim.  2v15 og the  word/saying/topic/reasoning  of the  Truth/Verity. 
2Tim.  2v15 = You  earnestly/endeavour/labour   

to  exhibit/substantiate/present/validate  {your own self}  the  acceptable/approved/tried  (after assay/proof)   to the  God  (Yahweh),   
(as)  the  {not ashamed}/irreprehensible  toiler/labourer/worker    ( ,,, ,,, seems like hard work is required here) 
the  {correctly dividing}/{steering a correct course}  (according to)  the  words/sayings/reasonings  of The Truth. 

 

You  (Timothy,  actively aiming to be a TC)  {make effort}/{earnestly strive}/study 
to  exhibit/present/validate  your own self  acceptable/approved/tried   (after  assay/proof   within The World)   to the God  (Yahweh), 
(to be)  the  {not ashamed}/irreprehensible  toiler/labourer/worker   (an unashamed ardent worker precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
steering the correct course  (according to)  the  words/sayings/reasonings  of The Truth   (as given throughout in a  correctly  translated Bible). 
 

What do we learn from this verse? 
1. We  (who are actively aiming to become TCs)  must personally,  earnestly strive to  exhibit/present  ourselves  acceptable/approved/tried. 
2. From (1)  we notice this assessment is made  after  we have been  assayed/proved  by Yahweh  (in His Special/Greater [1st] Judgement). 
3. From what we have learnt within this website,  Paul is speaking to Timothy  (and us)  to personally aim for  “The Goal of Sonship”  where the 

assessment is made on the 1st part of a Christian’s life regarding the  soundness/substance  of the 2nd part of our spiritual life.  The assessment 
made is based upon this question   Does the 2nd part of the individual’s spiritual life precisely match  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”,  being  
“The Foundation”  laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle?   Inasmuch  “The Stones” (1Pet.2v5-10)  to be built upon  “The Temple Base”  (= 
JC)  must be  co-aligned,  of similar stature and elegance as that of The Base –  else the final product  (for The Millennium)  is discordant 
with what Yahweh ultimately Desires! 

4. Would we be personally ashamed of ourselves in the manner how we choose to present  “The Word of God”  to those people presently less 
fortunate by not having access to  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”? 

5. Perhaps we might be a  “Christian”  not really believing this assessment is really taking place! 
Quite simply this assessment  is  being made upon  every Christian  on this planet during the last 2000 years or so,  for  “Sonship”  to Yahweh  (Rev.4v6 
and context –  also please see my local commentary and glossary to explain the symbolism).  
Thus,  we understand - 

1. We must be  “suitably qualified”  (= “learning”  and then to be  “doing” to gain  “experience”)  to  “become qualified”  all  
examined/judged  by an external assessor  (thus through this process become acceptable in Yahweh's Judgement –  not  by  worldly  
judgement made by our  worldly Christian leaders –  with a  hidden worldly agenda).   
There is no point in hiring a plumber for a bricklaying job! 

2. Thus from (1)  we must be thoroughly educated in The Bible,  so we become competent to use the tools it contains in our daily ministry. This is 
precisely what Paul tells us at Heb.5v12-14. 

3. Once qualified we must behave with fidelity to what we know –  else we become faithless to the qualifications we have and thus deemed a 
“hypocrite”  (our works do not match what we  know/state,  pandemic in Christendom).  Thus,  the bricklayer would not be using the wrong 
mix of  cement/sand  ratio under the excuse –  “the different mixes look the same,”   and besides  “it does not matter –  because really it 
should be as the mix I have just concocted,  rather than what my education  (from a  proven  reliable source)  has taught me!” 
Worldly Christian leaders are by definition,  absolutely  not  a reliable source –  far from it  (Luke.12v46-48)  being entirely delinquent. 

4. Thus from (3)  we must not deviate from precisely what The Bible teaches us  –  under the presumption  “we think it is the same”,  or  “it does 
not matter because I am correct and the Bible is out of date” (noting Psm.3v5-8),  “we can ignore some things and invent other things”  
(Rev.22v18-19). 

Is this what you think –  being what our  worldly Christian leaders think and regularly preach to us? 
Do you substantively know The Bible as  originally constructed by Yahweh  through His faithful  slaves/scribes? 
If you really knew the Bible –  would you be able to competently audit what This Website  “FutureLife.Org”  states? 

Perhaps I am teaching a  “load of rubbish”? 
But  how would you know  unless you  personally  thoroughly knew and understood The Bible?  
       Rather than  “the twisted bible”  our  worldly Christian leaders prefer to give after it has been pushed through Rev.22v18-19! 
Because sadly there  were/are  millions  of  worldly Christian leaders  (throughout The Gospel Age)  who  had/have  perhaps 
“Doctorates of divinity”  and possibly  knew/know  certain aspects of The Bible better than I do –  but what do  they think – if at 
all  (regarding Yahweh’s Ways)?     They demonstrably have  no  interest in them – or where Yahweh is desirous to take Mankind! 

They consider with their very  worldly  qualification they are better than  “The Author” (Yahweh)  to The Bible! 
This is entirely  “The Wrong Heart Condition”  -  being sadly,  precisely the same heart condition as that which operated in The Pharisees,  
hence JC’s justified contention with them at John.8v38-50! 

So, we realise - 
They use The Bible as a  “pick and mix shop”  take  “this”,  and discard  “that”  (to create their  inferior  bibles upon which to operate  –  
and then  “spit out”  to The World –  with virtually everything taken  “out of context”)  for their,  and the world's,  indulgent return!    

Remember   Both JC and Paul taught us   “It is all,  or nothing!” 
Interestingly,  many of these eminently  worldly  qualified individuals reproduce  “The Word of God”  as would a faithful speaker simply  “reading a 
script”,  but the contents of which they speak  means absolutely nothing to them –  because in their private lives,  they practise what they have told others  
not  to do  (Matt.23v1-3, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.)!   Thus,  they prefer  “darkness”  because it  “covers their private life from public examination and 
scrutiny”! 
Finally,  the very worst are the  charlatan  Christian leaders  bending/twisting  God’s Perfect Word to mislead the children of The Faith (Luke.17v2).   
They do this while presenting a  “supposed perfect”  public  life  but excuse their utterly deviant  private  lifestyle –  thereby allowing them to lead a life 
of wantonness and excess on the generous donations given in “good faith”  by the deluded devotees (Matt.24v23-26) –  that is  far removed  from what 
The Bible teaches us.  Being precisely what Judas Iscariot did,  to be sequestrating what duly belongs to The Lord  (John.12v6)   by leading a rebellion 
against what  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  truly means within society. 

I have presented some hard teaching for the reader,  upon which to carefully meditate! 
The point of this is  not  to condemn,  but rather it to be a  wake-up call  of  “The Distinct Trumpet”  (as the counter illustration given at 1Cor.14v8)  
while we still have a  “soul”  (= a  “conscious reasoning existence”  – see glossary)  so we consciously realise that Yahweh  is  making a  personal 
assessment of specifically “us”  -  now!  
If we fall into the above category,  then we must make that change,  repent and imbue fully  “The Word of God” –  make that change within our life now 
–  while we still have the  one  opportunity to  perhaps/maybe/possibly  become a future  “Son of God”  (as only determined by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)! 
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Remember we only have the  ONE  opportunity  –  do  not  throw away an eternity as a future  “Son of God”  to be eating at The Father’s 
Table for only a few years of persecution now,  being the suffering of which a TC experiences from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  shall 
pass like a blink of the eyelids! 

 
42nd Instruction – TCs will avoid  {fruitless discussion}/prattle/babblings  (that provides cheap media airtime). 
40th Reasoning – Essentially  babblings/prattle  provide  “trips of vanity”  in which the mind can explore all avenues of 
worldly activity under the excuse:  Needing to ignore The Bible and fulfil our own desires, “just for the experience”! 
Consequently  “the supposed justifications”  espoused will lead to all forms of  wickedness/ungodliness  to be explored. 
Moreover,  time is consumed rather than being exploited to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. –  What is easier? 
41st Reasoning – Consequently worldly  ideas/myths,  all being excused will  “set alight”  peoples’  imaginations within 
the community and thus falsehoods spread like  canker/gangrene,  like leaven spreading throughout the loaf  (to quote JC). 
12th Warning – There will be humans within Christian communities promoting alien  ideas/concepts  foreign  to what is 
stated within The Bible – The Brethren are to avoid them like the plague!   
(Just as there were in 2021 CE about Covid-19 vaccinations – often sourced by combative countries through social media) 
13th Warning – There will be people within Christian communities promoting concepts like,  The Resurrection has 
occurred,  or similar opinions;  we supposedly go to heaven when we die and in a conscious state watch down on Earth  or 
be able to communicate to people on this Earth.  This myth is absolutely  not  taught in a correctly translated Bible! 
42nd Reasoning – The Bible teaches of a 1st and 2nd Resurrection –  both  of which have  not  yet occurred (2021 CE).  The 
Bible also teaches us what  soul/life  means and it is  not  as we are taught by our  errant religious leaders!   Because 
worldly Christian leaders teach the  same  myths of  “soul”  as other non-Christian religions – puts them in  the same bed 
as The Source of  all  worldly religions  =  Satan giving  common misdirection  to oppose Yahweh’s view on “soul”! 
14th Warning – Avoid  all  forms of  worldly  religion like The Plague – for their source  is  Satan –  designed to confuse 
and to self-indulge!   Please read “soul” in glossary to understand what it  really  means,  and how translators 
deliberately  spin  the translation of  “psuche”  StrongsTM = 5590 to  either  “life” or “soul”,  only done to perpetuate 
mystique and mystery – rather than to promote  “The Understanding of The Scriptures”  for our personal gain. 
2Tim.  2v16 og the  And  {step threshold}/{accessible (crossing a doorway of religious matters)}/heathenish/profane [plural] 
2Tim.  2v16 og (the) {empty disclosures}/{vain addresses}/{fruitless discussion}/{abased babblings}   
2Tim.  2v16 og (you) {stand (all) around}/{be a bystander}/{keep away from}/shun [middle voice];  over/upon/concerning   
2Tim.  2v16 og (the) more/greater/most  for  (they will) {driven forward in steps}/grow/{well along}/{far advanced}   
2Tim.  2v16 og (of the) impiety/wickedness/ungodliness, 
2Tim.  2v16 = And  you  (Timothy)   personally  {keep away from}/shun/avoid   

the  heathenish/profane  {empty disclosures}/{fruitless discussions}/{abased babblings}/prattle,   
for  they  will  grow/{far advance}  upon  more  of the  wickedness/ungodliness.   

 

And you personally keep away from the heathenish empty disclosures   (avoid  “Religion”  like the plague,  of which it is  detested  by Yahweh), 
                  (this is of what JC warned at Matt.12v43-45,  Luke.11v24-26,  as being the  correct  understanding of what he was carefully teaching us) 
for they will grow   (many schisms of  “worldly Christianity”,  as subsets of  “Religion”  -  see all my commentaries to Rev. chapters 17 and 18)  
upon more ungodliness   (Religious Leaders urge the devotees to support Worldly Edifices,  all of which oppose Yahweh’s Vista of The Millennium) 
 

As I stated in v14,  this procedure forms  “cheap media airtime”  where people are only too pleased to be offered a public platform to spout out their 
opinions  (on ego trips)  in the pretence it is knowledgeable and apparently   “according to what the bible states”  but upon examination will prove what 
was stated has absolutely  no  Biblical authenticity!   By which time the conversation has moved on –  leaving behind within the listeners’ confused mind  
“a  mistake/delusion”  unchallenged for its authenticity! 
These people evidentially drive down blind avenues of  their own creation  having left  “The Straight Highway”  of God’s Word far behind! 

Thus,  to further reason - 
To  become  more ungodly  means people must have  started as  more godly –  thus this piece is speaking of  worldly Christians and of  “their faith”.  
This verse is  not  speaking of non-Christians! 
Hence the warning given in v13 earlier and followed by v14 in context.  
As I persistently declare,  The Bible gives us this type of warning   

Keep close to  “The Real Faith”  of  only   “1st Century Christianity” –  else you will lose it!  
Do not partake of  “The New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4)  then,  but today is pandemic as the “Old Jesus”  and nothing like  “The Original Jesus”! 
Mentioning a common and very true expression today in secular matters   “If you do not use it –  then you will lose it!” 

We must recognise,  if we slacken in  “The Real Faith”  to become by consequence, “worldly”,  then JCg will see,  our heart condition is not correct and 
we have effectively removed his  presence/parousia  to be working within us,  and then by result we have removed Yahweh’s HS from ourselves.  
Yahweh through JCg shall  not  be associated with an ungodly person  (James.1v6-8)  else it makes Yahweh  (through JCg as  “The Word of God”)  
contradict Himself about the special promise only given to those specific individuals receiving  “The Prize”  by remaining entirely loyal to the end of the 
1st part of their physical life  (being the end of Paul’s symbolic  “Race of our Life”). 

However,  there is a problem with all this! 
The Problem is,  “1st Century Christianity”  has  never  been taught correctly since  “The 2nd Century”  CE onwards 

Thus,  when The Apostles speak of  “not to leave The Faith” –  they mean   “Do not leave 1st Century Christianity!” 
The Crux of this means,   

Because  “1st Century Christianity”  has entirely morphed into  worldly Christianity  (2Cor.11v4) to become a subset of “Religion”,  then we 
are required  now  to  remove  ourselves  (Rev.18v4)  from  “worldly Christianity”  (as a subset of “Religion”)  and become back into the fold 
of  “1st Century Christianity”!    
Where paradoxically,  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  cunningly use  “The Scriptures”  to reinforce allegiance to the  false faith  of  
“worldly Christianity”,  when really the phrase to  “remain faithful to The Doctrine”,  was actually  to the doctrine taught by JC as  “1st 
Century Christianity”!   

Now that is  “a neat trick”  we should expect from confidence tricksters having the mind of Satan and of his worldly methodology! 
Satan is so devious,  precisely as he showed at Matt.4v1-12, –  and so are his henchmen (2Cor.11v13-15)!   Please read all my cited local commentaries. 

That is the reason for this website -  to become that  “wakeup call” –  so we might open our eyes to what JC and the apostles  truly taught  as  
“1st Century Christianity”! 

Let us understand what HS means and how it is to be applied. 
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As I gave earlier, –  the HS means - 
(1) Spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
(2) Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

JC explains a possible condition where the “HS”  could leave a person  (now we know what the HS  really means)! 
The person(s) chooses to divorce themselves away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire because the worldly side of the individual’s  
spirits/personality/desires/traits  become dominant and thus  quench/displaces  Yahweh’s HS derived only from  “The Word of God”  that should be 
working within us as the  presence/parousia  of JC (Rev.19v13).  Thus, we have discarded JC’s mind  (and hence replaced the HS for a WS [worldly 
spirit])  and by consequence,  Yahweh removes His influence in The Environment around the individual  (James.1v6-8).  This condition will remain until 
the person(s) comes to their senses  (Prodigal Son – Luke.15v11-30)  or if a TC  (perhaps sent by JCg to be knocking at the door – Rev.3v20)  comes to 
speak to that person  (looking for the lost sheep out of the flock of 100 – Luke.15v4-10),  then the person rebuilds  his/her  mind upon  “The Word of 
God”.  Therefore,  “The Word of God” becomes the metaphoric RNA  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become dominant and suppresses the worldly  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  by growing a new  creature/creation (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15) –  and we then regain the HS  (being of its composite 
definition as given above). 

This is quite an accurate description of what occurs –  if  we intimately know The Bible and of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 
The reader can now competently realise this correctly explains what the HS is (ideally to be operating within us because we  think/reason  like JCg and 
Yahweh,  John.14v20, 17v21-26])  and how it is to operate within The Environment around a TC  (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, 1John.5v14-15). 
It is absolutely  not  the mystic waffle given by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders to keep their congregational members in the 
spiritual darkness about what Yahweh  truly desires  to occur within The Environment to  ultimately yield  “Mankind's Salvation”. 
Yahweh has absolutely  no  desire to maintain a  present-day  self-indulgent  attitude about the HS –  yielding all forms of confusion and  
dishonour/ignominy  to Yahweh in an onlooker's  sane/reasoning  mind  (perhaps that of an atheist)  –  1Cor.14v23!    

I ask   What definition is likely to fulfil Yahweh's Desire into The Culmination  (for Mankind’s Salvation)? 
The reader must ask themselves the essential question - 

How is what the myriad of Christian Schisms in The World going to bring forth “Mankind’s Salvation”  (noting, Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)? 
The simple answer,  is that  “They Cannot!”   
The  only thing  that will bring forth  “Mankind’s Salvation”  (righteously noting, Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)  is for Yahweh to achieve the 144000 TCs to 
righteously fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4  please read my most important local commentaries)  so that He can then 
bring-on The Millennium once He has His  proven/validated  144000 leaders – as future “Sons of God”. 
He is certainly not going to gain these people from the myriad of Christian Schisms,  because none of the members  (leaders or followers)  are imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  but only those people who have followed the instruction at Rev.18v4 and proved themselves worthy by  “Going out on a limb”  in 
personal sacrifice as did the apostles imitating JC that resulted in “Religious Persecution”  (John.16v1-4). 

Does the reader understand the righteous logic behind this,  and  specifically why it must be like this? 
2Tim.  2v17 og also  the  word/saying/topic/reasoning  {of them}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
2Tim.  2v17 og (the) {to gnaw}/{an ulcer}/”gangrene”/canker 
2Tim.  2v17 og (the) {(the act of) feeding}/{consuming (as gangrene)}/pasturage   
2Tim.  2v17 og (he/she will) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  {of whom/which}  (he) is  (the) Hymenaeus  also  (the) Philetus; 
2Tim.  2v17 = Also  their  (Professional Leaders of Religion)   word/sayings/reasoning   

he/she  will  take/possess/have  {in that manner}/as  the  feeding/consuming/spreading  the  gangrene/ulcer/canker,   
{of whom}  he is  the  Hymenaeus  (see 1Tim.1v20)  also the Philetus,   (So Hymenaeus was still around and bringing in accomplices!) 

 

Also their   (Professional Leaders of Religion taking their position within the community with their  worldly interpretation  of God’s Word … … ) 
word/sayings/reasoning   (promoting  “worldly Christianity”  into the community bolstering  “Religion”  to Satan’s glory)  
will have in that manner as the consuming  gangrene/ulcer   (by polluting recipients’ minds against the active fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire) 
of whom are Hymenaeus  (see Tim.1v20)  also Philetus   (Hymenaeus is actively creating  “his schism” being a variant of  “worldly Christianity”). 
                 (“Fancy teaching”  consisting of lures and excuses to attract a large following of people  -  for “People Control”  to gain a worldly return) 

 

Here comes    The Warning! 
These idle abased prattles by people espousing  “worldly wisdom”  (people might having “Doctorates of divinity”)  will lead listening people astray 
from  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by leaning on their own  ideas/concepts  (Psm.3v5-8)  and hence of JC’s 
warning given at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26   (please read my local cited commentaries – for its real explanation). 

Why is this true? 
It is true because fruitless discussions have points made  “in the moment”  being  “unconsidered over time”  and thus meander along diverse and 
ultimately blind avenues,  under the pretence of exploration for fertile ground!   Sadly,  it explores worldly myths  “for the moment”  without any factual 
basis,  particularly  “The Facts”  as given in The Bible sourced by  “The Author” Yahweh,  having had much input in our creation and thus knows best!    

Yahweh was considerate enough to write it down for our guidance so we might fulfil His Desire for our possible  “Sonship”.   
However,  many humans prefer to meander around and  “get burnt”  in the process of  “learning”  before they settle down and eventually realise 
actually,  it was all written down in The Bible in the first instance –  where often the mistakes of certain people were written down for our education  (so 
we might  not  repeat the same thing) –  but yet sadly,  billions of people do  (because they have zero interest in reading God’s Word for their gain)! 
Likewise, Paul gives two names as a warning for Timothy.  These people are behaving as apostates to  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  
and misleading many people in The Ecclesia  -  where Hymenaeus is fulfilling  his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and  not  that which should be 
reformed upon  “The Word of God”  to yield Yahweh's  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  to be operating within us  (hence John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Perhaps Christian scholars today would call this the beginnings of  “Gnostics”  to keep it as a  “them and us”  -  to make them a subject of vilification 
while  “we are (supposedly) so perfect”.   However, today I would call it  “worldly Christianity”  (encompassing all the deviant  schisms/varieties  we 
presently see today)  that has spread like  gangrene/canker  across the face of this planet like a plague  (some 20,000 mid 1990s and now [2007 CE] 
pushing past some 37,000  worldly Christian schisms,  while in 2015 it is perhaps up to 43,000)! 

See next verse –  hence  one  reason Paul gives  (out of many examples of which I could  [and do elsewhere]  give)  for this comment! 
However,  Yahweh is allowing  worldly Christian leaders full sway to fully express their deviant activity and inappropriateness for Sonship  (Rom.1v16-
32) -  then they shall be taught in The Millennium about what they  should have done.   
Finally, they shall be given one last opportunity to decide for themselves    

Do they then precisely imitate JC’s deportment to truly edify their neighbour  (in an unpartisan manner for  no  strings attached)  for 
everlasting life because they will then  really  “believe in JC”   or   to  self-indulge  leading to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation? 

This now becomes a righteous  personal  choice,  and  not  one made for us by our ancestors  (Adam and Eve),  upon which it needed JC in his 1st Advent 
to  Reset/Atone  “The Choice”  to now make it  personal!  -  Is that not true righteousness for all humans? 

Think how much we owe to JC –  and the least we can do,  is to show our appreciation by    Precisely imitating him!    (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
Is that really,  too hard to do? 

And yet it is too difficult for all humans  (in particular,   “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  -  except for the 144000 TCs who do achieve this goal.  
A 4th Revision addition. 
The reader might ask - 

How can it be determined what FutureLife.Org states is true,  or what “Professional Leaders of Religion” state is true? 
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A very simple answer to that question is to ask a further prying question - 
What is Yahweh trying to achieve? 

Yahweh needs to achieve  “a perfected society” in “The Most Righteous Manner Possible”  (so no blame can be laid at His door  [hence “holy”])! 
We then look at what has occurred over the last 6000 years and of what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have been saying over the same period and 
we realise three things - 

1. What they state has  not  changed anything  (and neither will it – when they privately do the same things as everyone else)! 
2. What they preach is  not  righteous for every single individual that has lived over the last 6000 years. 
3. They preach lures and a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “remain human”  (and that is  not  going to achieve  “a perfected society”)! 

I could expand the three lines above into quite a thick book explaining everything by example – but I do this already in some 5,000,000+ words on 
FutureLife.Org  (when including my other writings and dissertations,  outside the New Testament Translation and of its commentaries). 
We need a  “complete regime change”  and an opportunity within which humans have one last opportunity to become  “The Late Adopters”  to have  
“no more and/or no less”   than what was originally promised to Adam and Eve -  “an everlasting life within a perfected fleshly body”!  
This is what The Prophets expected – they expected nothing else  -  and were not quite sure how this was to occur – except in a 2nd part of their life  (of 
which they just trusted  “Yahweh – can do all things to make this possible”. 

They had no understanding of The Mechanism to make this possible. 
Then JC came onto the scene – he understood how to make this possible by becoming The Mechanism to make this righteously possible – by giving  “The 
Tools”  to Yahweh  (as The Firstfruits  [1] The Barley, JC,  and then [2] The Wheat,  14400 TCs)  to become  “The Means”  to make  “The Salvation of 
Mankind”  righteously possible.   This was  “a bonus”  over and above  what was promised to  “Adam and Eve”  (and thus still “righteous”)  to become 
a future  “Son of God”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body  (hence JC’s cryptic comment at Matt.11v11). 

Therefore,  JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”  as given in The Tanakh! 
Now I explain how he does this through some 4,000,000 words in my translation and exhaustive commentary of The New Testament. 
This is what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  should be doing  “if they were worth their salt”  but they are  “flavourless/insipid”  and thus wholly 
useless in  fulfilling  “The Desire of Yahweh to righteously achieve The Salvation of Mankind”  in the manner of which both The Bible forthrightly tells 
us and is as  wholly explained on FutureLife.Org. 
However,  as The Bible persistently tells us - 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  have a mind of The World and of its present leader  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  and thus tell nothing of what 
“FutureLife.Org”  teaches to The World as we can see when comparing what they preach against what FutureLife.Org teaches. 

Let  “the output”  of the above,  simply be my witness – noting Matt.24v14,  Amen! 
I demand they stand up to  “defend the indefensible”  and  “make themselves look foolish”  (as The Bible often states)! 
As I state elsewhere,  I would like ten of the supposed  “very best Theologians in The World”  to be locked up in a room with me for a month  (so they 
could not escape)  and we thrash out what  “they think they understand”  and  “what I absolutely know”  and see what happens! 
I know what the result will be! 
They will either be - 

1. “quivering wrecks”  or  
2. “staunch advocates of what I know to be The Mind of Yahweh”  (regarding “Mankind”)   

              by the time I had finished with them in that locked room for a month!   
I suggest they first read my output on  “FutureLife.Org”  – so they can prepare themselves beforehand against my onslaught in a possible encounter! 

That is how the reader can determine the difference behind what  “I”  teach,  and what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach! 
This is  “The Point” - 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are seeking The Many (about 2 in 3 people)  upon which to personally feed now  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29). 
“I”  am seeking The Few  (about 1 person in 100,000 people)  of whom I can freely give to Yahweh for Him to then feed The People in The Millennium! 

That is  “The Difference”  in our motivation! 
2Tim.  2v18 og who/which [plural]  concerning/about  the  truth/verity   
2Tim.  2v18 og (they) {missed the mark}/{deviated from truth}/swerved,   
2Tim.  2v18 og (the) stating/exclaiming [plural]   the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   
2Tim.  2v18 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  (to have) {become to be}/occurred   
2Tim.  2v18 og also  (they) {repeated turning}/{over turn}/overthrow/subvert   
2Tim.  2v18 og the (faith)   (of the) {some/any/certain persons}  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
2Tim.  2v18 = (these people)  who  {missed the mark}/swerved   concerning  The Truth,  (they) stating:   

‘The  {standing up}/resurrection  by this time  to have occurred’,   
also  they  {over turning}/subverting/misleading  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of  {some persons}. 

 

These people  (Hymenaeus and Philetus  [“taking the position” of new “Professional Leaders of Religion])    
who missed the mark concerning The Truth (being how to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”),  they stating:- 
  “The resurrection has already occurred.” 
Also they  overturning/misleading  the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  of some people. 
                  (Being how Yahweh’s Plan is to righteously “Pan-out”  requiring first,  “the full quota of 144000 validated TCs”) 

 

Paul states the common problem, –  people have   “Missed the Mark”,  “Swerved from The Truth”,  obviously then led by these two named people who 
clearly fancy themselves as being  competent/authorities  in  “knowledge”,  to be suggesting  “deviant teaching”.  Perhaps they are trying to create a 
new sect or pull Paul’s influence away from The Ecclesia so they might rule as Christian leaders instead  (just as they did to John – 3John.v9-10)! 
This is equally what Judas Iscariot was doing for the last year of JC’s ministry (see my pertinent commentaries within the four Gospels)  and is exactly 
what Peter could see occurring with Ananias and Sapphira,  hence of his forceful intervention at Acts.5v1-9. 
So, there we have it  -  from Paul’s hand,  these deviant teachers with aspirations of leadership were preaching a doctrine different to that being taught 
by Yahweh's premier apostles  Peter, Paul, John, Mark, Luke, Barnabas, Timothy, Apollos, etc. 
These deviant people,  Hymenaeus and Philetus  (and  millions upon millions  of people following having likewise aspirations)  becoming the new leaders 
were preaching,  “humans had already been resurrected”  perhaps in  “a conscious state in heaven to be viewing us from above”! 

But wait a minute! 
This is  precisely  what our present  worldly Christian leaders preach to us! 

Thus,  let me rephrase what Paul is distinctly telling us in these three verses  (16 to 18) - 
And  {keep away from}/shun/avoid  heathenish/profane  {empty disclosures}/{fruitless discussions}/{abased babblings}/prattle,  for they will  
grow/{far advance}  upon more  wickedness/ungodliness.  Also,  their  word/sayings/reasoning  will  take/possess/have  {in that manner}/as  
feeding/consuming/spreading  gangrene/ulcer/canker,  {of whom}  are  worldly  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  who  {missed the 
mark}/swerved  concerning  The Truth,  stating   The  {standing up}/resurrection  has already  {become to be}’,  also  {over 
turning}/subverting/misleading  (2Pet.2v1)  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of some people  (being their congregational members). 

So, as I state and repeat  
This is happening now   
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Worldly Christian leaders say   “As soon as we die,  then we go to heaven!” 
But how can this be? –  What has changed  in the meantime?   

Again,  more falsehoods preached  directly contrary  to God’s Word as contained,  specifically in the Bible.  
Paul is telling us –  this is what people preach  (then  and now)  and  it is wrong! 

Do I lie? 
This website  “FutureLife.Org”  unequivocally teaches  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”  as contained within The Bible that is precisely this - 

1. No human has been resurrected into the 2nd part of their life,  except  JC (as JCg)  The Son of God to  lead the way  for The Firstfruits. 
2. When JCg comes to collect his Firstfruits at his 1st 2nd C then this is classed as  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  whereupon 144000 

TCs shall be either resurrected or those TCs standing,  shall all be changed by Yahweh to become future Sons of God  (1Thes.4v13-18),  
and as the Prophet Isaiah postulates at Isa.66v8,  noting what Peter stated about this “peculiar/holy Nation” at 1Pet.2v9. 

3. Item (2)  will occur at precisely the same time as  “the last trumpet” (1Cor.15v52)  and equally the term used as “the 7th trumpet” 
(Re.10v7, 11v15)  meaning  “completeness and perfection” –  being that Yahweh has His full quota of  “Sons of God”  and  “The 
Mystery”  is revealed  (being how  “the creation” can become precisely like “its creator”  = a Son of God = JCg   [but  not  Yahweh]). 
(Noting the term  “trumpet”  in The Bible always means,  “a public declaration”.) 

4. The World will then implode over the next 3.5 years,  and afterwards JCg will make his 2nd 2nd C to deliver  “The Wrath of God”  on The 
World Leaders  (Rev.19v16-21)  over a period of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  to remove all worldly establishments and then install The 
Millennium  (Rev.20v1-6),  hence the roar of the leaders’ vain protest (2Pet.3v10). 

5. During the Millennium, then  “The General Resurrection”  will occur –  perhaps over staggered 100 year periods (Is.65v20, noting also 
the  “Week of Sabbaths” is perhaps allegoric of what is to occur),  this becomes collectively  “The 2nd Resurrection”  over which  “The 
2nd Death”  does  have power  (contrary to that of the 144000 TCs Rev.2v11, 20v6).  Inasmuch if certain individuals refuse to learn  
“Righteousness”  then JCg and the 144000 TCs have the authority to judge  (John.5v23-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v3,  see all my local 
commentaries)  and pass sentence of  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation on those  utterly rebellious  persons  (refusing to conform to the 
wonderful society where we are all to edify our neighbour,  and it is to be mutual – Rev.22v15-16).  Those people desiring selfishness 
and self-indulgence will face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation,  which is  why  there is the exhortation  now to reform –  so that it goes 
much easier for the individual in The Millennium. 

That is a mere outline of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as  never  taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  
because quite simply  they do not believe it,  essentially,  they do  not  believe  “what The Bible specifically teaches us” –  being of what I explain here.   
And yet our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  claim to represent  “The Almighty God”,  -  what a demonstrable farcical claim! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders much prefer to  mince  God’s Word through  Rev.22v18-19  to generate  mystic waffle,  becoming as a dark cloud over 
their paying underlings!   What an abomination! 
I passionately implore these  most  eminent scholars to come forward and contend the outline given with any Bible references to the contrary or state my 
reference material is incorrect –  so that  we together  might  publicly  iterate to  “The Absolute/Disclosing Truth”  as given to us by Yahweh through His 
faithful scribes within The Bible  -  correctly translated and interpreted – as is done with  “The New Testament”  on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
24th Comment – God’s (Yahweh’s)  solid foundation is established because of its  “Mark of Genuineness”. 
43rd Reasoning – “The Mark of Genuineness”  is found through  “The Reasoning”  occurring within individuals to  
deliver a person  who will support Yahweh's Desire for a  stable/fair/righteous/equitable  community/society.  Thus being 
“The Resultant”  of  spirit/…/traits  that  freely  chooses to fulfil Yahweh's Desire delivers the perfect society. 
44th Reasoning – To come full circle,  “The Mark of Genuineness”  of  “The Word of God”  operating within the 
successful people will yield  “The Solid Foundation”  upon which the eutopia society shall operate. 
1st Prophesy – Ultimately an established eutopia will be formed by a society operating according to  “The Word of God”. 
25th Comment – Yahweh knew from the beginning of time who would make His Sons of God,  He is only waiting for them 
to be born and  demonstrate/validate  their qualities to all onlookers  (in The Universe)  to show Yahweh’s Omnipotence. 
26th Comment – Equally those future  “Sons of God”  (as TCs now being elected out of The Gospel Age)  will  call/operate  
in the  name + character + authority  of JC –  because they  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle/deportment. 
43rd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs and thus able to  call/operate  in the name + character 
+ authority of JC must  desert/withdraw  from any  form of  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity.  They must be 
pure/blameless  which is only possible by being blind to the machinations of The World = avoid worldly  issues/politics! 
2Tim.  2v19 og the  {indeed though}/however/nonetheless,  (the) solid/stable/steadfast/strong/sure/firm  
2Tim.  2v19 og (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation  of the  God [Yahweh] 
2Tim.  2v19 og (he/it) {stands staunch}/established/{holds up}/appoints/abides,   
2Tim.  2v19 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
2Tim.  2v19 og the  {signet/seal}/{stamp impression}/{mark of genuineness}  this/that (specifically):   
2Tim.  2v19 og (he [lord]) {with certainty}/{absolutely knows/understands}  (the) lord/master [Yahweh] 
2Tim.  2v19 og the (persons [TCs])  am/being/have  (of the) him [Yahweh],   
2Tim.  2v19 og also  (let he/she) remove/{instigate (a revolt)}/desist/desert/depart/withdraw/{draw away}   
2Tim.  2v19 og off/away/separated/from  (the) unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity  (the) every (person) 
2Tim.  2v19 og the  {assigning an appellation}/uttering/professing/calling/naming  the  name/character/authority   
2Tim.  2v19 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 

Old Testament reference located at  Num.16v5, 79.   
2Tim.  2v19 = However,  the  solid/steadfast/firm  foundation  of the  God  (Yahweh) 

it  {stands staunch}/established/{holds up}  the  having/possessing  this specific  seal/{stamp impression}/{mark of genuineness}:   
The  Lord/Master  (Yahweh [ref to TCs])   {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing}  the people  (TCs)   being  of the  Him  (Yahweh),   
also  the every  person  uttering/professing/calling  the  name/character/authority  of the  Christ/Anointed   
let  he/she  desist/desert/withdraw  away/from  the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity. 

 

However,  the solid foundation of the God (Yahweh)  stands staunch   (being  “The Word of God”  supported by Yahweh Omnipotence), 
having this specific mark of genuineness:- 
  The  Lord/Master (Yahweh)  absolutely  knows/understands  the people (144000 TCs)  being of Him  (Yahweh) 
              (The TCs are “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh's Methodology having built their mind upon “The Word of God” for the  one/same  spirit/etc.) 
  also every person assigning an appellation   (= being worthy of -)    
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  the  name/character/authority  of The Anointed   (being “The Goal of Sonship”) 
              (Every person aiming to be a  “child of God” must absolutely reject worldly methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt]) 
let  him/her (TC)  desist/withdraw  away from the  unrighteousness/injustice   (to what Yahweh absolutely desires in a perfected society) 
 

Paul states  “The Foundation”  upon which  “The Word of God”  provides,  is solid,  having no flaws within its exegesis,  and those people who  
imbue/inculcate  this knowledge within them,  demonstrate to The World the validity of a  character  that  will lead to a righteous society.  Clearly those 
people bringing the operation of  “The Kingdom of God”  within them now during the 1st part of their physical life are suitable candidates to rule 
alongside JCg as future  Sons of God”  when  “The Physical Reality”  throughout all society  is made possible within The Millennium. 
The Almighty God, Yahweh,  absolutely knows of those people becoming TCs operating with His HS  (being a  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 
separate from the sin of this world”).  These are people presently the lowly position (hence not leaders),  humble and contrite in what they do  (hence not 
leaders),  taking  nothing  from The World but only freely give  (hence not leaders),  they take  no  prestigious position  (hence not leaders),  but they 
freely take the front-line position in the teaching work –  in arduous conditions  (as the vanguard trooper)!   That is the character for which Yahweh is 
seeking for validation within those specific individuals who  could  become worthy for Sonship.  If they also grasp for the  accurate  knowledge and  
accurately  proclaim  “The Word of God”  to The World,  then these people operate in The Name, Character and Authority of Yahweh –  destined for 
future Sonship to Yahweh. 
Consequently,  if these people are to maintain their standing before Yahweh, –  then they must  desist/desert/withdraw  from any forms of 
unrighteousness/inequality/injustice/wrongfulness/iniquity  (to what Yahweh Desires as given by  “The Word of God”  [= JC]) –  else Yahweh shall 
judge them as  “hypocrites”,  and choose  not  to put their name on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life” (Rev.5v2-9)  as future  “Sons of God”. 

Thus,  if  we are to aim to become TCs  then  we are to leave  [worldly]  injustice/iniquity  and become  “Godly Righteous”. 
If not,  then we shall become hypocrites to JC’s  name/character/authority  -  just as we have seen,  and still see,  throughout  “Religion”. 

 
27th Comment – During the Gospel Age the acclaimed family of God  (= The Christian Nation)  is large and comprises of 
many types of vessels  (all as individual  “Christians”  behaving differently to one another). 
28th Comment – During the Gospel Age there are golden and silver vessels to be given honour.  There are also wooden 
and earthen pots which are given to  shame/dishonour. 
45th Reasoning – Paul deems there are a multitude of different types of vessels claiming to be in The Family of Yahweh. At 
a spiritual level,  Yahweh deems some Christians (TCs) to be gold and silver  (5 and 2 talent stewards) imitating JC,  while 
there are other Christians have a shameful mind of wood and clay imitating Satan  (all as “judged by Yahweh”). 
At a physical level,   certain Christians (leaders)  claim to be gold and silver (shown by what hangs off them)  while others 
take the shameful position as would a pot of wood or clay  (working as a menial slave to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
The roles reverse to ideally produce a perfected society  (just as JC tells us, Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30). 
44th Instruction – Readjust/Reform  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  when  “taking the physical”  so we are  not  
spiritually like the  earthen/wooden  pot of dishonour  (within our mind),  but rather become assayed by Yahweh as being 
a golden or silver pot  (by being a slave imitating JC now)  to then be  “given  honour/glory/dignity”  in The Millennium! 
46th Reasoning – It is only by changing our clothing  (personality)  to become Christ-like,  to  precisely imitate  him driven 
internally by agapao love to edify our neighbour so they too know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
In this manner we can personally change in Yahweh's Judgement from an earthenware pot to become a golden pot! 
24th ‘Allegory’ – sanctified = the process of removing The World’s methodology to self-indulge  (invariably to the hurt of 
our neighbour)  out of ourselves  and be replacing it with Yahweh’s Methodology  “to edify one’s neighbour to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire”.  In this manner we become  “well employed with The Lord through ideal occupational work”. 
15th Warning – Beware of the self-indulgent message as given by our  worldly Christian leaders,  “we are all the same to 
Yahweh”.   This is an utter lie!   While  “The Prize”  is  The Same for  all  of us; –  we are all different –  and some people 
will demonstrably achieve the highest levels and other people lower levels.  If our “Professional Leaders of Religion” are 
demonstrably shown to be wrong in one aspect –  how can we trust what they say in other areas?   Obviously, we  cannot! 
2Tim.  2v20 og in  (to the [= within]) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  And  (to the) residence/house/household/family   
2Tim.  2v20 og no/not/none  (it) is  (the) merely/alone/only  (the) implements/equipments/apparatus/vessels   
2Tim.  2v20 og (the) {made of gold}/golden  also  (the) {made of silver},   
2Tim.  2v20 og but  also  (the) {made of wood}/wooden  also  (the) {terra cotta}/earthenware/clayey/earth/earthen;   
2Tim.  2v20 og also  who/which/that  truly/indeed  into/unto  (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity,   
2Tim.  2v20 og who/which/that  and  into/unto  (the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame. 
2Tim.  2v20 = And  within the  big/mighty/great  house/family   

(there)  is  not  only  the  implements/apparatus/vessels  the  {made of gold}  also  the  {made of silver},   
but  also  the  {made of wood}  also  the  {terracotta}/{earthenware};   
also  which  indeed  unto  the  value/honour/dignity,   
also  which  unto  the  shame/dishonour/indignity. 

 

And within the  great/big  house/family   (a human family is analogous to Yahweh's Family having its servicing component parts)  
(there)  is not only the  implements/vessels  made of gold  also made of silver, 
but  also made of wood  also earthenware; 
also which indeed  (the first grouping of  gold/silver)  unto the  value/honour/dignity   (within The Family) 
also which  (the second grouping of  wood/earthenware)  unto  dishonour/indignity   (within The Family). 
                  (The Crux of this verse,  is that we are  not  to presuppose we are anything now -  but to allow Yahweh to decide if we are of gold or wood) 

 

An interesting verse and the reader must realise these epistles are  supportive notes  to  The Core  verbal teaching of which Paul would have given face 
to face in the marketplaces and within the hosting homes. 
This verse could be read at  two  different levels of understanding. 

1. The setting could be in The Millennium where the  large/mighty  family (Sons)  of Yahweh would have within it the individuals having 
wonderful competence,  the obvious example would be Paul as a 10+ minas individual,  but also there are those 5 minas people  (Matt.25v18-
20)  taking the background and perform more menial administration without the  limelight/{front stage spotlight}/{super trouper}. 

2. Spinning the setting around to be The Gospel Age  (as suggested by the next verse),  then those people claiming to be part of God’s Family 
include Paul again as the 10+ minas steward,  but now the people of  shame/indignity  would be those individuals claiming to represent 
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Yahweh as the 1 talent steward.   These people shall be rejected and have their future possibility of Sonship taken away from them.  Other 
parable examples would be found at Luke.16v1-10, Matt.24v48-51, etc.),  especially those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”   presuming 
themselves to be at the wedding,  but they are not wearing the correct clothing  (= spirits/personality/desires/traits)  to be accepted by 
Yahweh  (Matt.22v10-13)  and kicked out! 

       So which interpretation is correct? 
Actually,  I would accept both as being possible,  but in the context of the cautionary note at the end of the preceding verse and of the following verse 
(v21) then I would push to accept option (2). 
However,  accepting option (1)  then I would be only too pleased to be considered as anything above a 1 minas steward if I could ever be deemed by 
Yahweh to be at all worthy,  to be part of His future household as a menial  earthenware/wooden  vessel used for defecation purposes. 
2Tim.  2v21 og If/Whether  therefore/then  {some/any/certain person}    
2Tim.  2v21 og (he/she  may/should) {purge out}/{cleanses thoroughly}  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   
2Tim.  2v21 og off/away/separated/from  {of (from or concerning) this (person or thing)}/{these (things)},   
2Tim.  2v21 og (he/she) {shall be}/{come to pass}  (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel  into/unto   
2Tim.  2v21 og (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity,  (the having been) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified,   
2Tim.  2v21 og also  (the) {well employed}/{easily used}/useful/profitable  to the  lord/master,   
2Tim.  2v21 og into/unto  (the) every  (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
2Tim.  2v21 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{well being}/ideal  (the having been) prepared/provided/adjusted/{made ready}. 
2Tim.  2v21 = Whether therefore  {some/any person}   

he/she  may/should  {purge out}/{cleanse thoroughly}/purify  himself/(herself)   off/from  {these things},   
he/she  {shall be}  the  implement/apparatus/vessel  unto  the  value/honour/dignity  the having been  purified/{made holy}/sanctified,   
also  {well employed}/useful/profitable  to the  Lord/Master,      (Yahweh as “The Source”,  through JC as  “The Word of God”) 
the having been  prepared/adjusted/{made ready}  unto  the  all  {intrinsically good}/ideal  {occupational effort}/work/labour. 

 

Whether therefore,  some person  he/she  might cleanse thoroughly  him/herself  off/from  these things   (worldly defilement), 
he/she  shall be the  implement/vessel  unto  value/honour/dignity  having been purified   (entirely away from worldly methodology), 
also  {well employed}/useful  (vessel)  to the  Lord/Master   (to be a TC having built a mind upon  “The Word of God” fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
                  (Note,  [1] JC as God’s Word becomes lord of our mind,  [2] and once [1] has occurred then Yahweh becomes The Lord of  us/TCs.) 
having been  prepared/adjusted  unto all intrinsically  good/ideal  {occupational effort}/labour   (a TC imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Thus,  following on from the previous verse (v20)  then Paul is exhorting Christian leaders throughout The Gospel Age  (and specifically those of today)  
to change their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from that of The World.  We do this by purifying our mindset away from The World and become led 
by  “The Word of God”  operating within us  -  to start  emulating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (something they have  never  done earlier,  if starting within a 
worldly seminary,  noting specifically what JC said at Matt.23v15 and what Paul was like before he was intercepted by JCg on The Road to Damascus, 
Acts.9v2-6).   
By doing this,  as we are told,  then we  can  change our position from that of dishonour  (when exposed in The Millennium – Luke.12v3, 16v1-10)  to a 
position of honour in The Millennium,  where we  as individuals  may/could/perhaps  rule to be alongside JCg with 143999 other TCs. 
Whenever  “prepared/adjusted/{made ready}”  is used in The Bible,  it  always  means  a transformation is required  from the 1st part of our spiritual life 
as we enter into the 2nd part of our spiritual life to ideally become like JC –  where it is possible for a few  (144000)  to be accepted for adoption by 
Yahweh by becoming ready for  “The Anointing to Kingship”. 
To be  “prepared unto all intrinsically good occupational effort”  is to occur at two levels - 

1. Continue the 1st part of our physical life so we might personally bring-on the next generation of TCs enabling Yahweh to ultimately have His 
full quota before Mankind annihilates itself through its  self-indulgence  practised by those people  (Leaders)  with the power to do so! 

2. Then when  awakened/roused  as future  “Sons of God”  in the 2nd part of our physical life,  “we” shall have the responsibility extended to 
teach  “Righteousness”  to the whole resurrected world for a period of 1000 years and then judge the members of The World alongside JCg  
(Matt.22v17, 1Cor.6v3,  John.5v23-30). 

Obviously,  it is intrinsically good labour because it is bringing people unto salvation over their 2 part life through the  publicising/teaching  effort. 
Thus,  the reader can see how this ultimately fulfils Yahweh's Desire to  Righteously  bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”!   Where the salvation is  
truly righteous  and is absolutely  not  The Nonsense as taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” -  who have no care to discover  “The Real 
Truth” –  because they cannot make any gain out of it  (see John.11v47-53) -  where it is The Public realising,  they offer nothing to our salvation!    
Concluding,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are merely parasitic to society  as recognised by Yahweh regarding “The Salvation of Mankind” –  
because JC gave us  “Salvation”  by giving us  (1) The Ministry for  us to personally purify  our mind,  and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice righteously 
enabling Yahweh to  resurrect us back into the 2nd part of our physical life,  BOTH  of which are required to  yield our salvation  (provided we  
personally take responsibility to precisely imitate JC –  now we know how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

I see no reference to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in that  only  “personal route to Salvation”  through JC and Yahweh! 
Moreover,  if our leaders feed off us,  then they are hardly likely to teach us of that future reality! –   Are they?    As we witness in their output! 
They just want to be a supposed conduit to Yahweh,  for people to pass through – naturally tithing them through The Wide Gate  (Matt.7v12-14)!   
 
45th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must  avoid/shun  youthful lusts  (of a carnal mind). 
46th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must pursue  righteousness/equality  to Yahweh’s Law. 
47th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must pursue real  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 
48th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must pursue charity to freely edify people’s spirituality. 
49th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must pursue  peace/prosperity/rest  (with Yahweh). 
50th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to be TCs must have a  clean/pure/blameless  heart/{seat of 
motivation}  when calling upon The Lord (Yahweh)  as being their adoptive Father. 
47th Reasoning – Quite clearly if a person has  not  a  clean/pure/blameless  heart then a  clean/pure/blameless  Yahweh 
will  not  listen to that person –  the two positions  are incompatible.  –  That is  precisely why  worldly people now have 
JCg as  “The Mediator/Intercessor”  until they  choose  to become  clean/pure/blameless  in The Millennium. 
Sadly, this obvious  righteous  logic seems to elude our  worldly Christian theologians in their  unrighteous doctrine! 
9th Prophecy – By inference,  Yahweh  will  listen to a person having a  clean/pure/blameless  heart,  (being all TCs). 
48th Reasoning – Because Yahweh listens to people (TCs) with a  clean/pure/blameless  heart/{seat of motivation}  they 
can then call upon their adopting Father,  “Abba”  knowing He is already aware before the request is made. 
11th Good News – By knowing Yahweh is this close to us,  who are trying to imitate JC to the very best we are able,  then 
when we are persecuted by The World and feel weakened,  then we know we are strong because He is so close to us. 
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Knowing  “The Most Powerful Entity in The Universe”  will always “have our back”  ultimately into The Eternity! 
49th Reasoning – TCs have the utmost confidence in knowing Yahweh is truly listening to them because they are  naturally  
fulfilling His Desire,  therefore,  irrespective of what happens to them in this present life,  they can always rely upon a 
resurrection unto  “Sonship”  -  intimately knowing  they  have truly imitated JC  (rather than presented a fake façade 
created by our fraudulent  “Professional Religious Leaders”  inherently knowing  they have  no  confidence in Yahweh). 
2Tim.  2v22 og the  And  {appertaining to younger (persons)}/juvenile/youthful   
2Tim.  2v22 og (the) lusts/{forbidden desires/longings}/concupiscence  (you) {run away}/shun/vanish/escape/flee;   
2Tim.  2v22 og (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}  and  (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   
2Tim.  2v22 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,  
2Tim.  2v22 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest  {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the (persons [TCs])   
2Tim.  2v22 og (of the) entitling/{invoking decision/aid}/appealing/{calling upon} [middle voice]   
2Tim.  2v22 og the  lord/master  {from/out of}  (the) clean/clear/pure  (the) heart/{seat of motivation}. 
2Tim.  2v22 = And  you   (Timothy/{Brethren  assiduously aiming to become TCs})   

{run away}/shun/flee  the  juvenile/youthful  lusts/{forbidden desires};     (shun worldly methodology in which to self-indulge) 
also  you  (Timothy/{Brethren aiming to become TCs})   {follow after}/pursue:     (work towards Yahweh's Methodology of:-) 
the  righteousness/equality,   
the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
the  {charity love}/agape,   
the  peace/prosperity/rest  with  personally  {invoking aid}/appealing/{calling upon}  the  Lord/Master    (Yahweh through JC) 
{from out of }  the  clean/pure  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

 

And you  (Timothy/Brethren  assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
flee from the juvenile lusts   (being the experimentation of what we take from The World,  a self-indulgence that ultimately hurts us and neighbour) 
also you (Timothy/Brethren  assiduously aiming to become TCs)   pursue:- 
  the  righteousness/equality   (to what Yahweh demands of us as individuals  =  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
  the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,   to what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us) 
  the  agape/charity   (to feely give,  to edify our neighbour to our own hurt,  so they might  know/understand  how to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
  the  peace/prosperity/rest   (that “The Word of God”  yields to a  penitent/repentant  heart breaking away from  “worldly methodology”) 
  together/with  the personal invoking aid from The  Lord/Master   (Yahweh via JC to aid us to fulfil the above in our daily occupational effort) 
  from out of the  clean/pure  heart   (a seat of motivation  not to scam our neighbour,  as witnessed throughout The World,  e.g. “Religion”). 
 

Thus,  Paul makes the exhortation to Timothy  (and us “Brethren”  =  Christians)  to flee away from the worldly desires that juveniles face as they grow 
to maturity.  These worldly desires of the 1st part of our spiritual life will cause the juvenile to  self-indulge  and pull  him/herself  away from the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for the present  age/era  to draw out future TCs in adversity.   
       It is by becoming mature in Yahweh's Methodology that makes us  adults  like Paul, Peter, John and some 143997 other TCs of The Gospel Age! 
“Righteousness/Equality”  to what Yahweh demands from us who claim to be “Christians” by ensuring our Word and Deed of precisely imitating JC's 
ministry/lifestyle  is fairly given and performed to all humans without partiality  (of whatever – Matt.22v16). 
“Faith{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}”  to ensure  “The Correct Knowledge”  of  “The Whole Gospel”  (Yahweh’s Plan)  is correctly taught,  thus  
enabling future TCs to grasp this  accurate  Knowledge.   The Assurance  (competence/authority)  that comes from rigorous  testing/proving “The 
Knowledge”  gives a  personal foundation of surety,  – and it is by understanding The Knowledge that gives The Confidence to  publicise/teach  to 
whomever without  timidity/fear (2Tim.1v7).   The Fidelity  comes from the heart  (seat of motivation)  to ensure the TC  accurately  fulfils what  “The 
Knowledge”  teaches. 
“Charity/{Agape Love}”   to ensure our time is freely given  (simply = without strings attached for worldly return)  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 
God”  to our  neighbour/stranger  so they too know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so that,  if possible,  they could become a TC. 
“Peace/Prosperity/Rest”  please see commentary at Eph.2v14. 
Notice how it is the TC who calls for  aid in the ministry work  (in holistic context of The Bible)  and  not  to promote the  self-indulgence  as witnessed in 
many very  worldly Christian sects  (by definition and demonstration of how they act and behave –  specifically practised and taught by the leaders). 
It is  only  a TC who can call upon The Lord Yahweh with a  clean/pure  heart –  knowing The Lord already knows what is to be requested before asked 
and shall provide  (for a TC in 1John.5v15, 3v22 –  but countered by James.4v3 for a  worldly Christian). 
A  clean/pure  heart can only come from a yearning with passion and zeal to imitate JC during your 1st part of our physical life = TC. 

Finally,  why a  “clean and pure  heart/{seat of motivation}”? 
For the same reason as to why,  we come to a  “Worldly Court”  with “Clean hands”  else do not expect a favourable judgment! 

Quite simply as we are told  (in too many places to quote here)  that without “pure motivation”  then Yahweh will ignore us and  not  answer us! 
This is something we are  not  told by our  worldly  Christian leaders in quoting their  “skimmed down”  bibles –  for several obvious reasons! 
They have very much for which to answer before JCg and the 144000  kings/priests  (Rev.1v6)  of  “The Holy Nation”  (1Pet.2v9)  during The 
Millennium! 
 
51st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to be TCs must  avoid/shun  heedless and stupid  
searching/disputes/questionings  because they generate  controversies/quarrels. 
Instruction – repeat - The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must be seen by Yahweh as not being disputatious 
with other people in  “The Ministry Work”  because it serves no useful purpose,  but  “turns people off the subject”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Virtually all people have closed minds because by having a “closed mind” makes people feel secure! 
We are told in  (1Cor.3v6),  to only sow  The Seed (= The Word of God)  and then back-off if the person shows no interest 
– because once  “the door is closed”  then,  however much pushing will not force that door open in a  receptive  manner – 
the person on the other side will push  all-the-harder  to keep the door firmly shut for their own “supposed protection”. 
25th Allegory – heedless/stupid searchings = the type of things  worldly  scholars/theologians  consume/justify  their time 
within  “academic research”  for a  worldly  return.  We have The Bible whose compilation was guided by Yahweh,  not 
people  (of today's Establishment)  claiming worldly credit for this work on the back of people who really put the effort in!    
16th Warning – We have our  worldly Christian scholars,  some are satanic  (= adversarial)  to Yahweh’s Word,  speaking 
copious words of  worldly wisdom –  and generate much paper waffle to give credence to their existence –  but in no 
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manner do these people realise they must use their knowledge to  accurately  promote  “The Word of God”  by precisely 
imitating JC in both ministry and lifestyle!   Many only:  “Give to scam”  a worldly existence  (a confidence trickster)! 
2Tim.  2v23 og the [disputes, plural]  And  dull/stupid/heedless/blockhead/absurd  also  (the) uninstructed/unlearned/stupid   
2Tim.  2v23 og (the) searchings/disputes/questionings   
2Tim.  2v23 og (you [Timothy]) {to beg off}/deprecate/decline/shun/avoid/reject/refuse [middle voice],   
2Tim.  2v23 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because   
2Tim.  2v23 og (they) {process of procreation/generate/beget}  (the) battles/controversies/fights/strifes. 
2Tim.  2v23 = And  you  (Timothy/{Brethren aiming to become TCs})  personally  shun/avoid/refuse  the  dull/heedless   

also  the  uninstructed/stupid  searchings/disputes/questionings,   
because  the  knowing/understanding  they  generate/beget  battles/controversies/quarrels. 

 

And you (Timothy/Brethren  aiming to be TCs)  personally  shun/avoid  the  dull/heedless   (questioning by needlessly antagonistic people) 
also the  uninstructed/stupid  questionings   (by people trying to publicly score  “worthless points”  to inflate their worldly ego) 
because the  (TCs)  knowing/understanding  they  (questionings by worldly people with inflated egos)   generate  battles/controversies. 
                 (worldly people  [specifically those of “Religion”]  have absolutely no desire to inculcate God’s Word,  but enjoy self-indulgent debates) 
 

If a member of The Brethren truly desires to become a TC,  then they must avoid worthless debates as we see on the media  “chat/discussion”  shows 
presented to  “kill time”  and promote  “vain egos”.  They do not add to The World’s knowledge more than what it already knows,  and I ask the reader 
out of endless  “chat/discussion/debates”  shows  

What do they remember from these shows that bears  any  significance in their life? 
These shows just reinforce existing prejudices! 

The answer speaks volumes in the self-indulgent  waste of time  and world’s resources in effort,  materials,  energy used to power the transmitters and 
receivers to create something that has absolutely  no  significance except to bolster  “for the moment”  people’s vanity for personal entertainment! 
Likewise,  elsewhere! –  Fruitless debates having within them quotes from  baseless  “research”  thrown in and blown about like the wind –  having no 
foundation,  being sourced from unvalidated vacuous origin!   This is what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  promote  -  entirely contrary to what 
Yahweh teaches us through His premier apostles! 
It must be clearly understood by The Reader  

Yahweh seeking people demonstrably  demur/meek/humble/contrite  (being the  opposite  descriptors/attributes  to/of  “world leaders”).  
Yahweh cannot have self-appointed  (even under the guise of “democracy”)  present day world leaders ruling over  “The Resurrected 
World”.   Leaders of Politics and Religion are now an anathema to Yahweh,  and He detests their  “present day attitude”! 
Yahweh wants  “The Last/Least”  within society today to become  “The First/Most”  within The Millennium (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, 
Luke.13v30, etc.).    These people are like Paul taking the place of being  “The Spiritual Scum”  of The Earth (1Cor.4v13),  and not be taking 
the high place Luke.14v11.   That is why  “Leaders of Religion”  are demonstrable  “hypocrites”,  especially those of  “worldly Christianity”. 

The point behind this introduction as being relevant to this verse is  “The Disputation”  will be from leaders  (and such like, “climbers”)  trying to justify 
their position both publicly  (for The Image)  and inwardly  (self-ego) ,  to excuse themselves by attacking  “The Light”  that exposes their shenanigans.  
Thus,  they have absolutely no intention to personally reform by coming as did Nicodemus  (John.3v1-16,  noting later John.7v50 and John.19v39 his 
fidelity),  but rather  “Leaders of Religion”  choose not to reform,  but to challenge,  Matt.3v7-10, John.1v19+, 8v13+, culminating in John.11v47-53  
(and many other examples could be cited).  So,  wrapping this up to what I stated in the beginning,  a TC must only present  “The Knowledge”  and 
answer  genuine  questions from people sincerely desirous to learn and understand  “1st Century Christianity”.  “Leaders of Religion”  by definition,  
have a vestige interest to maintain  “The Religious Edifice”  that supports their worldly desires  -  with  “The Almighty God” –  tacked-on  as  “The 
Means”  for their  present worldly existence!   They have  absolutely no  desire for   The Vista of The Millennium”  by being publicly controversial with a 
TC,  else the individuals would come privately,  as did Nicodemus –  to have a personal  “one to one”  discussion with a TC  (and  not  a public debate, 
noting Matt.22v46). 

That is why Paul gives this instruction as a guide to  “filter-out”  the wheat from the chaff,  to maximise the efficiency of a TC’s teaching! 
 
29th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells us –  
that means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians”  as  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
52nd Instruction – The Lord’s slave (TC) must not personally  quarrel/dispute. 
53rd Instruction – The Lord’s slave (TC) must be  affable/mild  to all people  (without partiality). 
54th Instruction – The Lord’s slave must be  instructive/{apt to teach}  to all people  (without partiality). 
55th Instruction – The Lord’s slave must be  {enduring of badness}/forbearing  to all people  (without partiality). 
17th Warning – For precisely imitating JC’s ministry/deportment  we are told TCs will  “suffer badness”  that can only 
come from  {pious religious people}/{Professional Leaders of Religion}  because  no  other member of society is motivated 
to  persecute/{make the bad the life}  of a  (holy)  TC  (the Police always look for a motive when solving a crime)! 
50th Reasoning – By inference,  people who dispute and are not mild will  not  be accepted as Yahweh’s slave. 
51st Reasoning – By inference,  people who are not  instructive/{apt to teach}  are  not  accepted as Yahweh’s slave. 
52nd Reasoning – By inference,  people who are not  {enduring badness}  are  not  accepted as Yahweh’s slave. 
18th Warning – Those people disputing,  or not affable,  or not instructive,  or not  {enduring of badness}  should not be 
accepted by us as being the Lord’s slave –  but  rejected  from holding that presumed position. 
56th Instruction – The Lord’s slave (TC)  in  humility/meekness  will  educate/discipline/chasten/instruct  the 
opposing/disputatious/antagonistic  people. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
53rd Reasoning – The Lord’s slave is in no position to make any decision about the recipient’s uptake  (thus the slave must 
be impartial in sowing/watering),  it is  “the specific god”  working within The Individual makes  “The Word of God”  
grow  (1Cor.3v7)  unto repentance by  realising/recognising/discerning  “The Disclosing Truth”. 
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54th Reasoning – It is by patiently  sowing/watering  (giving/guiding)  “The Truth”  that might bring recipients to their 
senses and thus able to escape from the trap put down by those slanderers looking for prey upon which to gain advantage. 
12th Good News – It is possible for people to turn away from  foolish/worldly  ideas when given correct doctrinal teaching. 
19th Warning – Because people can  return  to the senses again,  this implies it is certainly possible  to lose our senses  in 
the first instance – so be very careful and question everything against specifically  what The Bible teaches  -  at all times. 
2Tim.  2v24 og (the) slave/{bond servant}  And  (of the) lord/master  not  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought   
2Tim.  2v24 og (to) war/quarrel/dispute/fight/strive [middle voice],   
2Tim.  2v24 og but  (the) affable/mild/kind/gentle  {to be/exist}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) all (persons),   
2Tim.  2v24 og (the) instructive/{apt to teach},  (the) {enduring of badness}/forbearing/{suffering patiently}. 
2Tim.  2v24 = And  the  slave/{bond servant}  of the  Lord/Master     (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”) 

ought/behoves/must  not  to   personally   war/quarrel/dispute,   
but  to  be/exist  affable/mild/kind  towards/near  the  all people,  
(being)   the  instructive/{apt to teach},   
(being)   the  {enduring of badness}/forbearing/{suffering patiently}. 

 

And the slave   (Brethren assiduously aiming to be a TC)   
of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh operating through JC as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]   controlling The Mind of a  truly hearkening person) 
must not personally  war/quarrel/dispute   (with other people  -  but be peaceable by walking away,  and thus not  “rise to the bait”) 
but to be  affable/mild/meek  towards all people   (thus our neighbour has no justified reason to think badly of us) 
(brethren/Christians  being)   able to teach   ( sufficiently  knowledgeable/authoritative/competent  to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”)    
(brethren/Christians  being)   enduring of badness   (because it will certainly come from people publicly shown to be “hypocrites”)! 
                (Note   Publicly exposed hypocrisy is the most painful of all things to bear by the perpetrator) 
 

Good instruction here,  I am reminded of a true incident occurring to one of my colleagues having made a passing comment about a reference in The 
Bible – then received much abuse from another  “parishioner”.  In fact, it would be a passing comment I might have made regarding Achem  (Jos.7v1-26 
for the whole account)  inasmuch if he waited until The Lord commanded,  then he could have had as much treasure as he desired  (from the succeeding 
villages).  But because Achem was self-indulgent –  thought he knew best,  then he suffered the  “deadly resultant”  of his actions  (just as we are all 
warned  -  especially pointed towards  worldly and worse,  charlatan  Christian leaders).  However,  this observant comment of The Bible scriptures 
sparked off mindless abuse from an apparently offended parishioner.   

The question must be   Did this comment  (that was entirely accurate to The Scriptures)  deserve an  “ear bashing”?   
Obviously not,  and this shows the religiously pious person uttering such venom sourced by their present  spirit/personality/desires/traits  cannot be 
accepted by Yahweh as a TC,  but rather it could be stated the person who made the initial comment and standing back quietly receiving the apparently 
undeserved  criticism showed more honourable TC characteristics. 
However instead of just making quirky comments and standing back to receive the abuse,  we are equally instructed to be  “instructive/{apt to teach}”  
and then patiently suffer the abuse from those people feeling offended by  accurate  instruction in reforming our mindset based only upon  “The Word of 
God”.  We  must intimately know  “The Word of God” –  to be able to correctly fulfil  “The Word of God”  (fulfil JC as a  presence/parousia  within us). 
This means  personally  reading a good quality Bible  (certainly  not  the NIV with its legion of translational errors – the KJV is sincere and much more 
reliable),  and most importantly,  we must not take much notice of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  with their own worldly agenda to  scam off  their 
deluded devotees! 
Overshadowing all this –  “we are to be  a  slave  to our Lord and Master”  (noting what a slave really means at Luke.17v7-10,  we are always to come 
second with regard to Yahweh).  We are  not  to be a  “yes man”  (Matt.21v28-32, 2Cor.1v17),  inasmuch pretend to be representing Yahweh to the 
congregations having lovely, whitewashed outsides – but inside we are like The Pharisees having the stench of death deep inside ourselves (Matt.23v27)!   
We are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in our  accurate  teaching driven internally by real agapao to edify our neighbour through physical agape. 
2Tim.  2v25 og in  (to the [= within]) gentleness/humility/meekness   
2Tim.  2v25 og (the) {training up a child}/educating/disciplining/chastening/instructing/teaching  the (persons [unbelievers])   
2Tim.  2v25 og (the) {setting oneself opposite}/{being disputatious}/{that opposing themselves} [middle voice];   
2Tim.  2v25 og {may sometime/ever}/{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  (he may/should) give/bestow/grant  {to them}  
2Tim.  2v25 og the  {specific god}  (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance   
2Tim.  2v25 og into/unto  (the) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  (of the) truth/verity. 
2Tim.  2v25 = Within the  gentleness/humility/meekness  

the  educate/discipline/chastening/instruct  the  opposing/disputatious/antagonistic  people,    
{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}  “the specific god”     (noting the two definitions at each layer from a worldly person to a TC) 
He  may/should  give/bestow  compunction/reformation/repentance  unto  the  recognition/discernment/realisation  of The  Truth. 

 

Within  gentleness/meekness  educate/instruct   (of which requires “discipline”  on both parties)   the  opposing/disputatious  people, 
if perchance the specific god   ([1] JC as  “The Word of God”  specific to humans,  [2] Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  specific to TCs) 
He might give  compunction/reformation  unto  recognition/discernment  of The Truth   (perchance a recipient chooses to accept God’s Word) 
                   (It is JC as  “The Word of God”,  as  “The Intercessor”  to Mankind that can  perhaps  give discernment  to a recipient’s hearkening mind) 
 

Thus,  we read The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must in  gentleness/humility/meekness  (not a feigned façade and then hurt at a later 
date)  to be  educating/chasten  all people including those people disagreeing with us in a manner that is not confrontational.  This approach is required 
so  “the specific god”  (of the context)  may be using this opportunity to bring these people  (as perhaps lost sheep or heathen)  into the fold –  because 
they have potentially much effective work to add to the future ministry.  It is not our judgement to decide if any person is  “worthy”,  or  “not worthy”, of 
our time –  we are only instructed to sow and water  (1Cor.3v6) to interested parties –  not to uproot and tear down  (by example given at 1Cor.8v8-13 or 
as errantly suggested at Luke.9v54)!   

We actively aiming to be TCs,  must never put ourselves into a position where an accusation can be levelled against us in The Millennium.   
The charge being -  We were The Reason as to why this recipient person could not become a future  “Son of God”! 

That is  “The Crux of The Matter”  of which Paul is explaining to us. 
Finally,  “the specific god”  reference –  why was  “ho theos”  (nominative case)  used within the text? 

In that manner as I always state on these occasions,  it is a floating pointer reference depending upon the contextual subject. 
If the context is a worldly human (heathen)  then it is JCg as  “The Intercessor”  knocking on The Door  (Rev.3v20)  to have supper. 
If the context is either JCg or a TC  (or lost sheep TC in this instance)  then it is Yahweh who becomes  “The Specific God”  reaching out for 
the person whom He  foreknows  will make the grade of Sonship if redirected  (as He did to Paul through JCg at Acts.9/22/26v1-12). 

This righteous understanding is  never  taught by  worldly Christian Scholars because presently up to 2007 CE they absolutely do  not  understand it,  
and they merely muddle everything in the mindless Trinity  mystery/myth!   However,  I recognised this differentiation regarding  “ho theos”  (as the 
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nominative case)  when working with software in about 2002 CE  and I personally noticed the analogy between  “ho theos”  and  “software index 
pointers”  that can be either be fixed or floating pointers depending upon the context within the software program. 
So,  in conclusion   We are to operate within a calm manner,  so we might make the recipient carefully consider  his/her  actions later based upon what 
was taught and more importantly physically done by the instructing TC. 

Hence the next verse in context - 
(This is why  “Pious Religious People”  fail  “Yahweh’s Requirement for Sonship”  most abysmally  - they have  the wrong mindset  [not humble]!) 
2Tim.  2v26 og Also  (they may/should) {(become) sober again}/{regain (one’s) senses}/{recover selves}  {from/out of}   
2Tim.  2v26 og of the [snare]   of the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer   (of the) fastened/trap/noose/snare,   
2Tim.  2v26 og (the having been) {taken alive}/{made a prisoner of war}/captured/ensnared   
2Tim.  2v26 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) him  into/unto   
2Tim.  2v26 og the [desire]   (of the) {that one}  (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire. 
2Tim.  2v26 = Also  they  may/should    (the people being rescued back – away from worldly methodology) 

{become sober again}/{regain their senses}  {from out of}  the  trap/noose/snare  of the  traducer/slanderer/devil,    (Satan) 
they having been  {caught/taken alive}/captured/ensnared  under/through/by  him     (caught by Satan's methodology) 
unto the  determination/purpose/desire  {of that one}     (person or entity enticing the individual into Satan's methodology) 

 

Also they might regain their senses from out of the  trap/snare   (that pleasures the self-indulgence of an  animalistic/carnal  mind)   
of the  slanderer/devil   (being that Satan has slandered what  “The Word of God”  should really mean within our minds  [in this present world]), 
                  (worldly methodology based upon perverted knowledge entraps the closed, unreasoning mind, having thus slandered God’s Word) 
they  (who may be rescued)  having been caught alive through him   (being Satan’s methodology extensively operating in “Religion”) 
                  (Inasmuch “Religion” teaches nothing about  [1] how to imitate JC to become a Son of God,  [2] The Millennium to gain The Late Adopters)  
                  (“Religion” only teaches a  “Gospel of excuses to remain human”  and charges money for this  “self-indulgent service”!) 
unto the  determination/purpose  of that one   (the  charlatan Christian leader  slandering  what God’s Word  really means  within a person). 
 

Following on from the previous verse we understand the  (opposing)  recipient of our careful attention might have the opportunity to later meditate upon 
what we have carefully instructed,  so they might become  self-motivated  to return to the family  (Luke.15v4-32). 
It must be understood  

When people follow the methodology sourced by Satan  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt),  logically make Satan their god. 
Therefore,  Satan is accredited as being the  devil/slanderer  in this verse inasmuch he has slandered what  “Yahweh should mean”  within 
our mind.  However,  we cannot abdicate our responsibility of behaving correctly and not be like   devils  ourselves –  being  slanderers  
against other people by choice!   But what is The Worst  -  are perhaps millions of  charlatan  Christian leaders who slander what God’s 
Word should mean  (within themselves)  by what they teach in both word and deed –  by bringing ignominy and shame to Yahweh within a  
sane/reasoning  mind of an atheist! 

This is what this verse means.  These unfortunate people have chosen to be obstructive and awkward because they are presently blind to  “The Absolute 
Truth”  and need time to carefully reason upon their folly so they might climb out of their  trap/snare/noose  by operating in a slanderous manner  (to 
themselves by  [1] behaving badly and thus slandering what they could become,  also perhaps  [2] what they say to you, the instructor).   
However,  we who are aiming to become TCs,  must not behave like them –  but remain above worldly attitude as we instruct them by both  “righteous 
word”  and  of our  “righteous deportment”  so that  no person  can lay any charge against us  (thereby making us  holy/pure/innocent/blameless)! 
 
 
20th Warning – The  Final/Last  days/{periods of time}  (of Gospel Age) will be  seasons/occasions  of  {sapping strength}. 
55th Reasoning – People will completely self-indulge,  considering themselves  “not accountability to a higher authority”,  
shall take what they can from a diminishing pool of  social/world  resources, and caring people will be sapped of strength. 
21st Warning – People shall be  {fond of the self}/{self-indulgent}/selfish. 
22nd Warning – People shall be  braggarts/boasters. 
23rd Warning – People shall be  {over shining}/haughty/arrogant. 
24th Warning – People shall be  vilifying/{injurious speakers}. 
25th Warning – People shall be  {not persuadable}/disobedient  to parents. 
26th Warning – People shall be  thankless/ungrateful. 
27th Warning – People shall be  wicked/unholy. 
28th Warning – People shall be  {with libation}/implacable. 
29th Warning – People shall be  traducers/{false accusers}/slanderers. 
30th Warning – People shall be  {without self-control}/incontinent. 
31st Warning – People shall be  savage/fierce. 
32nd Warning – People shall be  {hostile to virtue}/{despisers of goodness}. 
33rd Warning – People shall be  betrayers/traitors. 
34th Warning – People shall be  {behave rashly}/reckless. 
35th Warning – People shall be  {high minded}/proud/{puffed up}. 
36th Warning – People shall be  {pleasure seekers}/{self-gratifiers}  rather than  {fond of God}/pious. 
2Tim.  3v1 og that/this/there/here  And  (you [Timothy]) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand},   because   
2Tim.  3v1 og in  (to the [= within]) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last  (to the) days/{periods of time}   
2Tim.  3v1 og (they [times] will be) {placed on hand}/impending/present [middle voice]    (the) times/seasons/occasions   
2Tim.  3v1 og (the) {reducing (the strength)}/difficult/dangerous/furious/fierce/perilous [plural]. 
2Tim.  3v1 = And  {with certainty}/{absolutely know}  this: 

Because  within the  farthest/final/last  days/{periods of time}  (there will be)   
they will be  {placed in hand}/impending/present  {reducing/sapping strength}/difficult/perilous  times/seasons/occasions. 

 

And you  (Timothy  [and likewise we also])  absolutely know this: 
  Because within the final days  (of The Gospel Age)  they will be impending difficult times. 
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Paul warns at  The End  of The Gospel Age  (that is to mean the period we are living in  now),  then society will be dragging itself down,  where 
intercourse between people saps their strength.   Where normal members of society must be constantly on our guard from  “scammers”  throughout 
society invading our privacy and the stealing of our identity  -  especially now in our homes through electronic media –  never possible before.   
Society in general will sink between  “the haves”  and  “the have-nots”,  where  “the have-nots”  will be ever striving to have,  and  “the haves”  will 
progressively be more protective on what they have.  As mentioned earlier,  “Life”  will not be simple,  because there will be evermore strangers having 
access to our personal affairs  (of whatever – {identity theft}/data/things/mind)  upon which to affect our lives and what we might do (to 
clone/tax/steal/filch/invade/intrude).   “Life”  was  not  like that in previous centuries –  we would know everyone in  “the  village/town”  and their 
ancestry/pedigree –  thus instinctively knowing who to avoid.  But today  “Life”  is not like that.  People come and go,  in the blink of an eyelid,  having 
access to our direct privacy,  within which to delve and manipulate –  either from above  (government)  or from below  (swindlers/thieves),  within the 
community or across the world,  of whom we have never met  (steeling your identity through phish emails).   Social Media and Search Engine companies 
have far more private data than the old East German Stasis could ever dream to have on their citizens in filing cabinets having nothing better than slow 
humans to sort through this data – when compared with the search computers we have today! 
We as individuals,  must be  constantly  “on our guard”  against self-indulgence expressed from outside when multiplied up as we witness in every 
possible invasion of privacy  (phone and emails tapped)  will sap the strength of society and ultimately it fractures into an implosion. 
Let me give a factual example I had of a phishing letter through the post,  stating this company could help put me in contact with a large inheritance 
coming my way – just contact them!   And at the bottom it had the closing assurance    “Yours faithfully ….”   What an impertinent lie in the words   
“Yours  faithfully!” 

It is of this that Paul is generally warning within the given verse.   
Then Paul moves on with examples that  spin-out  from the malaise overhead stated in this leading verse. 
2Tim.  3v2 og (they) {shall be}/{come to pass}  For  the  countenances/{human beings}/men    
2Tim.  3v2 og (the) {fond of self}/selfish/{lovers of own self} [plural],   
2Tim.  3v2 og (the) {fond of silver (money)}/avaricious/covetous [plural],  (the) braggarts/boasters,   
2Tim.  3v2 og (the) {over shining}/{appearing above others}/haughty/proud/arrogant [plural],   
2Tim.  3v2 og (the) vilifiers/{speakers of impiety}/{injurious speakers}/blasphemers,   
2Tim.  3v2 og (to the) parents  (the) unpersuadable/contumacious/disobedient [plural],   
2Tim.  3v2 og (the) thankless/ungrateful/unthankful [plural],   (the) wicked/unholy/undevout/impure/hurtful  [plural],  
2Tim.  3v2 = For  men/(women)  they  {shall be}   

the  {fond of the self}/selfish/{lover of own self}/{self-indulgent},   
the  {fond of money}/covetous,   
the  braggarts/boasters,   
the  {over shining}/haughty/proud/arrogant,   
the  vilifying/{injurious speakers},   
the  {not persuadable}/disobedient   to the  parents,   
the  thankless/ungrateful,   
the  wicked/unholy. 

 

For  men/(women)  shall be … …  
  fond of the self   (self-indulgent,  self-seeking,  putting themselves first over their neighbour) 
  braggarts   (boasters of their position within society  -  by taking the best position in the  “mind’s eye”  [of the congregational member])   
  {over shining}   (haughty,  proud,  arrogant  -  always thinking they are better than their neighbour –  expressed in  [religious] “disputes”) 
  vilifying   (injurious speaking against those people  [TCs]  publicly exposing  “hypocrisy”  within the ranks of  “Religion”) 
  disobedient to parents   (refusing to take notice of  “authority”  from whatever source  [especially from  “The Adopting Father”]) 
  thankless   (ungrateful for what has been freely given to someone  [especially from  “The Adopting Father”]) 
  wicked   (hurtful and thus unholy;   people refusing to inculcate Yahweh’s Methodology). 
                    (And the listing all freely operates within  “Religion”). 
 

After reading that listing,  I then think of our apparently  “worldly wise”  commentators on public trends stating - 
“Oh -  historically,  this has always occurred throughout society  –  it is just more reporting now –  because society has The Technological 
Means to express what has always been there!” 

And everyone mutters,  Yes, –  this must be correct!   – And further state   Oh,  how true are those  “supposedly wise”  words! 
Sadly,  those people doing that –  just show themselves to be misled by  foolish  words that are  not  based upon fact! 
Let us turn to  some facts  being what  The People  have personally witnessed through their lives. 
I would rather  not  use statistics because proponents apply so many  “distortion filters”  to deliver  their desired  result,  together with dubious data sets 
to show that after a few manipulated passes in the wrong hands,  then it is possible to “supposedly prove”  “black is white”  and  “white is black”! 
So therefore,  I would muse these social pundits are possibly  calling our  elderly  folk liars! 
I would like to suggest we consider  “The Facts”  together. 
What are these  indisputable  facts? 

1. In  “the olden days”  doors down the streets could be left unlocked because crime was unknown down those specific streets. 
But today  THE SAME  streets are burgled,  and the inhabitants of those streets  personally witness  this! 

2. In  “the olden days”  when motorbikes where first manufactured for decades,  they did not have ignition keys on them! 
But motorbikes of today need ignition keys plus monstrous chains and padlocks.  And this chain is not enough,  because they need a lamppost 
upon which to chain the bike  (else it is carried off in the back of a lorry)! 

3. Street crime and muggings are progressively increasing,  but the police are instructed from  “on-high”  to keep raising the thresholds to 
artificially keep the crime figures down  (for instance shop-lifting threshold from £0 to £75).  And now they are removing the category of 
“Unsolved Crimes”  and replacing it with categories so they can now manipulate the categories to give the effect of reducing crime when 
actually,  “Unsolved Crime”  would have increased under the old system!   Many people know of friends who have been mugged and 
youngsters tell us they must carry knives to protect themselves from gang attack when just walking down the street. 

4. Let us understand perhaps just one reason  (out of so many)  why social unrest occurs.  Because entertainment standards are progressively 
falling.  Film classification standards have changed to allow more violence and self-indulgence to be portrayed in lower rated films.  Films of 
the 1960s rated with an 18 certification would be given perhaps a 12 certification of even a PG rating in today’s films.  But we hear the social 
commentators’ state   This does not cause people to have degraded standards!   As usual,  “worldly wisdom”  is flawed by the obvious 
inductive reasoning that when they were children the standards  were higher  (1960 films),  and thus set a higher level to what was correct 
and wrong behaviour.  However,  when  “The Norm Standards”  sink,  then upon what frame of reference can our spiritually poor children 
reason if all they experience are  the degenerated standards?   Obviously,  their standard now sinks to  “The Lower Norm” –  they know of  
nothing  else!   This very simply piece of  elementary  logic destroys the  “worldly wisdom”  quoted! 

I could write a book with examples inductively argued through –  but that is outside The Remit of this verse. 
There will always be people who could argue with a wall or the mirror upon the wall,  no person is a blind as a person wanting to be blind!! 
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The point being made is that when standards slide –  so does society  generally –  as we witness today with degeneration in respect for  “Authority”,  
thus more people pleasing  “The Self”  to the total disregard for one’s neighbour  (some Members of Parliament,  some World Bankers are given as 
some isolated examples in the UK alone 2008/9 CE).   Obviously,  there are those individuals who have high moral standards throughout any generation 
– but Paul is speaking about a  general  slide downwards at the closing of The Gospel Age.    
Notice how standards can improve when there is  “Zero Tolerance”  within a local area  -  as it will also be in The Millennium  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 
Therefore,  by conclusion,  we  MIST ignore  such pundits excusing  “human behaviour”  and of  “society’s slipping standards”,  all of whom and of 
which shall be proven to be fraudsters and falsehoods  “to The Truth”  in due time and publicly broadcast  (Luke.12v3)  during The Millennium to 
expose the  “universal corruption of thought”  during Satan’s  heaven/authority  over the previous 6000 years. 
A 4th revision Addition. 
We only need to add  “Social Media”  to the listing of what occurs today that can be both enjoyable for considerate members at one extreme and yet can 
be murderous at the other extreme for other members.  Furthermore, the communication of which The Internet provides now allows The Burglar in 
another country to have no need to enter your country,  let alone your house,  to steal off you.  This offense was not possible in the previous twenty 
centuries -  therefore both examples given above demonstrating  “the increase in crime”  within society  wholly ignored by our pundits  in their 
demonstrably erroneous and thus worthless output. 

What else do we need to cite to show they are  “Fraudsters to The Truth”,  thereby themselves operating to The Methodology of the present 
World originally sourced by Satan  (The Father of The Lie, John.8v44),  “to self-indulge to the hurt of our neighbour”? 

I have just heard on the radio (19th April 2021)  about  “Non-Disclosure Agreements”  being forced upon recipients of racist abuse within  “The Church 
of England”.  This appears to be  “The Opposite/Satanic”  to what The Bible teaches about  “being open”,  and  “what is done in secret shall be 
publicly broadcast”! 
Of which that example is being done now,  however far more has not been disclosed this side of The Millennium  (within Religion, Politics and 
Commerce),  yet  “All”  shall be exposed on the other side of The Millennium to explain why  “Professional Leaders of Religion  (Politics/Commerce)”  
where rejected for positions of leadership in The Millennium over  “The Resurrected World”! 
2Tim.  3v3 [without natural affection = CA – thus ignore], 
2Tim.  3v3 og (the) {without libation}/truceless/implacable/truce-breakers [plural],   
2Tim.  3v3 og (the) traducers/{false accusers}/devils/slanderers,   
2Tim.  3v3 og (the) {without self-control}/incontinent [plural],   (the) savage/fierce [plural],   
2Tim.  3v3 og (the) {hostile to virtue}/{despisers of goodness} [plural], 
2Tim.  3v3 = (men/women  shall become) 

the  {without libation}/truceless/implacable,   
the  traducers/{false accusers}/slanderers,   
the  {without self-control}/incontinent,   
the  savage/fierce,   
the  {hostile to virtue}/{despisers of goodness}. 

 

         (the members of Mankind shall become … … ) 
implacable   (unable to reach any form of agreement with them) 
slanderers   (false accusers against people of whom they dislike) 
without self-control   (reneging on  “Responsibility and accountability”  -  thereby showing no respect for one’s neighbour) 
savage   (fiercely taking their position to be dominant,  to the detriment of their neighbour) 
hostile to virtue   (all the good qualities that Yahweh desires to operate within a society –  shall be despised by these people) 
 

I really have no need to write a commentary about this verse –  except that it is The Environment of  “slipping standards”  that will bring this terrible 
situation upon society before the middle of the 21st Century CE.  These people may be technically  evil/hurtful/harmful  and must carry the responsibility 
for their actions during the 1st part of their physical life.  But upon their  awakening/rousing (= resurrection),  then they will need to reform themselves in 
a wonderfully operating society – and very many people will completely change to become the nicest of people to exist for an eternity in paradise –  only 
because they needed the  high  standards within which to bloom! 
By contrast to this reasoned logic  (as precisely taught in The Bible)  our  worldly Christian leaders tell us - 

“We are to see God in these people”!  
And - 

“We are created in the image of God”   (which is an abusive  “half-truth”  and slanderous “half-lie”  [but what else can we expect?])! 
I really wonder what goes through their brain and muse unto what side they represent as given at 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19 and hence 2Cor.11v13-15. 
However,  Yahweh shall expose these vagrants and delinquents to His Methodology in The Millennium as being  “Rogue Traders”  and  “Spiritual 
Paedophiles”  (Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6, etc.)  sending out a confusing message to The World,  thereby underwriting worldly methodology! 

Does the reader think I am being too harsh on  worldly Christian leaders? 
Perhaps I am misjudging them? 

Then I suggest the reader might look to the book of Ezekiel, or Isaiah, or Amos and see what The Old Testament prophets said of  “The Professional 
Religious Leaders”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (The Jews),  and then realise of what I say about the  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  of  “The 2nd 
Epoch Israel” (= The Christians)  is quite mild and tame!   The reader must clearly understand,  it is a statistical fact,  any  “standard population”  fits  
“The Standard Gaussian Distribution”,  generation after generation as  “the new kids come onto the block”.  It occurred before JC with the prophets,  it 
occurred during JC's ministry in which JC did not differentiate between the religious leaders,  he called  all  Pharisees  “hypocrites”  and many where 
evil doers.  Likewise,  after JC's ministry,  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  behaved in exactly the same manner as did their spiritual fathers – 
(Matt.23v27-34)  same mindset,  but different names and faces climb the ladder to fill the same slots within The Religious Establishment.   Hence my 
justified comments about what I say about them in  “The Last Generation”  before JCg comes at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his Bride of 144000 
TCs.   Statistically - there is absolutely  no  difference. 
Moreover,  the chances your Religious leader  (irrespective of how much the reader may like him [her])  then  his/her  lifestyle is precisely like that of 
The Pharisees of which JC condemned outright.   I might add,  if the reader thinks the religious leader is a very nice  “Religious leader”,  then from what 
we are told in The Bible,   the chances are,  this leader is very much  “disliked”  by Yahweh and  shall be absolutely rejected for Sonship! 
However,  I can only make that statement because I thoroughly know and understand The Bible over many,  many years of careful study  (5 hours a day, 
365 days a year – for almost 30 years)  and have thus become a  competent external  auditor of what they teach,  enabling me to recognise  where,  why 
and  how  they depart from  “specifically what The Bible really teaches us”. 
2Tim.  3v4 og (the) {giving forward (into another’s hands)}/surrenders/betrayers/traitors,   
2Tim.  3v4 og (the) {falling forward}/{headlong (into)}/rashly/reckless [plural],   
2Tim.  3v4 og (the) {envelope with smoke}/{inflate with self-conceit}/{high minded}/{be proud}/{puffed up} [plural],   
2Tim.  3v4 og (the) {fond of pleasure}/voluptuous/{pleasure seekers}/hedonism/{self-gratifiers} [plural]  
2Tim.  3v4 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better  or/than/either/rather  
2Tim.  3v4 og (the) {fond of God}/pious/{lovers of God} [plural], 
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2Tim.  3v4 = (men/women  shall become) 
the  betrayers/traitors,   
the  {behave rashly}/reckless,   
the  {high minded}/proud/{puffed up},   
the  {pleasure seekers}/hedonism/{self-gratifiers}   
rather than  the  {fond of God}/pious. 

 

         (the members of Mankind shall become … … ) 
betrayers   (traitors between themselves,  but more importantly  “Leaders of Religion”  generally become traitors to  “Yahweh's requirements”) 
behave rashly   (reckless to the moral standards of a perfectly operating society –  thus not thinking about Yahweh's Standards before we act) 
high minded   (proud and puffed up against our fellow neighbour – invariably to the neighbour's hurt) 
pleasure seekers   (self-gratifiers –  the result of an  animalistic/carnal  mind that ignores  “The Word of God”  [defining Charismatic activity]) 
rather than the fondness of God   (rather than  imbuing/inculcating  “The Word of God”  to operate upon His Methodology  [to wholly copy JC]). 
 

These people will betray others,  behave to  “suit The Self”  without thinking of the consequences and become  conceited/arrogant  believing themselves 
to be superior to those people around!  
All based upon the false premise – “they know best” – when clearly what they should learn,  is they know  “very little”! 
Thus,  as we read here – people will look to themselves and have no regard for Yahweh –  “The Almighty God”  Who could in an instant,  vaporise this 
planet and all on it into a cloud of plasma without hardly thinking about it!   So unfortunately,  these attitudes will become more prevalent at the end of 
The Gospel Age because Yahweh is  allowing  all humans to find their  own  way without direct intervention  (other than ensuring His Plan is operating 
in parallel within His “Early Adopters”).  He is allowing humans to rely upon secularism  (supposing no need for  “a God”),  whose members  
presumptuously assume they have no need for  “a God”  in their lives  (please read my most important commentaries to Rev. chapter 8)!    
Consumerism yielded by technology is apparently all we need  -  we have no need to make ourselves accountable to Yahweh –  supposedly,  only to 
ourselves and with what we can  thieve/sequestrate  out of society!   And at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age,  where the members of society have 
increasingly  “struck away”  the supposed need for  “a God”,  then all that remains,  is to take what we can get from life.  This fosters a  self-centred  
attitude to the hurt of our neighbour –  where the doctrine is  “only have one life –  live it up while we have got it”  -  “look after number One” -  is 
precisely the  opposite  attitude to that which is taught in The Bible! 
Thus so sadly,  we all must learn from the errors of our ways in the 1st part of our physical life until a point in the near future where those people with the 
power to exercise self-indulgence to its limits will take The World into a  “melt-down”  state,  where basic commodities shall become at a premium 
where the whole infrastructure shall implode and no flesh shall be saved unless Yahweh steps in through JCg  (Matt.24v22,  Mark.13v20).  Therefore,  
demonstrating at  “The Close”  of  The Gospel Age  “Mankind”  as a functioning entity cannot survive without abiding by Yahweh’s Laws.   

Then JCg will herald-in The Millennium as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  explains throughout. 
 
37th Warning – People shall possess an appearance of  godliness/holiness  but having personally refused its miraculous 
power  (of reforming the mindset to become a TC  (being a person who truly imitates JC’s ministry/deportment). 
57th Instruction – Avoid  all people possessing an appearance of  godliness/holiness  being like whitewashed tombs hiding 
the stench of death inside – being  “The Real (worldly) Methodology”  propping up their pristine façade (Matt.23v27-32). 
38th Warning – This is Paul’s warning during the last 100 years or so of The Gospel Age where we have now the most 
“wonderful”,  but charlatan Christian leaders with the delightful  endearing/captivating  smiles as lures  drawing-in  the  
beguiled/entranced  flock into their web of destruction (Matt.7v12-15).  That is  why  we need The Millennium to rescue 
the seduced innocents of the flocks who rushed to see these false Christs here and there  (Matt.24v23-25, Mark.13v21-23)! 
56th Reasoning – All this occurs for only  one  reason.  People have been led  away from  The Bible contents and followed 
worldly reasoning propagated through the mass media.  They have lost sight of what Yahweh Desires and substituted what 
Yahweh Desires with worldly reasoning that self-indulgently pampers The Self  (we are taught to  “look after No. 1”). 
This is what “Professional Leaders of Religion” preach,  “Belong to our group to be saved”!   Unrighteous Nonsense! 
2Tim.  3v5 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   (the) formation/appearance/semblance/form   
2Tim.  3v5 og (of the) {piety of The Gospel}/godliness/holiness,   
2Tim.  3v5 og the  and  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  {of her/it}   
2Tim.  3v5 og (the having) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused [middle voice, plural];   
2Tim.  3v5 og also  {such these} (persons)   (you) {off turn/revolve}/deflect/{turn away}/avoid [middle voice]. 
2Tim.  3v5 = (men shall become)  

they  possessing/having  the  appearance/semblance/form  of the  {piety of the gospel}/godliness/holiness,   
and having  personally  contradicted/abnegated/refused  its  {miraculous power}/{mighty work},   
also  you  personally  {turn away}/avoid  {these such}  persons. 

 

        (specific people shall become … … ) 
the (worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders)  having the  appearance/form  of  godliness/holiness, 
                (by pretending to represent Yahweh – being of what this position supposedly can yield  from a worldly point of view  … … ) 
and  (yet they)  having personally  contradicted/refused  its miraculous power, 
                (inasmuch these religious leaders have  refused  to allow God’s Word to change their mindset away from worldly methodology … … ) 
                (where real faith yields  “The Wisdom of God”  [of charity driven by Godly knowledge]  coming from  “The Word of God”  wholly inculcated) 
also you  (Timothy,  and brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)  avoid these such people  (Professional Leaders of Religion). 

                (Where “Professional”  means  “Paid by The World,  to give to The World,  what The World wants to hear”) 
                (That is why Yahweh cannot give these types of people “Sonship”  because  “they have already received their  worldly wages”!) 
 

An extremely important and a most serious verse in the Bible,  because of its inductive consequences on certain individuals! 
Firstly - 

Of whom is this verse speaking? 
Worldly Christian leaders would automatically point to the  non-Christians!   Well,  they would –  would they not! 
However,  it must be expressly stated - 

This verse is speaking directly and  only  to  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders  -  and to  no one else! 
It is speaking of  “Christians”  because  “having the  (charade)  form of  godliness/holiness”;  where we can sensibly conclude a non-Christian cannot 
have that  -  because there is only  ONE  form of godliness and  that is sourced by Yahweh  through JC as  “The Word of God”  (as only given in a good 
quality Bible  [many bibles are  poor  translations at key doctrinal positions,  being modern  interpretations  far removed  from what was in the mind of 
the scribe]). 
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If our  worldly Christian leaders to be excusing themselves,  might then point to a worldly religion  (other than worldly Christianity)  then,  they are 
giving credence to their gods –  of which we should know by now, have no credence and are sourced by The World whose present methodology was 
originated by Satan.  This is precisely what Paul tells us at 1Cor.10v19-20, 25-26, noting of course the context where,  while the meat for idol sacrifice is 
nothing detrimental to us,  TCs,  it might offend an onlooker with weak faith thinking we are either despoiling ourselves or giving succour to idol 
sacrifice)!    

So surely  -  they do not want to argue down that route of giving credence to false gods  (else that fully exposes their corrupted thinking)! 
Paul  is  speaking about  “anything other”  than  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC.   
After a few generations,  it would become Gnostic leaders,  and of future leaders driven likewise,  being  worldly Christian leaders throughout The 
Gospel Age culminating in today – giving a teaching that is just so very  “insidiously deviant”  (2Pet.2v1). 
Therefore,  we have our  worldly Christian leaders having  “the pretence of godliness”  in their presentations,  but actually they deny  “The Miraculous 
Power”  of The Gospel  (to reform The Mind away from worldly methodology). 

So,  what does all this mean? 
We now enter the second point Paul is making - 

As this website states   “Miraculous Power does  not  quite mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders errantly claim it to mean.” 
Moreover,  being “charlatans” –  then clearly in this instance,  they would most certainly not accept what this verse  really  means! 

“The Miraculous Power”  comes directly from  “The Word of God”  operating within us –  to reform our mind –  just as it did to Paul –  being to reform 
a criminal unto a martyr  (1Tim.1v13-15 and then 2Tim.4v6-8  [being that of Paul’s execution])! 

Yahweh  can/does  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”.  That is  “The Definition”  of  “Yahweh”. 
Because  “The Almighty God”  states by Word,  then it shall become to be -  by Yahweh expressing His Omnipotence yielding his HS  (pure/blameless 
desire/will)  into the environment. 

JCg was translated into flesh as JC,  by Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment (Luke.1v35)  using His Capability. 
JC was  “The Word of God”  on this planet within The World  (Rev.19v13)   “to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”. 
JC personified  “The Word of God”  within his  ministry/lifestyle  and thus became  “The Wisdom of God”. 
In this manner,  JC as “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”  as contained in the Tanakh (Old Testament). 

Thus,  if  we fully imbue  “The Word of God”  as  “The Accurate Knowledge”,  and  then  give careful consideration upon this knowledge within our 
mind,  we shall gain assurance –  to yield personal confidence upon it,  and then having the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to act upon it with fidelity will 
deliver through our competence,   expressing our authority to yield  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.   
If the person reaches this ideal goal,  then they shall have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that would have  personally  reformed away from any 
horrific worldly position  –  to a position worthy to become a future  “Son of God”. 

So,  how does this introduction explain  “The Miraculous Power”  of  “The Real Gospel”  contained within  “The Word of God”? 
I have just answered it! 

It  is   “The Word of God”  reforming a possibly self-indulgent murderer into an individual who could become a great apostle,  and I have just 
characterised  “The Apostle Paul”  who scribed this very epistle. 

That is  the specific point –  secular institutions might make a criminal more rebellious,  but  “The Word of God”  working within that specific individual 
meditating upon the full consequences of God’s Word can turn this person completely around to become a lamb  (of sacrifice/martyrdom)  and totally 
subservient to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

This  is  what  “Miraculous Power”  of godliness  really means! 
It most certainly does  not  mean showy self-indulgent activities in certain very  worldly Christian schisms  pretending  to have HS oozing out of every 
pore in their human body!   Where we can see certain  worldly Christian schisms practising similar degenerate activities as seen in other worldly 
religions  (similar to  “demonic possession”)  sourced by Satan –  and he  is  the  (worldly)  common denominator!   This activity merely panders to the 
self-indulgent  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for the rousing of emotion.  It has  no  place in Yahweh's Plan to bring about future  “Human Salvation” 
–  where their activity is a  self-centred glorification for the  “here and now”  while presently in Satan's  “heaven/authority”  ruling over The World.    
Quite simply,  would we want to be ruled by JCg and the 144000 Apostles elected out of The Gospel Age having an infinite amount of HS who are 
supposed to be teaching us,  and to be setting the correct example for a righteous society to do what?  -   Rolling around in the dirt supposedly slain in 
the spirit or speaking gibberish that we,  as onlookers,  could not understand  (1Cor.14v23)? 
Obviously not!   We are often told in The Bible that JCg and the 144000 TCs will be given  glory/honour/dignity/majesty –  because they  are  wholly 
respected –  and likewise they will be carefully teaching us in  our own language that we can understand  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  
(as by example in Acts chapter 2)!  
Thus by inductively reasoning with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh to bring about  “The Salvation 
of Mankind”  then we understand these  charlatan Christian leaders  (of perhaps the  Pentecostal/Charismatic/{and the suchlike})  play the  “hype card”  
for the self-indulgence that flows both ways,  and thus we realise,  Yahweh’s  “Mighty Power”  has been personally  refused  within the mind of these 
specific individuals showing  none  of the characteristics as demonstrated by JC and his close apostles! 
This is where we come round full circle   

These people  “possessing/having  an  appearance/semblance/form  of  godliness/holiness  and having  (personally) 
contradicted/abnegated/refused  its  {miraculous power}”  to reform their worldly focussed mind,  consequently we who are actively aiming 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire are thus to  “turn away and avoid such people.” 

Please see my commentary to 2Tim.3v3. 
 
39th Warning – One type of practice from  charlatan Christian leaders is to be creeping into households as  “The Friendly 
Face”  with the one desire to lead into captivity vulnerable people having succumbed to various worldly indulgences. 
40th Warning – People  forever learning more worldly wisdom but not inclined to be directing their attention to learn  
“The Absolute Truth”  as sourced from The Bible,  and then be  personally  applying it  as  “Godly Wisdom”. 
58th Instruction – Learn from past examples.  The very learned  magicians/scholars  in the court of The Pharaoh 
misapplied their knowledge against Yahweh rather than be working with Yahweh,  thus Yahweh humiliated them! 
41st Warning – Likewise  “learned-people”  today working against Yahweh shall be humiliated in time.  They shall 
ultimately not grow to be great people (to Sonship),  because they shall eventually,  be publicly exposed as fraudsters. 
59th Instruction – Worldly Christian scholars should just grow up from being immature children,  by grasping at the  real  
knowledge  and apply it!   Surely, a few years now copying JC is better than a millennium of being an exhibited fraudster! 
2Tim.  3v6 og {from/out of}  {of (from or concerning) this (person or thing)}/{these (things/persons)}  For  {they are/be}   
2Tim.  3v6 og the (persons [Professional Religious Leaders])   sinking/wrapping/sneaking/creeping  into/unto  
2Tim.  3v6 og the  residences/houses/households/families,   
2Tim.  3v6 og also  (the) {leading captive}/imprisoning [plural]   the  {little (diminutive) women}/{foolish women}   
2Tim.  3v6 og (the having been) {piled up}/heaped/laden/burdened  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) sins/faults/offences,   
2Tim.  3v6 og (the being) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced [plural]   
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2Tim.  3v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {setting one’s heart upon}/coverts/desires/lusts/{longings for} [plural]  
2Tim.  3v6 og (to the) motley/{various (in character)/divers/manifold, 
2Tim.  3v6 = For  {from out of}  {of these type of people}  {they are}  the people  sneaking/creeping  into  the  households/families,   

also  {leading into captivity}  the  {little/foolish women}  having been  heaped/laden/burdened  with/in/by  the  sin/fault/offences   
the being  {led away}/brought/induced  with/in/by  the  various/many  (emotional)  lusts/desires/gratification. 

 

For from out of these type of people   (Professional Leaders of Religion) 
they are the people sneaking into the  households/families   (supposedly offering some form of “salvation”  -  ultimately   “for a price”), 
also leading into captivity,  the  (spiritually) diminutive women   (Religious Leaders giving  “The Sales Spiel”  to captivate an impoverished mind) 
having been laden with  sins/faults   (believing themselves to be  “excessively sinful”;  as proposed by the “Religious Leaders” exercising “a hold”) 
being led away with the various  (emotional)  lusts/desires   (to please  “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind). 
        (Perhaps “speaking in tongues”,  or feigned prophesies [as might astrologers],  or rolling around in the dirt – supposedly “slain by the spirit”, etc.) 
        (Moreover,  Christian leaders remaining silent on such outrages by their peers – are deemed culpable by Yahweh,  Rom.1v32, Mark.8v38, etc.) 
 

Again,  a most important verse. 
What is Paul saying to us here? 
Is he making an attack against women? 

No,  he most certainly is not  - but rather protecting them.  He is requesting that Timothy  (and the following generations of TCs)  to protect those people 
who are vulnerable  ( spiritually defenceless  [thus diminutive]  women but can include men)  from the attack of  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian 
leaders through the ages  scamming them  for money.  This is all supposedly done in  “The Lord's Work to be spreading The Gospel”  that sounds so 
worthwhile to the victim of this insidious attack!   But really these leaders are after money to be sequestrated from what it was originally donated! 
Furthermore,  JC said exactly the same thing at Matt.23v14, Mark.12v40, Luke.20v47,  noting a widow is a diminutive woman inasmuch she was in a 
“weakened state”  in those days,  because she was a  “widow”  without a husband’s support. 
All this is an utter abomination –  noting what Paul teaches by deed and instruction at Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.! 
Let us go through some examples –  being extensions of what Paul means. 

1. We have The Christian Church  (being various schisms –  they are  all  “as bad as one another”)  through The Gospel Age having introduced 
the heinous myth of  “purgatory”  to illicit  (too weak a word here – “to prise out”  is better)  material wealth out of land owners at the point 
of their death to escape possible future pain and suffering in  “the worldly misinterpretation of hell”! 
I could write a book quoting the Bible to show all the errors in that one paragraph! 

2. Then we have The Modern Christian schisms working The New Christianity of certain charismatic congregations where the frothy leader 
“induces”  the  “acceptable”  practice of requiring goods  (gold rings, money, etc.)  off the congregations for  “The Good Cause”  in  “God’s 
Name”  and after the meeting  he/she  slips away in a  “top of the range”  car and drive to a  “better than average”  home. 

Where in Africa,  some  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have their own private jet aeroplanes to fly around from one convention to another! 
Moreover,  I was speaking to a stage hand at one of these charismatic gatherings at a large London Arena,  and he told me how he saw the  same  
stooges come up to the front to be  “miraculously cured”  every night in front of a  new  rapturous audience enthralled by the proceedings of supposedly 
“God” operating in their midst –  and handing out collectively millions of pounds in donations to these supposedly wonderful servants of “God”.   
This stagehand saw the chests of money leaving the arena at the end of  “the show”!   But what could he say publicly –  he would be  “pushed into the 
ground “  by these moneyed men living off the sequestrated goodies!   But this is of what JC warned at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23,  and yet these 
deluded devotees do not even know these verses exist in The Bible –  because they do not read it –  but rather have their mind taken away for  “The 
Immediacy”  of a circus act!   This is all an abomination to Yahweh! 
That is just  two  examples out of  thousands  of which I could find if I scoured the Internet and media resources of individuals fraudulently representing 
Yahweh of Christian schisms  plundering  their congregations for  worldly return. 

What does The Reader think of this?  
I will not state the obvious –  “It is wrong!”  But rather - 

1. These types of Christian Leaders are like Judas  (John.12v6)  and as I explain in “2 part life” (see glossary),  these type of  people/leaders  
are very likely to receive  no  resurrection after their immediate death –  because JC only died  “The Once” –  precisely as the apostles tell us 
by warning at Heb.6v4-6. 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 

2. Because they  are  like Judas within the mind rebelling against “The Word of God” (JC),  -  then they do  not  “believe”  (John.6v64)  and 
thus betray  “The Real Faith”  because they have  no   “Real faith”,  but only  “the faith in themselves”  as a  “blind faith”  which is  
“vanity”  (see all of Ecclesiastes)! 

3. Because they represent The Christian “Religion”  and allowed to do so,  by their peers around within other Christian schisms  (Rom.1v32),  
when we are specifically taught to  “get away from them”  (previous verse in context,  and  Rev.18v4)  then the  “Leaders of Christendom”  
“all around”  are  equally as bad –  complicit in the wrongdoing of these specific perpetrators!   Hence too ashamed of JC (Mark.8v38). 
Thus from Yahweh's viewpoint the  whole  Christian “Religion”  is just as bad  -  as we are taught  “the leaven ferments the whole loaf”  
(Matt.16v6, 11, Mark.8v15) –  beware of the hypocrisy (Luke.12v1 etc.,)  of the Pharisees  (and thus likewise,  worldly Christian leaders 
representing “The 2nd Epoch of  [fleshly]  Israel”)!   
I simply reason upon this adage   “When in a glass house – do not cast the first stone!”   Which just about sums up the  “belief”  of our  
worldly Christian leaders throughout –  all operating likewise!   It is just a horrendous farce –  hence Rev.18v4! 

We must understand Yahweh is searching out  “The Special Individuals”  for the next stage of His Wonderful Plan of  “Human Salvation”.   
These individuals are the 144000 TCs who sincerely  attractively love  (phileo)  Yahweh for 100% of their existence  (Mark.12v30)  and thus they are 
attractively loved  (phileo)  in return by Yahweh,  Who becomes their adopting Father,  and upon Whom they call with justification  “Abba”.   
These people become the 144000  “Early Adopters”  collected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  by JCg at his 1st 2nd C some 3.5 years before The 
Millennium begins.   Amen!    This incredible event shall occur at some time in the middle of the 21st Century CE. 
2Tim.  3v7 og {every when}/{at all times}/always  (the) learning/’understanding’ [plural]  
2Tim.  3v7 og also  {not even ever}/never  into/unto   
2Tim.  3v7 og (the) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  (of the) truth/verity   
2Tim.  3v7 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come   (the being) able/possible/capable [plural]. 
2Tim.  3v7 = {At all times}/Always}  learning/{(think they are) understanding},   

also  never  the being  able/capable  to  accompany/come  into  the  recognition/discernment/realisation  of The  Truth. 
 

Always   (these  recipient  people,  succumbing to the  “sales spiel”  from  charlatan Christian leaders)  
learning   (thinking they are understanding what is needed in “Religion”) 
also   (these  deluded people  bewitched unto the  “sales spiel”  given by  charlatan Christian leaders) 
never being able to come into the  recognition/discernment  of The Truth   (on this side of The Millennium). 
                (Being what it really means,  for us to  “Reform our mind”  to become entirely  “Christlike”  driven by  “Yahweh’s Methodology”.) 

 

A couple of simple questions - 
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Why?   
How is it not possible to come to The Truth if we are always learning  (but is it learning based upon fact or muses/fiction)? 

Quite simply  –  Do we really wish to discover The Truth,  or merely become a  “professional student”? 
I had better explain myself!   
Do we want  to use  (in a wholesome/fulfilled manner)  what we have learnt! 

Paul is saying   
Do you wish to become an integral part of Yahweh’s Family or do you wish to become an academic studying Yahweh’s Family from outside? 

There is a serious differentiation in that double question.  
Sadly,  we have a multitude of Christian groupings  -  comprising of perhaps four groupings plus the non-Christian grouping - 

1. The average Christian who sincerely wants to do the correct thing –  but does not know how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   
However not having the  drive/motive  to become a TC –  then Yahweh has kindly provided  The Millennium “Safety Net”  that shall catch all 
those people truly desiring to reform and become like JC.   They shall live forever in paradise. 

2. The academic who has a financial inducement to acquire learning –  because of  “who they are”!   But they operate as an outside observer 
without the internal drive to  commit their life  to be imitating what  (perhaps)  they  (should)  know! 
They too have The Millennium  “Safety Net”  to sort  (“weed”)  out this grouping in the same manner as that of (1) above. 

3. There are the TCs who actively search  (learn what they can)  and then they find  the solution  to  “The Mystery of God”  by  precisely 
imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able  (as judged by Yahweh)  for the period of time within which they operate for 
absolutely  no  worldly return  (except  abuse/persecution  orchestrated by publicly exposed  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
They have no need of The Safety Net of The Millennium,  because they have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within them during the 1st part 
of their physical life –  they become The Leaders  of The Millennium to make The Millennium a reality for everyone in groups  (1), (2) and (5). 

4. The final grouping are those people,  who like Judas,  claim to represent JC as Christian leaders but they do not really believe  (John.6v64)  
JC because while they come in his name,  they do  not  come in his character nor authority!   Thus, they cannot be atoned by JC for the 2nd 
time while twisting God’s Word  (JC, Rev.19v13)  to The Masses  nor can they be covered over The Millennium because they have cast 
themselves away from JCg’s cover by actively rejecting what JC  “represents in the mind”  by means of  “Betrayal” and  “Rebellion”.     
They choose  not  to metaphorically put a millstone around their neck and jump into the sea as recommended by JC, Luke.17v2  that would 
have enabled a future resurrection.  Quite simply,  they have  no  Safety Net of The Millennium within which to reform!   See Heb.6v4-6, 
10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 

5. This grouping is for ALL  non-Christians without any exception whatever. 
They will  all  be resurrected in The Millennium to learn how to really  “believe in JC’  by  competent  teachers  (being the 144000 TCs),  so 
that any individual of this grouping might have everlasting life,  where they  really “believe in JC”  (= precisely imitate his lifestyle)! 

That is it! –   That  is  the future –  irrespective of what any religious leader on this planet errantly tells you to the contrary. 
Quite simply if they tell you any different –  then they are  categorically  WRONG!    Moreover,  they are unable to support what they claim by inductive,  
righteous multi-level interlinking reasoning –  but only within myths operating at a singular planer level that could be invented by anyone  “on a 
hallucinogenic trip”!    And when we read the supposed origins of such religions – that assumption is perhaps not too far from the truth! 
I passionately invite them to write to this website explaining their exegesis so that I might,  line by line,  explain the errors within  “their limp exegesis”.   
However, I would much rather they fully imbue  “The Righteous Knowledge”  as given on this website that  fully explains  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”  and tell The World about it so The Millennium might come much sooner (Matt.24v14).  I personally do  not  like living in 
Satan’s world – I lust for The World under JCg’s rule!   That is  why  I am writing this website –  to explain  “The Absolute Truth”  as given by The Bible  
correctly  translated and interpreted!   Perhaps our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are quite content with this world  (Rom.8v22)  and thus they 
have no  heart/driver/{seat of motivation}  to give out  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC to make The Millennium a 
physical reality! 

This is something I wrote perhaps 5 years earlier and kept because it explains the  other-side  to  “The Problem”  we face - 
People will have immense difficulty in discovering  “The Real Truth”  because there is so much false reading material that  has/will  mislead 
people into confusion,  and while they are always learning by reading  the  wrong  material,  listening to other people’s  worldly ideas  and 
yet have no driver to go back to  “The Prime Standard” (= The Bible),  then they are always to be going off in  the  wrong  direction! 
This is the  big problem now –  technology has enabled the mass production of  worldly waffle to hide The Truth.  This is particularly 
pandemic in religious theology –  promoted by Satan.  Satan wants The Truth to be  hidden  so people  cannot  find it.  The best way is to 
drown The World in unrighteous waffle;  thus, people spend all their time fighting through this  “junk/worthless information”!   
However, it is worse now because in many instances 80%  (as an arbitrary figure)  made to  appear  truthful with 20%  (or so)  contradictory 
to confuse the reader.  As I have said before –  this is pandemic now.  My advice is that if just  one  thing is recognised to be wrong  and/or  
contradictory –  then throw  all  the material away  and avoid the author of that material in the future –  because how do you know what else 
could be wrong.  The Bible tells us at James 3v11,  that  “both fresh and salty water do not flow out from the same spring”!   This advice will 
help the reader to avoid wasting time in struggling through much worldly waffle!    

Please apply the same standard to what you read here at  “FutureLife.Org”  -  I gladly welcome it –  having nothing to fear! 
2Tim.  3v8 og whom/which/that/what  (the) {turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/way 
2Tim.  3v8 og And  (the) Jannes  also  (the) Jambres  (they) {stood against}/resisted/opposed  (to the) Moses,   
2Tim.  3v8 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  these/those (specifically)    (persons)   
2Tim.  3v8 og (they) {stood against}/resisted/opposed [middle voice]   to the  truth/verity,   
2Tim.  3v8 og (the) men countenances/{human beings}/men    
2Tim.  3v8 og (the having been) {spoilt entirely}/destroyed/depraved/corrupted/{utterly perished}  
2Tim.  3v8 og the  intellect/mind/understanding, 
2Tim.  3v8 og (the [persons]) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobate/castaway/disqualified [plural]  
2Tim.  3v8 og concerning/about  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.7v11, 12, 22,  8v17-19,  9v11. 
2Tim.  3v8 = And  whom  Jannes  also  Jambres  {change in deportment}/manner  they  {stood against}/resisted/opposed  Moses,   

likewise,  also  these specific  people   they  personally  {stood against}/resisted/opposed  to The  Truth,   
the  (two)  men  of the  {spoilt entirely}/depraved/corrupted  the  intellect/mind/understanding,   
the  (people)  unapproved/rejected/worthless/disqualified  concerning  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

And whom Jannes  also Jambres  manner they  resisted/opposed  Moses, 
likewise,  also these specific people   (worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders) 
they personally  resisted/opposed  to The Truth   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  by  teaching  “worldly Christianity”   in both word and deed), 
men   (worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders)  of  depraved/corrupted  intellect/mind/understanding   (against Yahweh's Desire) 
(leaders who are)  unapproved/rejected/worthless  concerning the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
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These men are not mentioned by name in our current Old Testament –  thereby showing us,  Paul had access to more material than we have today when 
he was taught by Gamaliel  (as we are told at Acts.22v3, 26v1-3),  being sources like   Lucius Apuleius,  Targum of Jonathan,  Pliny the Elder and 
Numenius mention at least one or both men to be those leading men opposing Moses in the court of Pharaoh at Ex.7v11,12, 22  8v17-19 and 9v11. 

What is Paul teaching us here? 
From the earlier verse we understand the topic is about  “learning”,  but  “learning”  does not necessarily help us! 
It depends upon a number of things - 

1. Is what we have learnt  “accurate”? 
2. Do we use  “wisdom”  to  accurately apply  what we have learnt? 
3. Is the  “wisdom”  applied upon what we have learnt  directed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
4. Do we even know  how  to  “fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  -  because our  “Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably  have absolutely  no  idea! 

It is by we  accurately  “applying ourselves”  to the items in the above listing upon which Paul is focussing in the example of this verse. 
These court magicians of the Pharaoh's court,  as we read,  were very capable and they could tick off the first two lines in the above listing –  being The 
Learning they gained from their gurus – just as the members of The Magic Circle are able to bewitch their audience in their illusions,   
But these magicians from their learning could not tick off the third line –  because they freely choose to be acting against The Desire/Purpose of Yahweh. 
These magicians preferred what The World could deliver to them through The Pharaoh  (always allegoric to “the god”  of The World)  rather than 
realising there was a higher Entity than Pharaoh  (deemed “as god” by the Egyptian people,  where  “Egypt”  pre-JC’s ministry is  always  allegoric to 
“The World”  post-JC's ministry,  and of  “the 2 Epochs of Israel escaping from it”  by  “The Exodus”). 

That is the application Paul is bringing forth here –  for our reasoning and consideration. 
Paul is teaching Timothy  (and The Brethren [Christians] aiming to become TCs “ideally us”),  there are  many  people having much learning from 
wherever,  and thus they all could tick off one or two lines,  but not the third line! 
Thus,  they could - 

1. Be very learned,  but upon the  wrong  information  (perhaps very skilled in defending the Trinity myth –  if they are,  then please contact this 
website –  to  “defend the indefensible” –  I want material upon which to work and then publicise my critique on the subject to lay down that  
worldly  sourced myth  once and for all time). 

2. These leaders might be very learned in the correct information but  cannot/{choose not to}  accurately apply it within their lives. 
3. These leaders might be very learned in the correct information,  but then deliberately go against Yahweh’s Purpose in The World and as such 

are blaspheming against the HS  (Matt.12v31, Mark.3v28-29) –  of which there is no forgiveness  (please see “blaspheming” in glossary). 
Consequently,  we return to the reason  why  “also never able  (to)  (personally) come  into  recognition/discernment/realisation  of The Truth”. 
It is because they have  seared/branded  their mind as it states in this verse “men of  {spoilt entirely}/depraved/corrupted  intellect/mind/understanding,  
unapproved/rejected/worthless/disqualified  concerning the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}”. 

And  why  have they  seared/branded  their mind? 
Because quite simply,  they prefer  to self-indulge upon  “The Immediacy”  of what The World can deliver and  not  be only sojourners within this 
present world  (like Abraham)  to be looking forward to  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  of  “The Inheritance”  (see glossary on these terms).   
Consequently,  they cannot in this present state of mind become  “Sons of Abraham”,  just as JC told The Pharisees (John.8v31-58),  but clearly  
“reform”  is possible  if  they so decide to become  “blind to The World”  (John.9v40-41)  in order for them to  see/know/understand  JC and thus to  
know/understand  Yahweh  (John.14v4-10, 20, 17v21-26). 
Yet as this verse concludes,  they would rather  sear/brand  their minds concerning  “The Real Faith”,  so they might excuse themselves,  thus allowing a 
continuance along in the same  worldly  path being the wide gate  (that ultimately leads to destruction Matt.7v13-14, Luke.13v24-25)  as they have 
always comfortably done!   Thus,  while The World might fawn over these most highly  (worldly)  qualified people,  it is Yahweh Who makes the  final 
and accurate  decision in  His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”.   Yahweh decides these highly qualified people  are disqualified  for a position of 
Sonship in The Millennium because of their  (rebellious)  mindset  refusing to be truly  humble/contrite  behind the very public feigned charade. 
2Tim.  3v9 og But  not  (they will) {drive forward in steps}/grow/{well along}/{far advanced}  over/upon/concerning   
2Tim.  3v9 og (the) more/greater/most;  the  for  {not intelligent}/stupidity/folly/madness  {of them}   
2Tim.  3v9 og (the) {out in the public}/{wholly evident}/plainly/manifest   (it) {shall be}/{come to pass}   
2Tim.  3v9 og (to the) all (persons),   
2Tim.  3v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  the [folly]  {of the ones}/those (persons)   
2Tim.  3v9 og (it) {became to be} [middle voice]. 
2Tim.  3v9 = But  they will  not  grow/advance/proceed  over/concerning  much/more,    (with regard to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire) 

for  their  stupidity/folly/madness  it  {shall be}  {out in the public}/{wholly evident}/manifest  to the  all  people,    (watching on this)   
likewise  also  it  (the  stupidity/folly)  {became to be}  of those  people   (Jannes and Jambres)  .   

 

But they (Leaders of Religion)  will not  grow/advance  concerning  much/more   (to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  ideally for Sonship), 
for their (Leaders of Religion)  stupidity shall be made public to all people   (if not now,  but certainly in The Millennium,  Luke.12v2-3) 
likewise,  also it   (the stupidity of these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  publicly exposed  -  hence Matt.8v12, etc.,)   
personally became to be  (publicised)  of those people   (Jannes and Jambres opposing Yahweh's Desire fulfilled by Moses) 
 

Paul is using the allegory of Jannes and Jambres  (specific names sourced from ancient writings not found in The Old Testament –  but Paul obviously 
knew from other writings –  as I gave earlier)  as examples,  for those learned people alive at his time  (likewise knowing of these writings)  and such like 
people throughout The Gospel Age  behaving in the same manner –  especially the very many Christian leaders today who know God’s Word,  but 
personally choose to  twist/distort  it for their own self-indulgent gain!   
We can witness these  eminent/learned  scholars of  “The Word of God”  behaving with the same  stupidity/folly/foolishness  by refusing to allow  “The 
Miraculous Power”  to work within them  (to reform their hardened worldly focused mind)  –  but rather they prefer to  “blaspheme against the HS”  =  
to  “thwart Yahweh’s Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)! 
This is utter foolishness,  and yet so self-indulgent to think they have more capability than  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  to think they can thwart 
what He Desires to occur in The Universe!   They remind me of The Pharoah in Egypt refusing to let The Israelites go,  noting then in those days,  The 
Pharoah represented  “The Leader of  both  Politics and Religion”  a most appropriate illustration for today! 
 
60th Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform upon Paul’s  instructional doctrine. 
61st Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  lifestyle/conduct. 
62nd Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  {setting forth}/purpose. 
63rd Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  Real Faith/{aK+A+F). 
64th Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  forbearance/longsuffering. 
65th Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  {charity love}/agape. 
66th Instruction – Brethren members (Christians) aiming to be TCs must conform to Paul’s  endurance/continuance. 
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57th Reasoning – Paul gives this listing for those of The Brethren aiming for  “The Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  
because in this present world,  those leaders in the position to exercise self-indulgence will feel compromised by True 
Christian  teaching/demonstrating  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  and thus retaliate to stop what they do not want to hear. 
Warning – repeat - TCs  will be  persecuted for teaching The Whole Gospel where Yahweh can reform certain members of 
society.  Why persecuted?   Because some Religious Leaders  (of whatever persuasion)  will be compromised in lifestyle! 
13th Good News – While a TC is in  active  service to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then Yahweh will  never  allow The World to 
defeat/suppress  the TC’s ministry work.  Yahweh shall always provide a means of  rescue/release (1Cor.10v13). 
Good News - repeat - By knowing Yahweh is this close to us,  who are trying to imitate JC to the very best we are able,  
then when we are persecuted by The World and feel weakened,  then we know we are strong because He is so close to us. 
Knowing  “The Most Powerful Entity in The Universe”  will always “have our back”  ultimately into The Eternity! 
2Tim.  3v10 og thou/you  And  (have) {followed near}/{in close union}/{conformed upon}/{fully known/acted}   
2Tim.  3v10 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {instructions/teachings of information/function doctrine},   
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {bringing up}/{mode of living}/{manner of life}/conduct,   
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {setting forth}/purposed/presentation/{proposal of intention}, 
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience,   
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
2Tim.  3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  patience/endurance/{patient continuance}, 
2Tim.  3v10 = And  (singularly)  you  (Timothy)  have  {followed near}/{in close union}/{conformed upon}  my  (Paul’s):- 

in/with  (my)  {instruction/teaching of information/doctrine},   
in/with  (my)  {mode of living}/lifestyle/conduct,   
in/with  (my)  {setting forth}/purpose,   
in/with  (my)  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
in/with  (my)  forbearance/{long-suffering},   
in/with  (my)  {charity love}/agape,   
in/with  (my)  endurance/{patient continuance}, 

 

And you (Timothy [aiming to be a TC])  have  conformed/acted  upon my:- 
instruction of information   (“1st Century Christianity”  to be practised as  “The Wisdom of God”) 
mode of living   (spiritually driven to give a ministry and lifestyle that precisely imitates JC) 
setting forth   (the purpose to achieve  “The Goal” of “Sonship to Yahweh”  enabling Yahweh to bring in The Millennium and “The 2nd Resurrection”) 
faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity based solely upon “1st Century Christianity”  and absolutely not  “worldly Christianity) 
forbearance   (to withstand the pressures of persecution initiated by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
agape   (genuine charity to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 
endurance   (the patient continuance to remain  motivated/focussed  in teaching  “The Word of God”  when everything seems to be working against us) 
 

Paul affirms Timothy’s qualities that make him such a suitable candidate for Sonship –  but these qualities must continue until Timothy ends the 1st part 
of his physical life,  thus enabling him to enter the 2nd part of his physical life in a body commensurate with that to become The Other Half to JCg, being  
“The Complement”  to JCg.   We are told by Paul at Eph.5v30-32 based upon what Yahweh stated at Gen.2v24 and giving by warning at 1Cor.6v16. 
Likewise,  The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs must equally have these qualities operating not just 24/7, but 
60/60/24/7/4/12/{until the end of the 1st part of our life}!  (Seconds/minutes/hours/days/months/{rest of our life}!     

However, if we choose The World instead of Yahweh then we have declined from finishing “The Race” for “The Promise of The Inheritance”! 
Let us examine what we should be doing - 
“instruction/teaching” = we are now to daily read a  good quality  Bible  (e.g., KJV)  and work to understand what it means globally and for the self. 
“lifestyle/conduct” = we are to serve and take nothing from our neighbour for our  accurate  teaching work and be contrite within our lifestyle! 
“purpose” = to  understand/explain  why/when/how/past/future  events unfold and occur –  so those people listening might equally understand. 
In this manner,  then we fulfil Yahweh's Desire to achieve  “The Goal”  and thus further positioned to teach righteousness to The Resurrected World. 
“faith”  being  solid in accurate Biblical knowledge,  gain assurance  through reasoning upon it,  then  acting with fidelity  upon this knowledge. 
“forbearance” = to the persecution metered out by people trying to stop us,  feeling offended to our teaching that exposes  “hypocrisy”. 
“charity” = we freely give of our time,  maybe in hardship,  for our neighbour’s  future well-being  to understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
“endurance” = To daily maintain the publicising of God’s Word,  even when other people cannot understand or refuse to listen to our  accurate  
teaching  (that may be personally,  too painful to the recipient). 
2Tim.  3v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  persecutions/chaises/pursuits,   
2Tim.  3v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions   
2Tim.  3v11 og {as such}/{what sort}  {to me}/mine  (he/she/it) {became to be} [middle voice]    
2Tim.  3v11 og in  (to the [= within]) Antioch,  in  (to the [= within]) Iconium,  in  (to the [= within]) Lystra,   
2Tim.  3v11 og {as such}/{what sort}  (the) persecutions/chaises/pursuits  
2Tim.  3v11 og (I [Paul]) {bore from underneath}/{underwent hardship}/endured;   
2Tim.  3v11 og also  {from/out of}  (of the) all (things)   
2Tim.  3v11 og I/me/my  (He [Yahweh]) {rushed in}/rescued/delivered [middle voice]  the  lord/master [Yahweh]. 
2Tim.  3v11 =  (And  (singularly)  you  (Timothy)  have  {followed near}/{conformed upon}  my:-) 

in the  persecutions,  in the  hardships/sufferings/afflictions  {as such}  it  personally  {became to be}  {to me}  within  Antioch,   
within  Iconium,  within  Lystra,   {as such}  persecutions  I  {underwent hardship}/endured;   
also  {from out of}  all things  (which occurred to me)  the Lord  personally  {rushed in}/rescued/delivered  me. 

“ 
        (and you Timothy have  confirmed/acted  upon my … … ) 
the persecutions   (from “Leaders of Religion”  wishing to silence  The Teaching  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that exposes their “hypocrisy”) 
the hardships   (because Paul takes nothing from the recipient of God's Word,  and thus he lives like a pauper  [compare with  “Leaders of Religion”]) 
as such that it  (persecutions)   
personally became to be with me within Antioch,  within Iconium,  within Lystra,  as such persecutions I endured; 
also from out of such things   (that occurred to me)    
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the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh,  as references to a TC)  personally  rescued/saved  me  (Paul). 
 

Paul as a TC  (and the many  [nearly 144000 in number now at 2015 CE]  who  have/are  following  in The Gospel Age)  experience persecution as JC 
forewarned  (John.16v1-4; and see next verse)  because those people climbing to positions of power do not appreciate having their  “hypocrisy” exposed  
(as seen in all levels of society).   
Obviously, atheists do not really care about TCs –  and thus only treat them as  “a bunch of (kind/inoffensive) freaks” –  best ignored!   
Atheists will attack The Religious Establishment from outside,  having reasoned through the painted façade and recognise the blatant hypocrisy behind!   
However,  Atheists will not attack a TC because they can see the genuineness of the  messenger/(angel)  and of their exegesis –  especially because 
Yahweh is working through them,  by virtue they are expressing His HS.  In fact,  the atheist would have an inner respect for the TC! 
Thus a TC publicly exposes people claiming to represent Yahweh,  but whose actions tell a different story –  inasmuch their actions are far from imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (which is precisely  why  worldly  and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders are starving  [Luke.16v21+]  their congregations of 
solid food  [1Cor.3v2]  where Paul tried to get them off milk and onto solids (Heb.5v12-14),  but worldly Christian leaders keep the congregations on 
highly skimmed milk –  hence in a  controlled/manageable/corralled  state)!    
People kept ignorant are easy to manage –  because they do not ask those awkward questions! 
Therefore,  these demonstrably worldly focused religious leaders are  motivated  to retaliate by attacking TC’s at their ministry work. 
Now,  the big question    

Can the  worldly Christian claim a lifestyle like that of a TC,  and also  demand the  same  prize  from Yahweh  “to go to heaven”? 
The obvious “Righteous Answer”  (delivered by “The Righteous God”, “Yahweh”)   is they cannot claim the same wage if they have  not  put in The 
Work  -  but stayed in  “the marketplace”  rather than coming to work in The Vineyard for whatever length of time (Matt.20v1-16)! 
The wage is the same for all those people having worked in The Vineyard  (The World),  –  “The Wage”  is becoming a  “Son of God”  for further 
responsibility in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19,  as I explain in the local commentaries). 
Yahweh desires His Word to be spread by the faithful TC,  and by consequence,  He will ensure they  are  rescued from  any  situation  (1Cor.10v13)  
however  dire/impossible  that would otherwise impede their ministry work during the 1st part our physical life. 
 
42nd Warning – All Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs to please Yahweh by living according to the 
ministry/lifestyle/deportment  laid down in  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  by JC  will be persecuted. 
Noting,  this persecution will  only  come from  “pious religious people”  orchestrated by their religious leaders. 
58th Reasoning – TCs will be persecuted because this world operates under the methodology of Satan where “self-
indulgence rules”!   Thus, people choosing to self-indulge over others,  climb into positions of power to exercise self-
indulgence.   Any person who challenges this methodology (of Eph.2v2)  shall be persecuted  (as night follows day)! 
The greatest persecution comes from people with The Most to lose.  People with The Most to lose in a religious sense are 
people who gain much from their position – but are shown to be hypocrites – which is precisely  why  The Pharisees where 
so vehement against JC!  The TC is “The Outsider to The System”, and “The Exception” becomes “The Target” of abuse! 
2Tim.  3v12 og also [= indeed]    (the) all (persons)   And  the (persons)   
2Tim.  3v12 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased} [plural]    
2Tim.  3v12 og (the) piously/godly/religiously  (to) live/exist   in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  
2Tim.  3v12 og (they will be) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffer. 
2Tim.  3v12 = And  indeed  all  the  people   

the  determining/{delighting in}/desiring  to  live/exist  piously/godly  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus  
they will be  pursued/persecuted/suffer. 

 

And indeed,  all people (TCs and brethren)  determining to live godly within the Anointed Jesus   (as The Ideal Goal for us to gain Sonship) 
they (TCs)  will be persecuted   (because they set  “The Ideal Contrasting Standard”  that becomes  “a public beacon”  against “Religious Leaders”) 
                (I leave that statement without further detailed explanations –  [1]  it needs none,  [2]  because it stands out very clearly!) 
 

Paul,  one of Yahweh’s premier apostles tells us - 
If we desire to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we  shall be persecuted . 
This is  the realistic promise  for a TC in this present world  -  a world that operates under “the methodology of Satan”. 

We must understand - 
This persecution does  not  occur from normal worldly intercourse  -  because that happens daily  to all of us  (especially so if we do not 
adhere to the standards as laid out in The Bible to make our inter-social life easier)  –   
but  only  from the  deliberate teaching work to fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire  (by following The Commandments as given by JC, John.15v10)  

We are told,  we must expect to suffer persecution by The Secular World should we sin  within/against  The World’s laws  (Rom.13v1-5). 
However, we would expect not to be persecuted for imitating JC,  but TCs are,  and this persecution is  only  sourced by  “Religious People”  because 
they are sorely exposed as being  “hypocrites”  (a most painful experience),   secular/worldly  people are  not  hypocrites over “Godly Matters”  and 
hence they are not motivated to retaliate! 
Moreover,  it is so much better to be persecuted when we have  not  sinned  within/against  this secular world,  but  to receive persecution for  only  
accurately  teaching God’s word  (by upholding God’s Laws).  Yahweh will smile upon that TC.  It does not mean Yahweh delights in the TC being 
persecuted for correctly publicising His Word,  but Yahweh  “glows with justifiable pride”  before all other Entities in The Universe by seeing His slave  
(TC, noting Luke.17v7-10)  working so hard for Him  (Ecc.12v13-14)  in worldly adversity. 
Yahweh knows the TC is being  refined to such a high standard  (1Cor.3v13-16) –  as  he/she  cleaves to The Adopting Father,  giving true worship to 
Yahweh,  and by return Yahweh shall have extreme personal delight in reciprocating by giving due  honour/glory/dignity  to the TC with The Prize  =  a 
Priesthood and Sonship,  to become part of The Family of God at JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  for an eternity!   This is what JC meant at John.17v1-2,  of which he 
did and likewise the 144000 TCs do likewise  (hence JC’s comment at Matt.20v22-23). 
 
43rd Warning – Hurtful/Grievous  people (principally leaders),  also being  impostors/swindlers/seducers/charlatans  will  
{far advance}/progress  to become  eviller/worse  as The Gospel Age closes. 
44th Warning – Hurtful/Grievous  leaders,  also being  impostors/swindlers/seducers/charlatans  will  {cause people to 
roam from The Truth}  and be  seducing/deceiving  millions upon millions  of people during The Gospel Age close. 
45th Warning – Hurtful/Grievous  leaders,  also being  impostors/swindlers/seducers/charlatans  will  {cause themselves 
to roam from The Truth}  and  {seduce/deceive themselves}  about their  competence/ability  as The Gospel Age closes. 
59th Reasoning – Paul is  not  speaking about The Non-Christian World – it is already in the clutches of Satan anyway!   
Paul is  only  speaking about  “The Absolute Truth”  of  “The Real Gospel”  being changed from  “Truth to Fiction”  to 
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suit the mind of the beholder.  It is  “The Absolute Truth”  that will ultimately produce the 144000 TCs that becomes  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  to release Mankind from its present spiral into  anarchy/annihilation.  The  
“prophesied 144000 TCs target”  allows Yahweh to  righteously  move unto the next stage of  “Human Salvation”. 
60th Reasoning – Paul is speaking to the TCs of The Gospel Age  (fronted by Timothy)  by trying to maintain purity 
amongst  “The Teachers”  of  “The Word of God”.   Here in this verse,  Paul is giving out warnings of  charlatan 
Christian leaders  “spinning out The Truth”  to  “form The Lie”,  and thus mislead by seduction those people  (the 
deluded devotees)  who  are  sincerely  trying to find Yahweh through JC. 
67th Instruction – The inferred instruction from this verse is we must go to a real Bible  correctly translated  and imbue 
the contents within us,  so we gain a 6th sense to spot  charlatan  (and worldly)  Christian leaders almost before they open 
their mouth.  With my 6th sense/knowledge  I only need to recognise  “the ambience”  around the person to understand this 
individual is a  charlatan  Christian leader from  “1000 paces”! 
61st Reasoning – Finally,  the  worldly  (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders become so wrapped up in their 
heightened ego,  they become seduced with their own importance and position.  Thus, they are  not  humble in their 
lifestyle as The Bible commands us to be –  if we are to be genuinely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire.  Thus, we reason  
charlatan Christian leaders are fulfilling their  own  desires and pumping-up their self-importance,  so those members of 
the congregation equally have their self-indulgences fed while being led to “the Milking Parlour” for the leader’s gain!   
How so very sad – seduction operating both ways!    However,  it is The Christian Leader (deviant to fulfilling Yahweh's 
Desire)  who is being manipulative and pulling all the strings   (hence Luke.12v46-48, 20v16, etc.)! 
2Tim.  3v13 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd [plural]   And  
2Tim.  3v13 og (the) countenances/{human beings}/men  also   
2Tim.  3v13 og (the) {wailing as magicians casting spells}/impostors/swindlers/pretenders/seducers/charlatans   
2Tim.  3v13 og (they will) {drive forward in steps}/grow/{well along}/{far advance}  into/unto   
2Tim.  3v13 og the  {more evil}/aggravated/sorer/worse,   
2Tim.  3v13 og (the) {causing to roam from safety/truth}/deceiving/seducing/wandering/{leading astray} [plural]   
2Tim.  3v13 og also   (the being) {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/wandered/{led astray} [plural]. 
2Tim.  3v13 = And  the  hurtful/harmful/grievous  men/(women),      (worldly Christian leaders hurting the future of their devotees) 

also  the  impostors/swindlers/seducers/charlatans   (charlatan Christian leaders in  “perhaps their millions”) 
they will  grow/{far advance}/progress  unto  the  eviller/worse,    (become ever more  seductive/twisted  as their confidence grows) 
{causing to roam from safety/truth}/deceiving/seducing    (replacing 1st Century Christianity with worldly Christianity in their preaching) 
also  being  {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced.    (these leaders deceive themselves – thinking  “they are great”!) 

 

And the harmful  men/(women)   (dearly loved by their devotees, while  being scammed  and  not  instructed how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
also the  imposters/swindlers/seducers/charlatans   (perfectly describes very many  worldly  [and  all   charlatan]  Christian leaders of today) 
            (they pretend to represent Yahweh's Character,  scam people,  blind people's reasoning,  falsely claim to represent  “Goodness/Love”) 
far advance unto the eviller   (as we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age  -  and even more in numbers today) 
            (Over the years as these leaders’ confidence grows,  they create evermore fanciful  message/mechanisms  to defraud their devotees) 
(they)  causing  (their devotees)  to roam from  safety/truth   (the “millions” of  charlatan  Christian leaders  deceiving/seducing/deluding  devotees) 
           (It is what  “The Word of God”  correctly taught,  truly delivers within a  hearkening/penitent  mind that leads “us” to  safety/truth  for the future) 
also  (they,  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders)  also being  deceived/seduced   (Rom.1v32,  having no deference to Yahweh, James.2v19) 
           (they  “think they are correct”,  because their mind still operates in a worldly manner having not  been modified by  “The Power of God's Word”) 
 

It must be understood Paul is  only  speaking about certain Christian leaders –  also he is  not  speaking generally of worldly leaders who are already 
deemed to be part of The World –  and sunk as low as low as they can  away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (by not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to teach 
The World of  “The Real Gospel” = “1st Century Christianity”).   
         Paul’s concern is of  “The Good News Message”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  and how it is  proclaimed/taught/broadcast  into The World. 
Paul imitating JC,  is not interested in  “The Politics of The World” –  because we are taught to  “be blind to it”,  we are taught not to  “meddle in other 
people’s affairs”  (in a worldly sense)  being what perfectly describes  “politics”,  earlier in this epistle to Timothy. 
Thus, Paul is speaking of  how  The Gospel is to be taught,  and how  charlatan Christian leaders will  bend/twist  “The Word of God”  to  suit their own  
interests –  being to fulfil their self-indulgence.  This is occurring  ever-more  in the last 100 years or so,  with the explosion of very  worldly Christian 
sects having the most  adoring/enthralled  followings of thousands,  and collectively millions of individuals following these charlatan leaders,  who 
themselves most certainly do  not  imitate Paul as he imitated JC  -  we only need to examine their lifestyle and audit the records of both the sermons and 
what the donations end up funding!   

Have YOU the reader ever personally audited where the donations go,  -  or do you accept what they say in  “good (and yet blind) faith”? 
Because that last attitude is  “music”  to a conman's ears!  
I would like the reader to  deeply contemplate  “The Motive/Driver”  behind Acts.6v13-24  (because of Luke.16v3)  as compared with Acts.14v13-16, 
noting Paul's attitude to how we should support our fleshly body at Acts.18v3, 2Thes.3v6-12,  and then reason as to specifically why  “Charismatic”  
leaders behave as they do towards their deluded  and  “donating”  devotees  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)! 

Repeating myself because it is just so important to grasp  -  Paul is  not  speaking about  “worldly intercourse”.  
Paul’s target is for more TCs and his concern is  only  for God’s Word  (now contained within a good quality Bible  -  of at least a pre-1950 CE 
translation,  most later versions are  “travesties of translations”  at certain doctrinal places,  being interpretations –  on par with  “a fairy story”  as I 
exhibit to The World within my transparent translation and local commentaries of some 4,000,000 words).  
He is telling us   

Be very careful.  We are to  audit/test  what we  see/hear  entering into us  (and our lifestyle/output)  according to what The Bible tells us.  
(This is what JC taught us at Matt.5v28, 6v22-23, 47-49, 7v24,26, 10v27, 13v22-23, 15v15-18, 18v9, Luke.11v34, Mark.7v17-19, 9v47, and  many more!) 

Why?  
Because as we read here   “There are many  seducers/charlatans”   (likewise, 2Pet.2v1, and later)  that will  bend/sooth  our ears (2Tim.4v3)  with  
deception/delusion  and make us think, what we do “is correct before God”.  Most worryingly,  none of what they preach is what Yahweh Desires during  
“The Calling Out”  (= Ecclesia)  in The Gospel Age,  being of  (1) how to achieve The Goal and (2) how to be personally successful in The Millennium!  
As we are told in so many places,  God closes His ears and ignores us,  if we think of ourselves as being self-righteous –  while we behave in this vain 
self-indulgent manner! 
Again,  all this is utterly contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders ardently and yet  erroneously preach today!   

Why?   
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Because they  only  want to  bend/scratch/tickle/sooth  the ears of their congregation –  for an unbalanced symbiotic feeding process  (Acts.20v29). 
All I can only do is to  warn –  but it becomes incumbent upon the reader to carefully audit  his/her  leader against specifically what The Bible teaches,  
and if we do not know  all  of what is contained in The Bible  (rather than what has been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  to carry out an 
effective audit –  then we should ask ourselves -  

Why not? -  Who has been instructing us!  -  
Are these leaders competent at fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 
Have they any authority over their subject matter to truly represent Yahweh  (Mark.1v22)? 

It is only when we know what  is  in  “The Whole Bible”  rather than carefully edited soundbites  plucked out of context,  do we personally then become a 
competent/authoritative  auditor  of our Christian leader –  else we will most certainly be deceived and seduced  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.) –  
because we would know of nothing else! 
These specific Christian leaders are  very skilled operators  at  “deceiving”  and are  specifically trained  to promote “Their Self”  in the best possible 
light as appearing to be competent  (2Cor.11v13-15) –  so they might feed off what their congregations deliver by return (Matt.7v15) –  but just the  
“supposedly correct”  type of  “presumed food”   (Luke.16v19-21+)   so the deluded devotees remain in a corralled state,  to be continuously milked! 

Not  all Christian leaders are like this –  But how do we know?   
Unless we  thoroughly know  The Bible  to be sufficiently educated as an effective auditor! 
Then actually,   once in this position then effectively,  we do  not  need these  charlatan Christian leaders –  we can  totally reject them! 

Our greatest concern should be,  when we consider how many Christian leaders are really like this  (as Paul has specifically told us,  and likewise JC 
told us about The Religious Leaders of his day),  then the probability is stacked heavily against us,  “to become seduced” –  precisely as Paul warns!   

Please see  “delusion”  in my glossary. 
A 4th revision addition. 
A cursory reading of the above would suggest this is all out of control  -  Yahweh supposedly having no control over this rampant vagrancy! 

No!   Far from it!   The Disclosing Truth is  exactly the opposite! 
Yahweh knew at the creation of Adam and Eve precisely how Mankind’s Salvation process would  “pan out”  requiring the Millennium.  That is why He 
was able to lay down within the last 6000 years many thousands of allegoric prophecies,  many of which have been fulfilled,  and the rest during and 
over The Millennium,  of which I explain elsewhere. 
Yahweh is simply exposing the self-indulgence of these religious leaders  (Rom.1v16-32, Luke.12v2-3)  fraudulently claiming to represent Him as being 
merely  “a continuum/library”  out of which shall spawn  “The Early Adopters”,  of whom,  Yahweh shall use to rule  “The Resurrected World”  to then 
yield  “The Late Adopters”  (Mark.2v27-28). 
Most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us precisely this,  as my transparent translation and commentaries of the four gospels forming almost two 
million words clearly tell us,  almost down to the infinitesimal detail of what was in JC’s mind,  never  done for the last some 1700 years of Christendom,  
except these leaders only reproduce “Religion”  (to the self-glory of its leader,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19  hence Paul’s warning at 2Cor.11v4, v13-15)! 
I simply ask the reader - 

When has  he/she  ever been told about the citations used in this commentary  (and in my many other commentaries)  in any leader’s sermon? 
The answer to that question speaks volumes about where our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are taking their devotees! 
That is why we need The Millennium, operating under The Authority of The Proven 144000 TCs – who truly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14)! 
 
68th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs  must continue in The Accurate Instructions  as given 
by a TC  (and  not  that given by  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders).  This instruction is not hypocritical because it is 
verified by the teaching TC in  his/her  deportment/practice,  being of  humility, blind to The World, not self-indulgent, etc. 
46th Warning – For Paul to be urging a continuance,  means it is very easy to drift away from  “The Real Faith”,  being 
led down false avenues of deviant teaching of which Paul constantly warns in his epistles  (especially to Timothy). 
69th Instruction – It is so important for the senior members of The Family to  accurately  teach/instruct  “The Word of 
God”  to the children,  so they have a good start in life.  It must be a  good  education,  and  not  what we sadly hear in 
many religious families or societies where  deviant/hypocritical  teaching predominates –  resulting in later  “atheists”! 
62nd Reasoning – It is by choosing to imbue “The Word of God”  and then acting upon it with fidelity that makes us wise 
by obtaining  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity})  to obtain  guaranteed  salvation enabling 
us to work with JCg.  Hence the usage of “Parousia”  by  (1) having his spiritual presence now,  but  (2) at his physical 
coming  [1st 2nd C of JCg]  to be alongside him in The Millennium  (Matt.20v23)  to teach  “The Resurrected World”. 
63rd Reasoning – Thus,  it is by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by having his  presence/parousia  within us  
(now as a TC)  that means we are saved either  (1) guaranteed if adopted in the 1st part of our life  to become  “The Early 
Adopters”  or  (2) if left later (as for most people)  into the 2nd part of our life,  when we as “The Late Adopters”  must 
gain this Real Faith to truly  “believe in JC”  (= imitate JC)   so we obtain  “life”  in a perfected DNA fleshly body. 
14th Good News – The Sacred Writings  (The Bible)  are able to give  “The Word of God”  that once imbued and then 
acted upon with fidelity,  will give eternal life in a perfected environment where we mutually edify our neighbour. 
70th Instruction – We learn the following information from The Bible:- 

1. Instruction and warning what to do,  and what not to do. 
2. We learn to copy the lifestyle and good things certain people in The Bible did. 
3. We learn  not  to copy the lifestyle and bad things certain people in The Bible did. 
4. We learn of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  and how we are to ideally fit within it! 

If we do not read The Bible and only listen to what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  tell us,  then we shall  not  be 
educated in knowing how to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (because  they have absolutely  no  knowledge themselves  
regarding how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)!    Just ask them!  -  They will only preach “Religion”  (being of Man’s desire)! 
Noting what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12 – when he had the same problem with them as I have with Christian leaders today! 
2Tim.  3v14 og thou/you  And   (you) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand/continue   
2Tim.  3v14 og in  {to [= within] who/what/which/that}  (you) learned/{mentally absorbed}/understood/{were taught}  
2Tim.  3v14 og also  (you were) {assured of}/{feel sure belief},   
2Tim.  3v14 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
2Tim.  3v14 og near/beside/with/against/alongside/proximity   
2Tim.  3v14 og (of the) whom/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  
2Tim.  3v14 og (you) learned/{mentally absorbed}/understood/{were taught}, 
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2Tim.  3v14 = And  you  stay/remain/dwell/endure  within  what  you  learnt/understood    (remain within “1st Century Christianity”) 
also  you were  {assured of}/verified/{feel sure belief}   (within what you had  “thoroughly tested to be proven accurate”),   
the  knowing/{being aware}  alongside/with  {of whom}    (firstly his grandmother and his mother,  then later by Paul)   
you  (Timothy)   learnt/understood    (the Tanakh and then how JC personally fulfilled it as explained by The Apostles). 

 

And you (Timothy, aiming to be a TC)  stay/remain/endure  within what you  learnt/understood   (remain  in  “1st Century Christianity”) 
              (Everything is the other way around now!   We have the faulty information for the last 1700 years of which  we must leave,  Rev.18v4). 
              (For us this means   We must leave  “worldly Christianity”  within which we have grown up today,  and  fully imbue  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also you were verified   (as having thoroughly  learnt/understood  “1st Century Christianity”  as  taught  by The Prophets,  explained/lived  by JC) 
knowing alongside of whom   (firstly his grandmother and then mother) 
you (Timothy)  learnt/understood   ([1] The Tanakh and then  [2] how The Tanakh was explained and lived by JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”) 
 

Timothy has learnt the Tanakh  (God’s Word part 1)  from his grandmother and mother,  to give him a solid grounding in Yahweh's Plan for  “Human 
Salvation”  –  that is sadly,  absolutely  never  taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders!   They  choose not  to understand it,  nor believe it  -  as 
witness the contents within their sermons! 
Then Paul has done his best for Timothy by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  and how it has been built upon The Tanakh as carefully explained by JC 
in his  ministry/deportment  by example  (before Paul leaves the 1st part of his physical life –  2Tim.4v6-8  -  being uppermost in his mind during the 
writing of this letter).   We must recognise Paul is imprisoned and under sentence,  where TCs were to be the scapegoat for Rome’s then present ills  (fire 
and local insurrection,  hence the recall of the Roman army from Jerusalem, 67 CE)  and thus,  this letter is an outpouring to Timothy to remain faithful 
after Paul has been executed. 
This is what Paul has given to Timothy - 

1. Presented the most accurate knowledge. 
2. Instructed him how to use it. 
3. Warned him of the infiltrators wanting to commandeer The Ecclesia for the leaders' own advantage,  and to the devotees' hurt. 
4. Warned him of certain persecution that  will  follow him around during his ministry work. 
5. Finally,  here Paul tells Timothy –  now you have all this knowledge then you do not change from it –  “you imitate me”! 

So, we might reason upon this - 
Is this how we understand our mission to be? 
If not – then why not?   

Therefore,  we could ask - 
Have our  worldly Christian leaders been imitating Paul,  in the same manner as he imitated JC? 
Do we have  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)? 
 Or:- 
Do we merely have  “blind faith”  that causes us to be passive,  and not as Paul exhorts at the beginning of this epistle 2Tim.1v7.   

Remember  
We have  “The Weight of Responsibility”  in  talent/minas(s)  when having  “The Word of God”,  - is it  1/1, 2/5 or 5/10  (Matt.25v14-24, 
Luke.19v12-21)  -  and Yahweh is judging us on the usage of what we have in  “The  Special/Greater Judgement”  to Sonship  (James.3v1)! 

2Tim.  3v15 og also  because  off/away/separated/from  (of the) infant/babe/child   
2Tim.  3v15 og the  sacred/holy/{separated from this world of sin}  (the) writings/letters/notes/epistles/books/scriptures   
2Tim.  3v15 og (you) knew/understood/{was aware}/seen/perceived  the (ones)   (being) able/possible/capable  thee/thy/thou   
2Tim.  3v15 og (to) {make wise}  into/unto  (the) rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety  through (reason of)   
2Tim.  3v15 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of the (one [faith])   
2Tim.  3v15 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
2Tim.  3v15 = Also  because   

from  of the  infant/child  you  knew/understood  the  sacred/holy  writings/books/scriptures,     (the Tanakh now as The Old Testament)  
the ones  (the holy writings)  being  able/capable  to make you  wise  unto  the  rescue/deliverance/salvation   
through reason of  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

Also because from an  infant/child  you (Timothy)  knew/understood  the  scared/holy  writings/scriptures   (The Tanakh) 
the ones  (holy writings)  being able to make you wise unto the  rescue/salvation   (guaranteed  “everlasting life”  as a TC) 
through reason of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  that  “1st Century Christianity” ultimately delivers within us) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (JC as  “The Goal”  for us unto Sonship,  as only determined and anointed by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23). 
 

Paul acknowledges the healthy background Timothy had since a child in  “The Scriptures”  that were sourced by Yahweh and  not  from The World.   
Let me repeat what Paul stated  (to ensure we capture precisely what is taught here) - 

You have understood  “The Old Testament”  to make you wise for salvation through reason of the faith within The Anointed Jesus. 
Thus,  we are being taught - 

You have had a solid grounding in  “The Old Testament”  and this brings you salvation because of the faith you have in The Anointed Jesus! 
So,  we might ask - 

Want is Paul  really  telling us? 
Quite simply he is telling us - 

We become assured of Salvation because of what “The Old Testament” tells us about “The Anointed Jesus”,  of which JC personally fulfilled! 
Moreover, because we fully understand exactly what JC did and why he did it, then we can grow to precisely imitate his deportment in fidelity. 
This means,  we are internally driven  not  to be  “hypocrites to what we claim” –  because we have an internal far-reaching understanding of 
what JC did and then understand why we must precisely imitate him for our personal salvation and ideally help other people likewise over our 
2 part physical life after we have perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

Does the reader understand the full depth of that paragraph? 
The problem today is that generally,  “Christians”  know  nothing  about  “The Old Testament”  and surely from what Paul has just told us,  this will 
seriously impede the possibility of our guaranteed  salvation  as a future  “Son of God”! 

But surely this is  the opposite  to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (hence they must by definition be “satanic”)! 
(Apparently,  we are taught by our worldly Christian leaders )   We  “only”  need to  “believe in JC”  to be saved! 

Obviously,  there is a complete disconnect between what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us,  and what Paul has just said here! 
Perhaps this is another verse of  very many  (perhaps about 90+% of  The New Testament)  our  worldly Christian leaders ignore! 

So,  we might ask  
What is my point? 

I am trying to encourage the reader to think deeply about what Paul is  really teaching  us. 
We must understand,  Yahweh desires   “Proven individuals who demonstrably imitate JC.” 
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But for us to imitate JC,  then we must be internally driven with precisely the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within 
JCg,  as that which operates within Yahweh –  and us who are assiduously aiming to become TCs  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
This is precisely what JC did  (Luke.2v46-50)  and Paul's background  (Acts.22v3, 26v1-3, etc.).  
They  (JC and Paul)  wholly learnt  “The Old Testament”!    
They did not have  “The New Testament” –  because  they created  “The New Testament”  on what  “The Old Testament”  taught us!     

Does this accurate observation make sense? 
What does this inductive reasoning give to us? 

As I show in my other writings for example   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”  exposes by very many prophetic allegories as to precisely what was,  
and is,  occurring to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”.  This is what JC knew,  and what Paul later understood,  to then 
be taught collectively as  “1st Century Christianity”.    
And in answer to my question    

“What does this give us?”    
The point Paul is making –  unto which I draw the reader's attention in my introduction to this verse,  is what all  this knowledge  gives us - 

1. We understand how JC and his teaching fulfilled the 1000's of allegories and prophecies within  “The Old Testament”. 
2. From (1) we truly appreciate Yahweh's  Magnificence/Omnipotence  to ensure  “Righteousness occurs through The Millennia of Mankind”. 
3. From (1 to 2)  we gain solid faith  (being accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
4. From (1-3) The internal driver to become fully committed to  accurately  publicise  “The Word of God”. 
5. From all the above,  we ensure that  “hypocrisy”  does not operate within us –  thereby making us of the  one/same  mind of JC. 
6. When  the above is proven  within  us,  then  Yahweh is delighted to resurrect us as He did to JC –  gaining  guaranteed  salvation! 
7. And we then return to what is stated within this verse. 

Now compare this with what our  worldly Christian leaders  blindly  preach to us  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
We realise what Paul taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  provides  “The Bedrock”  upon what we build our everlasting solid future! 
We realise what our  worldly Christian leaders preach as  “worldly Christianity”  merely gives sand upon which to build a rickety future! 

All precisely as JC taught at Matt.7v24-27,  noting the earlier context! 
Let me leave the reader with my earlier revision commentary  

Sadly,  both aspects of what Paul teaches us within this verse do not occur today - 
1. Very few children have any religious education from their parents  (and what they do have is just plainly  worldly and  invariably wrong). 
2. What is taught today is so far from reality –  having been minced and  “dumbed-down”  to be worse than ultra-skimmed milk, –  which is 

perhaps the main reason why society will progressively,  ever faster,  spiral down,  and ever further away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Noting - 

The only common denominator in “Religion”  is,  we must be  kind/loving  to each other  -  being precisely what a “good atheist teaches”! 
Where after stating this,  many leaders throughout  “Religion”  will endorse the  “killing of people”  in a supposed  “just war”! 
By contrast  “The Good Atheist”  might well become a  “conscientious objector”! 

The whole  “Religious Thing”  is a hypocritical farce! 
None of the above is endorsed by The Almighty God  -  but He loathes all of it and the practitioners  (except the  “Good/Honest Atheist”)! 

Can the reader really understand what I am writing here? 
It is  “The Knowledge”  given from  “The Accurate Source”,  reproduced with fidelity both by teaching and practising it within our lifestyles that will 
ultimately save us personally from annihilation over our 2 part life  (see glossary)  and as profusely explained elsewhere on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
It is  “The Knowledge”  to reform us from The Worldly Methodology unto The Methodology given to us through “The Word of God”  during JC’s 
ministry.  If we make a sincere change in our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC,  
then we shall be operating with JC worthy of “Sonship”  and thus become metaphorically as “one flesh”  (Gen.2v24, supported by Paul at Eph.5v30-32, 
and warned in 1Cor.6v16)  as his future metaphoric bride  (united with our creator –  having personally solved  “The Mystery of The Bible”). 
By being at the  one/same  with JCg now,  then we shall have JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within us  (expressing Yahweh’s HS in our ministry 
work)  ready for his  “apparently immediate”  coming/parousia  to be physically at one with us at his 1st 2nd C. 

Has the reader been taught this by their  worldly Christian leaders?  –  I hardly think so! 
What would Yahweh desire to be taught? 

“The Absolute Truth”  (of 1st Century Righteous Christianity)  or  “invented unrighteous fiction”  (of Religion [including Christendom])? 
 
30th Comment – All scripture (in its original language)  is  {divinely breathed}/{God’s spirit/personality/desires/traits  in us}. 
31st Comment – All scripture (in its original language)  is  helpful/beneficial  to give instruction of doctrinal information. 
32nd Comment – All scripture (in its original language)  is  helpful/beneficial  to give  {proof of conviction}/reproof. 
33rd Comment – All scripture (in its original language)  is  helpful/beneficial  to give  reformation/correction. 
34th Comment – All scripture (in its original language)  is  helpful/beneficial  to give  tutorage/chastening/instruction. 
35th Comment – All scripture is to promote  righteousness/equality  (within society according to  Yahweh’s requirements). 
64th Reasoning – All the above is true when covered by  “(in its original language)”  because as soon as  worldly  translators 
beholden to their  worldly paymasters get hold of it then they introduce myths for example the Trinity, Soul, Gehenna, etc. 
By twisting the translation into a  worldly  interpretation as this  most accurate  translation demonstrates  by comparison! 
47th Warning – Because Timothy’s relatives cared for both Yahweh and the pupil, Timothy,  then they  constructively  
assayed The Bible contents, by contrast, seminary leaders only care for their ego  (and not for Yahweh or their pupils)  
hence they  destructively  assay The Bible contents with  “Man’s reason”  of an “Ungodly mind”  (Matt.23v15). 
65th Reasoning – By  (1) gaining this knowledge and  (2) being prepared to reproduce this knowledge with fidelity in our 
life  then  we become  “a perfected/completed  person of God”,  to be  {fully equipped}/{thoroughly furnished}  unto all 
intrinsically good  {occupational effort}/labour.  Obviously if we do not;  – then we are  not  accepted by Yahweh as a TC. 
48th Warning – It is this understanding,  and the reasoning for it - that is  not  given by our  worldly Christian leaders 
because they do  not  understand it is a necessary requirement of their ministry to make this change – then,  Yahweh does 
not  accept their efforts as contributing to fulfilling His Desire – they are rejected for Sonship – they are  not  deemed TCs. 
15th Good News – By imbuing this knowledge and  putting it into practice with utter fidelity  means,  Yahweh  will accept 
us as future Sons of God.  We are fully equipped to fulfil His Desire and become validated in our ideal occupational effort. 
2Tim.  3v16 og (The) Every  (the) document/{holy writ}/scripture  
2Tim.  3v16 og (the) {Divinely breathed}/{Godly spirit/personality/desires/traits}/{inspired by God}   
2Tim.  3v16 og also  (the) helpful/serviceable/advantages/profitable   
2Tim.  3v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine},   
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2Tim.  3v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {proof to conviction}/reproof,  
2Tim.  3v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {straightening up again}/rectification/reformation/correction,   
2Tim.  3v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the)  
2Tim.  3v16 og tutorage/{education or training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/chastisement/instruction/nurture,   
2Tim.  3v16 og the  in  (to the [= within]) righteousness/equality/justification; 
2Tim.  3v16 = The  every  {holy writ}/scripture  

(is)   the  {divinely breathed}/{Godly spirit/personality/desires/traits}/{inspired by God},   
also  (is)  the  helpful/profitable/beneficial   
towards/nearness  (= to give)   the  {instruction of doctrinal information},   
towards/nearness  (= to give)   the  {proof to conviction}/reproof,   
towards/nearness  (= to give)   the  {straightening up again}/reformation/correction,   
towards/nearness  (= to give)   the  tutorage/chastening/instruction  within the  righteousness/equality; 

 

Every Scripture is  {divinely breathed}/{Godly spirit/personality/desires/traits}   (Yahweh expresses His Desire for us to fulfil it), 
                (Meaning,  we live with Yahweh’s Methodology operating within us,  we personally express the HS within our deportment as “Godly Wisdom”) 
also  (it is)  helpful/profitable/beneficial   (to guide our mind to become the  one/same  as that which operates alongside Yahweh's Mind)   
to give instruction of information   (being how we are to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
to give reproof   (to ensure we remain on course to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  -  ideally to become a future “Son of God”) 
to give the correction   (to restraighten our thoughts to specifically what  [1] the prophets told us and  [2] what JC instructed of us) 
to give tutorage within  righteousness/equality   (instructed on how we are to correctly behave within Yahweh's Environment [= The Universe]). 
 

Thus “Yahweh”,  “The Almighty God” is “The Author”  of The Bible,  and human scribes faithfully wrote down what He Desired (by expressing the HS). 
“Scripture”  is beneficial for teaching other people to gain the accurate knowledge so they too might personally reform to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
“Scripture”  gives exposure and ideally subsequent reproof of wickedness within those presently rebelling people. 
“Scripture”  will give correction of wickedness from those people accepting their faults and then doing something to correct them. 
“Scripture”  through discipline in righteousness yields a self-correcting guide on personal behaviour for those people desiring to follow the TC’s path. 
Again,  from verse 13 we hear today many religious leaders saying  

“(1) You cannot trust The Bible because it was written for a different era,  or (2) The Bible does not mean what is written within it,  but it 
means something different,   to be what I want it to mean  (to accommodate a worldly mind)! –  (3) There are errors within The Bible.”  

Some religious people specifically say  “You cannot trust Paul,  he despised women” –  these comments are  all lies  made by  spiritually blind people!  
In answer to that false accusation,  we know The Bible says   “God never changes”  in what he expects of us  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 
Consequently,  His Word is  faithful and unchanging  to guide us.  
There are no errors within The Original Language Bible  (as I correctly and comprehensibly show)  and all  apparent  discrepancies are due to - 

1. Faultily translations – given by translators giving a  worldly interpretation  (no different to a “copyist Addition” of the 1st Millennium)! 
2. Copyist additions of the 1st millennium    (that stand out to me like bright red flashing beacons). 
3. Describing the scene from a different angle to give a more complete picture to the reader.   

Paul was entrusted by Yahweh to be one of His foremost representatives,  who also had a great respect of women for instance –  Priscilla the wife of 
Aquila and co-worker with Paul. 
So,  I caution the reader to beware of millions of  worldly Christian leaders who discredit The Bible Word,  and it is best to avoid them “like the plague”!   
This is what Paul and other the Apostles teach us in the Epistles. 

Sadly,  we are taught deceptive lies by our most eminent worldly Christian leaders –  because they demonstrably have  no care  for Yahweh! 
           (They use  “God’s Word”  as  “a tool to gain a worldly living”  [while in Satan’s World]  to sequestrate off Yahweh and defraud us!) 
How do we know they preach distortions (and lies)  –  unless we  personally intimately know  The Bible  ourselves –  as do I. 

I exhort the reader to know The Bible as informatively as do I –  then  YOU  likewise,  will realise our  “Leaders of Religion”  are  utterly redundant  to 
yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  as I so very carefully explain in many places elsewhere,  just as JC told us in many places as  “The Word of God”!    
2Tim.  3v17 og that  (the) fresh/complete/perfect  might/may/can/should/be  the (one [man])  of the  God  
2Tim.  3v17 og (the) countenance/{human being}/man   toward/nearness/{accession to}   
2Tim.  3v17 og (the) every  (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
2Tim.  3v17 og (the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal   
2Tim.  3v17 og (the having been) {from out completeness/perfection}/{finished out}/{equipped fully}/ 
   /accomplished/{thoroughly furnished}. 
2Tim.  3v17 = that  the  fresh/completed/perfected  man/(woman)  of the  God  (Yahweh) 

may/be  the having been  {equipped fully}/{thoroughly furnished}   
towards  the  every  {intrinsically good}/ideal  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour. 

 

That the fresh   (complete and perfect,  being the reason of the change)   
man/(woman)  of the God   (a representative truly  sanctioned/approved  by Yahweh) 
may/be  having been  {fully equipped}/{perfectly finished}   (precisely like JC) 
towards every intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational work   (imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  and ideally become an apostle to fulfil The Invitation). 
 

From the previous verse,  when having been fully instructed in  “The (real) Word of God”  (from a Good Bible and  not  a  “Professional Leader of 
Religion”)  enabling the person from this doctrinal information be reproved, straightened,  and corrected,  ready to give righteous tutorage  (to all 
people interested in listening).  Which as we read here,  The Brethren  (Christians)  become fully equipped for every intrinsically good occupational 
labour –  that is (as JC taught us),  to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to the whole World  (Matt.22v24)  and then The Gospel Age will be 
terminated by the onset of The Millennium. 

Is this what our Christian leaders specifically teach to us? 
Because that is what they are personally instructed to be doing by JC,  imitated by Paul exhorting  us  to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Thes.1v6, etc.). 
The Christian leader  (if  they were doing  “their job”  correctly)  are to be instructing all the members of their congregation to be taking the Christian 
leader’s position every day of the week amongst their neighbours! 
There might be only  “one in a million”  who does this (?) –  where those leaders who do not, –  then quite simply they are  not  imitating JC’s ministry  
(note what happened at the end of a  Real  Sermon given by JC at the tail end of Chapter 6 of John’s Gospel,  given in the context of John.6v15 a few 
days earlier  to the same people  who had followed him around The Sea of Galilee)! 
That is  why  there  are  only  144000 individuals out of perhaps 3 billion  “Christians”  over the 2000 years who can make  “The Grade of Sonship”  
during Yahweh’s continual assessment of  all  these  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
But a TC will constantly exhort The Brethren (Christians)  and new people to become Christians so possibly,  the next person out of so many,  might 
become one of the next generations of TCs to validate their name Yahweh already placed on  “The Scroll of  (Guaranteed)  Life”  (Rev.3v5, 5v1-10 for 
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the 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”).   Noting Rev.20v12, 21v27 for  “The Successful People”  of  “The Resurrected World”  to become  “The 
Late Adopters” –  hence  “The Lamb's Book”,  and  not  “Yahweh's Book”  of Rev. chapter 5 of The Scroll containing The Names of 144000 TCs. 

It is  “The Required Work”  of The Mature TCs who  personally bring ever nearer  “The Day of The Lord”  =  “The Millennium”. 
 
 
36th Comment – Paul makes an exhortation here in the midst of Yahweh and JCg -  as a prelude to the next verses. 
Paul thinks he  shall/could  be soon executed – so this could be his last and thus most important words to Timothy. 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul knows there are  two  Entities, and  Both  exist at the time of writing,  else why the separation? 
10th Prophecy – Yahweh is coming to declare judgement upon all  “Christians”  at the end of The Gospel Age.  This is 
based upon His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made  -  that determines who are to become the 144000 TCs. 
11th Prophecy – Yahweh will declare to JCg to move on this Judgement to collect Yahweh's 144000 Sons of God at JCg’s  
“1st 2nd C”,  that shall define  “The End”  of The Gospel Age  (plus a further 3.5 years and 45 days Dan.12v11-12).  
12th Prophecy – After JCg has come as a thief in the night (1Thes.5v2-4) to collect the 144000 TCs,  then The Millennium 
will occur  (3.5 years + 45 days)  later,  being the point in time when Satan will be chained (Rev.20v1-3) and JCg will rule 
with total Authority and Power assisted by the demonstrably proven 144000 TCs who equally shall have unlimited access 
to Yahweh’s Capability to express the HS as they deem fit to ensure that  “Righteousness” pervades throughout the World. 
66th Reasoning – Only  Yahweh is in the position to choose  His own  Sons –  no  other entity in The Universe has The 
Authority to do so.  JCg dutifully fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to collect these Sons of God, who themselves are termed as being 
“The Bride of Christ”,  to be of  “The Special Marriage”  as “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology.  It is from 
this union  (Eph.5v30-32)  that shall ultimately yield  “The Children of Righteousness”  to become “The Late Adopters”  
(as “The [3rd] Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”)  from  “The Resurrected World”   (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”). 
49th Warning – Ignore what worldly Christian leaders preach to us!  We see here no reference to people being resurrected 
to then have a judgement of Death made upon them.   Therefore,  this  “First Resurrection”  is the result of a  “Judgment 
to guaranteed Life”  that can only occur for  “The Future Sons of God”.  Elsewhere we are taught of a judgement to both 
“life and death”  (having “no Time Frame given alongside”  - so do  not  falsely assume it is “immediate execution” for 
the failures)!   This second resurrection to  “both life and death”  is  “The General Resurrection”  for people to enter the 
2nd part of their physical life within which to learn how to personally reform under their new Leadership  (of former TCs).    
This is the  raison-d’etre for Paul’s existence – “The 1st Resurrection for Sonship”  is the context of Paul’s exhortation! 
Hopefully that brief synopsis untangles the unrighteous Christian nonsense as given by our leaders of Christendom! 
2Tim.  4v1 og (I) {through/channel of witnessing}/{solemn affirmation/charge}/{protest earnestly}/hortatively   
2Tim.  4v1 og therefore/then  (emphatic) I/me   
2Tim.  4v1 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  of the  God  [Yahweh],   
2Tim.  4v1 og also  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
2Tim.  4v1 og of the (One [Yahweh])  {to occur}/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing   
2Tim.  4v1 og (to) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  (the persons [Christians]) living/existing [plural]   
2Tim.  4v1 og also  (the persons [Christians]) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers   
2Tim.  4v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
2Tim.  4v1 og the  manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing/{glorious display}     
2Tim.  4v1 og (of the) him [JCg]  also  the  kingdom/reign/realm  (of the) him [JCg],  
2Tim.  4v1 = Therefore/Then  emphatic I (Paul)   

{through witness}/{solemnly charge}/{protest earnestly}  {in the face/sight of}/midst  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed; 
of The  One  (Yahweh)   expecting/intending/coming  to  {judiciously decide}/conclude/judge  the people  (Christians)   living/existing,  
also  the people  (Christians)  dead/corpses  according to  the  manifestation/advert/appearing/{glorious display}  of the  him  (JCg) 
also  of his  (JCg's)   kingdom/Realm   (The Millennium – noting Rev.19v16). 

 

Therefore,  emphatic I (Paul)  solemnly charge   (Paul now gives Timothy this important instruction to fulfil [at v2],  after Paul has been martyred) 
in the midst of the God   (Yahweh in His  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement of Paul, Timothy and future TCs  anointed   for “Sonship”) 
also the  lord/master  (controlling our mind)  of the Anointed Jesus   (JC becomes The Goal for us who have God's Word  controlling our mind); 
              (Paul gives Timothy's forthcoming instruction –  at layer 1   [1] witnessed by Yahweh  and  [2] freely compelled by JC as “The Word of God”) 
              (then Paul explains the Entities' roles  -  at layer 2   [1] Yahweh is to judge  and  [2]  JCg is to collect his future bride of 144000 TCs) 
of The One (Yahweh)  expecting/intending  to judge   (only  “Christians”;  because  non-Christians have had  no access to  truly  “believe in JC)”)   
              (It is unrighteous  for Yahweh to judge non-Christians  [1] they have no knowledge to “believe in JC”  [2] Yahweh first wants His 144000 TCs) 
the people  living/existing  (the last generation at JC's 1st 2nd C)   also the dead people   (awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
according to the  manifestation/{glorious display}  of him   (JCg,  at his  “1st 2nd C”  that occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection” –  1Thes.4v13-18) 
also of his (JCg's)  kingdom   (The Millennium,  Rev.19v16, Mark.2v27-28, etc.,  that replaces Satan's despotic rule of the last some 6000 years) 
 

To understand this verse,  then it is absolutely  essential  to  throw out of our mind  everything  our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  
preach to us  (else we  will  become completely confused within  “their mystery” –  and Yahweh is  not  a God of Confusion, 1Cor.14v33),   because they 
just do  not  understand what all this means!   This is true up to 2007 CE –  being the time this website went live to The World for Matt.24v14 to occur,   
noting what JC says about them at Matt.13v11-13! 

We must start with a clean piece of paper and a mind cleared of unrighteous clutter (as new wineskins),  ready to imbue this understanding. 
We all must clearly understand    
“The Key Event”  is Yahweh gaining His future 144000  “Sons of God” as “The Early Adopters” –  because without them,  then He cannot move to the 
next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  requiring The Millennium to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

Why? 
Because He has stated within His Word  (through JCg in Revelations at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  please see my important local commentaries)  this is the 
number He must have,  and He will not go back on what He states!   Most importantly, Yahweh foreknew (Rom.8v29)  and was thus able to prophesy  
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“The Correct Number”  before The World implodes (Matt.24v22),  being at the same time The World will have the correct number of purified people to 
continue into The Eternity  after  “The Final Assay”  at Rev.20v7-15). 
This is  “The Goal”,  “The (supposed) Mystery”  to be fulfilled  (as explained on this website) –  and then all the rest will follow through afterwards. 
It is specifically for this  2nd Advent/Event  of JCg  (to collect his bride  [as Yahweh’s Sons])  “The Apostles”  exhort in their epistles for all members 
within The World to aim towards this Goal, –  being of  “The Invitation”  that is   “To become a future Son of God”  (hence John.14v5-15). 
It was towards this end JC was exhorting in virtually  all his parables –  being that Yahweh is to achieve  “The Firstfruits”  (Wheat)   at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  for those specific people as  “The Early Adopters”  who precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the 1st part of their physical life,  
having purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”.  Thus these  “Early Adopters”  demonstrably proven righteous to Yahweh's 
Requirements uniquely for each one of us,  then they shall be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  into the 2nd part of their physical life in a body 
commensurate with their perfected mind –  an  incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55),  where they shall be 
given responsibility over greater things  (being the use of Yahweh's infinite capability to express the HS  with their administration of  “5 or 10”  cities,  
Luke.19v16-19). 

Thus,  this is absolutely  not  judgement of  “The Resurrected World” –  they have  not  yet been resurrected! 
As I stated,  this is  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of Christians  (James.3v1)  made  only  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  for  His Personal Sons – 
just as He was able to do this for His  premier  “Son of God”  being JC  awakened/roused  as JCg. 
Paul is stating,  this is  “Judgement for Sonship”  to be given to 144000 individuals who  proved/validated  themselves entirely worthy that shall take 
place 3.5 years  (plus 45 days –  Dan.12v11-12)  before  the onset of The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3). 
Thus,  I will rewrite this verse with added words to explain the background - 

Therefore I solemnly charge you in the midst  of God (Yahweh),  also of the anointed lord Jesus  (JCg) - 
Yahweh is expecting to judge  all  the living Christians,  also  all  the  dead/corpses  Christians  (and it is  only  the TCs who shall be  
awakened/roused  along with those TCs who are alive  -  1Thes.4v13-18;  also many called in the Christian Nation but only a few chosen –  
Matt.20v16, 22v11-14)  according to  (being of suitable worthiness –  Matt.25v1-11)  the advert of JCg also of his kingdom  (= The 
Millennium)  to rule as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  and to judge alongside JCg  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v3-6, John.5v23-30). 

Can the reader now understand this is  not  a general judgement of The World that is to come later,  but this is a judgement to deliver The Firstfruits  (of 
The Wheat)  to rule alongside JCg (as “The Firstfruit” Barley, Lev.23v5-25)  in The Millennium.  Most importantly,  Yahweh  needs these people first  
as The Future Rulers,  before  He can move onto The Millennium to then gain  “The Late Adopters”  (as  “The Wheat”  of  “The Main Harvest”)  out of 
“The Resurrected World”! 
Thus,  repeating it again,  because it is just so important to understand  

This is Yahweh’s  “one-shot”  of judging  all  Christians,  so that at JC’s 1st 2nd C,  Yahweh might have His “Sons of God”,  “The Bride of  
Christ/Anointed”,  “The 144000”,  “The Priests”  (all precisely as The Bible profusely tells us  through its pages  [but  wholly ignored  by 
“You know who”, 2Cor.11v13-15!). 

Thus,  the link  “God and JC”.  God does the judging upon all of us “claiming to be Christians”  to choose those TC’s to be resurrected as  Kings/Priests  
at the 1st 2nd C  (The Rapture,  2nd Advent)  to be His  “Sons of God”.  The link with JC is when JCg collects his Bride to rule in his new kingdom of The 
Millennium that is to start some 3.5 years later at  “The General Resurrection”  for the remainder of us resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  
(given  in trust)  to learn  “Righteous”  from our teachers  (the earlier resurrected TCs now as priests within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies). 
Finally,  again notice the  present  tense of the separated Entities of Yahweh and JCg –  but nowhere is the HS mentioned,  because surely if the HS was 
a separate reasoning personage with the same authority as Yahweh or JC –  then it should be mentioned!   Quite obviously again,  the absence  tells us,  
the HS is  “Yahweh’s  pure /blameless  Desire made manifest within The Environment”,  and is thus nothing more than that statement,  profound  as it is! 

But our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders preaching anything else,  are  “blaspheming against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29)! 
They should very carefully reason upon what they preach,  rather than repeat  without thought  what their  equally spiritually blind peers  taught them! 
However,  it must be clearly recognised,  The HS can become personalised within a  wholly  repentant/penitent/hearkening  person having totally built 
his/her  mind upon  “The Word of God”  (JCg)  to therefore fully  “believe in JC”  by precisely imitating his  ministry/deportment  to  personally solve  
“The Mystery of God”. 
We can now understand why our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  desire - 

1. To invent an external “personage”  (so they have no need to make God’s Word personal within themselves). 
2. For “The Mystery of God”  to remain unknown to them   (because these leaders have  no intention  to imitate JC’s ministry/deportment). 

 
71st Instruction – It is The Responsibility of all Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs,  to be accurately publicising 
“The Word of God”  on all occasions.  These times might be convenient  or inconvenient  for the TC,  but it must not be 
said  (in the Millennium)  of a TC that Yahweh's Word was in any manner withheld during the 1st part of our physical life. 
Furthermore,  this proves the importance of  always having a  sane/coherent  mind  -  to  always be ready to teach! 
67th Reasoning – It (1) exhibits “The Commitment” of a TC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to be copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
(2) brings ever closer the 144000 TCs prophesied trigger threshold enabling Yahweh to enter into the next stage of His 
“Plan for Human Salvation”,  (3) No human  can/shall  lay a charge against a future Son of God that  “The Knowledge”  
was withheld due to partisan reasons – being the reason (excuse) why the accuser was themselves “not a Son of God”. 
72nd Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs are to  confute/convince/reprove  the 
recipient by use of  “The Word of God” –  in no partisan manner. 
73rd Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs are to  admonish/charge/rebuke  the recipient 
by use of “The Word of God” –  in no partisan manner. 
74th Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  diligently aiming to become TCs are to  beseech/exhort/urge  the recipient by 
use of  “The Word of God” –  in no partisan manner. 
75th Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  persistently aiming to become TCs are to teach  “The Word of God”  with all  
{long-suffering}/patience  and  (in accurate)  instruction/doctrine. 
50th Warning – All the above teaches us to  “get out of her [Religion]”  (Rev.18v4)  of which Christendom is a subset of 
“Religion”  because of the falsehoods given as doctrine and of  “The Gospel of Excuses to remain human”! 
It is essential for our personal salvation and that of our neighbour,  for us to return unto  “1st Century Christianity”! 
68th Reasoning – It is a requirement for TCs to follow these instructions because they are to be guiding other Christians to 
understand  why/how  they too must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (Ecc.12v13-14),  and this is only possible by using  “The Word 
of God”  to  (1) confute [to stop false teaching] then  (2) admonish [to discipline errant  spirit/…/traits]  then  (3) exhort 
[to give the confidence and guidance in the correct direction].  The question is:  Do  worldly and charlatan  Christian 
leaders do this –  according to “The Word of God”?  The answer is No! –  Because they do  not  care for the long-term 
interests of the recipient –  but only the short-term interests of the leader.  The only admonishment would be over worldly 
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things to “excuse the leader”  -  and not Godly things pertaining to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the recipient. 
How can I be so strident?   Examine their sermons!   Do they teach anything about:   “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”? 
Does the reader know what this term means  (except by FutureLife.Org’s explanation)?   Or our “2 part life”? 
Or how Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  has  meticulously unfolded  over millennia? 
They teach  nothing  of the above –  but only  “worldly wisdom”  from  “near useless”  “religious  sages/gurus”  of old! 
I have read some of their material – it is pure vanity and a sheer waste of time,  with regards to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

All people:  Wake-up  out of a  deluded/catatonic  state! 
Now read the next section! 

2Tim.  4v2 og (You [Timothy]) herald/proclaim/publicise/broadcast/announce  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   
2Tim.  4v2 og (you be) {standing upon}/present/{thrusting onto}/{coming upon}/{at hand}/imminent/insistent/urgent   
2Tim.  4v2 og opportunely/convenient/{in season},  inopportunely/{out of season},  
2Tim.  4v2 og (you) confute/admonish/convict/convince/{tell a fault}/rebuke/reprove,   
2Tim.  4v2 og (you) {tax upon}/censure/admonish/forbid/charge/rebuke,   
2Tim.  4v2 og (you) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort,   
2Tim.  4v2 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) {long-suffering}/patience/fortitude/forbearance/stoicism    
2Tim.  4v2 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}. 
2Tim.  4v2 = You  (Timothy)   herald/proclaim/publicise  the  word/sayings/reasoning,    (You make known  “1st Century Christianity”) 

you be  {standing upon}/{thrusting onto}/urgently  opportunely/convenient    (take every opportunity to  accurately  teach God's Word) 
(and)  {not  opportune/convenient},    (and teach God's Word even when it is not personally convenient) 
you  confute/convince/reprove,    (you reprove  worldly Christian leaders twisting  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “worldly Christianity”) 
you  admonish/charge/rebuke,    (you admonish  charlatan Christian leaders destroying  “1st Century Christianity”) 
you  beseech/exhort/urge,     (you exhort the members of The Ecclesia to fulfil God's Word within their existence) 
within  all  the  {long-suffering}/patience    (you are to persist in the above with all patience and endurance) 
also  in  the  instruction/doctrine.    (ensure you never swerve from what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches you) 

 

You  (Timothy actively aiming to be a TC … … ) 
herald/publicise  the  words/sayings/reasonings   (we aiming to be TCs must  accurately teach “The Word of God” of “1st Century Christianity”)  
you be thrusting into the opportunity   (use every opportunity to  accurately  teach God's Word  both in  [1] word  and  [2] personal deportment) 
(and)  (be thrusting into when it is)  not opportune   (still be teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  when it is not personally convenient)  
you  confute/convince/reprove   (worldly Christian leaders distorting God's word away from the  pure/blameless  “1st Century Christianity”) 
you  admonish/rebuke   (charlatan Christian leaders changing  “1st Century Christianity”  into a religious tool to extract a  “worldly return”) 
you  {call near}/beseech/urge   (all members of The Ecclesia to become like  you/me  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.]  ideally to be future  “Sons of God”) 
within all  {long suffering}/patience   (persevere in the above,  by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry lifestyle) 
also in  (accurate)  instruction   (use  “1st Century Christianity”  as  “The Methodology”  sourced by Yahweh to control  your/our  mind). 
 

The first thing we must do is to  (accurately)  herald/proclaim/publicise  “The Word of God”. 
This most certainly does not only mean saying  

God is great,  I love JC,  I am a “supposed born again” Christian,  and other such  near-useless  phrases! 
Why are these  “near-useless phrases”? 

Because a mindless  tape-recorder/Dictaphone/iPod  could keep saying the same thing!   
However,  Yahweh desires to see us personally engaged in producing a  “reasoned and convincing argument”  to convert an atheist or a person of 
another religion into what I would call  “1st Century Christianity” –  so they might understand  why/how  they too can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (being to 
use Yahweh’s Word like a sword Eph.6v17 and be competent in its use). 
For us to be proficient in this,  then we must personally  “know”  and  more importantly  “understand”  “The Word of God”  as contain in the (Good) 
Bible and  not  after it has passed through the mind of our  worldly Christian leaders  and  (especially our worldly acclaimed academic)  theologians! 
Moreover, the most important question of   “the self”  would be - 

What does Yahweh think of me if I state -   
      “God is great,  I love JC”  and then you revert to The World during the  in-between  times? 

We will be judged more harshly than if we had kept our mouth shut –  because by being a  “hypocrite”,  then we would bring shame to Yahweh’s 
Name/Character/Authority  within The World viewing our actions against what we say!   That is assuming what we say is  “1st Century Christianity”  
and  not  “worldly Christianity”  being a subset of  “Religion”  utterly  detested  by Yahweh! 
Thus,  as we are taught here  

We,  as The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs must take any opportunity to accurately publicise  “The Word of God”  
to whoever we are able,  which requires us to always be of  sane/sober  mind  (never drunk on  [1] alcohol or in  [2] emotional hype).   
Furthermore,  by intimately knowing  “The Word of God”,  then we can reprove  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  who 
invariably choose to  bend/twist/distort  God’s Word to suit their own particular  worldly desires. 
Also we shall be confidently able to  admonish/rebuke  charlatan Christian leaders destroying what God's Word  should mean  in our minds. 

However,  to be competent, as required for any good auditor –  then we  must first know our facts –  else we  will  be deceived by the auditee’s replies! 
Clearly as I state elsewhere,  the patience is required during the teaching of  instruction/doctrine  when people have trouble understanding  “The Word 
of God”,  or if they become totally dismissive. 

So again,  who in the congregations are instructed to do this? 
If congregational members are  not  instructed to thoroughly learn and then publicise what they have learnt –  then equally the  worldly Christian leaders 
are  not  imitating Paul and thus  cannot  be TCs themselves! 

Moreover,  by either route Yahweh is not able to achieve for what He craves –  being of His prophesied 144000 TCs! 
And once achieved,  then  they as the 144000 TCs  physically  herald –in  JC’s 2nd advent to collect them at  “The 1st Resurrection”! 
All of which has not yet occurred  - but it will before the 21st Century CE closes. 

It all makes for sobering reading and internal reasoning! 
As we read here  

Paul teaches Timothy  (Christian aiming to become a TC)  in the previous section to become skilled in  “The Word of God”  so he might use it 
effectively to  bring-on  new TCs to further Yahweh’s Desire. 

Once having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  then it is the duty of a TC to use this knowledge with the utmost fidelity,  to guide other people who might be 
truly motivated to imitate JC  (if they only knew about  “The Word of God”  as “1st Century Christianity”). 
However,  in guiding other people,  then the TC  will  encounter stiff opposition! 
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Thus,  it is necessary for the TC to behave as follows  (but always using  “The Word of God” –  quoted,  and  never  use worldly wisdom  (Prov.3v5-8)  
as that which only apparently operates within our  worldly Christian leaders) - 

1. confute  (to stop false teaching) 
2. admonish  (to discipline errant  spirit/personality/desires/traits) 
3. exhort  (to give the confidence and guidance in the correct direction) 

In this manner the TC  (1) stops falsehoods,  (2) disciplines the underlying reasons for generating the original falsehoods and then finally states to the 
corrected person –  (3) all is now corrected,  the thinking straightened out,  being  “fit for purpose”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then  exhorts  to  bring-
on  more TCs to further Yahweh's Desire to meet  “The Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs so that Yahweh can close The Gospel Age. 
Sadly, none  of this occurs by  worldly and worse  charlatan Christian leaders because they have demonstrably  no  heart/{seat of motivation}  (being 
The Drive/Zeal/Passion)  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire -  in fact,  the vast majority would not even know what  really  is Yahweh's Desire  (please see glossary 
on “Yahweh’s Desire”  to discover what is  really  occurring on this planet)   and  thus by default,  they fulfil  “Satan’s Desire!   
JC tells us there are  only  two positions – either with him or against him  (Matt.12v30, 7v12-14, 24v43-51, all of chapter 25, etc.). 
They demonstrably satisfy their  own  desires –  that degenerates into  “self-indulgence” –  being the lowest common denominator as set by Satan right 
back in The Beginning (Gen.3v1-5)!   Thus, they do,  the same as all worldly humans,  which is to follow Satan’s methodology being that of  “self-
indulgence to our neighbour's (ultimate) hurt”.  
(Note   There are some good Christian leaders,  but perhaps in the same ratio as Nicodemus to most of The Pharisees,  generally castigated by JC.) 

So,  I ask the reader   Does this occur in their schism? 
Does the reader see confutation,  admonishment and the exhortation by the leader at a  “one to one”  level to all those members in the congregation – 
where they all participate in the ministry work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

If not, – then    Why not!   Because Paul is teaching us  “who are aiming to become TCs” –  that this shall be done! 
Clearly if the leader is claiming to be a TC  (hence their position as leader),  then they should behave as Paul instructs! 

However,  the reason for  “Why Not” –  is just as I explained earlier –  and that is  why  none  of this occurs in  worldly Christian congregations. 
Hence Paul’s next verse in complete context of what is to occur! 

So,  our  worldly Christian have much for which to answer before JCg in The Millennium! 
I would not wish to be in their shoes  - spluttering out of my mouth  “supposed excuses”! 
At least they shall be resurrected,  because I am given to understand from The Bible  (and carefully explain elsewhere – see  “2 Part Life”  in glossary) 
the  charlatan  (iniquitous)  Christian leaders  (as determined by Yahweh  in their possible millions)  shall  never  be resurrected but become annihilated 
at the end of their present existence!  Hence of JC’s plea in Luke chapter 15 for them to reform before he moves onto chapter 16  in context,  being of 
what will occur to the  two  groupings of Christian Leaders  (in their millions)  both  (1) worldly and  (2) charlatans. 
 
13th Prophecy – There shall come a time  (at the last  days/{periods of time})  when all  worldly  humans/Christians  will 
not  endure/tolerate  correct doctrine as given in the whole Bible  (comprising of  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”) 
69th Reasoning – People will find  “The Doctrine”  as given in The Bible  is too restricting for their self-indulgent ways. 
They shall desire to be taught  “A gospel of excuses to remain human”  rather than personally reform to copy JC! 
14th Prophecy – There shall come a time  (at the last days/{periods of time})  when all  worldly  humans/Christians  will 
accumulate/amass  more  (religious)  instructors/teachers  to be soothing the ear accordingly,  to hear what they desire! 
26th Allegory – scraping/tickling ear = To sooth the ear  with messages the recipients  desire to hear and act upon. 
From which  “The Religious Leaders”  giving such output will be paid by  direct ratio  to how it pleased the patrons! 
70th Reasoning – People will want to self-indulge themselves with religious leaders who give them what they want to hear.  
It becomes a self-feeding circle.  People turn away from The Bible because  “they want freedom to self-indulge”  and 
“bright”  eloquent/{fine talkers}  fill the gap to replace The Bible with all manner of religious doctrine.  From “New Age 
Crystals”, through “alien beings”, through old worldly religions,  and to the insidiously worst,  being  charlatan Christian 
leaders giving  (the pretence)  of all manner of miraculous  signs/portents  to feed their own infamous glory and income! 
51st Warning – Wonderfully  endearing/eloquent  religious leaders will spring up  (Matt.24v23-25)  to give what  “The 
People want to hear”, and people will run to them,  creating huge congregations to be part of  “The Spectacle”  conjured 
up on the presumption Yahweh must be there!   Sadly, Yahweh has closed His ears/eyes to them many years previously! 
15th Prophecy – There is to come a time  (at the last days/{periods of time})  when all  worldly  humans/Christians  will be 
perverted from The Truth and will be turning to rely upon  myths/fables.   Pandemic today 2015/21 CE  yet more so in the 
middle of the 21st Century before Yahweh finally closes The Gospel Age  (maybe near 2067 CE,  see reasoning elsewhere). 
71st Reasoning – People finding John.6v60 is applicable – therefore create  worldly myths/fables  upon which to coalesce. 
There is absolutely no supportive  evidence/tests  to substantiate what is said, – just  “this is what I believe”  (is useless)! 
Please read my eight  most important  commentaries to Rev.13v11-18 that entirely expose what is occurring today. 
52nd Warning – People will be perverted from The Truth by the most alluring of “self-indulgent sermons”.  Do not be part 
of those groupings –  learn what The Bible teaches  and follow (= copy)  “The Perfect Example”  of JC  (John.14v5-15) 
and of his apostles,  particularly The Mindset  (= spirit/personality/desires/traits)  – being  why  they behaved as they did! 
However to do this,  then we  must learn what is in The Bible – just as they did of Part 1 of God’s Word to establish Part 2. 
2Tim.  4v3 og {there shall be}/{come to pass}  For  (the) time/season/occasion  {at which too}/when   
2Tim.  4v3 og of the  {have sound health}/{be well (in body)}/{not corrupted}/{true in doctrine}/wholesome   
2Tim.  4v3 og (of the) {instruction/teaching of information/function doctrine}  no/not/none   
2Tim.  4v3 og (they will) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer,   
2Tim.  4v3 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
2Tim.  4v3 og the  {setting one’s heart upon}/coverts/desires/lusts/{longings for}   
2Tim.  4v3 og the (persons)  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]   
2Tim.  4v3 og (they will) {to accumulate further}/{seek additionally}/{amass more}   
2Tim.  4v3 og (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers  (the) scraping/scratching/’tickling’/soothing [plural]  the  ear; 
2Tim.  4v3 = For  {there shall be}  the  time/season/occasion  when    (all worldly humans “in the future”,   meaning  “now”!) 

they will not  {bear with}/endure/tolerate  {not corrupted}/{true in doctrine}/wholesome  {instruction of doctrinal information},   
but  they will  {accumulate further}/{seek additionally}/{amass more}  to their own selves   (go to  “nice/pleasing” “Christian”  groups) 
the  instructors/masters/teachers  (to be)  scraping/’tickling’/soothing  the  ear    (enjoying what their  “Christian”  teacher gives) 
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according to  the  {setting one’s heart}/coverts/lusts/longings.    (The  animalistic/carnal  mind craving for  “The Immediacy”) 
 

For there shall be the  time/occasion  when   (generally  worldly  people in the future  =  now  at  “The Close”  of The Gospel Age) 
they   (aimed specifically at some 2+ billion Christians at the close of The Gospel Age  [as prophesied in Rev. chapter 8 and 12]) 
will not tolerate uncorrupted instruction of information   (not accept “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and the Apostles), 
but they  {seek additionally}/{amassing more}  to their own selves   (they chase after  “worldly Christianity”  as a subset of  “Religion”) 
the  instructors/teachers   (promoting  “worldly Christianity”  in all its some 43,000+ schisms at 2015 CE  [to divide and rule])   
(to be)  scraping/bending/tickling/soothing  the ear   (saying/doing  pleasing and self-indulgent  things,  as given by  worldly Christian leaders) 
according to the  lusts/longings   (worldly Christian leaders teach what “The Paying Audience” wants to hear  but  not what Yahweh wants to hear). 
               (It is utterly impossible to be objective  [to Yahweh’s Desire]  if your audience supplies your fleshly wants  [see Matt.6v24. 22v21]) 
               (The definition of “Professional”.   The leaders provide a service to give what The World wants to hear,  and The World will pay for it)! 
 

I state all  worldly humans –  of which I obviously include  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders being the most culpable,  because they have 
at least some of  “The Knowledge”,  but sadly having turned their back upon what it personally means –  by denying  “The Power of it”  (2Tim.3v5). 
Clearly those people as members of The Brethren (Christians)  “aiming to become TCs”  will  not  have their ear soothed by worldly wisdom  (that 
ultimately leads to destruction),  but shall steadfastly hold to what The Bible teaches in its entirety,  personally aiming to sincerely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
within their own life to edify their neighbour so they might likewise know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
The reason why worldly people  (especially  worldly Christians  -  being the point of The Bible to exhort all humans to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  choose to 
follow  instructors/masters/teachers  of  worldly wisdom,  is because they choose to self-indulge themselves while they consciously exist,  they wish to 
habitually add succour to present worldly comforts  (mental or physical).   
Furthermore,  when gaining more  power/control,  the more they exercise their self-indulgence  (limited only by what they feel they can  “get away with”  
to maintain the peak of accumulated self-indulgence)!   This is what we witness within The World by most individuals –  clearly there are people not 
pushing themselves in that direction –  but they form the minority.  Obviously within this minority,  are  The Brethren (Christians)  personally aiming to 
become TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that ultimately becomes their own desire –  because their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  
with Yahweh’s Desire to be made manifest within The Environment. 

Can the reader see  how  all this operates?    
Also,  understand the driver as to why this behaviour operates as it does? 
It becomes Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Tool”,  being  “The Separator/Filter”  for His future world leaders! 
No person in the future can sensibly argue against this tool to yield “The Early Adopters”! 

The Bible is pulling out people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  therefore,  this verse can only be directed towards  “Christians”  who have access to  “The 
Knowledge” –  being how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This becomes the focus of Satan’s attack,  being his methodology infiltrating The Ecclesia  (A 
“Calling Out”)  to become the witnessed worldly hotchpotch of some 37,000 schisms of a church (2005 CE)   fulfilling their  own  desires and self-
indulgence   (as an  unfaithful  slave to The Master)  -  just as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel”   (please see the various references in The Old Testament 
writings of The Prophets,  to validate this assertion). 
Thus,  we have  “The Maintenance”  of all these schisms perpetuating a deluded self-indulgence,   only because  (1) the leaders and  (2) the members of 
the congregations have entered a cosy,  mutual,  symbiotic relationship being    
          The leader gives to the congregations what the members desire,  and the congregational members give back to the leader,  what the leader desires.   
In that  unrighteous  loop Yahweh remains on the peripheral –  being merely  “an excuse” to form this cosy worldly relationship –  even though it will be 
fervently  (and yet fraudulently)  claimed   “Yahweh is right in the middle of them”  (as I so often hear asserted in their sermons –  but it is,  such a  self-
indulgent presumption –  when He closed His ears and Eyes to them perhaps many, many years earlier)! 
We should realise  (just as The Charlatan Leaders realise [2Tim.3v13])  that to receive, –  then they must present a lure and fulfil a desire - 

People will only go and  hear what they want to hear,  and so not to contradict their  “presumed easier” lifestyle to satisfy “The Immediacy”,  
because this is what they expect,  based upon the worldly methodology as gained during the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life  (see “2 
part life” in glossary).  Consequently,  they have  never really left the 1st part of their spiritual life  under the  “guidance”  of their spiritual 
leader  (and that is  why  the spiritual leaders are much more culpable  [Luke.12v46-48]  than the innocent members of the congregation  
[Rom.16v17-18]). 

I invent none of this!  –  
It is  not  a figment of my imagination, –  but precisely  what The Bible repeatedly teaches,  -  of which I carefully delineate! 

It is only my duty to warn,  explain as I best see fit,  and I specifically judge  no  individual  (that is Yahweh’s responsibility) –  else I become equally 
condemned by Yahweh if I do not report a warning to what I know  (Eze.33v1-12) -  I must practice due diligence to God’s Word – my life depends on it! 
Noting what JC stated at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, etc. 
2Tim.  4v4 og also  off/away/separated/from  truly/indeed  of the  truth/verity  the  ear   
2Tim.  4v4 og (they will be) {turned/put away/back}/{brought again}/restored/removed/perverted/replaced,   
2Tim.  4v4 og over/upon/concerning  and  the  tales/fictions/myths/fables  
2Tim.  4v4 og (they will be) avoided/turned/revolved/{going aside}/swerved. 
2Tim.  4v4 = also  the  ear  will be  {turned aside}/perverted/replaced,   truly/indeed  separated/from  of The  Truth,   

and  they will be  turned/swerved  concerning/upon  the  tales/myths/fables. 
 

Also the ear will be perverted   (inasmuch an input sensory organ to the brain will choose to only listen to  “self-indulgent pleasing input”) 
              (preferring the input of  “worldly Christianity”,   rather than  “1st Century Christian”  teaching leading to personal reform)  
truly  separated/from  the Truth   (that requires  correction away from  “present worldly methodology”  -  this is personally painful, ) 
             (few humans  “want to change”  from what they presently know and find acceptable,  knowing no better,  that is why we need The Millennium) 
and they   (worldly Christian congregations)   
will be turned upon  tales/myths/fables   (being the myriad of concoctions invented within  “worldly Christianity”,  itself being lost in  “Religion”) 
 

It was this knowledge that drove me to construct this website –  to contest  the total perversion  of God’s Word to The World,  often committed by those 
people  (worldly)  publicly acclaimed to be the most  (worldly)  eminent –  that made me realise,  I had to do something to redress the balance!   
I had to be  “The Whistle-blower” –  and we know what occurs to whistle-blowers in secular society  (hence the same in “Religion”,  John.16v1-4)!  
My driving ethos is this - 

If I do not do it -  then who else is going to do it? 
Christendom has for the last 1700 years created  every form of deviant myth  imaginable  -  and  wholly ignored  “1st Century Christianity”  as clearly 
shown in its output -  as originated by its leaders  (showing who is to be their god of this world,  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

So why should it be any different throughout all “Religion”? 
Sadly,  we have seen the operation of this scripture being now pandemic within The World –  precisely as Paul told us by prophesy!  

People now listen to false teachers saying  “The Bible is out of date,  bring it up to date,  and listen to our own ideas”  (hence of JC’s warning given at 
Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26  -  being most applicable for us taking upon ourselves  “the mind/spirit”  of other peoples’ errant  ideas/concepts). 
Furthermore,  many people go to those assemblies that offer them  “a good time” (for their donations) –  I find it so appalling to see this  mass deception 
upon the deluded flocks of some 37000 schisms  (in mid-2000s CE,  having increased from some 20,000 different Christian groupings in the mid-1990s). 
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All these groupings,  believing/behaving  differently to one another –  they cannot all be correct –  else why  20000/37000  groups and not just  “The One 
Group”  with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  separate from this world of sin  (being that of the HS in JC’s  one/small  flock Luke.12v32, 
John.10v1-8,  comprising only of TCs).   
Now at my 2nd revision the number is perhaps near to 42,000 Christian schisms at 2014 CE. 
Obviously,  they do have  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as we are told in Eph.2v2,  but its name is  “legion”  being  “The Methodology”  of  
“The World”  sourced by Satan to ensnare all possible people within whatever diverse religion within  “Religion”   (hence the many robbers of 
John.10v1-10)!   

Make  “The Net” wide enough –  and then,  “the more”  can be captured! 
More  worldly Christian leaders inventing more  fairy tales,  ever further away from what The Bible tells us, –  for them to divide and rule! 
What a self-indulgent attitude   “to the hurt of their neighbour”  (being the  deluded  devotees –  thinking they are worshipping “God”)! 

A conman sees  “a market need”  and then,  promptly  “fills it”! 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  see many people  truly  desiring to come to  “The Almighty God”  and they fraudulently supply the 
means to supposedly come to Yahweh  -  and yet  “They have closed The Door to Yahweh”  (Matt.23v13)  for “Sonship”  to both themselves 
and to their deluded devotees! 

We must recognise a  “Christian Leader”  only needs two qualities to be successful  (in worldly eyes  [but not in Yahweh’s Judgment]) - 
1. “To be a slick talker.” 
2. “Know just a bit more than the punters.” 

However,  do they know,  or more importantly,  understand as much as do I,  to try and  “pull the wool over my eyes”  (noting Matt.24v22)? 
 
76th Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must abstain from intoxication,  to be  clear  thinking. 
53rd Warning – Obviously,  the inverse is possible,  to become  intoxicated/befuddled  and thus entrapped in The World! 
72nd Reasoning – Losing a clear-thinking head to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire means we become subject to The World’s 
methodology and become impotent to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (which is to bring on more TCs).  “Intoxication”  means 
“anything that stops a TC from thinking clearly”,  which might be externally or internally sourced.  Where the external 
source might be alcohol related,  to other extremes being the charlatan induced environment to  “play upon the senses”.  
Internal intoxication would be beta-endorphins,  or hyper ventilating or even strong passions aroused by the environment. 
77th Instruction – All Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must be fully persuaded to provide occupational effort 
in  “The Ministry Work”  to be  accurately  preaching/teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World. 
Warning – repeat - TCs  will be  persecuted for teaching The Whole Gospel where Yahweh can reform certain members of 
society.  Why persecuted?   Because some Religious Leaders  (of whatever persuasion)  will be compromised in lifestyle! 
16th Good News – There are people throughout The Gospel Age who are fully persuaded through  hardship/affliction  to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  publicise/teach  The Whole Gospel to The World –  these people are 144000 TCs. 
2Tim.  4v5 og thou/you  And  {abstain (from intoxication – of whatever)}/{be clear thinking}/{be sober}/watch   
2Tim.  4v5 og in  (to the [= within]) all (things),   
2Tim.  4v5 og (you) {undergo hardship}/{be afflicted}/{endure affliction/suffering}/{suffer trouble}  
2Tim.  4v5 og (the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
2Tim.  4v5 og (you)  do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  (of the) {preacher (of the Gospel)}/evangelist,   
2Tim.  4v5 og the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  (of the) thee/thy/thou/you   
2Tim.  4v5 og (you) {fully carry out}/{completely/entirely assure/persuaded}/{make proof}. 
2Tim.  4v5 = And  you  (Timothy)   {abstain  from intoxication}/{be clear thinking}/{be sober}/watch  within  all  things,   

you  {undergo hardship}/{be afflicted}/{suffer trouble}  
you  do/make/provide  the  {occupational effort}/labour/deed  of the  {preacher of The Gospel}/evangelist,   
you  {fully carry out}/{be completely  assured/persuaded  in}   of  your  the  ministry/{servicing in The World}. 

 

And you (Timothy)  {abstain from (self-gratification for “The Immediacy”)}/{be clear thinking}  within all things, 
you  {undergo hardship}/{suffer trouble}   (persecution orchestrated by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
you  do/provide  the  occupational effort  of the preacher of The Gospel   (an instruction; –  do we feel motivated to do likewise?) 
you fully carry out your servicing in the World   (we are to aim   To edify our neighbour  [to our own hurt]). 
 

This verse must be placed in the context of which it is written.    
The Warning of   “intoxication”  following immediately after the verse stating,  “their desire is to be deceived”,  because    They  prefer  being deceived! 
Paul was very worried about false doctrine in The World taking over the mind of humans,  particularly those people aspiring to be Yahweh’s Vanguard 
in  accurately  publicising/teaching  “The Disclosing Truth”,  who might themselves become deceived by charlatans delivering falsehoods  (Matt.24v24).   
Thus,  Paul  exhorts/urges  all TCs to be  clear headed  in the last  days/{periods of time}  of The Gospel Age to maintain  “discipline in mind”  to what 
The Bible  specifically teaches  (before it has been passed through Rev.22v18-19,  by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
Paul is exhorting Timothy  (and all Brethren [Christians] aiming to become TCs)  that  he/they  must be  clear thinking  in the ministry work to become a 
shining luminary of   character/deportment   for The World to emulate,  but equally to ensure - 

1. Their deportment does  not become a reason for slander  (that would reflect badly upon Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority). 
2. They would always be able to fend off unrighteous attack through  well-reasoned  argument/exegesis. 
3. They would always be able to  accurately  promote The Ministry through well-reasoned  argument/exegesis  at any time  (2Tim.4v2). 

Therefore,  we might ask ourselves - 
Is this what we witness? 
Do our  worldly Christian leaders promote any semblance of  well-reasoned  argument when they are lost in the mysteries of their own creation? 

Worryingly,  the question must be asked    
         Do they preach anything that is credibly worthwhile over and above what  other  equally worldly religions leaders preach? 
The answer to these questions is sadly,  a resounding –  “No!” 
This again is specifically  why  our  worldly Christian leaders cannot be judged as being  “deemed entirely worthy”  for Sonship –  and specifically  why 
The World must  wait  ever-longer  for that threshold figure of 144000 TCs to occur out of The Christian Nation during the 2000 or so years!   
What  worldly Christian leaders do not seem to understand is that  “It is They”  who  are  “actively delaying  the onset of The Millennium” –  because 
they are  not  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and it requires further generations of humans in The Christian Nation to extract these very  “few 
and far between”  TCs  (for example William Tyndale as a  possible  notable example –  as decided only by Yahweh)! 
For the TCs who do persevere imitating Paul as he imitated JC – as he exhorts Timothy  (and all sincere Christians),  they must expect persecution and 
affliction from The World orchestrated  (behind the scenes)  by  worldly religious leaders of whatever worldly  (blind)  faith –  because they know their  
worldly  livelihood is under threat  (John.11v47-53). 
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Why? 
Because most religious leaders when fully  “worldly  mature”  absolutely do  not  “believe”  in what they are propagating –  being of any form of  
“afterlife” –  so they live for  “the here and now”  (of which we witness within their deportment)! 

How can I make such a preposterous statement? 
Quite simply follow the advice of JC, –  he said look at The Fruitage of The Tree.  A good tree gives good fruit,  and a bad tree gives bad fruit and the 
two do not cross  (Matt.7v17-19, 12v33, Luke.6v43-44).    Where we know that  “the apple does not fall too far from the tree”! 

1. Do the leaders personally fulfil what The Bible states?  (to yield the personal fruitage). 
2. Do the members of the congregations fulfil what The Bible states?  (= The fruitage within the congregations,  of what they  know/understand). 
3. Do any members of the above groupings really know what is in The Bible? 
4. Do any members of the above groupings really understand what The Bible states? 
5. Would any members of the above groupings choose to fulfil what The Bible requests  -  even if they knew what it meant? 
6. Would any members of the above groupings care anyway? 

I am deliberately being provocative to cause honest reflection –  again I make no judgement here –  but merely to cause honest personal reflection.   
It  is  Yahweh presently judging  “Christians”, –  not me,  but as an auditor  I  am  given  “The Responsibility”  to pry and question those darker recesses 
that auditees might prefer to be kept in the dark.  However,  Yahweh can peer into even the deeper recesses of our mind to assay our motives -  to see if 
we are worthy for future “Sonship”  (1Sam.16v7,  being in the context  [v13]  of  future kingship)! 

Moreover,  if I am giving a pre-audit to that of Yahweh’s –  only to  “spring-clean”,  then surely that should  not  be condemned, –  but surely 
it should be welcomed and congratulated! 

Sadly,  it is those individuals who detest the darker areas in their private life being uncovered in an audit who squeal the most! 
Those people having nothing to hide are only too pleased to be audited as successful with  no  “Corrective Action Requests”! 

We should deeply consider all these things! 
 
37th Comment – Paul a TC has poured himself out as a  “life-long sacrifice”  to The Cause,  and knows his time is ready 
for release from the  affliction/persecution/pain  he has endured for  completely fulfilling  Yahweh’s expectations of him! 
Paul is certain that he is at the end of his life,  his execution is imminent – and he will not fail now! 
78th Instruction – Likewise those people aiming to become TCs by copying Paul as he copied JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
will equally be  “pouring out their life”  as a continual sacrifice away from this world’s inducements to self-indulge.  
Absolutely,  this is the direct opposite to what we see occurring in our churches  -  especially by the reneging leaders! 
73rd Reasoning – It is only by cutting ourselves away from filling our time with worldly self-indulgence and filling that 
time with  accurate ministry work to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God” that enables a person to become a TC. 
Clearly a person who shuts themselves away from the public and keeps quiet in the pretence it is Yahweh’s Desire, 
actually fulfils Satan’s desire because they are  not  actively copying Paul in the ministry work.  It would  not  be much 
good if JC and Paul shut themselves away and kept quiet in a monastic community –  there would be no Christian Nation 
out of which Yahweh could elect TCs!   So, what  “type of ministry” “fulfils Yahweh’s Desire”?   Obvious – is it not? 
38th Comment – Paul has struggled as a competitor in The Games to achieve The Prize and has completed the race as a 
clear winner  -  far beyond the person who came in second place behind him. 
79th Instruction – Likewise the Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs = “The Winners” of their race will push 
themselves to “The Limit”  where their lungs are bursting and legs dropping off  to win their race  for Yahweh’s pleasure. 
Allegory – repeat - A competitor = A Christian living at some point in time during The Gospel Age. 
Allegory – repeat- Competitive Games = The Christian Nation throughout The Gospel Age. 
Allegory – repeat - Individual Race = Group of Christians, perhaps 20,000 per race where  only one  shall be The Winner 

- Where a specific race could be likened to perhaps The Christians in a large city during a short period of time. 
Allegory – repeat - The Winner to be adorned with The Crown = A TC deemed by Yahweh as having won The Race to 
become a Personal Son of God and thus crowned as a  king/priest  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg ready to rule in The Millennium. 
80th Instruction – It is essential to  guard/maintain  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).  
54th Warning – In  so many ways  it is just so easy to lose  The Real Faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity).  
16th Prophecy – Yahweh  is  presently making  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon absolutely  all  Christians of 
The Gospel Age  to be  electing/selecting  out  “His Favourites”  to become  His  future  “Sons of God”. 
Allegory – repeat - That specific Day = 1st Resurrection at 1st 2nd C of JCg for  “The Millennium”  as future Sons of God. 
17th Good News – For those TCs  (as perhaps/maybe William Tyndale),  they shall be given a place alongside JCg as  
“Sons of God” to rule with righteousness in The Millennium,  to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 
17th Prophecy – All people imitating Paul as he imitated JC shall be  awakened/roused  as future  “Sons of God”. 
18th Prophecy – JCg will appear at his 1st 2nd C to collect his future Bride,  all 144000 TCs in  “The 1st Resurrection”.   
39th Comment – It must be noted,  it is  only  those people (TCs)  who  agapao/{edifying love}  JC’s Advent who will 
become the future  “Sons of God”!   Where it is the TCs who  “actively edify”  to make JCg's 2nd Advent occur! 
74th Reasoning – It is only the TCs by being sojourners in this world  (and persecuted as  “strangers in this world”)  who 
are looking forward to The New World that JCg will herald in.  They become the people  “loving by principle”  The World 
in which they desire to make a home that becomes  “The Reality”  of  “The Kingdom of God”  which had been previously 
operating only within their mind  (Luke.17v21) displayed to The World by their teaching and deeds.   This becomes the  
presence/parousia  of JCg operating within them as  “The Word of God” absolutely “controlling their mind”  (as master)! 
2Tim.  4v6 og (emphatic) I/me  For  {even now}/already/{by this time}   
2Tim.  4v6 og (I am) {poured (out as libation)}/{devoted (one’s life/blood) as sacrifice}/{(ready to) be offered},   
2Tim.  4v6 og also  the  time/season/occasion  of the  my/{of me}/mine  (of the) dissolution/{formally ending}/departure   
2Tim.  4v6 og (it has) {stood upon}/{be present}/{thrust onto}/{came upon}/arrived/{at hand}/imminent/insistent. 
2Tim.  4v6 = For  emphatic I (Paul)  {even now}/{by this time}    (meaning,  “all my life as a TC”) 

I  am  {poured out as libation}/{devoted as sacrifice}/{ready to be offered},    (Paul has given  everything  he has been able to The Gospel) 
also  the  time/occasion  of my  departure/leaving  is  present/arriving/imminent.    (Paul realises he will be physically martyred) 
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For by this time   (perfecting the 2nd part of his spiritual life,  built upon  “The Word of God”,  to become a TC) 
emphatic I (Paul)  am  {poured out as libation}/{giving by sacrifice}   (Paul has given everything in his life to  accurately  teach  “God’s Word”) 
also the  time/occasion  of my  departure/leaving  is  present/imminent   (Paul knows he is soon to be physically martyred).   
 

Paul is fully conscious he has done  the very best he was able  (of whom I would call   A  5+  talent/responsible  steward)  in the ministry work and 
suffered appallingly in the process  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-28).  He is aware the end of the 1st part of his physical life is to close by becoming  
“asleep” (murdered)  within the  presence/parousia  of JCg,  knowing that relative to his consciousness,  then an instant later  (but in  “real time”  
perhaps some 2000 years later)  he will be awakened at the  coming/parousia  of  JCg’s  1st 2nd C,  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as a future  “Son of God”,  
as we soon read in the next few verses. 

Interestingly,  how many Christians in all honesty can say this about themselves? 
Not many!   

Out of perhaps some 3 billion Christians over the last some 2000 Years –  only  144000 people can truly say this about themselves,  as demonstrated by 
their awakening as future  “Sons of God”.   This roughly calculates to be about  1 person  in  20 to 30 thousand  Christians are TCs  (depending on how 
we perform the calculation – but it gives an order of magnitude). 
Counter to what  “The Bible tells us”,   “the rejected Christians”  by Yahweh for “Sonship”,  personally reason  (rather,  they are told by self-interested  
worldly Christian leaders)  in the most unrighteous manner,  they personally deserve  the same  as Paul!   

Hardly  “Righteous”  from  “The Righteous God”  (Yahweh)!   
Moreover, what these worldly Christians propose is alien to what we are told in The Bible –  taking upon ourselves the  “responsibility”  of copying JC! 
All of which shows these  worldly Christians leaders  cannot  know  “The Righteous Character”  of   “The Almighty God” ,  of Whom they just 
presumptuously and fraudulently claim to represent! 
Perhaps those  charlatan Christian leaders may make the same mistake as did the Amalekite when he falsely claimed to have killed Saul to win David’s 
favour,  because likewise,  he did  not  really know David’s Character and how David respected God’s appointed King Saul (2Sam.1v1-16).  This is all 
given for our instruction and warning  (of which Judas Iscariot and the following  [possible millions of]  charlatan Christian leaders should recognise) –  
so that we all might learn and understand how to truly  “think and reason”  (with The Mind of Yahweh). 
2Tim.  4v7 og The  contest/{effort or anxiety}/conflict/contention/struggle/fight/race/agony   
2Tim.  4v7 og the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
2Tim.  4v7 og (I {Paul] have) struggled/{competed for a prize}/{fervently laboured}/strived/contested,   
2Tim.  4v7 og the  race/course/career  (I [Paul] have) completed/executed/discharged/accomplished/paid/fulfilled,   
2Tim.  4v7 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
2Tim.  4v7 og (I [Paul] have) {watched/guarded over loss/injury}/detained/maintained/{held fast}; 
2Tim.  4v7 = I have  struggled/{competed for a prize}/{fervently laboured}    (Is this what we personally do today?) 

the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  contest/conflict/struggle/race,    (Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders really know and teach?) 
I have  completed/accomplished/fulfilled  the  race/course/career,     (What can we say at the end of our life about fulfilling God’s Desire?) 
I have  {watched/guarded over loss},     (Can we say,  we have guarded over losing  any part  of Yahweh’s Personal Word?) 
maintained/{held fast}  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity};      (Have we held fast to  “The Real Faith”  as sourced by God’s Word?) 

 

I (Paul)  have  struggled/{competed for a prize}/{raced in agony}   (how many “Christians” can state this about their work for The Lord?) 
the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  contest/conflict/struggle/race   (is this what our Christian leaders really know,  and teach,  and personally do?) 
I (Paul)  have  completed/accomplished/fulfilled  the  race/course,   (what can we say about  “ourselves”  at the end of the 1st part of our life?) 
I (Paul)  have  {guarded over loss}/   (have we  personally guarded  over what  “The Word of God”  really means  in our,  and our neighbour's life?) 
(I have)  /{maintained}  the (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (have we maintained “1st Century Christianity”  in our life?) 
            (Only  144000 TCs really know what  “1st Century Christianity”  exactly means,  as judged by Yahweh  and awakened at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
            (Only  144000 TCs  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  by precisely imitating  “the specific god” of The World,  JCg  [to become like him]) 
            (Only  144000 TCs  become like JC,  firstly,  spiritually driven by him,  then Yahweh makes this physically possible at “The 1st Resurrection”.) 
 

For the previous verse’s commentary,  we read how Paul has struggled throughout his life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  not  to boast,  but as an exhortation 
to Timothy  and to us personally,  who if imitating Timothy,  we  are  then assiduously aiming to become TCs,  just as Paul demonstrated himself to be!   
We too,  are to struggle through -  with fervent  “occupational effort”  to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and thus unfortunately become targets of wrathful 
attack from those individuals who feel personally threatened by this activity  (just as we have seen throughout all The Gospel Age)! 
Therefore,  I ask  

What  shall be different today? 
We can easily answer this question  

Absolutely nothing  -  because the  one/same  minded people take the same positions throughout Religion  generation after generation  
throughout The Ages  (under Satan’s present rulership)  -  as JC clearly taught us. 

Paul  has strived  in “The Race”  (1Cor.9v24-27, 2Tim.2v5)  and he has  personally won convincingly  his specific race over any of his fellow Christian 
competitors within his heat,  but there are always new races throughout The Generations and within different places in The World with new winners 
throughout The Gospel Age – each to receive  The Most  honourable  Title/Crown  that any entity  “within this  Whole Universe”  can acquire –  to 
become  “A Son of God”!    Please also see my interesting 4th revision muse at the end of 1Thes.4v14 – quite a  “mind blowing thought”! 
Most importantly the TC must retain  “The Real Faith”  to win The Race,  which comprises of this simple equation - 

“The Real Faith” = “Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity”   (so we personally gain authority and competence  “to teach”). 
With any one item on the right-hand side missing,  then it is  impossible  to have “Real Faith” –  for it merely becomes   “Blind Faith”. 

It is this  (and the contents thereof)  that  worldly Christian leaders should be teaching!   
But sadly,  they delinquently do not!   

Consequently,  they  cannot  be winners of The Race of which they relinquished during the 1st part of their physical life! 
An aside  
I think of the conversation between JC and the Samarian woman at The Well  (John.4v6-7) ,  you worship in what you know  (John.4.22)  but the true 
worshippers (being the 144000 TCs)  “shall worship in spirit …!”     

All of which,  absolutely does  not  mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders errantly state this to mean! 
I will not  “go over old ground”  to unravel the  unrighteous nonsense  taught by our Christian leaders,  but only to state - 

1. To truly  “believe in JC”  means we must precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle/deportment. 
2. To know what JC did,  and more importantly,  what he did not do,  then we must be educated to know precisely how he thought. 
3. JC learnt The Old Testament – so he knew it like the back of his hand – enabling him to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”. 
4. His deportment was perfect to his neighbour,  so that he become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
5. He taught  “1st Century Christianity”  that described  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”. 

If we do not do the above  (nor understand what these terms mean to even be in the position to fulfil Yahweh's Desire),  then we are a  “hypocrite”  to  
“The  Name/Character/Authority”  of JC and clearly do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  JC,  or of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 
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17v21-16).   Moreover,  if  any  Christian leader states differently to the above,  then they are a liar to  “The Word of God”  and obviously do not 
represent Yahweh’s Interests –  but that of  “The Adversary” –  Satan  (John.8v44, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19. 2Cor.11v13-15)! 
Yahweh firstly desires His future 144000  “Sons of God”,  and He cannot  achieve  “The Required Standard”  from  “The Output”  of  worldly Christian 
leaders  bending/tickling/pleasing  the ears of their deluded devotees –  under the misapprehension that only  “being human”  is good enough! 

No,  it is  not  “Good enough”!   
Yahweh is seeking by validation,   144000  “Sons of God”  who behave exactly like JC,  so He can move unto the next stage of His  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”,  because He then has The Proven Leaders as  “The Early Adopters” of His Methodology.  These future  “Sons of God”  can 
then teach  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium so He might then gain  “The Late Adopters” to become  “The Grandchildren of God”  from 
His  “Sons of God”  comprising of JCg  (as the husband)  and the 144000 TCs  (as the wife)  hence John.3v28-30, Matt.25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, 
Rev.21v2,9, etc.), ! 
Obviously,  our  worldly Christian leaders not sufficiently rising  “The Bar”  high enough are  not  the correct material to be part of making the future 
vista of The Millennium a reality in their lives  (Luke.17v21) -  and thus they are worldly focussed and rejected by Yahweh,  Luke.20v16, etc. 

They keep speaking about a vain  “hope”  in their sermons,  but  (unlike the 144000 TCs)  they have no intention at working to make “The 
Expectation a Reality”  -  thus Yahweh must reject them for any roles of leadership  (Luke.20v16, etc.). 

Consequently,  we realise the sincere,  and yet deluded devotees kept ignorant by their delinquent  worldly Christian leaders,  “sincerely believe”  they 
are doing  “the supposedly correct thing”  in their worship,  and yet they are not!   They are taught to  “think like a human”  (by their very human 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  to think we should give praise and worship in the manner  “a human leader”  would like to be worshipped  
(verbose songs and vacuous praises of sycophancy)! 

Sadly,  that is far away from how Yahweh desires to be worshipped!   
He  only  desires people who think and act like JC  (our  Mentor/Pattern/Standard)  giving out  “The Disclosing Truth”  of whom we should be copying 
as did Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  noting what The Prophets stated at Isa.1v11-30 and Amos.5v12-27 as two examples of many that I could give.   
All this makes for sober reading! 
I write like this  not  to condemn,  but rather to  “open the eyes”  so we can  personally reform  and  maybe/perhaps/possibly  become part of the 144000 
so Yahweh can more readily bring forth  “The Great Millennia Day” –  when He has His demonstrably proven 144000 leaders for  “The New Regime”. 
2Tim.  4v8 og (The) Remaining/Besides/Finally/Rest/Moreover  (it is) reserved/awaited/appointed/{laid up}   
2Tim.  4v8 og {to me}/mine  the  [crown]   of the  righteousness/equality/justification   
2Tim.  4v8 og (the) chaplet/{badge of royalty/games}/{symbol of honour}/crown   
2Tim.  4v8 og whom/which/that  (he will) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward  {to me}/mine   
2Tim.  4v8 og the  lord/master  in  {to [= within]  that one}  to The  Day/{period of time},   
2Tim.  4v8 og the  equitable/innocent/righteous  (the) judge;  not  merely/alone/only  and  {to me}   
2Tim.  4v8 og but  also  (to the) all   the (persons)   (the) {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao [plural] 
2Tim.  4v8 og the  manifestation/{memorable event}/advent/appearing/{glorious display}  (of the) him [JCg]. 
2Tim.  4v8 = The  remaining/finally/moreover   

it is  reserved/appointed/awaits  my  chaplet/{badge of royalty}/crown  of  righteousness/equality  that  the  Lord/Master,    (Yahweh) 
the  equitable/righteous  Judge   (The Righteous Yahweh) 
He will  recompense/requite/reward  to me  within  That One  Day  (Paul awakened at the 1st Resurrection ready for The Millennium Day) 
and  not  only  to me,     (being all the other 143,999 other TCs likewise precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
but  also  all  people  {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao   (the 144000 TCs driven by agapao in  spirit/personality/desires/traits) 
of his  (JCg)  manifestation/{glorious display}/advent/appearing     (the 1st Resurrection when JCg physically comes at the 1st 2nd C) 

 

The remaining   (part of my physical life =  Paul’s  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  into the 2nd part of his physical life) 
is  reserved/appointed  my righteous badge of royalty   (a position alongside JCg as a future  “Son of God”  Matt.20v23) 
that The  Lord/Master   (Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  of a proven TC) 
The  equitable/righteous  Judge   (Yahweh making  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  upon  all  “Christians”  for possible  “Sonship”) 
He will  recompense/reward  to me within That Day   (Paul will be  awakened/roused at “The 1st Resurrection” ready for The Millennium Start); 
and not only me   (and thus Yahweh shall  resurrect/transfigure  143,999 other TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  having imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
but  also all people  agapao/{edifying love}   (all 144000 TCs who desire  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  to rule The World in The Millennium) 
of his (JCg)  manifestation/advent   (JCg’s 1st 2nd C at the 1st Resurrection to collect his proven virgin bride,  spotless from worldly methodology). 
 

Firstly,  there is a separation between Yahweh and JCg that must be  clearly  understood.   
Only  Yahweh makes  “The Personal Decision” (Matt.20v23)  upon the members of The Christian Nation during the last 2000 years or so,  
being   Which members of The Christian Nation are sufficiently worthy to be assigned “Sonship”?   (Matt.20v16, 22v14) 

When  that  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 validations is reached (Rev.14v1-4),  then  Yahweh will assign all responsibility to JCg to come 
and  “sort The World out”  according to The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire  (Rev.19v16), 20v4-7).   Remove absolutely  all  worldly leaders personally 
driven by worldly methodology and replace them with the 144000 TCs and The Prophets,  together with their support staff in the lower positions 
throughout society over a period of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12),  being the closing of  “The Great Tribulation”  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3). 
Thus,  Yahweh is attributed with  “The Decision”  to move forward  (Matt.24v36),  and JCg  (as always)  perfectly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire by first 
collecting his  “bride to be”  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.),  being the 144000 TCs  chosen/elected/selected  for Sonship by Yahweh. 

Can the reader see how this righteously operates? –  Precisely as The Bible tells us –  as I explain in exactitude. 
Notice how this verse is covered by  agapao/{edifying love}.   

So that all people  (elected as TCs by Yahweh)  can all have precisely  the  one/same  prospect as  did/will  Paul  (Matt.20v1-12). 
And because Paul precisely imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.)  then he knows he has the same prospects as did JC! 

This is  not  a feigned loved –  where people say in the moment  “I love God” or “I love Jesus”  and then forget about either Yahweh or JC during 99% 
(or thereabouts)  for the rest of their time!    

“{Edifying Love}”  is a  continual commitment  to be internally driven to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly 
return –  that shows the highest form of  “Love by Principle”  to edify our neighbour to our own hurt -  as a martyr for The Cause!   
As JC stated at Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25, 13v37-38. 

This does not mean - 
Becoming a Christian leader is laying our life down for a cause –  as some self-piously state  “a vocation” (and thus shows to me they do  not  
understand what they are supposed to be doing –  and certainly do  not  know what The Bible states on this subject)! 

But rather -   
We become deadened to what The World can deliver  (of whatever)  by return for our  “occupational effort”  and thus,     The Reward  (as a 
perfected  “synapse construction mapping”)  is accumulated safely in The Heavens  (as “The Heavenly Treasure”)  with Yahweh.   

In fact,  the  only  “reward”  from The World  must be persecution –  else quite simply we are  not  imitating JC or Paul  (who both were murdered)  in 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (far too many references to give here –  please see my electronic “Concordance of Topics”).   
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It must be noted   The persecution must  only  come from  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  by both word and deed,  and absolutely  not  by any 
conflict with secular law.  The TC must be absolutely  perfectly neutral  in  secular/worldly  matters  (thus  dead/blind  to the world)  for about 10 
reasons as I discuss in meticulous detail elsewhere.  All this shows true  agapao/{edifying love}  in reciprocation to the true  agapao/{edifying love}  that 
JC showed towards us –  being towards his personal creation by expressing his Father’s HS –  thus all intrinsically  ideal/good  things are sourced by 
Yahweh for the edification of us to personally yield “Life”. 
Let us now move to another aspect those  worldly Christian leaders completely  “mess-up”  in their sermons  (or just utterly ignore,  because they do not 
understand it  -  else surely,  they are beholden to teach of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” –  Luke.4v16-19,  if  they were to imitate JC) - 

“The Crown”  means  “to rule over other people”,  when this period is to occur,  and what must be done  to win  “The Race”. 
This shows 1.  Crown  given to rule over something.  2. Period = Day => Millennium.  3. Demonstrate our belief through  “occupational effort”. 
This verse is  completely contrary  to modern  worldly Christian teaching  -  pandemic today. 

1. The crown to rule over something  =  The resurrected fleshly people in The Millennium,  who are then to be taught  “Righteousness”. 
2. Of  “Righteousness”  because of Paul’s works have shown him to be righteous in the 1st part of his physical life  (hence has no need to be 

taught,  but now he  “teaches” –  as a faithful steward when given more  “responsibility”  over 5 or 10 cities – Luke.19v17-19). 
3. Yahweh is to be The Judge of  Justice/Righteousness, thereby to equally reward TCs according to their  “occupational effort”. 
4. “To be paying”,  means “something is owed”,  being that of the works  (occupational effort)  of which Paul has done (see Heb. chapter 11). 
5. That Day = The Millennium of a 1000 years as Peter (2Pet.3v8)  clearly tells us (twice in the same verse  “so that we might not be ignorant”) 
6. Only people who agapao Yahweh,  as Paul has done,  demonstrated by their actions within the 1st part of their physical life will have (1) 
7. Again,  only those people who  agapao/{edifying love}  JCg and have  “The Expectation”  of  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  given all the 

way back to Abraham,  thus equally have  “The Expectation”  of his advent within the 1st part for their physical life will have (1). 
Where to  “agapao/{Edify love}”  Yahweh or JC means   “We magnify what both Yahweh and JC mean  within the recipient’s  sane/reasoning  mind!” 
I have said of these things before,  and repeat,  this single verse has seven things within it  never  taught by our very  worldly Christian leaders! 

Most importantly,  this is  “The Core”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles! 
As we often witness in  worldly Christian leaders’ sermons  -  some form of  “The Contrary/Adversarial/satanic”  content is preached. 
I leave the reader to audit what they hear from their  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders,  contrary to that as written within The Bible! 
But we must  personally  know and understand The Bible  intimately  to be competent auditors; –  else the auditees  (worldly Christian leaders)   will  
deceive/seduce  us in their replies to protect their deviant activities  (that yields their worldly return)! 
Consequently,  we return to 2Tim.3v13  (and 1Thes.2v3-5, and many other examples.) –  hence the context! 
Again,  I state,  not  all Christian leaders are like this –  there are  a very few  who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (perhaps in the same ratio as the Pharisees in 
JC’s day –  because a Gaussian distribution of Mindset for a population of religious people will be statistically  the same  throughout  all  generations) – 
but they are not where you might initially think they are.  They operate on the front line,  at a personal  “one to one”  discussion level,  where they 
become like the recipient  (as Paul did – 1Cor.9v19-21)  so they might form a perfect  “load matching”  (sorry, an electronics term to maximise power 
[information] transfer).  They will be humble and be taking  nothing  from The World or from the recipients of the TCs’ teaching. 
However,  they shall be receiving persecution and affliction from  worldly religious leaders  (of whatever source)  during their  precision  ministry work. 

All this calls for careful consideration! 
 
40th Comment – Paul is desirous for Timothy to visit him –  it is good to meet face to face again with like-minded people. 
Paul perhaps wants to fix eyes upon Timothy and have a last personal encounter with him before his execution. 
55th Warning – Just as did Demas, it is possible for people to return and self-indulge within The World away from Yahweh 
18th Good News – Paul had other Brethren aiming to become TCs like Paul –  who went out in their ministry work. 
19th Good News – Luke, the physician, had come to visit (give support) Paul during his second confinement/imprisonment. 
81st Instruction – Paul requests Timothy to bring with him,  Paul’s cloak,  scrolls/writings and in particular his precious 
parchments/vellums. 
2Tim.  4v9 og (You [Timothy]) {use speed}/{make effort}/{be earnest/diligent/endeavour}/labour/study   
2Tim.  4v9 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my   
2Tim.  4v9 og briefly/speedily/shortly/rapidly/soon/suddenly, 
2Tim.  4v9 = You  {make haste/effort}  to  speedily/quickly  accompany/come  towards me, 
 

You (Timothy)  make effort to quickly come to me   (because perhaps I have not much longer to live – if I am soon to be executed), 
 

Paul clearly wants to  “catch-up” on the details,  because he knows his time for  execution/sleep  is to soon occur  (see previous verses).   I use  “sleep”  
as  “The 1st Death”,  being Paul’s  only  death because  “The 2nd Death”  will have no power over him as a future  “Son of God” –  Rev.2v11, 20v6. 
Certain scholars assumed Paul’s execution was martyrdom by sword in the amphitheatre. 
2Tim.  4v10 og Demas  For  I/me/my  (he) {left behind}/{remained over}/deserted/forsaken,   
2Tim.  4v10 og (the) {loving by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  now/present/immediate   
2Tim.  4v10 og (the) age/perpetuity/{Messianic period},   
2Tim.  4v10 og also  (he) traversed/travelled/departed/journeyed  into/unto  (the) Thessalonica.   
2Tim.  4v10 og (the) Crescens  into/unto  (the) Galatia.  (the) Titus  into/unto  (the) Dalmatia. 
2Tim.  4v10 = For  Demas,   the  {loving by principle}/{agapao loving}  the  present/immediate  age,   he  deserted/forsaken  me,   

also  he  travelled/journeyed  into  the  Thessalonica.   
Crescens  unto  the  Galatia.   Titus  unto  the  Dalmatia. 

 

For Demas agapao  (to edify himself in a worldly manner)  the present age   (of worldly methodology), 
he has forsaken me (Paul),   also he travelled into Thessalonica. 
Crescens unto Galatia.   Titus unto Dalmatia. 
 

Notice how Paul uses the word  “agapao”  StrongsTM = 25 and not  “agape”  StrongsTM = 26,  being the point,  I make elsewhere  (never  differentiated 
in worldly Christian discussions),  it is  “agapao”  spiritually  driving the mind that delivers the  “agape”  as  physical  “occupational effort”  output  
“to edify our neighbour”  so they too might understand  why/how  they are to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
We understand here,  that it was the  “love of The World”  (to be edifying himself with worldly methodology)  operating within the mind of Demus, that 
turned him away from becoming a TC. 
Titus was a member of The Brethren (Christian)  aiming to become a TC and was directed to go to Dalmatia under the approval of Paul.  
Titus was a recipient to one of Paul's guiding letters  (follows 2Timothy in The Bible). 
2Tim.  4v11 og (The) Luke  (he) is  (the) merely/alone/only  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of me}/mine.   
2Tim.  4v11 og (The) Mark  (having) {to take up}/{receive up}/{take in/unto/up}  (you) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce   
2Tim.  4v11 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of thyself}/{of your own self};   
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2Tim.  4v11 og (he) is  for  {to me}/mine  (the) {well employed}/{easily used}/useful/profitable  into/unto   
2Tim.  4v11 og (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}. 
2Tim.  4v11 = Luke  he is  the only  (person)  together/with  me (Paul).   

You  (Timothy)   {lead with}/bring/induce  Mark  having   {take in}/receive  together/with  {your own self};   
for  he is  {well employed}/useful/{easily used}  {to me}  unto  ministry/{servicing in The World}. 

 

Luke (The Doctor)  is the only person  together/with  me   (Paul – under imprisonment in Rome). 
You (Timothy)  bring Mark   (this is John-Mark,  the writer of Mark’s Gospel)   
having taken in  (him)  together/with  your own self; 
for he (Mark)  is  useful to me unto the servicing in The World   (Mark was the youngster learning from  “The Great Teacher”  Paul) 
                (By this time,  Mark would be middle aged and not the youngster taken with Paul on the 1st Missionary Journey some 20 years earlier.) 
 

Luke  (taught by Paul)  was The Physician –  the scribe to  “Luke’s Gospel”,  and the  recorder/reporter  of  “The Acts of The Apostles”. 
Mark here,  was  “John Mark”  the writer of Mark’s Gospel and cousin of Barnabas,  presumed to be the youth who ran away naked Mark.14v51-52 
written about himself.  Equally Mark may have been staying  (or he was part of the household)  where  “The Last Supper”  was held,  hence he followed 
behind JC and his disciples when they departed from his family’s house. 
Notice how TC’s are usefully employed in The Ministry work in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to the nations. 
2Tim.  4v12 og (the) Tychicus  And  (I) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned   
2Tim.  4v12 og into/unto  (the) Ephesus. 
2Tim.  4v12 = And Tychicus I dispatched unto Ephesus. 
 

And I (Paul)  dispatched Tychicus unto Ephesus. 
 

Paul dispatches Tychicus another faithful member of The Brethren aiming to become a TC into The Ministry work. 
2Tim.  4v13 og The  {showing (on outer garments)}/cloak/mantle  whom/which/that   
2Tim.  4v13 og (I) {left behind}/forsook/{left remaining}  in  (to the [= within]) Troas    
2Tim.  4v13 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the) Carpus,    
2Tim.  4v13 og (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   
2Tim.  4v13 og (you) endure/{to bear/carry}/{go on}/uphold/lead/move/reach/bring,   
2Tim.  4v13 og also  the  rolls/bills/books/scrolls/writings,   
2Tim.  4v13 og {very most}/{in the greatest degree}/chiefly/{most of all}/especially   
2Tim.  4v13 og the  {written sheep skins}/”membranes”/parchments/vellums. 
2Tim.  4v13 = (When)  personally  appearing/coming  (to me),   

you  bear/carry  the  cloak/mantle  which  I  {left behind}/forsook  within the  Troas  alongside/with  Carpus,   
also  the  rolls/books/scrolls/writings,  chiefly/{most of all}/especially  the  parchments/vellums. 

 

(When)  personally  coming  (to me), 
You (Timothy)  bear/carry  the  cloak/mantle  that I left behind within Troas  alongside/with  Carpus, 
also the  rolls/scrolls/writings,  especially the parchments. 
 

These could be parts of The Tanakh or even other writings by Paul scribed by an assistant –  now lost. 
 
41st Comment – Only people having  “a worldly return impaired”  become the people hostile to a TC’s teaching. 
75th Reasoning – Because quite simply TCs through their impeccable lifestyle cannot and do not offend anyone else.  It is 
only what  “The Teaching of The Gospel”  does to impair worldly income of whatever (money/power/prestige/glory/etc.) 
that motivates humans to become hostile to TCs.   There is  no  other possible reason by definition! 
42nd Comment – In this instance it was a coppersmith called Alexander whose skills could equally be used to make idols 
for worship,  creating lucrative personal worldly income that became damaged by Paul’s teaching of The Real Gospel. 
76th Reasoning – It might well have been Alexander pulling a few connective strings through The Established Religious 
Hierarchy that caused Paul to be arrested,  tried and imprisoned again. 
43rd Comment – Sadly,  no persons came to speak up in Paul’s defence at his trial –  being to give him a good character 
reference –  and thus the trial would have gone against him. 
2Tim.  4v14 og (The) Alexander  the  {copper worker}/brazier/coppersmith  many/much/plenteous  {to me}/mine   
2Tim.  4v14 og (the) worthlessness/depravities/hurtful/bad/harmful/evils/wickedness  
2Tim.  4v14 og (he) {pointed out}/indicated/showed/displayed  [middle voice];   
2Tim.  4v14 og (he wish) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward  (to the) him  the  lord/master   
2Tim.  4v14 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
2Tim.  4v14 og (of the) him; 
2Tim.  4v14 = Alexander  the  {copper worker}   

he  personally  showed/displayed  much/plenteous  worthlessness/hurtful/bad/harmful  (things)  {to me},   
The  Lord/Master  (= Yahweh)  wish  recompense/requite/return  to him  according to  his  {occupational efforts}/works/deeds; 

 

Alexander the copper worker   
personally showed  (= did/worked)  to me much  worthlessness/hurtful  things to me, 
The  Lord/Master  (Yahweh in his  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement)  wish recompense to him  (Alexander) 
according to his occupational efforts; 
 

Obviously,  Alexander had not quite the same attitude to  “The Real Gospel”  as did Paul!   
As in all these cases the simple truth is  “The Present World”  proves to be more endearing than “The Future World”  of The Millennium. 
Thus,  the present world’s methodology proved to Alexander a greater attraction than what he considered The Millennium will deliver.  
This always comes down to be some form of self-indulgence within  “The Individual” –  in this instance to feed Alexander’s self-indulgent nature he 
might have a lucrative side-line in making  “graven images” –  and clearly  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  does not support the use 
of images of any description  (certainly  not  icons of crucifixes –  or of  human created  “saints” -  and other such “tat” found outside some churches)! 
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Notice how Paul does not condemn Alexander,  but rather it is a sigh of sadness –  “The Lord wish return to him what he lacks in The Millennium” –  so 
that Alexander will understand how foolish he has been! 

But billions upon billions of people  (of  “The Gospel Age”)  will face this very same situation to varying degrees! 
2Tim.  4v15 og whom/which/that  also  thou/you  {isolation (to) watch}/{be on guard}/preserve/obey/avoid/beware/keep,   
2Tim.  4v15 og much/exceeding/great/chiefly/highest/foremost  for  (he has) {stood against}/resisted/opposed   
2Tim.  4v15 og to the [words]   (to the) {our/my (possessive)}/{your (by a different reading)}  
2Tim.  4v15 og (to the) words/sayings/topics/reasonings. 
2Tim.  4v15 = that  also  you  guard/avoid/beware,   

for  much/greatly  he has  {stood against}/opposed  our  words/sayings/reasonings. 
 

That  also you (Timothy)  guard/beware 
For much he (Alexander)  has  {stood against}/opposed  our  words/sayings/reasonings. 
 

Paul gives the warning to beware of this person,  because he has stood against  “The Ministry”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  given by TCs. 
Usually  (as I stated in the previous verse)  this has an underlining worldly reason for hostile rejection.  
In this instance it might well have been,  he made  (or was part of a grouping that made)  idols for people to worship and  “The Real Gospel”  hurt his 
worldly income.   This is the  “affection of money”  (of which Paul speaks 1Tim.6v10, 2Tim3v2)  that drives people to become worldly and thus oppose  
“Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within The Environment” and thus blaspheming against the “HS”.   Furthermore,  our charlatan Christian 
leaders operate upon precisely the same principles,  but in their position,  they shall  not  be forgiven for blaspheming against the HS  (Matt.12v31-32, 
Mark.3v28-29)  and face annihilation at the end of their present existence! 
2Tim.  4v16 og In  to the [= within]  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
2Tim.  4v16 og (the) {plea/apology}/{answering oneself}/defence  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
2Tim.  4v16 og {to me}/mine  (he/she) {be present together}/convened/{appeared in aid}/{came together}/{stand with},   
2Tim.  4v16 og but  (the) all (persons)   I/me/my  (they) {leave behind}/{remained over}/deserted/forsook;   
2Tim.  4v16 og not  {to them}  (may/should  it be) reckoned/calculated/reasoned/thought. 
2Tim.  4v16 = Within  my  beginning/chief/first  {plea/apology}/defence  {no one}  {was present with}/{came together with}  me,   

but  the  all  people  they  deserted/forsook  me;     (no one was prepared to give Paul a  character reference  against Alexander’s claims) 
may it  not  be  reckoned/calculated  (against)  {to them}.     (let Yahweh through JC not hold it against them) 

 

Within my first defence  (against imprisonment)  no one person came together with me   (to the magistrate’s court), 
but all people deserted me   (no person was prepared to stand alongside Paul and give a  “good character reference”  against Alexander’s claim) 
may it not be reckoned  (against)  to them   (let Yahweh not hold this action of theirs against their Special/Greater [1st] Judgement for “Sonship”) 
 

This was Paul’s second imprisonment in Rome,  and he must be referring here to the magistrate’s court proceedings,  where no one came to put in a 
good word for Paul.  Perhaps we can deduce it was Alexander who brought a civil case against Paul for apparent loss of earnings! 
However,  Paul holds no bitterness to them –  he allows these type of proceedings to be left in Yahweh’s Hands’. 
 
44th Comment – Even in Paul’s imprisoned state,  he declares that Yahweh strengthens him and has delivered Paul in the 
past as required to continue in The Ministry work to The Nations,  if Yahweh so chooses this to be. 
20th Good News – TCs have absolutely no fear of what men might do,  because Yahweh will always stand alongside to 
support The Ministry work and will rescue a TC from what would appear to be certain death should Yahweh have need for 
the TC to continue publicising  “The Real Word of God”  as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
21st Good News – Yahweh empowers TCs so they might be fully proven as being diligent,  motivated to continuously 
provide the ministry to The Nations for Yahweh draw out by election His future  “Sons of God”  ready for the next stage of 
His plan to provide righteous  “Human Salvation”. 
22nd Good News – Yahweh will  save/preserve  TCs  into The Millennium,  where they shall obtain  guaranteed  
everlasting life as future  “Sons of God”  (in  heavenly/celestial/spiritual  bodies – 1Cor.15v35-55). 
77th Reasoning – Heavenly/Celestial  kingdom/reign  applies to The Millennium because that is when JCg physically rules 
(Rev.19v15-16)  and he voluntarily subjects himself to  “The Authority”  of Yahweh.  Thus,  it is Yahweh’s kingdom rule 
(of His Methodology)  that will rightfully be given all  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  for The Eternity to come. 
2Tim.  4v17 og the  And  lord/master  {to me}/mine  
2Tim.  4v17 og (he) {stood beside}/exhibited/proffered/substantiated/provided/yielded/commended/showed/presented,   
2Tim.  4v17 og also  (he) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (made) strong}  I/me/my,   
2Tim.  4v17 og that  through (reason)  {of me}/mine  the  proclamation/preaching/publicising   
2Tim.  4v17 og (it may/should be) {fully carried out}/{completely assured/persuaded}/{made proof},   
2Tim.  4v17 og also  (it may/should) hear/listen/understand/respond  (the) all  the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples;   
2Tim.  4v17 og also  (I was) {rushed in}/rescued/delivered  {from/out of}   
2Tim.  4v17 og (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of the) lion. 
2Tim.  4v17 = And  the  lord/master  (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”)   He  {stood beside}/substantiated/provided  {to me},   

also  he  empowers/strengthens  me,    (The Strength of God's Word empowers internally, Yahweh infinite capability operates externally) 
that  through reason  {of me}  the  proclamation/publicising  it  may/should  be  {fully carried out}/{completely assured}/proven,   
also  all  the  gentiles/nations/peoples  may/should  listen/understand/respond;   (people over the 2000 years shall hear of Paul's ministry) 
also  I was  rescued/delivered  {from out of}  the  lion's mouth.    (To continue in his activities – for the remaining part of his life) 

 

And the  lord/master  He (Yahweh)  {stood beside}/substantiated  to me  (Paul), 
            (Yahweh physically supports Paul outside to promote God's Word,  while JCg as  “The Word of God”  spiritually supports Paul inside The Mind) 
also through reason of me the  proclamation/publicising  might be  {fully carried out}/proven   (as stated above) 
also all the  gentiles/nations  might  listen/understand/respond   (people are given the opportunity Rev.3v20.    How do we personally respond?); 
also I was  rescued/delivered  from out of the lion's mouth   (Yahweh physically saves Paul from “the persecution” sourced by religious leaders) 
 

Paul fully acknowledges the work Yahweh does to express His HS  “behind the scenes”  to aid Paul’s  accurate  ministry work.   
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It is  not  blatant,  and thus not to be given in an overt manner  (as we witness within the shenanigans of performing charlatans of certain worldly 
Christian schisms in frothy performing antics),  but rather  behind the scenes  “opening doors”  to further spread  “The Word of God”  within the minds 
of people who themselves can personally move forward  “The Word of God” in an  accurate  manner.   
Paul will have His Day in The Millennium of a 1000 years and from there on,  into an eternity. 
By contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders are  “having their day now”  operating within Satan’s methodology spawning the hypocrisy of self-indulgence  
(in pretence it is for “God”) –  but they might  not even witness   “The Day of The Lord”  being of  “The Millennium”. 
Consequently,  as we read here,  Yahweh rescued Paul from  The Jaws of The Lion’  so he could have another day in accurately  promoting/teaching  
“The Word of God”  that has  “The Miraculous Power”  of transforming a rebellious worldly self-indulgent human into a  contrite  slave desiring to  
serve The Master,  noting how a slave should behave to  his/her  master  (Luke.17v7-10).   Do our worldly Christian leaders behave like this?  Hardly! 
2Tim.  4v18 og Also  (he will) {rush in}/rescue/deliver [middle voice]  I/me/my  the  lord/master  off/away/separated/from   
2Tim.  4v18 og (of the) every   (of the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
2Tim.  4v18 og (of the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,   
2Tim.  4v18 og also  (he will) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve  into/unto   
2Tim.  4v18 og the  kingdom/reign/realm/domain  (of the) him  the  {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/extra-terrestrial;   
2Tim.  4v18 og {to whom/which}  the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  into/unto   
2Tim.  4v18 og the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   
2Tim.  4v18 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
2Tim.  4v18 = Also  the  Lord/Master  

He will  rescue/deliver  me  away/from  the every  hurtful/harmful/grievous  {occupational effort}/work/deed,  
also  He will  deliver/save/{make whole}/preserve  into/unto  His  heavenly/celestial  kingdom/reign/domain;   
{to Whom}  be the  glory/honour/dignity/worship  into/unto  the  ages/perpetuities  of the  ages/perpetuities.    Amen. 

 

Also the Lord will  rescue/delivered  me  away/from  every  hurtful/harmful  occupational effort, 
                (a TC doing nothing wrong –  “cannot be justly held” [yet perhaps unjustly held]  by people hurt from a TC teaching  “1st Century Christian”.) 
                ([1] JC as God’s Word spiritually steers our mind from wrong, then once purified,  [2] Yahweh physically operates in the local environment) 
also He will  deliver/save  (TCs)  unto His  heavenly/celestial  kingdom/reign   (Yahweh's Methodology rules in The Millennium); 
to Whom (Yahweh)  be the  glory/honour/dignity  into the ages of the ages   (firstly The Millennium,  and then on,  into The Eternity).    
Amen.   (Yes  -  This will occur.) 
 

What do we learn here about Paul’s inner driving force? 
1. Yahweh will pull through those specific people ardently fulfilling His Desire. 
2. Yahweh will  {make whole}  a TC in The Millennium when they become a future  “Son of God”. 
3. Yahweh’s  extra-terrestrial rule  will  be present upon this Earth  (in The Millennium)  operating through JCg and his 144000 assistants. 

We can understand how Paul sees  “The Important Future”  and is communicating this towards Timothy – so that he too will stoically continue as has 
Paul shown to The World should Paul be executed at sometime soon before he sees Timothy again  (hence the urgent request earlier). 
Question - 

Do we personally feel the same – as did Paul? 
To be as committed as was he – and thus suffer the consequential fallout from his “Perfect Actions”   (the quality of the actions as judged by Yahweh)! 
 
45th Comment – Paul through his networking confirms the contacts he has with Timothy. 
Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
Reasoning – repeat - Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment.  “The Word of 
God” teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our 
neighbour for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) 
means we have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good 
habits,  pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” 
to yield more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs!  
Warning – repeat - Gifts/favour/benefit  sourced by Yahweh assists the TCs in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  to edify other 
people – it is  not  for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things assisting a person in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 
23rd Good News - Gifts and favours will be dispensed between the TCs and brethren sourced by Yahweh through JCg. 
2Tim.  4v19 og (You) {enfold in the arms}/embrace/salute/greet [middle voice]   (the) Prisca  also  (the) Aquila,   
2Tim.  4v19 og also  the [family]   (of the) Onesiphorus  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family. 
2Tim.  4v19 = You  personally  embrace/greet  Prisca  (Priscilla)   and Aquila,   

also  the  household/family  of the  Onesiphorus.  
 

You (Timothy)  personally greet Prisca and Aquilla, 
also  (you greet)  the Onesiphorus family. 
 

Aquila and Priscilla were husband and wife;  also, they were staunch supporters of Paul and of  “The Ministry Work”,  having originally met Paul in 
Corinth (Acts.18v2-3)  and then travelled with him to Ephesus  (Acts.18v18-19, 24-28).  Furthermore,  they risked their necks to save Paul’s  
soul/existence  (Rom.16v3-4). 
Onesiphorus was perhaps the only person  (out of those in Asia)  who remained loyal to Paul and even went out to search for Paul when in Rome as we 
read earlier in this epistle,  which is probably why Paul sent his greetings to the house of Onesiphorus because he was not then at his home! 
2Tim.  4v20 og (The) Erastus  (he) stayed/remained/abided/dwelt/endured/stood  in  (to the [= within]) Corinth;   
2Tim.  4v20 og (the) Trophimus  and  (I) {left behind}/forsook/{left remaining}  in  (to the [= within]) Miletus   
2Tim.  4v20 og (the) {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}. 
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2Tim.  4v20 = The  Erastus  remained/dwelt  within  Corinth;   
and  Trophimus  {being feeble/weak/sick/imfirmed}  I  {left behind}  within  Miletus. 

 

Erastus remained within Corinth; 
and Trophimus being  feeble/sick,   I (Paul)  left behind within Miletus, 
 

2Tim.  4v21 og (You) {use speed}/{make effort}/{be earnest/diligent/endeavour}/labour/study   
2Tim.  4v21 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before   
2Tim.  4v21 og (of the) {storm (of channelled pouring rain)}/{rainy season}/{foul weather}/winter   
2Tim.  4v21 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come   
2Tim.  4v21 og (He) {enfolds in the arms}/embraces/salutes/greets  thee/thy/thou  (the) Eubulus,  also  (the) Pudens,   
2Tim.  4v21 og also  (the) Linus,  also  (the) Claudia,  also  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  (the) all (people). 
2Tim.  4v21 = You (Timothy)  {make effort}/endeavour  to  appear/come  prior/before  the  {rainy season}/winter. 

He  embraces/greets  you (Timothy)   the  Eubulus,   also  the Pudens,   also  the Linus,   also  the Claudia,   also  all  The Brethren. 
 

You (Timothy)  make effort to come before the rainy season. 
Eubulus greets you (Timothy),  also the Pudens,  also the Linus,  also the Claudia,  also all The Brethren. 
 

2Tim.  4v22 og The  lord/master  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  [be]  {amid/together/with (meta)}    
2Tim.  4v22 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) thee/thy/thou/you.   
2Tim.  4v22 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  {amid/together/with (meta)}    (of the) you.   
2Tim.  4v22 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
2Tim.  4v22 = The  lord/master  the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  (be)  together/with  your  spirit/personality/desires/traits! 

The  gifts/favour/benefit  (be)  together/with  you!   Amen. 
 

The  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God”  thoroughly controls our mind  [our mind is  truly a slave  to Yahweh's Methodology])  
the anointed Jesus   (JCg as  “The Goal”  for all successful TCs who  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
be  together/with  your  spirit/personality/desires/traits! 
The  gift/favour/benefit  be  together/with  you!   Amen. 
 

Then Paul ends by stating    
JCg as  “The Goal” unto which we are to aim,  is “The Word of God”  that is to be present with Timothy’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

Therefore,  Paul is asking Timothy’s mind (being of its thoughts processes)  to be in line with what  “The Word of God”  instructs/commands  of us,  
inasmuch our mind is to be the slave to  “The Word of God”  operating within our mind to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so that Timothy  (and 
ideally us likewise)  may/perhaps  achieve the same goal as did JC. 
However  (unlike the distorted teaching as given by worldly Christian leaders) - 
Paul is absolutely  not  asking Yahweh is to be giving anything to Timothy  (as I gave in my original commentary [before I modified it] –  where,  now  
shame-faced,   I had been influenced by  “false worldly Christian”  propaganda)   to think that we are to ask for help in  “believing”,  “having faith”,  
“making me a better person”,  “giving me the HS”, etc.    This is  all  “unrighteous humbug”!   
Let me explain - 

1. If assuming we do not gain much  “belief” or “faith” or “become a better person”,   then do we blame Yahweh because we have not 
become like JC?    Or should the blame rest entirely upon our shoulders because we not become like JC? 

2. Has not Yahweh given us enough information in The Bible on how we should spiritually think and physically operate,  and yet how many 
people who supposedly ask for these cited examples above,  have they actually read The Bible  several times  and then carefully 
reasoned upon the contents to then be in the position to then know what Yahweh wants us to   “believe”,  “have faith”,  “become a 
better person”,  “have the HS”, etc. 

            Can the reader start to understand what I am reasoning through here? 
Yes!  -   Yahweh  has  given us all these things in the form of  “The Word of God”  as given in The Bible  -  and yet the absolute vast majority of humans 
have absolutely no interest to  “put in the groundwork”  (as did JC and Paul  Luke.2v45-50, Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.,)   to then personally gain the very 
things that these devotees  mindlessly  requested.  Is Yahweh really going to respond to a demonstrably faithless person vainly asking for “The Easy 
Option”,  when Yahweh desires a personally reformed mind through much personal work based upon what He has already given to us!   
Yahweh is presently,  only desirous for His  “Early Adopters”  who personally put themselves through  “the mangle”  to become proven competent 
leaders ready for The Millennium.  Noting that  “anything”  is personally prized –  if we had to personally work for this “something”. 

Does the reader understand what I am writing here? 
Therefore,  the devotees are presently ignored by Yahweh  (because righteously He can do no other,  else Satan will always point a finger and state   
That person is only a good person because You helped them [Job.1v6-12]  and by counter for someone else,  that person is not good because You did not 
help them).   However,  Yahweh through JC’s ransom sacrifice has given these devotees a 2nd opportunity in The Millennium to learn the error of their 
ways in a perfected environment – so they might personally reform  (and thus gain  “nothing more”  or  “nothing less”  than what was originally 
promised to Adam and Eve   -   “everlasting life in a perfected fleshly body”). 
Only “The Early Adopters”  righteously gain  “something more”  than what was originally offered to Adam and Eve. 
But let us consider    

What about  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders teaching this unreasoned and unrighteous nonsense in their vain prayers? 
Precisely as more than half of JC’s parables and illustrative examples teach us -  these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  living on the backs of their 
deluded devotees are in for harsh,  but justified judgement! 
The  charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected –  but be annihilated   (hence JC’s plea in Luke chapter 15,  noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9).  
The  worldly Christian leaders shall be resurrected  -  but will need to go through some serious personal reprogramming of their brain  (called 
“learning”)  in The Millennium,  and hence, Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30,  Luke.13v28 –  please see all my local commentaries. 
So after that  “explained worldly observation”  then let me state what Paul is saying to Timothy in this closing verse  
Paul has given much advice to Timothy,  because even though Paul lusts to see his spiritual son,  Timothy again,  he feels that martyrdom will soon close 
in upon him before Timothy is able to come and visit him.  He emotionally closes this epistle with much advice by simply stating  

I have taught and explained much to you  (by mouth)  and confirmed by writing guidance on how you are to replace me in The Ministry work 
and thus - 

You aim for  “The Goal of Sonship”  to be part of the 144000 TCs. 
You firmly guard JC as  “The Word of God”  within your mind – so that you might know as to what direction to go and achieve The Goal. 
Build your mind upon  “The Word of God”  so that your  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  one/same  as that of JC and Yahweh 
(John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
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In this manner JC will have a  presence/parousia  together/with  you to guide your life to gain   real belief,  real faith,  and thus become a 
good person,  by having the HS personally operating within you. 
And after doing this -  then you will gain the  gift/benefit/peace  that befits a person who has truly built their life upon  “The Word of God”  by 
being absolutely neutral in worldly affairs  -  because this is  “The Old System”  that is to pass away (2Pet.3v9-13),  and it is to be replaced 
by  “The New World System”  of The Millennium operating under Yahweh’s Methodology through JCg and the 144000 TCs. 

All of which you would have personally helped to make a physical reality (within the 1st part of your physical life). 
Can the reader understand the subtle difference between  “worldly Christianity”  of today  (being a subset of “Religion”)  and of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that shall be operational in The Millennium? 
Please read again my commentary to the very first verse of this epistle –  that reinforces what I state in this last commentary to the epistle. 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


